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We thank the thousands of New Yorkers who
gave their time and insights to help make
this plan reflect the hopes and needs of a
wide range of voices. We especially thank the
Sunnyside Yard Steering Committee, whose
guidance helped make this a truly inclusive
process.
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The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is the product
of a proactive, community-driven planning
process that sought to take the qualities
that make these neighborhoods great – their
affordability, walkability, and diversity – and
add to them with efficient public transit,
beautiful parks, affordable homes, and access to
education and high-quality jobs.
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We are proud to release the Sunnyside Yard
Amtrak and will serve as a guiding framework
Master Plan, a generational framework shaped
both for decking over the Yard and for our
by the voices of thousands of New Yorkers for a continuing partnership in the years to come.
uniquely important site.
The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan proposes bold
Across the country, Amtrak is partnering with
action on the most pressing issues of our time.
local governments to envision how its assets
How do we create new models of affordable
in growing cities can serve multiple public
housing at scale to protect the diverse makeup
needs while also furthering its core mission of
of Queens and address our housing crisis? How
intercity rail transportation. In 2014, Amtrak
should we rethink and invest in our regional and
approached the City of New York seeking to
local transportation networks? How do we grow
plan collaboratively for one of its key assets on
in an environmentally sustainable way while
the Northeast Corridor, Sunnyside Yard.
helping communities cope with the effects of
climate change? Sunnyside Yard is the only
Sunnyside Yard is critically important to
centrally located, transit-accessible place of this
Western Queens and the Greater New York
size in New York City where we can leverage
City region. Its central location, sheer scale,
publicly controlled land to respond to these
public ownership, and the strong, diverse
issues, and others.
neighborhoods surrounding the Yard make it an
unparalleled place to plan responsibly for the
Queens’ history as a welcoming home for
next generation. This Master Plan is a product
working- and middle-class families from
of close collaboration between the City and
across the globe is inseparable from the
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Part 1

Equitable Planning
for the Future
of Queens
13

1.1
Why Now?

Sunnyside Yard is a once-in-a-century opportunity to bring
12,000 affordable homes and a regional rail hub to Western
Queens through the creation of new public land.

• Sunnyside Yard is located in the heart of the New York City region.
• The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan represents a once-in-a-generation opportunity to plan for
the public interest over the long term.
• The Master Plan follows in the footsteps of a long history of aspirational planned
neighborhoods in Queens.
• Queens is the fastest growing and most diverse borough in the city.
• This is a unique moment to think about how the public can address the biggest issues
facing the city in the 21st century.

14
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A Generational Opportunity
Sunnyside Yard is the most important
undeveloped public site in the heart of the
most dynamic region in the United States.
It is a complex of critical rail infrastructure
on the nation’s busiest rail corridor and it is
surrounded by diverse neighborhoods that
have been a welcoming home to generations
of working- and middle-class New Yorkers
from all over the world.
Like the city, Western Queens faces major
urban challenges, prompting calls for new
approaches to equitable neighborhood
planning. In order to protect existing
neighborhoods, it is essential to plan for
the next generation of Queens families
with affordable housing, support and
protection for local industries and small
business, schools, and crucial investments
in infrastructure, public services, and public
open space.
The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan tackles the
most pressing questions facing New York City

in the 21st century, responding to local needs
while providing an opportunity for longterm, strategic planning for a massive and
regionally significant site.
If ever a place called for long-term, visionary
planning, it is this one.
Informed by the input of thousands of
residents, the City of New York and Amtrak
took on the challenge of reimagining
Sunnyside Yard as an extension of the
surrounding vibrant neighborhoods,
while maintaining the rail operations. Past
generations, including the Regional Plan
Association in 1931, explored the possibility
of building over the Yard to allow for other
uses in addition to rail — a process known
as “decking” or “overbuild.” Today, 90 years
after that initial proposal, the Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan incorporates significantly more
technical detail and emphasizes the need
for ongoing community engagement. This
Master Plan is a first step of many toward

Why Now?	

development and reveals why planning for
the Yard is essential to local and regional
priorities.
Among the most important of these priorities
is the responsible management of growth.
The city currently welcomes 30,000 new
New Yorkers every year. Many are born here,
while others come from other parts of the
U.S. and all over the world. Queens, known
as the “World’s Borough” and the “Borough
of Families,” is the city’s fastest growing
borough and has been roughly 6,000 new
residents each year. This growth provides
many positive consequences and makes the
borough the inclusive place it is today, but it
also puts constant pressure on housing supply
and infrastructure networks. Roughly the size
of Governors Island or three times larger than
Astoria Park, the 180 acres of the Yard offers
a relief valve for development pressure on
surrounding neighborhoods and a place to
provide the infrastructure, homes, and jobs
that sustain and manage growth.

17

The city’s challenges are compounded by
the reality of climate change and economic
inequality. Fortunately, the neighborhoods
surrounding Sunnyside Yard are full of
engaged residents who want to be part of
a larger conversation around planning for
a more sustainable, affordable, and fair
city. Informed by residents, the Master Plan
outlines solutions to alleviate the impact of
climate change while also improving housing
affordability and economic mobility for all
New Yorkers.
A laundry line in Astoria

People crossing over Sunnyside Yard on Queens Boulevard

While tackling these structural challenges,
the Master Plan will also improve connections
between the neighborhoods in Western
Queens and within the greater New York
City region. The Yard’s location on the
transportation networks enables broader and
improved connections. Currently, traversing
the Yard is an unpleasant and cumbersome
experience for locals. Building over Sunnyside

Yard can provide better connections and unite City to synchronize this vision with the
the existing neighborhoods.
infrastructure needs of the rail yard itself.
Through direct collaboration with New
In parallel with these goals, the Master Plan
Yorkers, the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan
accounts for the rail yard’s existing and
seeks to address our most urgent challenges
future operational plans to ensure longand put the public interest first. It does not
term coordination and function with the
aim to advance the most financially expedient
rail agencies. Putting the proposed Plan in
development scenario possible; rather, it
conversation with the on-the-ground technical creates a plan that is worth doing.
requirements put forward by Amtrak and the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)
(“Rail Entities”) allows the two Rail Entities
to plan the future of their operations while
preserving the option of decking over the
Yard.
The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is not a
shovel-ready mega-development, but rather
a long-term framework to guide decisions,
ensuring that they are made strategically,
led by public priorities, and centered on
human needs. Planning now enables the

Why Now?	
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The Master Plan Is:
• 12,000 new affordable
homes – half dedicated
to homes for very lowincome families, and half
providing homeownership
opportunities through a
21st century Mitchell-Lama
Program

The Master Plan Is Not:

• A detailed technical guide
for creating new publicly
controlled land by building a
“deck” over the rail yard that
protect rail operations while
connecting neighborhoods

• A transaction with a developer
• A fixed plan that will be executed
exactly as conceived
• Formal public approvals for
development

• A plan focused on preserving
Queens’ affordability
and diversity for future
generations rather than
maximizing financial gain

• A replica of the overbuild
projects of today

• A new regional rail hub,
“Sunnyside Station”,
connecting Western Queens
to the Greater New York City
region and Northeast Corridor • A framework to guide
future decision-making and
implementation over many
• 60 acres of new public
decades with sustained
open space serving Western
public input
Queens communities,
alongside new schools,
libraries, and other social
infrastructure
• An infrastructure-first
approach that includes
meeting urban needs like
resiliency, drainage, open
space, and transportation

Why Now?	
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This is Queens

Queens by
the Numbers:

2.4 Million current residents, of which
47.5% are foreign-born from
120 countries of origin, who speak
135 different languages.

College
Point
Vlashki

Ditmars
ةب َي
ّ َ (ال َع ِرArabic)

Босански(Bosnian)
ελληνικά (Standard Greek)
κρητική διάλεκτος (Cretan)
Brezhoneg (Breton)
Dansk (Danish)
Norsk (Norwegian)
Português (Portuguese)

MANHATTAN

Whitestone
Beechhurst

Malba

The history of human settlement in presentday Queens began roughly 12,000 years
ago, when the Laurentide Ice Sheet retreated
northward, exposing Long Island and the
Hudson River Valley.1 The first residents of
Queens were Lenape people (also known as
the Delaware Nation) who spoke dialects of the
Munsee language.2

广东话 (Cantonese)
客家话 (Hakka)
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Flushing
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East
Elmhurst
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Long
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Español (Spanish)
City
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Hunters
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Woodside
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ད
་སྐ
ད
་
(Tibetan)
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Sunnyside
Point
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Batak Basa Jawa (Javanese)
Türkçe (Turkish)
Tepehua
Tzotzil
Mamuju Minangkabau Elmhurst
Română (Romanian)
Kaqchik’el
հայերեն(Armenian) Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian)
Bahsa Acèh (Acehnese)
Sasak ᮑᮞ ᮞᮥᮔ᮪ᮓ (Sundanese)
Basa Ugi (Buginese)
Blissville
Basa Mangkasara’ (Makassarese)
Basa Mathura (Madurese)
Polski (Polish)
Basa Bali (Balinese)
Українська (Ukrainian)
Rego Park
Maspeth
Eesti keel (Estonian)
Русский язык (Russian)
日本語 (Japanese)
Ўзбек тили (Uzbek)
Suomi (Finnish)
Тоҷикӣ (Tajik)
Български (Bulgarian)
Latviešu valoda (Latvian)
( בוכאריBukharian)
Lietuvių kalba(Lithuanian)

Ridgewood

Bay
Terrace

Forest
Hills

Gottscheerisch
Čeština (Czech)
Shqip (Albanian)
Српски (Serbian)
Glendale
Slovenščina (Slovenian)
Napulitano (Neopolitan)
Italiano (Standard Italian)
Nones Toscano (Tuscan)
Woodhaven
Lu Sicilianu (Sicilian)
Tiếng Việt (Vietnamese)
Piemontèis (Piedmontese)
Lumbaart (Lombard)
Calabrese
Furian (Friulian)
Ligure (Ligurian)

Ozone Park
Figures from the U.S. Census Bureau
Map of Languages in Queens, Western Queens Neighborhoods in Red
Source: Nonstop Metropolis: A New York City Atlas

Little
Neck

বাংলা (Bengali)

湘语 (Xiang/Hunanese)
Монгол (Mongolian)

Bayside

( ئۇيغرۇ تىلىUyghur)

Auburndale

Queensboro Hill

QUEENS
Pomonok
ی( درDari)
و(پښتPashto)

Utopia
Fresh Meadows

( עבריתHebrew)

( יידישYiddish)

Kew
Briarwood
Gardens
Richmond
Hill

Jamaica
Hills

Jamaica
Estates

Bellaire
Bellerose
Bellerose
Terrace

Kreyòl ayisyen (Haitian Creole)

Queens Village

Hollis

Patwa (Jamaican patois)
( لغة مندنكاMandinka)
Bamanankan (Bambara)
isiZulu (Zulu)
Asụsụ Igbo (Igbo)

ਪੰਜਾਬੀ (Punjabi)
Nederlands (Dutch)
Afrikaans

St. Albans

South
Jamaica

Cambria
Heights

Rochdale

Floral
Park

Handbook of North American Indians, Volume 17. Languages, pp. 1–16.
These people likely called the region “Lenapehoking”, referring to the lands
of the Confederacy of Lenape tribes that lived throughout New Jersey,
Western Pennsylvania, the Hudson River Valley and Eastern Long Island.

3
Eng, 2012. The last Lenape village in Queens, at Little Neck, was
violently evicted by English colonizers in 1656.
4
The Queens Historical Society. “Queens History Timeline.”

The second wave of migration in Queens began
in 1965, with the passage of the Immigration
and Nationality Act. Since its passage, Queens
has welcomed hundreds of thousands of
immigrants from Eastern Europe, Latin America,
the Caribbean, the Indian subcontinent, and
East Asia, making it one of the most diverse
urban areas in the world.5

5
McGovern, Brendan and John W. Frazier. “Evolving Ethnic
Settlements in Queens: Historical and Current Forces Reshaping
Human Geography.” Focus on Geography, Spring 2015.

Laurelton

తెలుగు (Telugu)

Springfield
Gardens
Howard
Beach

മലയാളം (Malayalam)

Jamaica

Caribbean Hindustani

South
Ozone Park

Holliswood

Hillcrest

मराठी (Marathi)
हिन्दी (Hindi)

Hollis
Hills

Kew Gardens Hills
( فارسیFarsi)

ગુજરાતી (Gujarati)

Oakland
Gardens

Glen
Oaks

the Dutch and Lenape foreshadowed the
borough’s contemporary diversity. However,
the smallpox epidemic of 1662 devastated
the Native population and began the
dispossession of ancestral lands. The Dutch
then surrendered New Netherland to English
colonizers in 1664 who named the area
Queens County and aggressively removed the
remaining Native inhabitants through dubious
The Lenape tribes that settled Queens included “purchases” or force.3
the Canarsie, whose name is carried by the
neighborhood in Brooklyn, the Rockaway
Through the 18th and 19th centuries, under English
who were based on the peninsula that bears
and subsequently American rule, Queens County
their name, and the Maspeth who lived near
was a quiet collection of agrarian villages. At the
the present site of Sunnyside Yard along the
time of the first census in 1790, the population of
headwaters of Newtown Creek, roughly at the Queens was a mere 5,393, including 1,095 slaves.4
location of the contemporary neighborhood of
the same name.
The history of modern Queens began when it
became part of Greater New York City in 1898.
Dutch colonizers arrived in 1636, settling
Queens experienced its first major population
around what is present day Dutch Kills in
boom with the completion of the Queensboro
Long Island City. They lived mostly in peace
Bridge in 1909. The borough became home
alongside the Lenape, with at least 30 Native
to Irish immigrants, followed by Italian and
families living in the Dutch town of Vlissingen,
German immigrants as well as African American
now known as Flushing. Harmony between
migrants fleeing the Jim Crow South in the
1
Barca, Christopher. “Native Americans Settled in Queens,” Queens
1920s. In 1900, there were 160,000 inhabitants;
Chronicle, November 11, 2015.
by 1930, there were over a million.
2
Goddard, Ives. 1996. “Introduction.” Ives Goddard, ed., The

Français (French)

Rosedale
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A Legacy of Housing Experimentation: History of Planned Communities in Queens
Queens’ extraordinary 20th century growth
was planned at the neighborhood level—a
constellation of purpose-built neighborhoods
that filled in the farmland between the old
Dutch towns and were consciously positioned
at the forefront of the latest thinking on urban
planning.

Forest Hills Gardens

Sunnyside Gardens
1924

1940

This enclave of Tudor-style houses and apartment buildings
sits on 142 acres and was one of the first master-planned
neighborhoods in the United States.

Sunnyside Gardens aimed to set a new standard for highquality urban housing. It is famous for its private, communal
green spaces and footpaths.

Queensbridge Houses is the largest public housing complex in the
nation and was created through the Federal Housing Act of 1937.
Unlike some other NYCHA projects, site assembly for Queensbridge
did not displace an existing low-income neighborhood, instead
replacing an industrial area on the East River waterfront.

1917

Queensbridge Houses

1963

1971

LeFrak City

Hunter’s Point South

This Mitchell-Lama co-op complex in Jamaica has almost
6,000 homes along with schools, a community center, and
shops. It is the largest owner-occupied, black-majority
housing complex in the world.

LeFrak City is a 40-acre complex of rental housing and offices
with its own public library, post office, and sports facilities. A
recent renovation included the installation of solar panels on
the roofs of 20 apartment towers.

Queens’ latest master-planned community includes
approximately 5,000 homes, more than half of which will be
affordable. It also features a signature waterfront park, a new
elementary school, and a state-of-the-art library.

Rochdale Village
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The earliest of these developments, like
Forest Hills Gardens, Sunnyside Gardens and
Jackson Heights, were part of the Garden City
Movement. Built along rapidly expanding rail
transit lines, the developments were designed
to attract Manhattanites to cooperatives
with collective gardens that would foster
community. However, these idealistic visions
were undercut by racially restrictive covenants
and discriminatory lending practices designed
to exclude black and Jewish residents, resulting
in homogenous all-white enclaves for many
decades.1
In the years after the Great Depression,
government stepped in to provide housing that
would be attainable for a wide range of New
Yorkers. With the support of federal funding,
the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)
built Queensbridge Houses, the first of its kind,
mixed-income community. Still active today, the
massive development includes 3,000 homes
spread across 29 buildings and remains the
largest public housing project in the United
States. The architects of Queensbridge Houses
1
Miyares, Ines. “From Exclusionary Covenant to Ethnic Hyperdiversity
in Jackson Heights, Queens.” Geographical Review, Vol. 94, No. 4 (Oct.,
2004), pp. 462-483.

made a point to prioritize light and open space
through distinctive Y-shaped buildings and
staggered the apartments to provide views of
playgrounds and gardens.2

In recent decades, this tradition of planned
communities in Queens has continued with
Hunters Point South. Spearheaded by the New
York City Economic Development Corporation
(NYCEDC) and the NYC Department of
While Queensbridge Houses ultimately suffered Housing Preservation and Development (HPD),
from disinvestment and segregation, largeHunters Point South is the largest affordable
scale projects in the 1960s tried to build on the housing development in New York City since
lessons of the past, using different mechanisms the 1970s. Once complete, the development
for funding and maintenance. Rochdale
will include 5,000 homes of residential housing,
Village was a partnership between New York
60 percent of which will be permanently
redevelopment czar Robert Moses and the
affordable to low, moderate and middleUnited Housing Foundation, a coalition of 19
income families. The development includes a
unions dedicated to building housing for its
vibrant, resilient, 11-acre waterfront park with
membership. Built in a predominantly black part recreational spaces and pedestrian and bicycle
of Jamaica, Rochdale was billed as a racially
pathways, all protected from flooding by newly
integrated, resident-owned community that
established wetlands.5
did not displace any existing residents.3

By contrast, LeFrak City in Corona is
an example of a privately constructed
affordable housing development built without
public subsidy and designed to meet all
the majority of residents’ needs within
walking distance. Initially plagued by the
same racially discriminatory practices as its
Garden City counterparts, the development
has subsequently come to reflect Queens’
diversity, providing thousands of homes to
an integrated population of middle-income
tenants.4
2
Giurgiulescu, Anca. “Queensbridge, NYC: Inside America’s Largest
Public Housing Project.” Untapped Cities. July 1, 2013.
3
Forman, Erik. “How Unions Can Solve the Housing Crisis.” In These
Times. October, 2018.
4
Daniels, Lee. “Troubled Lefrak City Turning the Corner.” The New
York Times. March 11, 1984. Section 8, pg 1.
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5
New York City Economic Development Corporation, “Neighborhood
Planning: Hunter’s Point South.” https://edc.nyc/project/hunters-pointsouth
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The Yard and the Urban Fabric
Queens is, and always has been, a borough
of villages. As Queens grew, the small towns
dotting its patchwork of farmland grew and
bumped up against each other, forming the
quilt of neighborhoods that makes up the
borough of Queens today. Since it opened in
1910, Sunnyside Yard has been a gap in this
fabric — a stretch of steel and dirt a third
of a mile wide and more than a mile and a
half long, separating Long Island City from
Woodside; and Dutch Kills and Astoria from
Sunnyside. Bringing these neighborhoods
closer together is a primary driver for the
Master Plan.
Building on Queens’ legacy of large-scale
housing planning developments, the sheer
scale of Sunnyside Yard offers an uncommon
opportunity to do something significant.
Building over the Yard, with this legacy of
strategic planning in mind, provides a rare
opportunity to add another section to the
fabric of Queens, closing the gap with a
neighborhood designed to support its
people and sustain its wonderful diversity
well into the future.

Farm scenes & residence of Abraham Van Siclen, Jamaica, Queens, 1882

Long Island City & Sunnyside in 1903, before Sunnyside Yard

Western Queens in the 1860s: a collection of small villages

Long Island City & Sunnyside in 1913, soon after construction of Sunnyside Yard
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Visions for Sunnyside Through the Decades
Previous Plans for Sunnyside Yard
The current Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is
not the first attempt to deck over the Yard. A
mere two decades after the opening of the
Queensboro Bridge Regional Plan Association
(RPA), the RPA identified the “Sunnyside
Terminal district” as a primary regional
location in “urgent need of improvement.” Their
proposal called for a massive new passenger
rail station complex topped with an office
tower “of a size that would dominate all this
part of the borough.” The plan was coupled
with substantial transportation improvements
to serve the new district. In addition to routes
to Manhattan, Long Island, and over the
Hell Gate Bridge to the Bronx, a new trunk
rail line was proposed to connect the new
neighborhood over the Yard to Brooklyn.1
While the Great Depression and the Second
World War likely prevented the RPA’s plan from
gaining any traction, Sunnyside Yard remained
of keen interest to planners trying to meet the
demands of a growing city. In 1971, the New
York State Urban Development Corporation
(UDC), which channeled federal urban renewal
funds into state projects, commissioned a
study of the issue. “New York City is land
hungry,” it begins, identifying Sunnyside
Yard as the ideal location to provide large
quantities of housing for low-income families
without “the mass uprooting of whole
communities as a means of obtaining new
RPA’s First Regional Plan, Vol II
1931
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NYS Urban Development Corp. & LeFrak Org.
1971

Dan Doctoroff & SHoP Architects
2012 – 2014
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1
Regional Plan Association, “Sunnyside Terminal and Business
District.” The First Regional Plan, Vol II, 1922. pp 498-504.

land.” A product of its time, the plan, termed
the “Lefrak Plan,” called for a series of mixeduse mega-structures on top of a triple-level
deck that separated freight and cars from
“auto-free plazas and promenades.”2
The following decades were challenging for
New York City and the LeFrak Plan never came
close to realization. However, as the city’s
fortunes changed, the concept of decking over
the Yard resurfaced. In the years following
the Bloomberg administration, former Deputy
Mayor Dan Doctoroff proposed galvanizing the
hospitality and tourism industries by replacing
the city’s aging Javits Convention Center with
a conference facility on top of the Yard. Like
its predecessors, this plan was driven by the
Yard’s size and transit connectivity.3

2
Gruzen & Partners, The Lefrak Organization, Inc., prepared for the
New York State Urban Development Corporation. “A feasibility study for the
multiple use of air-rights over the Sunnyside Yards.” 1971.
3
Doctoroff, Daniel L. “New York’s Next Big Thing.” The New York
Times. November 28, 2014.
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Today is a unique moment in time to plan
responsibly for the long-term future of
Sunnyside Yard and to support Queens for the
next generation.
Why does long-term planning at Sunnyside Yard matter?
• Ensures newly created public land serves the public interest
• Prioritizes infrastructure investments that support the fast-growing
neighborhoods around the Yard
• Enables an inclusive process that helps structure the Plan around the
expressed needs of a wide range of stakeholders
• Seizes a rare opportunity to coordinate with railroad planning by
Amtrak and the MTA to preserve the technical feasibility for future
decking
• Defines a plan centered on human needs and public good, rather than
optimized for near-term financial feasibility

Soccer in Queensbridge Park with the Ravenswood Generating Station in the background
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A Unique Moment in Time
The present moment is particularly important
for the Yard itself. The current round of
planning around Sunnyside Yard began in
2014, when Amtrak approached the City
of New York to see if there was interest
in coordinating planning efforts. Amtrak
had just completed a study of upgrading
their operations with new buildings and
track layouts and recognized this opened
a window to plan for a potential overbuild
in the future. In response, in 2015, the City
began to study the technical feasibility
of decking over the Yard to create new
buildable “land”.

The 2014 Amtrak Master Plan outlined a vision for how to upgrade Amtrak facilities and
operations. Amtrak then approached the City about coordinating planning efforts.
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The 2017 Feasibility Study determined whether or not decking over the Yard was possible and
if further study should be conducted.

2014

Summer 2015Winter 2017

Summer 2018

Winter 2020

Amtrak approaches the City
to study overbuild potential

Sunnyside Yard
Feasibility Study

Launch of Sunnyside
Yard Master Plan

Master Plan Completion
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In February 2017, the City released the
“Sunnyside Yard Feasibility Study,” which
detailed how an overbuild could occur on
the site. Previous overbuild proposals did
not include the limitations imposed by the
rail operations of the Yard. The Feasibility
Study showed that building over the Yard,
while complicated and expensive, is possible
from an engineering and rail operations
perspective. It also concluded that 15 to 20
percent of the Yard, comprising the tracks
that carry trains to and from Penn Station on
the Northeast Corridor Main Line, is severely
constrained for decking.

The findings from the Feasibility Study
spurred the need for the Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan, which studies the technical
requirements of an overbuild scenario in
more detail, in addition to working with
the residents of Western Queens to inform
a strategic plan integrating the surrounding
neighborhoods into the Yard.

throughout the process. The Master Plan
synthesizes these conversations into a single
vision for Sunnyside Yard.
Read more about Planning as Synthesis on page 117

A critical result of the Master Plan is to
structure coordination efforts for future
planning so that all interested parties,
including the City, the Rail Entities, and
Starting in 2018, the City worked directly with surrounding communities work together
Amtrak and the MTA to understand how the
on issues related to the Yard at every
future layout of the Yard can accommodate
stage going forward. It will be crucially
the increasing demands of the regional rail
important to continue coordinating
network and a future overbuild. The resulting between the City, Amtrak, and the MTA
decking strategy respects the needs of the
so that future plans for improvements to
Rail Entities while prioritizing access from the the rail infrastructure within the Yard do
surrounding neighborhoods as part of a wider not preclude implementation of the Plan.
transportation strategy.
Equally important is an ongoing dialogue
between local communities and their elected
The Plan is based on the voices and needs of representatives to ensure that each eventual
New Yorkers. Input from community groups, phase of the Plan aligns with both local and
residents, and stakeholders representing
citywide needs.
constituencies across the city shaped all
aspects included in the Plan. Conversations
At a time when both Amtrak and the City
spanned across disciplines, from urban design are contemplating the future of Sunnyside
and landscape architecture to transportation
Yard, the Master Plan provides a framework
planning and structural engineering. Analyses supporting a project that will meet
of transportation networks, infrastructure
meaningful solutions to some of the city’s
capacity, sustainability technologies, and
most pressing needs.
resilience strategies were critical drivers
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1.2
What is Sunnyside
Yard?

Sunnyside Yard is arguably one of the most important pieces of
infrastructure in the United States. Today it is one of the busiest rail
yards in the country and a key train storage yard and maintenance hub
for Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor. The majority of the 180 acre yard is
owned by Amtrak, with a large portion also owned by the MTA over
which the City holds the air rights.

• Sunnyside Yard was built in 1910 by the Pennsylvania Railroad
• Sunnyside Yard is 7,000 feet long from east to west, and varies in width from 400 feet to
1,500 feet
• The Yard services multiple railroad entities, by providing through-running tracks, servicing
and operational facilities, and storage yards.
• Sunnyside Yard also contains one of the most highly trafficked sections of rail and one of
the busiest railroad junctions in the country
• 780 trains run through the Yard each day. Even more will run through once East Side
Access is completed
• 805 Amtrak employees work at Sunnyside Yard

34
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Sunnyside Yard is the largest site
available in one of the most
important cities in the world,
located at the center of the
region.

Sunnyside Yard is a way to build for a more equitable and sustainable future
while meeting the needs of all New Yorkers.

To Boston

Amtrak Northeast Corridor
+ Future MetroNorth
Hell Gate Line

LGA
Airport

Amtrak Northeast
Corridor + New Jersey
Transit

Future LIRR
Connection to
Grand Central

Future
AirTrain

LIRR
Port Washington Line

Potential for through
running New Jersey
Transit (NJT) service
To Philadelphia and
Washington DC

LIRR
(other points east)
EWR
Airport

AirTrain

Borough importance
Queens is one of the most, if not the most,
culturally diverse places in the United States.
If the borough is to remain an inclusive home
to New Yorkers of all backgrounds, it is
imperative to plan now for its future growth
and prevent displacement. Current estimates
project that Queens will gain roughly
4,000 new residents per year. Both current
and future residents will need affordable
homes, access to well-paying jobs, reliable
transportation, and “social infrastructure”
such as schools, parks, and healthcare. The
Master Plan provides a vision of how to
respond to growth responsibly and maintain
the diversity that makes Queens the vibrant
borough it is today.
Citywide importance
Like Queens, New York City as a whole is
growing and facing long-term challenges like
climate change, housing affordability, and
providing access to economic opportunity.
At the same time, the city is running out of
land, especially publicly controlled land, that
can be used to address these challenges.
The potential addition of 115 acres of publicly
controlled land gives New York City a
powerful tool to create a more sustainable,
resilient, and equitable future at a meaningful
scale to benefit all New Yorkers.

Regional importance
Given its unique location at the center of
the regional rail network, Sunnyside Yard
has the potential to become a transit hub
that could be served not only by the Long
Island Rail Road (LIRR) but also Metro-North
Railroad and eventually New Jersey Transit
and Amtrak, creating connections to and
from every part of the Greater New York City
region as well as the other major cities of the
Northeast. This would substantially improve
regional rail service and connect people to
existing and emerging economic centers,
fueling job growth and access to opportunity.
The Public Neighborhood of the Future
Sunnyside Yard is unique because it offers
the opportunity for the City to work with
local stakeholders to carry out ambitious,
long-term, strategic planning for public
benefit. At over 180 acres, the site is large
enough that new technologies and innovative
planning concepts can be implemented at a
meaningful scale.

Scale Comparison

Lefrak City
40 ac

Astoria Park
60 ac

Grand Central/Terminal City
54 ac

Battery Park City
92 ac

JFK
Airport
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The Yard is one of the
busiest rail facilities in
North America.

In 2014, Amtrak completed a once-in-a-century plan for upgrading their rail
operations, reaffirming the Yard’s importance and creating an opportunity
to coordinate with other planning efforts and stakeholders.
What Happens in the Yard? (And Why Can’t it Move?)
Sunnyside Yard has been operational for more than
100 years. It was originally built by the Pennsylvania
Railroad in 1910 and served the Penn Central
Railroad. Given that the Yard’s size and location
make it an optimal place to build, questions may
arise about why the Yard’s operations cannot
relocate to better accommodate the extension of
existing neighborhoods. The Yard is a critical piece
of rail infrastructure with national importance. It is
one of the busiest rail yards in North America and, at
1.3 miles long from east to west, one of the largest.
Today, the Yard is largely owned by Amtrak.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) owns
an area on the north side of the Yard, of which
the City owns the air rights 22 feet and above.
There are also some smaller privately owned
parcels. Around 780 trains run through the Yard
each day, with more to come once the MTA’s
East Side Access and Penn Access projects are
completed. The Yard serves trains on Amtrak’s
Northeast Corridor, which connects Boston, New
York City, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C., as
well as on the Empire and Keystone Corridors
and Amtrak’s long-distance service.
Long Island Rail Road’s (LIRR) Main Line and Port
Washington Branch also pass through the Yard via
the Harold Interlocking, the busiest railroad junction
in the country. During the day, New Jersey Transit
(NJ TRANSIT) uses Sunnyside Yard to store trains

Current and future Yard conditions.

between the morning and evening rush hours, as
will the LIRR in their Mid-Day Storage Yard, once it is
completed. The MTA’s East Side Access project will
bring LIRR trains bound for Grand Central Terminal
through the site. When Penn Access is completed,
Metro-North trains will pass through the Yard on the
Main Line on their way to and from Penn Station.
The proximity to Penn Station and position on the
Northeast Corridor line, which services thousands
of people between Boston and Washington,
D.C., are both two pieces of transit infrastructure
critical to the Yard’s operations.
Additional operations include:
• Maintenance facilities and 32 active storage
tracks used throughout the day by NJ
TRANSIT and Amtrak. Currently 92 Amtrak
and NJ TRANSIT trains are stored, serviced,
or traverse at Sunnyside Yard each day.
• A Service and Inspection (S&I) facility for
storage and maintenance of Acela highspeed trains operating on the Northeast
Corridor.
• A conventional train S&I location as well
as Engineering and Maintenance of Way
operation fixed facilities, a Commissary
building, and a train car wash building.
• A base of operations for 805 Amtrak
employees.
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Unique Features of the Yard
Amtrak

MTA

Private

Yard Ownership

LIRR Mid-day
Storage

Main Line
Loop Track

Active Rails

+/- 25’
+/- 60’
+/- 10’

Sea-Level Elevation

Amtrak
Master Plan
East Side
Access
Future Yard Plan
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Key Considerations by Zone

Zone 1: LIRR Mid-Day Storage Yard

Analysis began with dividing the Yard into
eight discrete zones (as shown in the plan
on the previous page), each with a different
purpose, varying operational needs, and
technical requirements. This framework
allowed the team to analyze the necessary
clearance and constructability issues inherent
to different parts of the Yard. The analysis also
included consideration of Amtrak’s long-term
master plan for possible future uses.

Current Use: Construction and staging area for East
Side Access (ESA), with prior use as storage for LIRR

Each zone was evaluated with key
considerations. This evaluation should serve
as a resource for Amtrak and the City to
ensure future planning efforts do not preclude
the opportunity for an overbuild when the
time is right.

Read more about The Flexibility Matrix on page 53

Zone 4: Amtrak Service and Inspection (S&I) Facilities
and Storage
Current Use: S&I Facilities

Current Use: Under reconfiguration for ESA, substations,
tower, and signal room

Proposed/Future Use: Service and Inspection plus 10 new
storage tracks

Proposed/Future Use: Main Line tracks and facilities per
ESA, final configuration not available at this time

Key Considerations: S&I facilities can incorporate overbuild
structural elements. However, tracks and signals present
limitations to column locations and vertical clearance. The
existing tunnels for the East Side Access project and the
preserved tunnel alignments for the potential new subway
line present limitations for foundation locations.

Key Considerations: The Main Line is likely the busiest
rail interlocking in North America. Changes to the track
alignments to support the ESA project will be challenging as
it will likely cause a ripple effect requiring changes to adjacent
tracks up and down the line. The proposed overbuild would
need to accommodate Main Line track alignments.

Zone 2: Amtrak High Speed Rail (HSR) Facility

Zone 5: Amtrak Maintenance Facilities

Zone 8: Loop Tracks

Current Use: Existing 2 Track HSR Facility

Current Use: Four repair tracks, commissary, substation,
and maintenance shed

Current Use: Loop tracks diverging from the Main Line
to bring trains to various facilities, car wash, substation

Proposed/Future Use: Ten tracks serving maintenance
facility, three new storage tracks, conventional repair shop,
new commissary building, and building(s) for staff offices

Proposed/Future Use: New car wash, new substation,
loop tracks

Proposed/Future Use: 24 tracks for storage and
maintenance for LIRR trains running to and from Grand
Central Terminal, primarily between the morning and
evening rush hours
Key Considerations: The new Mid-Day Storage Yard
will be completed prior to any potential Yard overbuild
construction activities. Most infrastructure will not
be able to be modified except for lighting structures
which can be relocated to avoid overbuild foundations.

Proposed/Future Use: Expanded 6 Track HSR Facility
Key Considerations: Until the new HSR Facility is
built the area will provide laydown space for deck
construction; most utilities will be flexible except storm
and sewer lines. Existing subsurface tunnels and building
and track infrastructure occupying most of the zone will
provide the greatest limitations in determining locations
for overbuild supports.

Key Considerations: The maintenance facility is fixed as
it occupies the full width of Zone 5. The other facilities
may have flexibility regarding their locations as long as
the functionality is maintained. Overhead catenary system
(OCS) can be incorporated onto the deck to provide
flexibility, while signal and track have limited flexibility.

Zone 3: Amtrak/NJ TRANSIT Off-Peak Storage

Zone 6: Amtrak Maintenance of Way (MoW) Yard

Current Use: 29 tracks for Amtrak/NJ TRANSIT off-peak storage

Current Use: Loop tracks, substation, storage, ESA
contractor area, and parking

Proposed/Future Use: 27 tracks used for Amtrak/NJ
TRANSIT off-peak storage (reconfigured layout, 40
total storage tracks including additions to Zones 4 & 5)

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

Key Considerations: Loop tracks are in constant use
and will have limited flexibility; other tracks in the zone
will have some flexibility. Tunnel, power, and signal
components will have limited flexibility. OCS height can
be reduced.

Proposed/Future Use: Electrified tracks for the
maintenance of fixed railroad infrastructure (MoW),
engineering and production shop, security gate

Key Considerations: Overbuild and track reconfiguration
will happen in tandem to prevent constructability concerns.
Area will be fully occupied by track infrastructure once
reconfigured layout is complete. However, Q Tower
and other facilities will be relocated, providing some
opportunities for more optimal column locations. Tunnels
also run beneath this zone.
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Zone 7: Amtrak/LIRR Main Line

Key Considerations: Future use may be less fully utilized
by track, providing some flexibility for relocation of the
rail. OCS can be incorporated onto the deck to provide
flexibility. The loop tracks are not able to be relocated.
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Present Day Yard Operations
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Existing rail yard infrastructure and operational needs were analyzed and a
comprehensive matrix was produced, categorizing the Yard into uses that must
be accommodated, and those that may be moved, and identifying opportunities
to give Amtrak a new “front door” above deck.
Read more about Yard Modifications
on page 51
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Train Cleaning & Inspections

Staging Critical Equipment

Maintain Yard Systems

Other: Welding | Toilet Servicing | Servicing train HVAC units | Targeted Programs | Cycle Trains within LIRR

What is Sunnyside Yard?

Present Day Yard Operations
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1.3
Building a Deck

Creating the Plan meant understanding the functions of today,
what is planned for the future, and how to synchronize these
operations with the potential of building a deck over the Yard.

• The proposed deck would cover portions of the Yard: a platform to support the new
neighborhood above that is integrated with the rail yard below.
• Given the high train volume, challenging track configuration, and limited construction windows,
it is not recommended to deck over the Main Line.
• The deck design process began with an understanding of rail yard operations and the
flexibility possible in the Yard’s future plans.
• The team determined the location of columns as well as the lowering and re-supporting of the
Yard’s overhead catenary system (OCS) in collaboration with Amtrak and MTA engineers.
• The operational needs of the Yard dictated vertical clearance requirements that determined
deck heights.
• The team worked with Amtrak and MTA engineers to lower these clearance requirements
through the “deck smoothing” process.
• Deck smoothing aided in the access strategy for the deck, which has two components:
• The two main arterial connections for the new neighborhood were placed on the edges to
be able to receive connections wherever possible.
• These two corridors, as well as the Plan’s other roads, can connect directly to the existing
bridges that span over the Yard, reimagining them as streets in their own right
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Building over a rail yard as active as
Sunnyside Yard is exceptionally challenging.
from the surrounding areas by pushing the
deck lower in places deemed critical for
connectivity. This process enables the overall
strategy for access onto the deck. First, in
anticipation of the ever-shifting patterns in
ownership and development of the parcels
surrounding the Yard, the main arterial roads
for the new neighborhood were placed on
the northern and southern edges of the deck.
Those roads, known as the Southern and
The process of designing a deck began with
Northern Corridors make the Plan flexible and
understanding existing track infrastructure
facilitate connections from adjoining buildings
in combination with Amtrak’s plans to
Once the column and track locations were
on the north and new pedestrian bridges on
expand operations in the Yard. Ultimately,
determined the next step in the design was
the south wherever it is feasible to build them
engineering analysis showed that with small
ensuring the OCS wires that provide power
in the future. These corridors rely on the deck
changes to Amtrak’s track reconfiguration
to trains fit under the deck. Amtrak has
smoothing process to make these connections
plans, the necessary columns, and walls to
requirements for how much space is needed
lower, and therefore easier to access. The
support a deck can be built without impeding between the overhead structures and their
deck smoothing process was also integral
rail operations. These changes to the track
trains and given the height of the existing
to creating flush connections between new
layout are key as they allow for a more regular bridges modifications to these clearances is
roads inside the Yard with connections the
spacing of the columns, which results in a
required to create connections onto the deck
bridges that span the Yard today: Thomson
deck structure that can accommodate most
structure.
Avenue, Queens Boulevard, Honeywell Street,
uses above.
and 39th Street. The bridges connect to
The Urban Planning Team worked with Amtrak buildings and active entrances, creating
The analysis also determined that it is
and the MTA (“the Rail Entities”) to adjust the seamless pedestrian and vehicular paths to
incredibly challenging to build a deck over
vertical clearance requirements, a process
the surrounding urban fabric.
the Main Line tracks. This is for several
internally and informally referred to as “deck
reasons. The first is the volume of trains and
smoothing,” in order to facilitate access
Similar to Park Avenue or Atlantic Yards,
which built over rail lines to create new land,
a platform structure, or a deck, is required
at Sunnyside Yard in order to support new
streets, open spaces, and buildings above the
active rail operations. Strong continuity and
access to neighborhoods around the Yard are
fundamental values in the Master Plan’s deck
design.

the limited construction windows. The Main
Line carries all Long Island Rail Road service
east as well as Amtrak service north to
Boston. In the future it will also have MetroNorth service to Penn Station. Therefore, the
tracks cannot be out of service for extended
periods of time. Second, the tracks become
elevated as they head east of the Yard. They
cannot be lowered as they must cross a
bridge over 43rd street. Given this, the Master
Plan proposes not decking over the Main Line.

Building a Deck	
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Yard Modifications
31st St

Relocated standard semi-truck
ramp for Amtrak access

A Three-Pronged Study

Some lots east of the 39th
Street Bridge will need to be
incorporated into the plan for
access and connectivity

35th Ave

Pedestrian access points can
be added in existing DOTmapped dead-end streets
35th St

36th Ave

Steinway
St

Key components were studied to ensure quality
connections to surrounding neighborhoods:
1. Existing Conditions of the Yard
2. Deck Strategy and Design
3. Deck Height and Accessibility
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Some additional lots could be
acquired to provide additional
pedestrian access up to the deck
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The Master Plan includes a series of
modifications to the Yard and select adjacent
lots in order to facilitate an overbuild. These
are shown in the image on the right.
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In MTA’s Midday Storage
Yard, existing access
bridge would be replaced
with equivalent structures
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Future
buildings proposed
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by Amtrak’s 2014 plan for the
Yard were slightly modified to
accommodate the deck
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The track spacing adjusted to match
column lines for the deck without
encroaching on clearance needed for
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Yard safety and maintenance
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Overhead power in
Amtrak’s Yard will be
lowered and attached to
the future deck
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Ave

Amtrak Storage & Facilities
Amtrak/LIRR Main Line
Loop Tracks

St

St

th

“Overtaking tracks” are proposed for
the Main Line to enable trains to stop
at the future Sunnyside Station

LIRR Storage Yard

Yard Modifications

Adjacent Parcels
Clear Zones for Column Placement
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LIRR Mid-day Storage Yard
Track Infrastructure
Third Rail
Traction Power
Distribution Power
Signal
Facilities/structures
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Amtrak HSR Facility
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Amtrak/NJT Transit Off Peak Storage
Track Infrastructure
Catenary
Power
Signal
Facilities
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Amtrak Maintenance Facilities
Track Infrastructure
Catenary
Power
Signal
Facilities
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Flexibility Matrix
In order to assess which parts of the Yard
could or could not be modified to facilitate
the overbuild, the Yard was categorized into
eight zones and into twelve classifications
of site features (as described in the previous
chapter). Each site feature was evaluated for
level of flexibility in response to:
• Construction & Staging
• Yard Operations
• Requirement of Force Account Work
(shutting down tracks while rail staff oversee
construction work)
• Environmental Effects (requiring review
and approval by NYS Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC))

• Modification to the Amtrak Master Plan
(coordinating and reconciling details with Amtrak)
Following this evaluation, each feature in
every zone was rated as either not flexible,
moderately flexible, or flexible.
This Matrix provided guidance to the
engineers who studied various overbuild
options, in addition to informing the
construction costs based on each model.
Read more about The Present Day Yard Operations on page 41
and more about Cost Modeling Approach on page 391
See more details about the flexibility matrix in Appendix A1

Testing for Flexibility

Zones
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Loop Tracks
Track Infrastructure
Catenary
Power
Signal
Facilities
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Amtrak/LIRR Mainline
Track Infrastructure
Catenary
Power
Signal
Facilities
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Amtrak S&I Facilities and Storage
Track Infrastructure
Catenary
Power
Signal
Facilities
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Amtrak MoW Yard
Utilities
Subsurface Structures
Construction Access/laydown
Vehicle Access

Considerations

•

LIRR Mid-Day Storage Yard /
MTA Owned

•

Track Infrastructure

•

Amtrak High Speed Rail (HSR)
Facility

•

Catenary

•

Power

•

Amtrak/NJT Transit Off Peak
Storage

•

Signal

•

Constructability/ Staging

•

Facilities/Structures

Amtrak S&I Facilities and
Storage

•

Operational Affects

•

Utilities

•

Force Account Requirements

•

Subsurface structures

•

Environmental Affects

•

Construction access/laydown

•

•

Vehicle access

Would Require Amtrak Master
Plan Modifications

•

Third rail

•

Traction Power

•

Distribution Power

•

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

Site Features

•

Amtrak Maintenance Facilities

•

Amtrak Maintenance of Way
(MoW) Yard

•

Amtrak/LIRR Main Line

•

Loop Tracks

•

GM Facility

Building a Deck

Yard Modifications

Flexibility Rating

•

Not Flexible

•

Moderately Flexible

•

Flexible
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EXISTING TRACK
PROPOSED TRACK
CROSS TRACK FEEDER

Track Spacing & Column Placement

Area between Queens Boulevard and
Honeywell
TRACK
ZONES Street

TRACK ZONE 1

LEGEND

HORIZONTAL CLEARANCE

TRACK ZONE 2

8'-6" ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE LINE
3' CLEARANCE CUT AND COVER
TUNNELS
10' CLEARANCE ESA TUNNELS

TRACK ZONE 3
TRACK ZONE 4

16'-0" FOULING LINE

TRACK ZONE 5

TRACKS

TRACK ZONE 6
EXISTING TRACK
TRACK ZONE 7

PROPOSED TRACK
CROSS TRACK FEEDER

TRACK ZONE 8
STRUCTURE

TRACK ZONES
TRACK ZONE 1

TRUSSES PARALLEL TO
TRACKS

TRACK ZONE 3

TRUSSES PERPENDICULAR
TO TRACKS

TRACK ZONE 4
TRACK ZONE 5

MEGATRUSS
MEGACOLUMN

TRACK ZONE 6
TRACK ZONE 7
TRACK ZONE 8

EXISTING BUILDINGS
PROPOSED BUILDINGS
SUBSTRUCTURE TUNNELS

STRUCTURE
COLUMN LINES

AN

HON
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TRACK ZONE 2

YARDS

ST
HONEYWELL

Site Plan showing zones for column placement

COLUMN LINES

Sunnyside
Yard
TRUSSES PARALLEL
TO Master Plan Handbook
TRACKS

TRUSSES PERPENDICULAR

The location of the columns to support the
deck is based on horizontal track clearance
(the space in between the tracks and the
deck). The minimum clearances are defined
at two levels: railroad standards and New York
State law. Amtrak’s standards are a 16’-0” gap
from the centerline of the track (the centerline
of the track aligns with the centerline of the
rail car) for any permanent obstruction, such
as a column. New York’s State law requires an
8’-6” gap from the centerline of the track. In
the LIRR’s Mid-Day Storage Yard, the minimum
horizontal track clearances vary depending on
the track’s use and range between 12’-4” and 8’6” from the centerline of the track.

SUNNYSIDE YARDS
MASTER PLAN

Column Placement Map

Additionally, for both Amtrak and the
LIRR, horizontal track clearances must
be increased through track curvature to
account for excess overhang the vehicle
generates as it navigates curved track. This
is due to the nature of rigid straight vehicles
being located on a curve resulting in what
is called center and end vehicle overhang.
To accurately model the excesses generated
by track curvature, and to account for the
transition between tangent and curved
clearances, vehicle clearance envelopes were
pushed, through CAD software package
Bentley Rail-Track, along all alignments. This

Building a Deck

modeling created a footprint known as the
Vehicle Swept Path, an 8’-6”’ clearance from
the centerline of the track that accounts
for not only tangent and curve clearance
requirements, but also the transitions.
Columns can be located outside this
swept path footprint to meet the minimum
clearance requirements. The image to the
left shows the zones for column placement.
It shows the limited number of locations to
place columns for a deck structure within the
Main Line tracks. This is another reason for
choosing to not deck the Main Line.
Based on the layout of the current and future
rail tracks in the Yard, column lines for a
deck were placed within the spacing areas
between tracks to ensure the constructability
of the overbuild while not affecting the rail
operations below.
Deck column lines

Spacing between
rail tracks

Yard Modifications
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VARIES

.
VARIES
VARIES

VARIES

PLATFORM COLUMN

3" CLR. TO TIES
NEW SIDEWALK SLAB

1/4"

12"
TIES

TIES

BALLAST

SUB SLAB

SUB BASE

PERMANENT STEEL
CASING (TYP)
VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT

APPROX ROCK
SURFACE ELEV

2'- 11"

3" GAP FILLED
WITH FOAM

SUB BASE

SOIL/FILL OVERBURDEN

4. 07

SUB SLAB

T.O. FOUNDATION

DEPTH OF
TRACK ISOLATION

BALLAST

3

4

Foundation Construction Considerations
The relatively high loads of a deck structure
and buildings, the generally poor subsurface
conditions, and the very crowded rail yard
make foundation design and construction
challenging. The high loads and poor
soil would typically result in excessive
settlement if shallow footings for columns
and mat foundations are used. Furthermore,
if footings and mat were to be used, the
construction of these large elements would
require removal and replacement of large
sections of tracks and utilities in the yards.
Deep, high-capacity foundations that can
be installed between tracks or with limited
track and utility disturbance are more
appropriate. They provide a stronger and
more cost-effective foundation.

1. 21

TRACK ISOLATION

WEATHERED ROCK LAYER
-THICKNESS TO BE VERIFIED
DURING CAISSON DRILLING
BY GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER

0. 56

T.O. SOUND ROCK LAYER

GAP WITH
FOAM FILL

SHELL DIAMETER
PER SCHEDULE

48

VERTICAL REINF
PER SCHEDULE

6. 17

ROCK SOCKET

db

STEEL CASING EMBEDMENT

ROCK SOCKET
BELOW

#5@12" o.c.
CONTRACTOR TO CONFIRM THE
SIZE & SPACING DEPENDING ON
MEANS & METHODS OF
CAISSON INSTALLATION

BOTTOM OF CAISSON IN
SOUND MATERIAL

1
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TYPICAL CAISSON DETAIL BETWEEN TRACKS
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0"

point on a beam, or assembly of beams called
a truss, where the force of the structure is
most applied. This point is called a theoretical
influence line as it extends upward from the
tunnel to eliminate load transfer above the line.
The specific requirements for bond breakers
will be dictated by the Rail Entities and must
be evaluated based on actual foundation layout
and loading.

SUNNYSIDE YARDS
MASTER PLAN

C.L. RAIL

2

considered conceptual and further test boring
should be done at a later stage.
• West – This area is generally delineated
by the former Dutch Kill and tidal marsh.
It roughly extends from the western throat
of the rail yard to Honeywell Street. Soils
in this area are generally characterized as
fill underlain by loose sand and silt, soft
to stiff clay a discontinuous layer of peat
and organic silt. Layers of glacial till and/
B
or decomposed rock generally sit atop
Geology
bedrock, the top of which varies from about
Historic maps show the western area of the
elevation -10 to deeper than elevation -80.
rail yard (between Van Dam and Queens
Boulders or cobbles were reported in several
Streets) was covered by the original course
boring locations. Groundwater was reported
of the Dutch Kill and a tidal marsh. While this
between elevation +7 and elevation 0 in this
general area was largely undeveloped prior to
part of the rail yard.
the early 1900s there was a street grid in place
• East – This area represents the rail yard
prior to rail yard construction in 1910. Bedrock
east of the Dutch Kill and tidal marsh. It
geology maps indicate the site is underneath
There are several MTA tunnels passing below
C
generally extends from Honeywell Street to
the Hartland formation, consisting primarily
the rail yard and City Water Tunnel No. 2 runs
the east end of the yard. Soils in this portion
of schist, gneiss, and amphibolite at depths
below the rail yard along 39th Street. The
of the Yard can generally be characterized
Queens-Midtown Tunnel and the 7 Line subway typically varying from about 40 to greater
as fill underlain by loose to medium sands
than 100 feet (shown in the image on the left).
tracks begin running underground west of
Hartland Formation
followed by dense glacial till. Boulders
the overbuild area near the throat of the rail
or cobbles, and pockets of dense silt or
General Subsurface Profile
yard and the E, F, M and R Lines run north of
hard clay were reported in several borings.
Historic data suggests that the conditions
the site beneath Northern Boulevard. New
Decomposed rock sits above bedrock, the
below ground consist of two general soil
foundations will be required to transfer loads
top of which varies from about 45 feet
profiles covering the east and west parts of
below the tunnels such that the tunnels do
D
below ground to deeper than 80 feet below
the site, divided approximately at Honeywell
not experience any increased stress from the
ground. Groundwater was encountered
Street. The depth of bedrock is highly variable
deck structure. This is typically accomplished
between 14 to 16 feet below ground in this
across the site, but generally increases to the
by applying a substance to the deck structure
TYPICAL PLAN DETAIL OF CAISSON
part of the rail yard.
east. The horizontal area of these soil profiles
(called a “bond breaker”) to ensure there is
Bedrock Geologic Map, indicating the site is underlain by the Hartland formation.
APPROXIMATE SITE BOUNDARY
was inferred from historic maps and prior
permanent bonding of pieces cast together.
Read more about considerations for foundations in Appendix A6:
NOTES:
This bond breaker is usually applied at a specific borings. The extents and properties should be Conceptual Deck Design.
2,000
0
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The Plan calls
for an adaptable
deck that can
accommodate
the Yard below.

Deck Design
31st St

The design of the deck has two main functions:
to support the infrastructure above and maintain
daily rail operations below. The deck must also
be physically accessible to the areas around
it and connect the new land with existing
neighborhoods.

35th St

Main Line - Active
Rail Zone Left Open

21st S
t

The overbuild deck protects the Yard from
39th Ave
the weather and improves drainage
Access point replacing existing MTA
Mid Day Storage personnel bridge
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OCS Sectionalizing
Switch Access points

Emergency egress from
track level

Columns align with Station
platform
St

Building a Deck

80% of the Yard is
decked and the rest is
left open because of
active rail
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e
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Ave

48th

G

Vent Plants & Plenums: compartmentalized
emergency smoke exhaust and plenums

30

21st

Overall, the Plan’s deck design covers 80 percent
of the rail yard, with the remaining areas left open
due to the Yard’s topography, rail activity, and
track layout.

Loop Tracks Active Rail Zone
Left Open

St

43rd
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Active Switch Zone for
MTA Mid-Day Storage
Left Open

ck

• How future buildings can interface with
the deck
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Substation Access Point
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Deck-level entrance to Amtrak’s High Speed
Rail Maintenance Facility’s crew quarters
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• How to integrate the infrastructure and
facilities that keep the rail yard working
with a roof overhead
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Queens Blvd

• Where columns and foundations can be
located and where tracks need to be realigned

Steinway
St

36th Ave

However, there are some portions of the
Yard where location, topography, or constant
operations make decking particularly challenging.
For example, portions of the Loop Tracks and the
entirety of the Main Line can only be shut down
for a few hours at a time, increasing the difficulty
in construction. In addition, the Main Line’s tracks
ascend as they head east resulting in a deck that
would be up to 50 feet above adjacent streets. As
a result, the plan does not recommend decking
these areas.

• How high over the Yard the deck needs to be
and how thick it should be in different places

35th Ave

h
39t

• What areas of the Yard can and can’t be
decked, in greater detail than ever before

r

Northe

Smoke & Contaminant
Treatment Plants to
manage day-to-day air
quality over

Deck-level entrance to Amtrak’s
proposed “Focus Building”

Unlike the 2017 Feasibility Study, the Master Plan
includes solutions to some of the most technical
challenges of creating an overbuild, including
creating a deck without disrupting yard operations.
Additionally, the Master Plan’s decking strategy
shows a wider range of building types and
locations in order to be more responsive to
the community engagement process and more
flexible for future needs over time.

What we learned:
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Deck-level entrance to
Amtrak’s commissary facility

Ave

Non-decking Area
Rail Operation Facilities
Life Safety Systems
Maintenance Access

Diagram illustrating Deck Construction and various Rail Operation Facilities

Deck Design
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STAGE 1 - INSTALL TEMPORARY OCS STRUCTURES
PROPOSED
OCS STRUCTURE

PROPOSED
MESSENGER WIRE

MESS
WIRE
CONTACT WIRE

EXISTING
OCS STRUCTURE

STAGE 2 - REPROFILE AND LOWER OCS
PROPOSED
OCS STRUCTURE

CONTACT WIRE

MESSENGER WIRE
EXISTING
OCS STRUCTURE

Overhead Catenary Reprofiling & Reattachment

MESSENGER WIRE

PROPOSED
MESSEGER WIRE

CONTACT WIRE

1’-8” MIN. ELEC. CLEARANCE WITH INSULATOR SUPPORTS
ATTACHED TO THE DECK AT THE REDUCED SPACING
THAN NORMAL

NOTES:
1. FOR MINIMUM ROADWAY CLEARANCES REFER
TO AMTRAK ET-200 DRAWING.
2. FOR ELECTRICAL CLEARANCES SHOWN FOR
CROSS TRACK FEEDERS, THE GIBBS & HILL
PRINCIPAL OF DESIGN WAS USED.
3. SAP ASSEMBLIES ARE SHOWN, BUT OTHER
AMTRAK APPROVED ASSEMBLIES MAY BE USED

PROPOSED
MESSENGER WIRE

STAGE 3 - INSTALL DECK BETWEEN OCS STRUCTURES STRUCTURES
INSTALL DECK BETWEEN
OCS STRUCTURE

PROPOSED
OCS STRUCTURE

EXISTING
OCS STRUCTURE

CONTACT WIRE

PROPOSED
MESSEGER WIRE

REDUCED AMTRAK OCS CLEARANCES WITHOUT ALONG AND CROSS TRACK FEEEDERS

PROPOSED
MESSENGER WIRE
3’ -3” MINIMUM ELEC.
CLEARANCE

STAGE 4 - REPROFILE AND TRANSFER OCS TO THE DECK STRUCTURES
PROPOSED
OCS STRUCTURE

EXISTING
OCS STRUCTURE

CONTACT WIRE

PROPOSED
MESSEGER WIRE

3’ FOR CROSS TRACK
FEEDERS

X-TRACK
FEEDER

STAGE 5 - DEMO OCS STRUCTURES
PROPOSED
MESSENGER WIRE

ALONG
TRACK
FEEDER

CONTACT WIRE

PROPOSED
MESSEGER WIRE

MESS
WIRE
CONTACT WIRE

5’ MIN ELEC.
CLEARANCE

SWITCH
DISCONNECTOR

PROPOSED OCS STRUCTURE
PROPOSED
MESSENGER WIRE

STAGE 6 - COMPLETE DECK
CONTACT WIRE

Most Amtrak tracks in the Yard use an
overhead traction power system (AC
catenary) to power the trains. To deck over
the existing tracks requires reprofiling these
catenaries and reattaching them to the
underside of the deck.
The existing OCS structures vary in elevation
across the Yard due to obstructions such as
bridges, transmission poles for signal power
lines, cross-track and along track feeders
(feeders are stations that bring in highvoltage energy), cable drops, etc. Currently,
the existing structures and wires extend
as high as 60 feet above the top of the rail
tracks, which themselves range in elevation
from about 15 to 30 feet above sea level.

wires will need to be reprofiled to be within
the minimum system height to allow for
installation of temporary support structures
above. This will allow for transfer of the
catenaries and removal of the existing
cross catenary structures. The images to
the left illustrate how the OCS wires would
be reprofiled. Further information about
the proposed clearance reduction and OCS
reprofiling and reattachment can be found in
Appendix E.
The efforts of reprofiling and reattaching
the OCS system are crucial to minimizing
deck heights, which in turn improve
connectivity between the deck and
surrounding neighborhoods.

Two reduced clearances for the OCS wires
and structures have been proposed to
Amtrak, one with and one without along
and cross-track feeders. These will allow
a minimum contact wire height of 18’-0”
and a maximum messenger wire height
of 21’-0”. They will also require temporary
intermediate supports and extensive staging
for design and construction staging. OCS

Slab separation
aligned with
column lines

OCS attached to
deck (along track
feeders)

OCS attached to
column (cross
track feeders)

PROPOSED
MESSEGER WIRE

Diagram illustrating Overhead Catenary System

NOTES:
1. FOR MINIMUM ROADWAY CLEARANCES REFER
TO AMTRAK ET-200 DRAWING.
2. FOR ELECTRICAL CLEARANCES SHOWN FOR
CROSS TRACK FEEDERS, THE GIBBS & HILL
PRINCIPAL OF DESIGN WAS USED.
3. SAP ASSEMBLIES ARE SHOWN, BUT OTHER
AMTRAK APPROVED ASSEMBLIES MAY BE USED

REDUCED AMTRAK OCS CLEARANCES WITH ALONG AND CROSS TRACK FEEEDERS
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The Southern Corridor becomes the buffer
between the proposed urban fabric and the Long Island City
Main Line. Once the Southern Corridor is fully
built out, there is potential to provide a Bus
Rapid Transit line that ties Sunnyside Yard to
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ABOVE
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DECK

Potential New Access to Deck

DECK - WALL IMPACT - CORRIDOR OPTIONS
DECK - WALL IMPACT - CORRIDOR OPTIONS

The relationship between the surrounding
streets and the deck is not uniform around
all sides of the Yard, as the grade varies.
The condition along the north is the most
challenging, where there is over 30 feet
between ground and deck, which directly
abuts neighboring properties. On the southern
edge of the Yard, high clearances required by
the Main Line pose a challenge but the large
swath of unoccupied land along Skillman
Avenue allows for a more gradual incline, and
more flexibility in where such connections can
be located. The northern edge would prove
challenging regardless of the proposed use
placed along it.
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Read more about Northern Corridor on page 230
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Dealing with the Deck Wall

Reconnecting the Grid

A core challenge is the deck’s relationship to existing buildings along
the northern edge between the Yard and Northern Boulevard. The deck
will align with the second or third story of existing buildings. This
proposes a “deck wall” along the length of the boundary, similar to
the one that currently exists at the end of streets that are interrupted
by the Yard, shown in the image above. Before proceeding, property
owners must be engaged to discuss if and how the deck would affect
the buildings on the northern edge.

Without careful planning and coordination with property owners the
deck wall could perpetuate the interruptions that characterize the Yard’s
relationship with the surrounding grid today, limiting the potential for
access points from the north. It was determined that vehicular access
directly from these streets along the northern edge (rather than from the
existing bridges) is costly and cumbersome to justify. Nevertheless, many
opportunities exist at these street ends to provide pedestrian and
bicycle access in attractive and innovative ways.
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Adapting to the Bridges
By reducing loading assumptions and adjusting
column spacing to reduce span length near the
bridges, the Urban Planning Team was able
to “smooth” the deck so that it meets the
bridges at grade. The result is a continuous
ground level linking of the deck and the
existing bridges, instead of creating trenchlike roads separated from the bridges with a
retaining wall. With open space and streets
that can continue across bridges, pedestrian
and vehicular flows can easily transition
from existing streets to the proposed deck,
improving connectivity within the Yard as well
as integrating with existing context.
Refer to Appendix A6 for more detail regarding how
the proposed deck would meet the existing bridges and
“smoothing” process.

Improving the Experience of Crossing the Yard

Bridges to Roads

The current experience crossing the Yard is unpleasant due to the
existing barriers between the Yard and bridges. These bridges were
designed primarily for vehicular usage, requiring bicyclists to tackle
an incline sometimes in a lane that has no separation from traffic.
Pedestrians walk along an unpleasant sidewalk with fencing that blocks
views of the Yard. The deck smoothing strategy allows the proposed
deck to meet the bridges at grade, which enables new buildings to
have frontages along bridges. Retail and other active uses can be
located along the bridges to enhance the pedestrian experience.

Sunnyside Yard is intersected by five elevated roads, which the Urban
Planning Team calls bridges. The deck structure proposed in the Master
Plan will be built flush with these bridges, creating a condition much like
the roads that cross over Park Avenue. Before Park Avenue was built,
the rail lines leading into Grand Central Terminal were open to the sky,
creating a similar barrier between neighborhoods. Today, walking along
Park Avenue, most people do not think twice about the slope of the
street, unaware of the high volume of rail activity occurring below.
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Deck and Bridges Relationship in Feasibility Study - 02/2017

Proposed Deck and Bridges Relationship - 03/2020
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Clearance Relief & “Deck Smoothing”
One of the main drivers for the deck over
the Yard has been the vertical clearance
required by Amtrak and the MTA. For safety
and operational purposes, these Rail Entities
mandate buffer zones around their trains and
tracks prohibiting any form of work in these
areas. Amtrak requires a minimum vertical
clearance of 26’-9” from the top of the rail to
the underside of structural decks or fixtures.
OCS structures can increase the minimum to
40’-0” due to the size of the structure and wires
that need to hang down from them. Strictly
following these clearance requirements would
create a condition where the new structure
would be a much higher elevation and would
not have level access to the existing bridges.

Amtrak Vertical Clearance Requirements
Standard: 26’9”min (increased to 40’ for along- and cross-track feeders)
Reduced: 22’8” min (increased to 35’6” for along- and cross-track feeders)
The red outline represents the area that must be left clear.

Long Island Rail Road
Minimum Railway Clearances Plan
Clearance

MTA LIRR Vertical
Requirements Standard: 22’
II-23
The red outline represents the area that must be left clear.

Rev. 1 – January 2010

Read detailed clearance envelopes drawings for Amtrak and MTA trains in Appendix A6
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The 2017 Sunnyside Yard Feasibility Study
followed the standard clearance requirements,
resulting in significant height differences
between the top of the deck structure and
existing streets. The proposed deck was also
considerably higher than the existing bridges,
which hindered connectivity from the bridges
to the deck surface. The Sunnyside Master
Plan solves for these issues by lowering
the deck height at specific key locations,
enabling smooth connections and increased
continuity between the Yard and surrounding
neighborhoods.
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Feasibility Study - 2017
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Diagram illustrating Deck Heights Established during the Feasibility Study
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By leaving the Main Line and most challenging
construction zones open the proposed deck
does not need to be as high as it was in the
Feasibility Study and can achieve a smoother
transition within the decked area. Existing
bridges and proposed new pedestrian bridges
would provide connections between the deck
and Skillman Avenue south of the Main Line.
Connecting the deck surface to the existing
bridges to ensure a smooth transition between
them was a priority for the Master Plan. In areas
along the bridges, the deck envelope is kept at a
minimum and would require tightly coordinated
efforts among rail infrastructure modification and
load reduction on top of the deck.
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39th Street is the most-elevated road to
cross the Main Line. Surrounding it are a rail
yard vehicle access ramp, rail staff parking,
and a berm, all of which have less stringent
clearance requirements and whose location is
more flexible relative to a deck above.
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Southern Corridor intersecting Honeywell
Street Bridge
The long distance between Honeywell Street
and the next closest streets allows for a gentler
Southern Corridor slope to grade. However,
the already-tight clearance at this intersection
between Honeywell and the tracks below make
further clearance reduction critical.
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Southern Corridor Intersecting with Honeywell St Bridge



 
 



















Read detailed bridge cross-section diagrams in Appendix A6
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The Southern Corridor, running parallel to the
Main Line, is elevated enough to pass over 43rd
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In support of the corridor strategy, a series
of studies were conducted to determine
specific clearance relief strategies for
important intersections between the bridges
and the Northern and Southern Corridors to
enable their desired alignments as shown
on the left and the right. Each intersection
presents a different condition at the track
level and the street level.
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Constructability Approach

Manhattan West Long Span
Custom Launching Gantry Crane

Segmental Concrete Box Girders
and Launching Gantry

Pre-Assembled Steel Trusses
and Self-Propelled Modular Transports

The Manhattan West project is an example where a custombuilt launching gantry crane was used to position pre-cast posttensioned beam spans above 15 live rail lines and their electrified
catenary power lines. Gantry cranes are useful in building over rail
lines as they can straddle the track during installation of the deck
structure and minimize the needed track outages.

For larger spans requiring the use of a post-tensioned box
girder, individual components can be delivered in 10’ lengths
with a typical tractor-trailer and assembled on site. These box
girders also combine the deck and superstructure into a single
system, reducing the time required to complete the installation.

If access to a significant portion of the Yard was made temporarily
available, self-propelled modular transports (SPMT) could be used to
position and install entire truss assemblies.

These beams support a public plaza and parking structure between
two high-rise buildings. This approach eliminates the need for
intermediate columns and re-supporting overhead catenary.
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The larger depth of the post-tensioned box girder spans
allows for the storage of utilities and mechanical equipment
within the interior of the unit. Installation of these structures
can be tailored to fit the site conditions.

The use of SPMTs means that the entire unit could be assembled in
advance of the installation, requiring only a short window to move the
structure into place and install, accelerating the overall project.
However, using SPMTs over the existing track structure would require
significant preparation including placement of geomats to protect
existing railroad steel.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

As previously noted, Sunnyside Yard is a
highly active rail yard used by Amtrak, LIRR,
and NJ TRANSIT. In addition, New York City
Department of Transportation (NYCDOT)
bridges and the New York City Transit (NYCT)
7 Line spanning over the yard. Construction
within the Yard will require close coordination
with these entities and proper consideration
for clearances and train operations to
determine possible outages to perform work.
An in-depth understanding of existing and
future conditions, such as geologic profiles
and proposed building typologies, will help
identify the types of structures to build and
appropriate types of equipment, access,
and construction staging. The examples
described on page 74 illustrate different deck
construction methodologies.
With much of the Amtrak Master Plan not yet
underway, modifications can be made to ensure
there is coordination with the overbuild design.
The Master Plan can also incorporate the design
criteria utilized in the portion of the Amtrak
Master Plan currently in progress to ensure
compatibility between the rail operations below
and any future deck structure. This will benefit
the constructability of an overbuild by integrating
needed clearances for columns and equipment
as well as optimal span lengths for the deck. Also,
depending on the schedule for each project,
foundations and columns for an overbuild can
be constructed ahead of time under the capital
projects of the Amtrak Master Plan.
Building a Deck

Schematic section showing horizontal clearances and structural members

Deck Design
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Section Perspective at Honeywell Bridge
Looking North
1

Rail Tracks Under Deck

2 Planting Pits Adapting to Depth of Structural Fills
3 Lowered Structural Deck to Meet Bridge
4 Existing Bridge Structure
5 Honeywell Bridge
6 New Building Frontage along Bridges
7 Structural Fill
8 Deck Beam
9 Deck Column
10 Proposed Street on Deck

6
10

5
2

7
3
4

1

8

9

#3
#2

Ventilation & Life Safety Systems for Under-deck Rail yard
Today the heat, exhaust, fumes, and other
emissions produced from the rail operations
dissipate into the natural air. A deck over the
Yard, would act like a lid on a pot, trapping the
heat. To solve for this, new ventilation systems
need to be installed in order to remove the yard’s
byproducts and to control the temperature
beneath the deck in order to ensure safe working
conditions. This is similar to the ventilation system
for the Second Avenue Subway.

#1

#3
#2

#1

Under-deck
non-emergency
Underdeck
Non-emergency
ventilation
Plant
Ventilation
Plant
track

Emergency exhaust
ventilation plant
Ventilation Zone Boundary
Emergency
exhaust
plenum
perplenum
each pair of ventilation plants
Emergency
exhaust
Emergency exhaust fan plant

Section through emergency exhaust ventilation plant & plenum, integrated into a building

Underdeck Non-emergency

Ventilation Plant
Site plan showing ventilation infrastructure
Egress point from track
Non-emergency ventilation plants can have two types:
Elevation to lid surface
• Smoke/pollutant treatment plant; 50’ x 100’ x 30’, 60 SF deck penetration
Emergency exhaust fan plant
• Exhaust treatment plant for diesel locomotive; 50’ x 100’ x 30’, 120 SF deck penetration
Emergency exhaust plenum
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Vent plant
can be
integrated in
buildings on
deck

A zoned ceiling exhaust system that stratifies
hot smoke at the ceiling would mitigate
fire hazards. Ventilation systems could be
constructed inside ventilation plant buildings
at key locations on the top of the deck to
accommodate each ventilation zones’ capacity
demands and only function during emergencies.
Each zone would be assigned two ventilation
plants in case of unexpected equipment failures
or maintenance required shutdowns.

Ventilation
boundary per
Ventilation
Zonezone
Boundary
each
ofventilation
ventilation
plants
per
eachpair
pair of
plants

Egress
point
from from
track
Egress
point
Elevation to lid surface

The space and costs of operating the
equipment can be reduced by careful
design and passive ventilation strategies,
economic choices in materials and
operation. Also, a remediation strategy
for exhaust will need to be in place ahead
of construction of the ventilation system.
All of this is subject to further review and
coordination with the NYC Fire Department
(FDNY) and the Rail Entities.

Appendix O

Ventilation
plant building

Installation of ventilation systems are not
required until the final phases of construction,
when the deck more fully encloses the Yard.
During the early phases, ventilation ducts will
be installed between girders in a sequenced
fashion.
Vent plants will be required once a
Appendix
O
certain portion of the Yard becomes covered.

Building a Deck

Plenum
integrated
within deck

Diagram illustrating Integration of Ventilation Plants with deck.
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Fill, Utilities, and Finished Grade
The deck will most likely need to be
constructed with either pre-cast concrete
or steel. While there are trade-offs for
either material, the selection will be affected
by economy as well as developments
in construction technology. Sustainable
materials should be given priority to minimize
embodied carbon.

Stormwater
Detension Tank
Storm Sewers
Sanitary
Force Mains

Gas Mains

Water Mains
Electrical Conducts

Building Vault

The structural fills on top of the deck will
smooth the staggered deck slabs to create
continuous top surfaces. In addition, the
depth of the structural fill could encompass
a new utility system. Together with the deck
itself, this could provide opportunities for
reimagining urban infrastructure, including
waste management and delivery systems.

Concept Locations for Utility Trenches and In-deck
Service Distribution

Interstitial Space

Egress Point from Track Level to Deck Surface
In-deck Emergency Exhaust Fan Plant Plenum

The overbuild could offer an opportunity to take advantage of the void space within the
structure of the deck and “interstitial” space between the top of the deck and finished grades.
Due to the vertical clearance requirement of rail facilities below deck, some utilities will need
to be routed within these spaces.

et
Stre
ay
enw
Gre

Smoke/Pollutant Treatment Plan

0

200’

1000’

Master Plan
street grid and
blocks

Rotated
ventilation plant
based on street
grid orientation

Concept Locations for Utility Trenches and In-deck
Service Distribution

Under-deck Non-emergency Exhaust Treatment Plant

Utilities such as pneumatic waste could be housed in a series of utility trenches. The
conceptual design coordinates the trenches with the deck structure and emergency
ventilation plant, changes in deck height/ depth, and available clearances. A primary northsouth distribution is proposed to follow span direction. An east-west distribution is more
challenging due to changes in deck elevation and spans with additional clearances.

k

Bloc

The system of utility and distribution tunnels or
trenches would be designed to traverse the deck
Egress Point from Track Level to Deck Surface
with
points at grid edges. Where changes
In-deck Emergency
Exhaust access
Fan Plant Plenum
Over-deck Emergency
Exhaust Fan Plant
in structural
elevation are required, the systems
Under-deck Non-emergency Exhaust Treatment Plant
could be accommodated in future building
Smoke/Pollutant Treatment Plan
basements or within the interstitial space.

Over-deck Emergency Exhaust Fan Plant

Deck

Where possible, sewers will be installed to
enable flow by gravity. It is assumed that
some amount of the sanitary sewer system
will be pumped to accommodate the grade
limitations of the deck. Utilities installed
in conduits and mains that are not gravity
dependent will have greater installation
flexibility. Depending on the type of fill used
in the interstitial layer and the location of the
waterlines, they may need to be installed in
a thermally controlled chamber or otherwise
insulated, as the deck itself will likely not offer
much insulating value.

Structural fills+
utilities
Landscaped area
Deck

3000’

Diagram illustrating Components within the deck.
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Utility Routing

12' BRICK COMBINED
SEWER IN 40TH AVE

AREA: 28 ACRES
Qsan = 1.07 MGD

9'-6" X 6'-10" COMBINED SEWER

48" RCP
AMTRAK
OUTFALL

AREA: 28 ACRES
Qsan = 1.63 MGD

3'-6" COMBINED SEWER
IN PURVES STREET

AREA: 33 ACRES
Qsan = 2.11 MGD

48" RCP
AMTRAK
OUTFALL

3'-3" COMBINED SEWER TO
REGULATOR AND CSO
48" CI AMTRAK OUTFALL

HK

ILL

AREA: 3 ACRES
Qsan = N/A (park)

DU

TC

AREA: 17 ACRES
Qsan = 0.3 MGD
AREA: 6 ACRES
Qsan = 0.24 MGD

3'-3" COMBINED SEWER TO
REGULATOR AND CSO

AREA: 7 ACRES
Qsan = 0.25 MGD

48" CI AMTRAK OUTFALL

Existing sewer lines

SEE ENLARGED PLAN

Existing Sewer Flow Direction
119 ACRES
TRIBUTARY TO 12-FT SEWER IN 40TH AVE

AREA: 6 ACRES
Qsan = 0.15 MGD

HK

ILL

118 acres
Tributary to 12-ft sewer in 40th Ave

DU

TC

61 acres
Tributary to Amtrak Dutch Kills outfalls
and DEP combined sewer in Purves St

Total acreage: 128 acres
Tentative Sanitary Flow Allocation:
36 acres
Flow to combined sewers south of the
Yard (0.94 MGD)
92 acres
Flow to combined sewers north of the
Yard (4.81 MGD)

COMPREHENSIVE Sanitary
MASTER PLAN Flow
Proposed

DECK/DEVELOPMENT AREA SANITARY FLOW ALLOCATION
2019-08-07

61 ACRES
TRIBUTARY TO AMTRACK DUTCH KILLS OUTFALLS AND DEP COMBINED
SEWER IN PURVES STREET.

EXISTING SEWER/FLOW DIAGRAM
SUNNYSIDE YARDS
2019-07-25

There are components of all major utility
systems – sewers, water mains, electrical
infrastructure, gas mains, and telecom
infrastructure – present in the streets
that are adjacent to the Yard. Utility
infrastructure to the north and northwest
of the Yard is generally denser than the
infrastructure grid to the south and east.
There are some locations along the south
side of the Yard, along Skillman Avenue,
where sewers are not present. It should be
noted that the presence of infrastructure
does not ensure adequate capacity.
Many utilities are present within Sunnyside
Yard serving existing facilities. For the
purposes of preliminary utility services
planning for the proposed deck, connection
to the existing infrastructure within the Yard
is not expected, with the potential exception
of storm water flow from the western deck
areas. Two 48-inch storm sewers, owned
by Amtrak, drain from the western part of
the Yard to the Dutch Kill. As the deck will
capture much of the rainfall that currently
impacts the Yard, there is the potential for
those sewers to have additional capacity.
However, this plan does not utilize existing

infrastructure to convey storm flow. The
intention is for space within the deck to be
used for detention or retention and other
sustainability and resiliency infrastructure,
such as rainwater harvest and reuse. This
is detailed further in “Layering Hard and
Soft Infrastructure” in the Sustainability &
Resiliency Chapter, on page 334.
Details of routing sewers and utility lines
and the size of those services will be
determined in future design phases. As each
phase is developed, the type of structural
deck required will be determined while
considering impacts on surrounding areas and
infrastructure.
Where the deck’s street grid will be is written
into the City map, utility systems would
follow the models of other public streets.
NYC Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) will have jurisdiction of sewer and water
infrastructure, and franchise utility companies
will install and operate natural gas and
electrical grids (Con Edison) and fiber optic
networks (Verizon and AT&T). Future planning
will detail this further.
Example of underside utilities integrated with structure
U.S. Department of Navy D Street Bridge
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Structural Systems and Loading
Steel and precast concrete options were analyzed for the
structure of the overbuild deck over Sunnyside Yard. In
both scenarios, for spans greater than 90 feet, the depth
of the structure would allow for space to run mechanical
services or to create occupied space for storage. The
advantage of a precast concrete deck is that the elements
can be set quickly. The advantage of a steel superstructure
solution is that the steel is lighter than long span precast
concrete elements.

Understanding wind loads on the overbuild structures will be critical for
designing the deck elements.

Various deck structural systems could be employed in different phases based
on the spans between columns, the preference of the contractor, and the
favorability of geometry to allow utilities to pass through.
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For both options, the structural system would accommodate
loads that are equivalent to up to four feet of soil buildup for landscaping or a road. This is required to negotiate
differential grading elevations and access for either
pedestrians or vehicles. Alternatively, these loads are
equivalent to a high density of low-rise buildings consisting
of either ten-story lightweight wood construction residential
buildings or five-story flat plate concrete residential
buildings. The recommended structural system for the
Master Plan would also allow for seven-story steel office
buildings or five-story steel retail buildings. In addition to
gravity loading, the platform must also support lateral
loading from wind, earthquakes, and thermal expansion
and contraction. Wind loads specified in the 2014 New
York City Building Code use a 98 mph three second wind
gust. Ultimately a wind tunnel study that takes zoning into
account for the site will be required. In almost all cases, the
seismic loading on the overbuild platform will control the
lateral loading regardless of the overbuild condition unless
the platform can be seismically isolated.

Seismic Isolators similar to the one shown above could significantly reduce
the lateral design load if they could be integrated into the foundation and
column design.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

The baseline loading scenario illustrated above allows for vehicular traffic, landscaping, and various
overbuild structural schemes.

Building a Deck
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No vehicular access in this zone

5’

2’

5’

±3.5’

5’

±3.5’

5’

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Increased dead load potential

Reduced live load due to
eliminating vehicular access

No vehicular access in this zone

Finish Grade
5’

2’

5’

2’

±3.5’

5’

±3.5’

5’

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Curbs, walls, and other elements can be used
to restrict vehicular access and increase the
opportunities within the open space for designs
that reflect community needs. The central
portion of the diagram illustrates the use of
low walls to create a raised planting area,
inaccessible to vehicles. Determining road
layout in advance allows for containment of
vehicular loading to specific areas and allows
freedom to create more open space. This
prevents over-engineering of the deck in areas
where a lighter structure, supporting people
and vegetation rather than cars, would suffice.

Dead Load
Soil Depth
Shrubs/Perennials
Lawn
Trees
Fixed benches
Pavement
Live Load
People
Vehicles
Moveable furniture
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The decision to shift live load into dead
load, in strategic areas such as open space,
provides opportunity to design a dynamic
landscape with increased integration of trees
and greenery.

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

The structure of the deck is designed to
support both dead and live loads. Within the
deck’s design, the live load capacity can be
‘transferred’ to a dead load if vehicular access
is restricted. The left-hand side of the diagram
shows the soil depth limits when vehicular
access is granted across the deck. The righthand side diagrams show the transferred or
shifted load and soil capacity when vehicular
access is restricted.

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

Reduced live load due to
eliminating vehicular access

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

Increased dead load potential

Loading and Landscape
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Construction on Deck
The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan approached vertical construction differently than the
Feasibility Study did. By enabling more even column spacing through track realignment the
Urban Design Team was able to separate deck construction from the buildings above. This
allows for the deck construction to be agnostic of building scale and placement.

ption 1
Section A

Larger wind loads

Truss Between 2nd and 4th Level
ck
tirely on Deck

Low-Rise Structures
Low-Rise
Institutional
Low-Rise
Building Building

Transfer Truss
Spread Footing
More expensive foundations

A

Landscaped Area

240 ft

B

Deck

Less expensive foundations
+
Flexibility with building location

80' Tall

Coordination between above-deck programming and the deck structure
itself should be refined as particular phases move forward. Baseline loading
scenarios for gravity, seismic, and wind loads are provided to allow flexibility
and a reasonable set of impacts to consider for flexibility. The impacts include
the required depth of the deck, sizes and reinforcing of concrete columns,
and the depth and capacity of foundations.
Case studies have informed the development of “deck cost premiums”, which
attempt to capture the impact of the overbuild structures.

DECK COST PREMIUMS

Foundations**

Columns & Framing***

Low-Rise (0-5 stories) or Landscape*
Section
B

Baseline

Baseline

Mid-Rise (6-15 stories)

X 2.0

X 1.6

High-Rise (16 stories +)

X 4.0

X 3.7

structural systems are heavier than others. For
example, a typical concrete residential building
would have a lower live load design criterion,
but the concrete construction would have a
higher dead load. A typical steel commercial
building would have a higher live load, but
a lower dead load. As long as these options
are within the baseline loading limit, though,
column locations can vary as illustrated.

In this construction scenario, the column
grid envisions complete flexibility allowing
low-rise structures to be located however
best serves the occupancy and design
considerations, as opposed to having to
coordinate with the locations of the column
grid supporting the deck structure below.

The distances between the columns have a
direct impact on the amount of load each
column carries. If the columns are spaced far
apart the spread footings will need to be larger
and deeper to compensate. Excessive column
spacings and larger footings may produce
loads that are challenging to distribute, and
larger footings may have an impact on usable
space.

Multiple “equivalent overbuild” options are
provided in the loading assumptions because
different occupancies have different associated
minimum live loads as provided in the New
York City Building Code, and because some

Columns in lowrise buildings

Spread footings
on deck

Diagram illustrating autonomy between low-rise buildings and
deck structural elements

*
The lateral stability requirements for a deck designed for landscape only cause it to be over-engineered for gravity loads, such
that it is more or less the same as a deck engineered to support low-rise development.
**
The factors on foundation are based on the increase in volume due to the increased caisson diameters and assume that
rock sockets and average lengths would remain the same as provided previously.
***
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Mid-Rise Institutional Building

The baseline loading scenario for the deck
(shown in the table to the left) allows
for some modest building foundation
loads, provided that they are sufficiently
distributed on spread footings. Within
the footprint of the building the building
loads are a substitute for the vehicular,
landscaping, and utility loads that are applied
elsewhere, but are equivalent in magnitude.

The factors on the columns and steel framing are based on the increase in steel tonnage.
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80' Tall

UMED TO BE IN BUILDING. ALTERNATIVE
HICKER DECK, ALLOWING MORE
MID-RISE BUILDINGS. ALL HIGH-RISES
W FOR TRUSSES WITHIN BUILDING

Mid-Rise Institutional Building

Column line

Mid- & High-Rise Structures

Mid/High-Rise Building

Truss Support

AREA CAN SUPPORT
MID OR HIGH-RISE
WITH TRUSS WITHIN
BUILDING

Transfer Truss

Spread Footing

Landscaped Area

Columns

The illustration above is relevant for a case study with
proposed solutions to accommodate structures on top of the
deck overbuild for a mid-rise Institutional building.

The mid-rise building above is illustrated with a one story transfer truss above the 5th floor to transfer all
the load from additional floors directly to the column lines. The first five floors can be supported directly
on the deck.

While general rules can be applied to all areas of the yard,
which are captured in the baseline loading scenario, it is
important to recognize that addressing particular locations
will provide additional areas of opportunity for supporting
taller buildings.

Other options, which are illustrated in the associated technical documents, could include:
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• Vertical Deck Clearance - If additional
locations of clearance relief achieve agreed
“at-grade” connections between the deck and
the bridges, as agreed to through discussions
with Amtrak engineers, it could allow the
Master Plan to contemplate adding another
east-west arterial.

over switching, but recognizes that once
spanning elements are placed and temporary
protection can be established, Yard
operations below can resume regardless of
what is being built above, be it a park or a
high-rise.
Read more on vertical clearances in Engineering Appendices
B-E.
Read more on tower orientation and deck performance,
in Engineering Appendix E: Conceptual Design for
Comprehensive Master Plan, Section 3: Construction
Methodology.
Read more on track closures in the Phasing Considerations
Chapter,on page 411.

• Tower Orientation - Strategic orientation
of the structures could allow buildings to be
taller. See the illustrative example to the left.

Deck

PROPOSED CHANGE TO SOUTHERN CORRIDOR
IN ORDER TO REDUCE 110FT CANTILEVER

As plans develop for individual phases,
coordination between the future design teams
and the Rail Entities will be critical for assessing
column sizes, deck depths, and the required
clearances below. However, the following
considerations can be evaluated to provide
maximum flexibility for above deck uses.

1. Providing a two-story transfer truss at the second and third levels of the building to transfer all the load to
the column lines directly
2. Providing transfer trusses within the deck envelope and beams between the trusses to coordinate with
column locations.
3. Providing transfer trusses within the deck envelope and coordinate the column locations of the building to
land on the trusses directly.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

• Performance of the Deck - Recognizing
that minimizing deck thickness is more of a
priority around the edges of the site than at
the middle, and leveraging clearance relief
gained through negotiation with Amtrak,
span length is not necessarily a direct
correlation to the height of buildings above.
• Track Closure Strategy - The Master Plan
costing approach takes in to account the
limited work windows allowed in areas

Building a Deck

High/mid-rise towers

Transfer truss
between high/midrise and low-rise
buildings

Truss supports in
low-rise building

While constraining the orientation of the towers simplifies
engineering solutions, it does not necessarily universally
prescribe their orientation. As illustrated here, trusses can
be provided either above the deck or below the deck to
span between two or more column lines. For structurally
independent portions of the building marked with an “X”,
that portion of the building will not have two or more column
lines as supports, and the building footprint should be
reconsidered. For the portion marked with a check, two or
more column lines are provided to support the trusses.

Construction on Deck

Column line
alignment

Diagram illustrating autonomy between medium- and high-rise
building and deck structural elements
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Designing a Grid
Grids are not neutral entities but rather
reflect the everyday needs and cultural
preferences of their time. Through the First
Industrial Revolution, preindustrial factors
continued to dominate urban planning. The
grids of New York (1811), Portland (1840s), and
Barcelona (1868), for example, reflected the
relatively late arrivals of modern building and
transportation technologies.

Historic Manhattan (200’ x 800’)

Historic Barcelona (372’ x 372’)

Historic Portland (200’x200’)

The introduction of the elevator, the
increasing ubiquity of steel frame construction
in the late 19th century, and the advent of
automobiles and buses in the 1910s created
a paradigm shift in city design. Larger
blocks and wider streets were needed to
accommodate these new technologies. This
created tensions in cities with preindustrial
grids, where older blocks were adapted with
varying degrees of success.

Masonry Construction

Row House Typology

The Elevator

High-rise Steel Construction

Horse-drawn Transit

As part of the master planning process, the
Urban Planning Team considered what type of
grid would best serve future uses.

Post-industrial Manhattan
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Post-industrial Barcelona

Post-industrial Portland
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Paradigm Shifts & Timeless Factors
Through the second half of the 20th century
and into today, the changing nature of work,
advances in communication technology, and
evolving social attitudes are foreshadowing
a shift around the nature and distribution of
urban land use. Planners and designers are
just beginning to grapple with the urban
implications that could define cities in an
information-age.

Blurred Lines Between Programs?

A Return to Built Horizontality?

Flexible Fleet Autonomous Transit?

In the middle of the century there was a
deliberate effort to segregate program
types, clustering office uses in one area, and
residences in another. Today, there is often a
complete blurring of program type, enabled
by technology and fueled by the ability to
embrace a multi-nodal city, not just with one
central business district but with dozens of
pockets where a host of uses can occur. As
part of the Sunnyside Yard Master Planning
Process the Urban Planning Team considered
how the site could accommodate changing
uses over time.

There has also been a shift in the types of
buildings companies are choosing to locate their
offices in. There is a return to horizontality,
embracing a more human-centric scale of
building. The Urban Planning Team considered
how the buildings deployed at Sunnyside Yard
could embrace this scale of development.

Autonomous transit is rapidly advancing. It
is not possible to predict how it will scale
or affect streets and cities until it arrives.
Sunnyside Yard presents a unique opportunity
to design streets and a grid network from
scratch in a way that envisions pedestrianfriendly streets and embraces the best
transportation options and mobility patterns
of the time at each phase. If autonomous
vehicles are part of that in the future,
Sunnyside Yard has the benefit of designing
streets for safety and quality public space to
bend an autonomous future toward one that
puts people first.

WORK

LIFE

LEISURE

However, embracing these developments
should not represent a complete break with
the past. The laws of physics, biology and
psychology retain an enduring importance
for urban planning. People will always walk
places, light and air will always be required,
we will always be subject to inclement
weather, and we do not see physical
properties like gravity going anywhere.
However, cities are witnessing significant
change, especially in terms of desired uses,
building typologies, and transportation.

1
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1960 | JANE JACOBS

3

2010 | DIGITAL REVOLUTION

Source: Carlo Ratti Associati

Walking
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1931 | CHARTE D’ATHENES

Light and Air

Paradigm Shifts & Timeless Factors

Inclement Weather

Physical Properties
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60’ Min. Distance Between Buildings (Building Code)

Circulation & Block Size
Ravenswood

60 Feet: A Guiding Module
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A 60x60 grid has been laid out as a guiding
module across the Yard. In order to achieve
more regular geometries for building
Long Island City
footprints and streets, the 60’ grid is primarily
aligned with the Southern Corridor, which is
also in line with the orientation of the Main
Line on the south side.
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A variety of grids from cities around the
world were studied to determine what might
make sense for Sunnyside Yard. Based on
the methodology and factors described
on the left, 60 feet was determined as an
appropriate metric which has relevance both
within buildings and for defining the space
between them.
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Rutgers Houses

The Maximilian LIC

PS 126 Jacob Riis
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461 Van Dam St

34-01 38th St. Astoria, NY

456 39th Pl
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Silvercup Studies LIC
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Laying out two east-west inner streets
between the corridors offers a balanced ratio
of street network to block with a concentration
Long Island City
of 240x240 blocks and fewer eccentric blocks
that do not lend themselves to building sites.
This 240x240 block size is a guideline for
planning purposes. The purpose was to create
a grid system that is flexible over time. Not
every block will be 240x240.
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Read more about the Master Plan grid and the flexibility it affords
on page 371
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Next, the size and shape of the blocks
needed to be determined. Square blocks are
directionally agnostic and thereby do not
establish the hierarchy implicit in longer
rectangular blocks as illustrated in the diagram
below. Small blocks provide a quicker rhythm
as you walk through them and allow for
more possible routes, so the size of 240x240
feet was determined. Small blocks could be
combined for larger uses in specific zones.

Astoria

33rd St

Building sizes vary for innumerable reasons, therein a truly
universal module is not possible. Nevertheless, a 60 feet city
block can comfortably accommodate a range of uses and
existing typologies.
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1.4
An Inclusive
Planning Process

The City solicited a wide range of feedback from residents,
employers, employees, small businesses, industrial businesses,
community leaders, nonprofits, labor, government agencies,
citywide leaders, policy researchers, and more across the
neighborhoods surrounding Sunnyside Yard, the Borough of
Queens, New York City, and the New York region to inform the
Master Plan.
• A Steering Committee, composed of local and regional stakeholders, served as independent
advisors. Their role was to provide candid perspectives, constructive feedback, and critical
guidance throughout the master planning process. Their participation in the process is not
meant to constitute endorsement of the plan (see full list of members on page 4).
• Community engagement efforts were led by the Urban Planning Team, working across
disciplinary boundaries, seeking the partnership of technical experts and the insights, needs,
concerns and desires of the surrounding communities.
• The Plan includes public input from hundreds of conversations in interviews, workshops,
meetings and written comments and feedback that were incorporated into the Plan.
• Nearly 2,000 people have participated in the process, shaping and influencing:
• The quantity, location, and type of open space
• Programming priorities of the Plan
• Improved connections between surrounding neighborhoods
• The Plan’s overall look and feel
• The planning effort was informed by a set of Guiding Principles that kept the Team focused on
local needs and citywide priorities.
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If we fail to plan, we plan to fail.
Sunnyside Yard is about planning
the future together.
Community outreach and engagement were
an integral part of crafting the Master Plan.
The iterative process incorporated input
from residents, neighborhood leadership,
citywide leaders, community anchors, and
institutions in an ongoing feedback loop to
ensure that community and City priorities
were balanced throughout the Master Plan.
For a multi-generational undertaking,
which would be the case for building over
Sunnyside Yard, the process took an inclusive
planning approach tailored to gather
stakeholder input in accessible and relevant
ways. The foundation of this approach was a
Steering Committee composed of local and
regional representatives. This combination
of perspectives permeated throughout the
process and was integral to shaping the Master
Plan. The Steering Committee agreed on a
set of Guiding Principles, which were vetted
by the wider community at the first public
meeting. The Plan was envisioned through the
lens of these Principles, which represent both
community desires and City priorities.

Thereafter, technical experts were engaged
alongside community members who
offered personal insights, needs, concerns,
and desires. Over the 18-month process,
interactions ranged from public meetings
with hundreds of attendees, to dozens of
small group and one-on-one interviews,
to community events like NYCHA Family
Days, to digital interactions like webinars,
surveys, and an active web presence that
featured blog posts and content shared
at all events — generating hundreds of
comments and igniting hundreds of
conversations on the need for open space,
affordable housing, small business spaces,
improved transportation, arts and culture,
and much more. This feedback directly
informed the quantity and location of open
space, the programming priorities, the
improved connections between surrounding
neighborhoods, and the look and feel of
Sunnyside Yard for generations to come.

Public Meeting 3 | Aviation High School, Sunnyside
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An Inclusive Approach to Planning

View of Proposed Skillman Linear Park
1

Skillman Avenue Improvement

2 Park Support Buildings
3 Lawn

Grounded in a commitment to inclusive,
equitable planning, the Sunnyside Yard
master planning process centered on bringing
New Yorkers together and ensuring that the
public interest came first. These efforts were
driven by the public and considered how new,
publicly controlled land could shape New York
City over several decades.

4 Honeywell Bridge
5 Meandering Path/Connector
6 Promenade along Yard

Northern Corridor
Civic Commons

World’s Park

Research and
Education
Institution

Greenway

Social Infrastructure
Network

East Yard Park

Moreover, the Master Plan is not a nearterm project to be completed by a single
developer, nor is it a static proposal. Rather,
it is a framework to guide future planning:
one that calls for an armature of public goods
like transportation, open space, and social
infrastructure, while maintaining the flexibility
needed to respond to ever-changing contexts
over time.

2

4
1

3

5
6
Sunnyside Station
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Skillman Linear Park

An Inclusive Approach to Planning

New Pedestrian Bridges

Future New
Subway Station

Expansion of
Lou Lodati Park

Southern
Corridor
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Central Park

Steering Committee
Representing various constituencies and stakeholders, the
Sunnyside Yard Steering Committee served as advisors
to help guide a robust public process and to provide the
City and Amtrak with feedback on the Master Plan as
it developed. The Steering Committee is composed of
community leaders, elected officials, regional thought
leaders, and technical experts. Starting in summer 2018, the
Committee convened seven meetings over the course of the
master planning process, supporting the development of
Guiding Principles and providing critical feedback on draft
Midtown Manhattan
concepts and designs. The
Steering Committee members are
not the authors of the Plan; their participation does not itself
constitute an endorsement of its content.
Stakeholder Interviews
Individual interviews served to uncover the priorities and Hunters Point
perspectives of a broad range of stakeholders vis-à-vis the
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan in smaller settings.
Small Group Discussions
Small groups convened to gain a deeper understanding
of specific sectors/interest areas in the context of a future
Sunnyside Yard. Participants included residents, advocates,
practitioners, and experts, as well as members of and
Greenpoint
advocates for underrepresented stakeholder groups.

Central Park

Ditmars Steinway

Astoria
Ravenswood

Public Workshop
Sustainability

Public
Meeting 2

Dutch Kills

Jackson Heights
Public Workshop
Urban Design

Woodside

Astoria

Public Workshop
Transportation

LIC

Ravenswood

Sunnyside Yard

Sunnyside

Public
Manhattan
Midtown
Meeting
1 Public
Meeting 3

Public Workshop
Sustainability

LIC

Public
Meeting 2

Dutch Kills

Elmhurst

Public Workshop
Open Space

Jackson Heights
Public Workshop
Urban Design

Woodside

Public Workshop
Transportation

Sunnyside Yard

Hunters Point

Maspeth

Sunnyside

Public
Meeting 1 Public
Meeting 3

Workshops
A series of interactive community workshops focused on
developing in-depth insights on themes that emerged as
critical to the Western Queens communities. Topics of focus,
selected by popular vote, included open space, urban design,
transportation, and sustainability.

Elmhurst

Public Workshop
Open Space

Individual Interviews
Organizations

Williamsburg

Public Meetings
Public meetings allowed large numbers of stakeholders and
the general public to learn about and engage with the master
planning process. Each meeting provided an introduction
to the planning process, a presentation of the most recent
milestones in the technical analysis, and various touchpoints
for acquiring diverse inputs and feedback.
Community Events
Tabling and select community events provided alternative
touchpoints with groups that have higher barriers to participation
or attended workshops and public meetings in lower numbers.

A project the scale of Sunnyside Yard touches
the lives of a wide range of constituencies.
From long-time residents, to new residents,
visitors, and rail yard staff, Sunnyside Yard
affects a constellation of stakeholders as
diverse as New York City itself. In order to
ensure all voices were heard, the City and
Amtrak made the commitment to utilize an
inclusive approach to the creation of the
Master Plan.

Ditmars Steinway

Greenpoint

Business

Maspeth
Community-Based

The New York City Economic Development
Corporation (NYCEDC) formed the
Sunnyside Yard Steering Committee, a
multi-perspective body, to guide the
master planning process. The scope of
public collaboration was further widened
through public meetings, interactive
workshops, interviews, and online forums.
Throughout the process, an abundance of
ideas, feedback, and direction came from a
diverse spectrum of stakeholders, ranging
from elected representatives across levels
of government, to people who offered
a citywide perspective, and community
members who live and work in the area.

And we heard concerns about:
• Overcrowding
• Aging infrastructure
• Cost of a major project
• Displacement and gentrification
The Master Plan strives to address these
concerns, and also to reconcile the diverse
and sometimes divergent opinions offered
by various stakeholders (i.e. car-free and
increased parking) by employing the insights
of the Steering Committee and local leaders.
The aim is to harmonize all of these inputs
with a range of technical issues: from the
typical stock and trade of urban planning to
the more specific demands of building a 21st
century neighborhood above one of the most
important areas of rail infrastructure in North
America. Inclusive planning meant entering
the process with more questions than
answers and actively seeking out voices that
would otherwise go unheard.
Read more about Ownership Stake in Sunnyside Yard on
page 107

Civic Groups
Open Space and Sustainability
Faith-Based
City and Regional Groups
Community Events
Public Workshops

Williamsburg

Icon size reflects number of participants

Public Meetings
Steering Commitee Meetings

Over the 18-month master planning process,
we heard people express a need for:
• Local diversity & maintaining the character of Queens
Interviews
• Open spaceIndividual
& green
space
Organizations
• Affordable housing
• Transit improvements
Business
Community-Based

Public Meeting 1 | guardia Community College

Civic Groups
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The Sunnyside
Yard Master
Planning Process &
Engagement Timeline

2018
SUMMER

FA L L

WINTER

Blue-Sky Listening

SPRING

SUMMER

Draft Concepts
Oct.24

The public input that
guided the Sunnyside
Yard Master Plan came
through hundreds
of conversations in
interviews, workshops,
and meetings, as
well as over 450
written comments
of feedback. These
engagements provided
rich qualitative data
offering key insights
that informed the
Master Plan. In
combination with the
technical analysis,
these insights
enabled a plan that
responds to the needs
expressed by the
community.

Public Meeting 1
Captured initial community members’ ideas
and concerns; educated participants on key
aspects of the Master Planning Process;
Nearly 400 attendees

Fall

Nov. 3

Mar. 26

Neighborhood
Tour

May 4

Public Meeting 2
Invited the community to engage in
designing a future Sunnyside Yard through
breakout workshops; Presentation of
progress work
200+ attendees
Feb. 2019 - May 2019

CEC 30 Family Day

80+ educators/civic organizations/local leaders
Nearly 145 small business owners/faith-based
leaders/cultural institutions

May 11

LIC Springs

Taste of Sunnyside

July 13

NYCHA Woodside Houses Family Day
Aug. 10

Apr. 8

NYCHA Astoria Houses Family Day

Apr. 9

Open Space Workshop
Explored possibilities for expanding
green, open space and public space

Steering Committee 1
Kick-Off Meeting
& Project Overview

Steering Committee 2
Brainstorm
project ideas

May 1

Urban Design Workshop
Discussed how Sunnyside Yard would
be accessed / how it would look & feel

Feb. 28

Steering Committee 3
Provide feedback on progress
work to inform Master Plan draft

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

Digital Town Hall
Webinar presentation
and Q&A with the
Urban Planning Team.

Public Meeting 3
Public debut of the draft Master
Plan; highlight the core pillars of
social infrastructure, open space and
improved connections in Western
Queens
Nearly 200 attendees

Taste of LIC

Sept. 2018 - Feb. 2019

Stakeholder One-on-One Interviews
Solicited high-level input from community stakeholders to help shape the
Master Plan, focusing on opportunities, challenges, and visions for a future
Sunnyside Yard
75+ Interviewees

Dec. 4

Sept. 16

June 12

May 21

Stakeholder Group Interviews
Convened groups of 5 -25 people for a
deeper exploration of future uses,
open space, urban design,
transportation and affordability

Steering Committee Tour

Oct. 1

Winter

Master Plan Refinement

Sept. 2018

June 28
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2019

Transportation Workshop
Aimed to understand resident priorities
related to transportation/mobility
Apr. 30

200+
Workshop
Attendees
in total

Sustainability Workshop
Presented City efforts and policies to
address sustainability citywide

Apr. 1

Steering Committee 4
Workshop draft Master Plan with
feedback from Public Meeting 3

An Inclusive Planning Process

June 13

Steering Committee 5
Review and provide comments
on updated Master Plan

An Inclusive Approach to Planning

Oct. 2

Steering Committee 6
Review Master Plan draft with
feedback from Public Meeting 3

Dec.

Steering Committee 7
Review materials prepared
for public consumption
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Sunnyside Yard Urban Planning Team
The master planning effort was a public
process led by the City of New York and
Amtrak, guided by a diverse Steering
Committee composed of community
stakeholders, as well as a Coordinating
Committee of 25 City and state agencies
that met regularly throughout the process.
The Sunnyside Yard Urban Planning Team
consists of City agencies and a team of
architects and urban designers; structural,
rail, and environmental engineers;
transportation planners; financial and
costing analysts; community engagements
experts; and other experts working on behalf
of the City. These groups established open
lines of communication to ensure an iterative
process that integrated community feedback
while bringing the Plan to fruition.

Ownership Stake in Sunnyside Yard
City Entities

Rail Entities

City of New York

Amtrak

MTA

Stakeholders

City Agencies

NYC Economic
Development
Corporation

Steering
Committee

Community
Stakeholders

Finance & Costing

Architecture,
Planning, &
Engineering

Stakeholder
Engagement

Urban Planning Team

Public Meeting 3 | Aviation High School, Sunnyside
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Sunnyside Yard Urban Planning Team
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Sunnyside Yard Steering Committee
When the master planning process first
launched in summer 2018, the City and Amtrak
made a commitment to have neighborhoodlevel, citywide, and regional stakeholders
working around the same table to guide the
long-term planning of Sunnyside Yard. With
that collaboration in mind, the Sunnyside
Yard Steering Committee of 40+ diverse
members formed to guide the process. They
created Guiding Principles for the Master Plan,
served as connectors to ensure collaboration
with community leaders or subject matter
experts, and challenged the City and Amtrak
to consider diverse perspectives throughout
the process. An interagency coordinating
committee of 25 City and state agencies
complemented the Steering Committee
process, advising on the technical content of
the Plan as it evolved. Throughout the process,
the Steering Committee received a first look
at the potential concepts, weighed the tradeoffs of specific proposals, provided input
on engagement strategy and materials, and
advised on the Plan’s direction and next steps.

Steering Committee Meeting 2 | LaGuardia Community College

Steering Committee members were
selected based on their connection to
the neighborhoods surrounding the Yard
and subject-matter expertise in areas of
established importance to the community.
Areas of importance included increased
access to open space, better transportation,
improved planning of public infrastructure
like schools and drainage, affordable housing
An Inclusive Planning Process

and affordability more broadly, local business
support, and supporting the dynamic rich
character and cultural heritage of Queens.
Steering Committee members were also
selected to hold a variety of geographical
perspectives, with 17 members representing
local Queens perspectives, including the
communities represented by Community Board
2 and adjacent Community Board 1, in addition
to 12 members with regional or citywide
purviews. To ensure broad representation
across the neighborhoods, both community
boards with jurisdiction over the Master Plan
site—Queens CB1 and CB2—participated as
members of the Committee and all elected
officials with jurisdiction at the local,
borough, city, state, and federal levels were
invited to participate. All representatives
received one-on-one briefings throughout the
18-month master planning process.
The Steering Committee is a group of
independent advisors who represent a wide
range of perspectives. Their role has been
to share those perspectives and provide
candid feedback to the Planning Team. Their
participation on the Committee does not
constitute an endorsement of the Master Plan.
See a full list of Steering Committee members on page 4

Steering Committee Tour of Sunnyside Yard

Sunnyside Yard Steering Committee
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1

2

3

4

5

Guiding Principles

To center process in community values,
Guiding Principles were developed by the
Steering Committee and vetted by 400+
attendees at the first public meeting hosted
at LaGuardia Community College. These
Principles reflect the goals and values that
guided the master planning process. They
will continue to be utilized and adapted as the
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan moves forward.
1. Design infrastructure and transportation systems to meet
current needs and anticipate future trends

6

6. Support more good jobs that lead to careers and workforce
development strategies like union jobs, MWBE, local hiring, etc.
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2. Address the neighborhoods’ needs for affordable housing,
commercial, industrial, community services, and cultural spaces

7

7. Encourage creative approaches to education, careers, and
industries that envision how we want to live and work in the
future

3. Promote sustained economic diversity in the community

8

4. Pilot and incorporate innovative approaches to
technology, sustainability, and climate change adaptation

9

8. Respect and build on the heritage and diversity of the
surrounding neighborhoods

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

9. Propose high-quality, human-centered design at every
scale

An Inclusive Planning Process

5. Envision public spaces that support health, creative
expression, community-building and quality of life

10

10. Adapt to evolve with the (technology) needs of Western
Queens and NYC over time

Guiding Principles
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STRUCTURAL & RAIL
INFRASTRUCTURE

URBAN DESIGN
APPROACHES

PHASING
STRATEGIES

PROGRAMMATIC
LOCATION & DENSITY

Planning as Synthesis
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EIS

MARKET ANALYSIS &
FINANCIAL MODELING
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TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERING

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

EIS

-$$$

The master planning process included a study
of existing rail yard conditions and operations,
which looked at top-of-deck elevations and
infrastructure integration to inform block
structure. Transportation analyses informed
the grid design, program locations, and access
strategies, while community feedback was
infused into all parts of the Plan, including
transportation and program choices.
Market analysis influenced programmatic
choices, which, in turn, impacted the deck
design and overall costs. All of these factors
influence phasing decisions, which grappled
with contested priorities. In the future,
programmatic and density decisions will
impact land use decisions, the legal framework
will impact the development phases, and
the design strategy will influence how the
Plan shapes the components of each phase.
The process demands consideration and
integration of all these interconnected factors.

$$

$$$$

$$$

-$

-$$

-$$$

-$$$

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan entailed
multifaceted analysis across several
disciplines. Understanding how the various
fields and aspects of the Plan interact is
complex. For this reason, the term “planning”
is used as an umbrella that synthesizes the
various components of the Plan.

EIS

LEGAL & ENTITLEMENTS
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Types of Stakeholder Engagement

Community Touchpoints
Interviews

Steering Committee

1. Community stakeholders
share ideas, concerns, goals

Public Meetings &
Workshops

Tabling &
Community Events

2. The Urban Planning Team asks
questions, studies options and conveys
constraints and opportunities

Urban Planning
Team

3. The Urban Planning Team generates
technical analysis and drawings, turning
community vision into draft designs

youth, housing-insecure communities, recent
immigrants, under/unemployed residents, and
residents with limited English-speaking abilities.
Each of these groups are represented to
varying degrees in the neighborhoods touching
Sunnyside Yard.
The Urban Planning Team utilized a layered
engagement strategy to reach the diverse
communities and stakeholders, with varied
formats for engaging with and informing the
Master Plan. Each layer of engagement was
designed to build on emerging insights and
ideas. The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan website
served as the online home base for the
master planning process. The site contained
summaries and content from the various
stakeholder engagements, the planning
timeline, an event calendar, and updates on
process milestones. A dedicated email account
was created for additional inquiries and
comments from the public.

Stakeholder Feedback Loop

• Meeting a diverse set of stakeholders a
variety of channels
• Facilitating broad participation in the
engagement process through tailored event
types and group sizes
• Soliciting ideas and responses for designs to
The community engagement strategy is described
inform the Master Plan creation in real time
in greater detail on the following pages.
• Translating materials in Arabic, Spanish,
Korean, and Chinese, and ensuring
interpreters of those languages were available
at public meetings

The Urban Planning Team collected stakeholder ideas, concerns, and goals for the future of Sunnyside Yard. Early in the
process, the Team created space for high-level visioning that served as a base for initial planning ideas. As technical analysis
was generated, the constraints and conditions of the site were shared with stakeholders as the basis of more targeted
questions and topic areas for discussions. Feedback and takeaways from engagements were consistently synthesized,
documented, and shared. These outputs were integrated into planning and future conversations with stakeholders as a
feedback loop for interviews, group discussions, meetings, and workshops.

The unique cultural context of Western Queens
required an intentional, inclusionary approach
to engagement. The Urban Planning Team
maintained focus on including traditionally
marginalized groups, including seniors,

4. Updated concepts
are workshopped
with community
stakeholders
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Inclusive planning depends on understanding
what matters to disparate members of the
community—from the most connected, to the
most marginalized, and everyone in between—
and bringing those perspectives together
to craft a shared vision. It is imperative to
understand who the stakeholders are and how
to make the process accessible to them. The
breadth of key stakeholders for the Sunnyside
Yard Master Plan were identified based on a
thorough scan of who lives in Western Queens,
what institutions and neighborhood anchors
exist, and the cultural and economic landscape
of the eight neighborhoods surrounding the
Yard. With an understanding the stakeholder
make-up, the engagement strategy included:

Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan
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Building Height and Density on page 363
Open Space & Social Infrastructure on page 149
Transportation on page 191
Sustainability and Resilience on page 301
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Stakeholder Interviews
Interviews with residents and community
leaders were conducted to solicit input on
opportunities, challenges, and visions for
a plan for Sunnyside Yard. From May 2018
through February 2019, over 100 residents and
representatives from advocacy, civic, cultural,
educational, business, economic development,
community services, housing, environmental,
faith, and health organizations were engaged in
hour-long conversations to gain insights from
varied stakeholders with a deep understanding
of Western Queens. The interviewees were
identified through recommendations from
Steering Committee members, civic leaders,
and local stakeholders. Each interviewee then
also recommended additional members of the
community to speak with and the ecosystem
grew out through that process. In total, the
interviews represented many neighborhoods
surrounding the Yard, including Astoria,
Blissville, Dutch Kills, Hunter’s Point, Long

Small Group Discussions
Island City, Sunnyside, Sunnyside Gardens,
Woodside, and others from within the borough
and city. These interviews revealed major
themes and ideas from New Yorkers that
informed the key priorities of the Plan.
Key themes we heard through interviews:
• Open space
• Transportation
• Sustainability
• Resiliency
• Affordability
• Economic opportunity

From February 2019 through May 2019, the
Team convened 16 small groups, consisting
of between five and 20 participants, to gain
more focused insights from specific sector
and neighborhood perspectives. In total,
145 participants contributed to small group
discussions. The small group discussions
focused on a deeper exploration of
neighborhood context and field expertise
as related to potential uses, programming,
and design of a future Sunnyside Yard.
These discussions began to vet initial themes,
concepts, and strategies emerging from site
analysis and preliminary design work and
build on community insights from individual
interviews and public meetings. The Steering
Committee supported these engagements by
helping identify target sectors/categories and
organizing the discussions.

Small group categories included:
• Youth & Education
• Arts & Culture
• Housing and Affordability
• Industrial Business
• Small Business
• Direct Social Services
• Seniors
• Transportation
• Open Space & Sustainability
• Sustainable & Smart Cities
• Community Advocacy
Conversations yielded a wealth of community
priorities and preferences on urban design,
connecting to the Yard, open space,
programming, sustainability, mobility, and
affordability aspects of the Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan.

Public Meeting 2 | PS 166 Henry Gradstein, Astoria
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Public Workshops
In April and May of 2019, the Planning Team
held a series of four community workshops
to facilitate deeper and more nuanced
conversations around specific themes of the
Plan. The workshops presented an opportunity
to educate participants on the Sunnyside
Yard context and design considerations and
served as deep working sessions to uncover
community preferences to guide the draft
Plan. The collective workshop approach aimed
to create a rich and varied engagement for
stakeholders while guiding the design team at
critical points in the process. Workshop topics
were informed by public preferences and
included the following:
Workshop 1: Urban Design
The first workshop explained how different
density levels, types of buildings, and spaces
between them could influence the look
and feel of a neighborhood. The workshop
addressed ideas being explored by the design
team to connect the top of the deck to the
surrounding context. Participants mapped their
preferred programming, density levels, and
building heights at a future Sunnyside Yard.
Workshop 2: Open Space
Many Queens residents voiced their desire for
increased access to green and open spaces.

Public Meetings
The second workshop explored possibilities for
expanding these spaces in Western Queens through
Sunnyside Yard. Participants learned about various
types of open space and how they relate to the
kind of activities and facilities that are compatible
with the Yard. Community members designed
their preferred open space network and identified
priority activities for new public space.
Workshop 3: Sustainability & Resiliency
The workshop presented City efforts and policies in
response to the challenges of climate change and
explored how Sunnyside Yard could further expand
these efforts. Participants discussed how they
envisioned a sustainable and resilient neighborhood
and brainstormed solutions and technologies that
could be implemented at the Yard. Participants also
emphasized that affordability and social protections
are essential to a sustainable and resilient future.
Workshop 4: Transportation & Mobility
The mobility workshop aimed to understand
resident priorities related to potential transportation
improvements and gain a deeper understanding
of the associated trade-offs. The Urban Planning
Team presented an overview of the current state
of transportation in Western Queens, the effects of
potential efficiency improvements and expansions,
and examples of technologies that could shape the
future of mobility at Sunnyside Yard.

Public meetings provided an opportunity to
engage a broad base of curious and concerned
residents, businesses, and representatives of
local institutions with an interest in the future of
Sunnyside Yard. The public meetings were open
to all and served as a place to capture a wide
stakeholder audience. Each meeting provided
a snapshot of the master planning process, a
progress update, and interactive opportunities
to generate ideas and solicit feedback. A major
priority of these meetings was to ensure that
they were accessible to residents. Each meeting
was held in a different neighborhood around the
Yard and near publicly accessible transit options
with street parking and accessible entrances.
Interpreters were on-site at each meeting, with
translated content in Spanish, Arabic, Korean,
Bangla, and Chinese. Youth stations were
utilized to engage young residents and increase
the accessibility of each meeting. Each of the
meetings also included food catered by local
vendors. Summaries of what was heard in the
meeting were posted on our website following
each meeting and translated.
Public Meeting 1
Over 400 community members and other
stakeholders attended the first public meeting
at LaGuardia Community College in Long Island
City. This meeting was designed to introduce the
Sunnyside Yard Master Planning Process to the
public, educate participants on key aspects of
the process, and capture community members’

ideas and concerns. This led to the creation
of a community calendar and discussion to
understand residents’ preferred ways of receiving
information. Residents also shared input about
the organizations and individuals they would like
to involve and how to create feedback channels
to inform the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan.
Public Meeting 2
The second public meeting received over 200
participants at P.S. 166 Henry Gradstein in Astoria.
With a focus on the Master Plan design, the
evening started with a brief update of the master
planning process, which included initial design
scenarios that incorporated feedback from
the first public meeting, interviews, and other
engagement events. This was followed by a Q&A
for additional questions. Participants were invited
to attend two of three breakout sessions on open
space, urban design, and transportation in order
to gain a deeper understanding of community
priorities and to co-create draft designs for the
final Master Plan.
Public Meeting 3:
Nearly 200 people attended the third public
meeting, hosted at Aviation High School near
Sunnyside. The meeting was gallery style,
enabling participants to peruse the content at
their own speed over the course of three hours
that evening. The focal point of this meeting
was to share each section of the draft Master
Plan. The meeting presented the first draft

Sustainability Workshop
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Community Events
Master Plan. The Urban Planning Team delivered
a presentation three times over the course of
the evening, followed by a round of Q&A each
time with the audience. The rolling presentation
format was intended to allow attendees to access
it as their schedules permitted. A presentation
of the draft plan was followed by a Q&A with
the planning team. In the main room, attendees
were able to walk through a gallery of materials
highlighting the Plan’s core pillars. Local critics
of the planning effort shared their perspectives
and concerns about affordability of the region
and their concerns about the future of Sunnyside
Yard. Also on display was a physical model
of the existing conditions of the rail yard and
surrounding neighborhoods.

Striking a Balance

Different Types of Outreach

Conflicting ideas and priorities naturally surface through the
course of comprehensive public engagement. The engagement
process highlighted some key considerations in creating a
balanced plan: (1) how to reconcile directly competing desires
and priorities, (2) local versus regional perspectives, and (3)
meeting the needs of today versus the future. The Urban
Planning Team comprehensively documented all ideas heard
throughout the process and worked to strike a balance among
divergent opinions.

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan engagement strategy
included interviews, small group discussions, workshops,
public meetings, and community tours.

Digital Town Hall
Over 100 attendees tuned in to participate in
a digital town hall, which utilized a webinar
format to share the draft Master Plan with
a wider audience. After a presentation from
the Urban Planning Team that highlighted the
core pillars of the Master Plan, a dynamic Q&A
tackled issues ranging from specifics on urban
design considerations to long-term governance
frameworks. Questions from the community were
solicited live through a chat box and before the
event via email and phone. Recordings of the
webinar with translated subtitles were posted
online and distributed after the event.

The Urban Planning Team supplemented
public meetings, workshops, interviews,
and discussions with outreach at targeted
community events and community spaces in
Western Queens throughout summer 2019.
The Team hosted a table with information
materials at community events and local
spaces, providing an opportunity to meet
community members in the places where
they already gather. Throughout the process,
presentations were also given to local civic
groups where feedback was solicited on index
cards and through discussion. The community
events had three main objectives:
1. To meet residents, share information about
the master planning process, and gather
input

The events were structured to share
summaries of the draft Master Plan, solicit
ideas, and receive feedback. The Team
used display boards and multilingual FAQs
to support engagement, collecting written
comments throughout each event. These
events yielded several hundreds of additional
public comments, with the following surfacing
as top programming priorities:
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable housing
Parks
Open space
Jobs
Community services

2. To understand the community priorities
that residents are most interested in
incorporating into the Master Plan
3. To encourage innovative thinking about
how Sunnyside Yard could tackle some of
the most pressing needs of the borough
and the city

Public Meeting 2 | PS 166 Henry Gradstein, Astoria
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We have received hundreds
of comment cards about
Sunnyside Yard, these
are a selection of quotes
highlighting the prominent
themes...
“Support community
resiliency through
creating spaces to
build connections and
social capital”

“Renewable energy,
utilizing solar,
hydro, and biomass
technology”

“Affordable
home ownership
opportunities”

“Circular economy
that includes recycling,
reusing & comprehensive
composting (food and
human waste)”

“Permeable pavements
and landscape
designed for water
capture”

“Small-business
affordability &
support”

“Walkable
neighborhood”

“Career pipelines
and training
opportunities”

“Design a deck that
“A Community Land
generates power
Trust (CLT) to ensure
land stays with the
through absorbing &
community”
releasing storm water”

“Do Nothing”

“Connection
between existing
neighborhoods”

“Community ‘library of
“Neighborhood-scale
things’ to reduce the
buildings”
need to purchase”

“On-Site food
growing/production”

“Truly integrated,
mixed-income
community”

“Places to incubate
new businesses and
the future economy”

“Underground tubes
for waste transfer and
deliveries”

“Reflect the character
of Western Queens”

“Climate positive,
carbon negative
development”

“Create a
transit hub”

“Truly affordable
housing to support
community stability
and resilience”

Public Meeting 2 | PS 166 Henry Gradstein, Astoria
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Part 2

Six Needs that the
Plan Addresses
129

The plan emerged from
robust engagement efforts
in an equitable process.
Public input guided the creation of the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan
through hundreds of conversations in interviews, workshops and
meetings, and over 450 written comments and feedback. These
engagements combined created rich qualitative data from which the
planning team created key insights for the Master Plan. In combination
with the technical analysis, these insights led the way for a plan that
responds to the needs expressed by the community.
Key themes emerged as part of the stakeholder engagement effort that
influenced the focus of the Urban Planning Team such as:
• Desire for more open/green space
• Improved public transportation, mobility circulation and better accessibility
• Deeper and more affordable housing
• Community ownership as a tool for equitable wealth generation
• Jobs for people who live in the surrounding neighborhoods
• Climate justice
• Maintaining the diversity + character of the surrounding neighborhoods

The guiding principles, generated by the steering committee and
vetted through the engagement process, also reflect the pressing
needs for Western Queens and the city. Along with the key themes
and concerns in the stakeholder engagement process, the guiding
principles point directly to important aspects that the Master Plan
emphasizes on, including open space and social infrastructure,
transportation, affordable housing, job and education, sustainability
and resilience, and human-centered and future-proofing design. The
Master Plan conducts researches on these existing needs, recognizes
their spatial implication as well as policy guidance, and responds with
an urban design framework in which all of future planning efforts in
and around the Yard can be evaluated.

Concerns about the Plan were also raised such as:
• Overcrowding
• Aging infrastructure
• Cost of a major project
• Balancing costs at Sunnyside Yard with other district needs
• Displacement
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The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is an opportunity to deliver

Open Space
and Social Infrastructure

Transportation

Dedicate over 40 percent of the Master Plan - 60
acres in total - to public open space and parks in an
area severely lacking it. Public social infrastructure
like libraries, schools and educational institutions,
healthcare and other publicly-accessible services
activate these spaces, while better serving the
neighborhoods on either side of the Yard.

Reshape transportation in Western Queens
Explore new approaches to middle- and
and the region, with a set of transportation
working-class housing at a large scale without
investments including a regional transit hub in displacing existing neighborhoods.
early phases and planning for an eventual new
subway line.
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Affordable Housing
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Jobs and Education

Sustainability and Resilience

Keeping it Queens

Call for an education and research hub in early
phases to grow the 21st century green economy
and build on the strengths of nearby LaGuardia
Community College and Cornell Tech.

Create a hub for sustainable and resilient
growth that embraces innovative green
building technologies and sets an ambitious
goal of carbon neutrality.

Include wide range of building types and
human-scale design strategies to create
spaces that feel like an extension of the
existing surrounding neighborhoods.
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• 140 acres across the full Plan, including 115 acres of
new public land created by decking
• 60 acres of new public open space – over 40 percent
of the Plan
• 12,000 affordable homes
• 6,000 affordable to very low-income families
(3,000 affordable at extremely low incomes)
• 6,000 affordable homeownership units
affordable at moderate incomes
• Up to 7,000 potential new permanent jobs
• 30,000 construction industry jobs
• 10-12 new schools, 2-3 new libraries, 30+ new child/
health care centers
1 new regional rail station
served by LIRR and Metro-North and in the future,
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service and trains from New Jersey
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a hypothetical breakdown
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2.1
Open Space &
Social Infrastructure

What We Heard:
A Need for Public Open Space
and Social Infrastructure
Throughout the engagement process, participants universally
voiced the need to plan for essential public goods.
Participants spoke about:

What the Plan does:

• Importance of planning ahead for public infrastructure in advance of
development

• Lowers the height of the deck from the Feasibility Study estimates
and develops a street grid that connects seamlessly to existing
neighborhoods

• Enhancing quality of life through parks, community facilities, public
services, and cultural spaces
• Desire for abundant parks and green space, distributed in a way that
connects both ends of the Yard and adjacent neighborhoods
• Variety of types of open space, ranging from natural landscapes to
sports fields
• Equitable access to new open space
• Need to establish new community spaces, especially for supportive
services, and cultural and educational opportunities for Western
Queens residents

• Envisions 60 acres of parks and open space, including several large
parks immediately adjacent to Sunnyside, Court Square/Queens Plaza,
Astoria, and Woodside
• Builds a network of social infrastructure that prioritizes public
services like libraries, schools, and health care facilities
• Uses open space and social infrastructure to draw in surrounding
neighborhoods and reinforce that Sunnyside Yard is a public place that
belongs to all New Yorkers

• Increase in quality K-12 public schools to reduce overcrowding and
support healthy learning environments
138
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As more people move to urban areas, a major
challenge facing cities is ensuring that new
residents can access open space or areas for
parks, plazas, and other public spaces for people
to gather. Living near open space provides
many benefits, including an increased sense of
happiness, lower violent crime rates, lower rates
of anxiety, and overall improved mental health.
There are also the physical benefits of having
space to workout, play, and relax.

consideration of open space in the area and the
surging number of residents in recent decades.

The CEQR Technical Manual also distinguishes
active and passive open space. The
recommended ratio for active open space,
or areas used for sports, exercise, and other
athletic programming is two acres per 1,000
residents. For passive open space that is used
to invite sitting and relaxing, it is recommended
to provide half an acre per 1,000 residents.
Through the engagement process, the
Given this CEQR guidance and feedback
community has said that Western Queens is
received from workshop participants, the Master
in great need of open space. The surrounding
Plan highly prioritizes increasing a mixture of
area around the Yard within a 10-minute walk
recreation space overall. The larger sites in the
radius has approximately 11-acres of open space
Plan contain a majority of active recreation,
today. Reflecting this need the desire for open
as some of the smaller parks are not able to
space was brought up time and time again by the accommodate the substantial recreational
public during the public meetings.
amenities like sport fields or amphitheaters.
To calculate a need for open space, the Master
Plan referenced the Open Space Index in the City
Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) Technical
Manual, which measures and advises the
appropriate amount of open space for residential
uses. The number for Queens’ Community Board
1 and 2, where the Yard is located, is 0.49 acres
per 1,000 residents, whereas that for the half
mile walking radius is 0.39. These two numbers
are well below the citywide median of 1.5, a
result from the historical lack of planning and

Beyond these metrics, the quality of open
space is as important as the amount. The
proposed open space network includes a
holistic, experiential approach to meet with
the need for open space in Western Queens.
The Plan includes consideration to factors
that create successful open spaces, like spatial
character, programs, and amenities, walking
experience, environmental sustainability, and
park maintenance.

Dutch Kills Green

Lou Lodati Park

Dutch Kills Playground

5000’ 1 Mile
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Existing open spaces are well-used, but there
are currently not enough, and access is uneven.

Cyclists under the Queensboro Bridge at Queensbridge Park
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Soccer Practice at Queensbridge Park

Cricket at the Ravenswood Playground
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The Plan includes analysis of the existing social
infrastructure within a 0.5-mile walking radius of
the Yard:
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Public-serving facilities, or the social
infrastructure that supports a healthy
neighborhood, was a consistent priority brought
up by community members and participants
at public events. Social infrastructure is a
fundamental element that shapes the Master
Plan and helps Sunnyside Yard serve the needs
of Western Queens. This includes facilities like
schools and universities, healthcare facilities,
police and fire services, libraries, and community
centers. While social infrastructure is distinct
from open space, it can influence the way these
community resources function. For instance,
social infrastructure can activate open space
making them more accessible and easier to use,
and in turn, create a network of public places for
residents to enjoy.

3000’

5000’ 1 Mile

Schools: Although there are several public,
charter, faith-based, and private schools in
the area, classrooms are crowded and there is
high demand for new schools. The 2017 NYC
Department of Education’s (DOE) School
Information Report that utilizes the rate of
schools in this area (calculated based on
enrollments and facility capacities) is 105 percent,
10 points higher than the citywide average.
Through the addition of new public land and
inclusion of schools, the Master Plan can help
address the need for additional educational
Open Space & Social Infrastructure

resources in the surrounding area, particularly
those that provide curriculum or vocational
training for industries of the future. Chapter 2.4
details how new schools at Sunnyside Yard can
prepare students for careers in a green economy,
in partnership with other institutions in the area.
There are two higher education facilities in the
area: CUNY School of Law at Court Square and
LaGuardia Community College on Thomson
Avenue. In addition, there are several technical
schools including Aviation High School, Apex
Technical Schools and Academy for Careers in
Television and Film. Sunnyside Yard could offer
new on-site jobs and workforce development
opportunities for students of these institutions.
Healthcare Facilities: Although served by a
series of smaller hospital and clinics, the area is
relatively far from major healthcare centers in
the city. With 140 acres and proximity to multiple
subway lines, the Sunnyside Yard site can
situate new healthcare centers that would serve
residents in Queens and across the boroughs.
Library and Cultural Amenities: The area is
served by several prominent libraries and cultural
amenities. The Queens Public Libraries in Court
Square, Sunnyside, Broadway, and Astoria are
within walking distance from the Yard. The area
also includes large art institutions and museums,
such as SculptureCenter, Museum of Moving
Image, MoMA PS1, LaGuardia Performing Arts
Center, Flux Factory , and many others.
Defining the Need
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LaGuardia Community College

Healthcare Facilities

Queens Health Center

Libraries and Cultural Amenities
Queens Library, Kew Garden Hills branch
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Rainey
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The Need to Provide Access & Connections
Astoria
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The emerging developments along the
Long Island City waterfront are delivering
significant improvements to open space in
the surrounding area. However, for inland
neighborhoods, the Yard as it exists makes
it difficult for New Yorkers to access the
new waterfront but also the existing small
parks to the east of the Yard, like Lou Lodati
Park. Through integrating the Yard with
the creation of connection points at green
spaces, Queens residents will be able to
easily travel across the Yard, opening access
to neighborhoods and the waterfront.

Dutch Kills
Green

Waterf
o
t
C o n n e ction

Sunnyside
Gardens

LIC Ramp Park
Lou Lodati
Park

Court Square Park
Improvements

Sunnyside

Hunters Point

Many Queens residents live beyond what
NYC Department of Parks and Recreation
(NYC Parks) considers walking distance to a
park as found through recent studies of the
“Walk to a Park” initiative. This assessment
rang true and was voiced by participants
through this assessment, and the persistent
concern from residents throughout the
engagement process.

Hunter's Point
South Park

Noonan
Playground
Improvements

Hunter's Point
South Park
Extension End

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Area

An overbuild of Sunnyside Yard presents an
opportunity to create large-scale open space
network as catalytic public infrastructure.
As part of the planning process, the team

explored ways to connect sites on and around
the Yard through open space. Rather than
creating an inward facing neighborhood,
parks in Sunnyside Yard will draw residents in
from Astoria, Long Island City, and Sunnyside
Gardens, and could connect green spaces
from Hunters Point to Woodside. Through
this design, residents of surrounding areas
will have improved connectivity and access to
parks and open space.
The Master Plan open space network also
considers current initiatives to improve
existing parks and build new ones in the
surrounding area , like the Vision Plan from
Newtown Creek Alliance as well as the Under
the Ramps work done by the Court Square
Civic Association. The City also set out a
series of major open space improvements
in the 2018 Long Island City Investment
Strategy. The Master Plan complements
these efforts to provide a broader and wellconnected open space network for Western
Queens.

Experience of Waterfront Open Space

Experience of Crossing the Yard

Walk-to-a-Park Service Area

Experience near the Yard

Parks
Existing Open Space
Area with Population Density
>Proposed
58,700 ppl/sq
Streetmile
Improvements
Data Source: ACS 2016 (5-Year
Estimates)
Proposed Open Space

Greenpoint
Maspeth
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Stakeholder Input on Open Space & Social Infrastructure
From both the feedback received from the
public and the limited access to green space
in Western Queens, open space and social
infrastructure are fundamental to the Master
Plan. The Master Plan reflects this and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Large open space near Long Island City
Expansion of Lou Lodati Park
Linear greenway/circulation through the site
A park in the Northeast portion of the Yard
Wide variety of types of open space

Open Space-Focused Activities:
Public Meeting #1
October 24, 2018
Open Space Station
Public Meeting #2
March 26, 2019
Open Space Breakout Session
Open Space Workshop
April 9, 2019
While open space and social infrastructure
was discussed throughout the process, the
meetings above focused on this topic in depth.

A programming and space planning exercise during
the public Open Space Workshop.

Open Space & Social Infrastructure

Public Meeting 01

Stakeholder Input on Open Space & Social Infrastructure
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Types of Open Space
Passive Parks

Ecological Parks

Program & Arts

Gathering Places

Active Recreation

Play and Adventure

1st Choice

Promenades

2nd Choice

Courtyards

Open space is a top concern for residents of
Western Queens. At the first public meeting,
residents were asked to rank three of their
preferred types of open space they would like to
see included in the Plan. The options included:
Passive Parks, Ecological Parks, Program and
Arts, Gathering Places, Active Recreation, Play
and Adventure, Promenades, and Courtyards.
Attendees who visited the open space table,
could indicate their preference for a first, second,
and third choice of preferred type of open space.
Passive and Ecological Parks were the most
popular preferences of participants at the
first meeting, receiving the highest number of
first-choice and total votes. Promenades and
Courtyards received little interest. Stickers
indicating preferences, along with handwritten
notes from participants, provided a baseline
understanding of the residents’ priorities,
in addition to specific concepts that are
incorporated into the Plan.

3rd Choice

35
30
25

A key takeaway from that first public meeting
was the significant amount of open space
needed to serve the existing population of
Western Queens. Attendees also expressed the
priority for parks to foster relaxation and connect
residents to a nature within the city. The Passive
and Ecological Parks with abundant greenery
included in the Plan reflect the public’s desire to
find respite in their neighborhood open spaces
and can amplify health benefits of green space.

20
15
5
0

Stakeholder Preferences for Types of Open Space

Passive Parks
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Ecological Parks

Program+Arts

Gathering Places

Active Recreation

Play and Adventure

Promenades

Courtyards
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Open Space & Social Infrastructure
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“Make Sunnyside Yard a place that
favors pedestrians by limiting cars to
service vehicles only, especially during
peak commute times”

“Easily and truly accessible parks inside
the Yard. Create green connectors, similar
to the Highline, to connect surrounding
neighborhoods to the Yard for crossing
Skillman Avenue. and Northern Boulevard.,
which are not pedestrian friendly”

“Dog parks and dog runs
for a pet-friendly site”

“Create landscape to reflect
the hills and valleys of the
surrounding communities”

“Sports & recreation fields
throughout the site”

“Spaces for community
farms/gardens”

“Bandshell/amphitheater for
concerts and open-air events”

“Greenway surrounding the Yard
so surrounding communities all
have green space and can cross
major roadways safely”

“Small neighborhood parks near the
perimeter of the Yard located closer together
to create a series of green spaces”

“Water features, particularly
public pools, that can
be converted for winter
amenities, like ice skating.

“Central greenway, either in the
form of a connector between
the east and west perimeters
of the Yard, or as a central loop
that is accessible to residents”

“Greenroofs on all buildings
and vertical gardens to
combat air pollution”

“Larger destination park in LIC
because there is little green space
and a concern over pollution in
the Western part of the Yard”

“Playgrounds for youth
and school children”

“Walking, biking, and running trails
in parks and throughout the site–
preferably separate lanes for safety.

Programming & Locating Open Space
Sports
fields

The second public meeting and the open
space workshop provided opportunities for
deeper conversations with the community
about their visions for new open spaces.
Residents were asked questions including
where open space was needed and what
types of activities and programs they would
like to see included in the Plan. A mapping
activity was used to stimulate conversation on
preferred locations, size, and programming of
open space at the Yard. Participants were also
encouraged to draw and write down ideas
beyond the scope of the exercise.
From the community’s notes, drawings, and
discussions, connection and accessibility
were the two consistent themes. Discussion
included how to make the Yard a major
point of connectivity to increase ability to
move across, around and through the Yard
to other neighborhoods. Residents proposed
protected bike lanes, green corridors from
west to east, and spaces that generate
engagement with neighbors.
Many attendees specifically spoke about
locating parks near the edges of the
Yard so that existing communities and
new communities from within the Yard
could easily access the new green spaces.
Attendees also emphasized the need for parks
and trees throughout the new community.

Open Space & Social Infrastructure

Central
Greenway

Edge
parks

Walking
trails

Gateway
Place

Large
centrally
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park
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BBQ
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Native
plants
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Bike
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Takeaway
Distributed park scheme: Equally allocated open space
throughout the Yard, providing access for all and a variety
of open space types and programs. Strong connective core
through the Linear Greenway.
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Option 3: Distributed Park Network
• Large open space near Long Island City
• Expansion of Lou Lodati Park
• Linear Greenway through site
• Northeast neighborhood-scale park
• Open space paired with potential Sunnyside Station
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Takeaway
Eastern Park scheme: While conveniently on terra firma and
with a strong connective Linear Greenway, was too far away
from the most concentrated populations in Western Queens,
and served fewer people.
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Takeaway
Central Park scheme: Although providing a large contiguous
open space, was too insular to Sunnyside Yards and
did not offer easy access to open space to surrounding
neighborhoods.

Option 2: Medium-Sized Parks Near Existing Neighborhoods
• Eastern Park
• Large open space near eastern end of the Yard
• Linear Greenway through site
• Smaller parks dispersed throughout the site
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• Linear Greenway through site
• Large, central park
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Scale Comparisons

A range of different open space options were
studied (detailed at left) and presented to
the Steering Committee and the public at
the second public meeting. Of the options,
the Distributed Park Network (Option 3) was
preferred as the most appropriate configuration
of open spaces to satisfy community needs
and preferences. The large open spaces
situated at the peripheries of the site serve
both Sunnyside residents and the surrounding
neighborhoods, establishing connections
between neighborhoods and linking to
the larger open space network (following
the 2018 Long Island City Strategy goals).
Throughout the Yard, smaller parks and a linear
greenway connect the community and allow
for engaging with nature at a more intimate
scale. Small deck access parks will promote
pedestrian access through and across the new
neighborhood and channel pedestrian flow
toward public transit.
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Local stakeholder input helped craft a plan that
allows for equitable dispersal of public open
space, programmatic flexibility within these
open spaces, and an east/west and north/south
connected network of public open space.
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Rainey
Park

Open Space Strategy
The Distributed Park Network Strategy works
to address the chronic need for accessible open
space in the surrounding area. As discussed
earlier, residents of Western Queens currently
face a lack of open space; many residents are not
within walking distance to a park.
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These parks, greenways and plazas increase both
the quantity and accessibility of open space to
the Western Queens community.
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The proposed strategy distributes open space
throughout the Yard, placing several large parks
at the edge of the Yard to connect to existing
LIC roughly
neighborhoods. The Master Plan includes
60 acres of new public open space. Within these 60
acres there are several categories of open spaces:
• Three neighborhood parks, 6 to 9 acres each
• Three public plazas, 2 to 4 acres each
• Two linear parks/greenways, 4 to 5 acres each
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As part of the Walk to a Park initiative, the City
set a goal for 85 percent of New Yorkers to be
within walking distance of a park by the year
2030. This initiative focuses on increasing access
to parks and open spaces, concentrating on
areas of the city that are under-resourced and
where residents are living further than walking
distance to a park. The metric defines walking
distance to a park or open space as quarter mile
(five minutes) for small parks and sitting areas, or
half mile (10 minutes) for larger parks which are
typically over six acres. These metrics provided a
methodology for analyzing the impact of the new
open space, as illustrated at left.
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Placemaking through Access
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Read more about Sunnyside Station and Regional Rail interventions on page 207
and more about Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on page 209
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(Read more about Edge Conditions & Access on page 175)

Also, as shown in the diagram on the right,
large parks are allocated in close relation
to existing and proposed public transit,
attracting visitors from areas further away
from the Yard. The Civic Commons on the
west side is surrounded by subway station
in Queens Plaza and Court Square, as well
as the proposed regional rail hub. The
expansion of the existing Lou Lodati Park
will connect to the potential new subway
stop. The Central Greenway will be flanked
by a proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
line on the Southern Corridor. In general,
the open space network is integrated with
transportation and access improvements,
creating neighborhood destinations that
can benefit families in Queens and beyond.
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Reflecting the feedback from neighborhood
stakeholders, access to parks is one of
the emphasized priorities for the open
space network in Sunnyside Yard. From an
urban design perspective, open spaces can
only be activated when accompanied by
easy access. The Plan strives to achieve
placemaking by allocating open space at
the perimeter of the Yard to serve adjacent
neighborhoods and ensure convenient,
comfortable pedestrian connections to the
open spaces located throughout the Yard.
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Large Parks

Sports Fields / Courts

Medium Parks

Garden Spaces and Art

Small Parks

Connector Parks

Lush Native Plantings

Walkway and Plantings

Defining Types of Open Space
The sheer size of the Yard can support a
range of different types of open space. To
demonstrate the scale of potential open
spaces, various sizes of New York City parks
were assessed and presented to understand
which program was preferable for the size and
context of each park. Parks larger than six acres
typically feature programmed spaces, such as
athletic fields. Large parks can also feature
substantial habitat development including
woodland gardens with walking paths.

Neighborhood Park
Multi-functional park supporting
neighborhood needs such as
play, sports courts, and native
plants
Gateway Plaza
Open space in support of heavy foot
traffic to and from the station. Also
supports flexible programming such
as farmer’s markets.

Park - Plaza
Open space with
hardscape, shade and
native plantings in
support of surrounding
social infrastructure

Central Greenway
Linear park with diverse
spaces for community and
respite including bosques,
lawns, gardens, and benches

Medium scale parks, which range between
three to six acres, are large enough for group
activities, such as yoga, lunch with coworkers,
or other informal meetups. Medium parks
could easily fit playgrounds or water play and
be a daily neighborhood destination.

Programmable Open Lawn

Large parks allow for flexibility in terms of
types of program and spaces. In addition to
sports fields and courts, passive recreation
spaces such as bosques with benches,
playgrounds, areas for native plantings and
large open lawns can be included. Large
parks can also have paved areas for markets,
performances, and other community events.

160

Playgrounds

Medium parks are appropriate for playgrounds
and small courts such as handball or
basketball. They also allow for the inclusion of
artwork, garden spaces, smaller play spaces,
and an abundance of seating throughout the
park. Moderate-size parks are perfect for a
daily visit on the way home from work or
school or lunch outside on a beautiful day.

Shaded Seating Areas

Bosques and Paths

Small parks provide respite from the
surrounding city, allowing a moment of nature
in a busy day. Within a small park, there
are opportunities for shaded seating along
benches and at chairs and tables; quiet areas
with robust native plantings for moments of
solitude or conversations between friends.

Connector parks provide a variety of paths
and planted spaces that allow for traversing
blocks through a landscape. Paths are the
most integral aspect of a connector park,
providing crucial linkages. Along the paths,
native plantings, benches, small areas for
gathering, and tall canopy trees can provide a
diversity of spaces and activities.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

Smaller parks, from one to three acres, are wellutilized amenities in an urban setting. Pocket
parks, courtyards, and gardens bring a sense
of respite to city dwellers looking for a quiet
place to sit or have lunch. Small parks can tie
into the larger urban fabric easily, especially in
tandem with connector parks.

Linear Park
Linear park with plazas for lunch, plantings
for urban reprieve, and bike lanes for
connecting/commuting
Institutional Plaza
Plaza with hardscape, shade
and native plantings
in support of surrounding
social infrastructure

Neighborhood Park
Multi-functional park supporting
neighborhood needs such as
play, sports courts, and native
plants

Open Space Maintenance
A critical part of ensuring a robust
and programmed open space is
maintenance and stewardship. This
requires sufficient and ongoing funding.
As the Plan calls for the creation of new
parks and open space, there will need
to be additional resources dedicated
for their maintenance. The Master Plan
assumes that, once fully built out, the
commercial development could be one
of such sources of this funding.

Neighborhood Park
Multi-functional park
supporting neighborhood
needs such as play, sports
courts, and native plants

0
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Sustainability

Water & Energy

Manage
Stormwater

Reduce Urban Heat
Island Effect

Recycle
Water Usage

Reduce Light
Pollution

Planting & Materials

Reclaim and
Recycle Materials

Support
Pollination Habitat

Sequester
Carbon

Plant
Native Species

Health & Wellness

Support Fuel
Efficient Transit

Support Physical
Fitness

Produce Food /
Farmers Markets

Open spaces also play an essential role
in sustainable development of urban
environments. The landscape of the Yard
is designed to be self-sufficient and
environmentally practical for the future.
These features are easy to implement and
would exist alongside other advancements
in technology.

World’s Park
The continuously planted Town Green
offers both open previous lawn as well
as more heavily planted areas. Energy
efficient park lighting takes into
account dark sky requirements.

Central Greenway
The linear spine connecting the Gateway Plaza to the
East Park is critical for stormwater reclamation.
Captured water can be reused as irrigation for plants.

Gateway Plaza
The Gateway Plaza acts as a public
square offering public amenities to
commuters and park-goers.

The sustainability benefits of public open
space can be organized into three categories:
• Water and Energy Usage
• Planting and Habitat Generation
• Health and Wellness Promotion

East Park
The East Park allows for significant
planting to clean air, reduce heat
island effect, and provide active
recreation space.

Many of these initiatives carry benefits well
beyond the boundaries of Sunnyside Yard,
simply by placing less stress on the power
grid through the reduction of energy usage.
Strategic landscape design can improve air
quality, sequester carbon, and regulate heat
transfer between the operations below and
the space above. Additionally, an emphasis of
planting certain species can assist in attracting
pollinators and restoring natural habitats.

Skillman Linear Park
The linear park along Skillman Avenue. prioritizes
cycling, shaded corridors, stormwater retention and
the use of reclaimed materials for site elements.

Support Mental
Health

Lou Lodati Park
The existing park will be expanded to focus
on active play and sports, community
support spaces, habitat and gardens, and
farmers markets.
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Site-wide Initiatives
Throughout the site, the landscape will be able to employ
sustainable initiatives to provide benefit to the community.
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View from Proposed Central Greenway
Pedestrian Path

Central Greenway as Civic Spine

5 Pedestrian Crossing
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Running down the middle of the Yard from east
to west, the Central Greenway forms a civic
spine that ties the different ends of the Plan
together. The Greenway is lined with paths
for pedestrians and cyclists and is bordered
by an array of institutions including schools,
community facilities, and cultural centers.
(further details on page 171. ) Parallel to the
Greenway, a commercial corridor provides retail
that serves residents’ day-to-day needs.
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Through the centralized civic spine that
incorporates open space, social infrastructure,
and retail uses, the Plan aims to enable
community residents in and around the Yard to
fulfill 80 percent of their daily needs within a
20-minute walk.
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View of Proposed Skillman Linear Park
1

Skillman Avenue Improvement

Skillman Park

2 Park Support Buildings
3 Lawn

The southern edge of the Yard along Skillman
Avenue is hemmed by an embankment that
goes along the grade change between the Long
Island City Industrial Business Zone (IBZ) to the
south and the Yard below. The embankment
is terra firma, solid ground that is part of the
Yard and not currently used for rail operations.
While the terra firma surface is not wide enough
to support large buildings, it is substantial
enough to support a range of active and
passive recreational uses. The design includes
a 1.2-mile linear park that links together the
neighborhoods of Sunnyside and Sunnyside
Gardens, and to Long Island City to the west.

4 Honeywell Bridge
5 Meandering Path/Connector
6 Promenade along Yard

Due to the varying width of the terra firma strip
along Skillman Avenue, ranging between 50
and 90 feet, a variety of different landscape
strategies are used. The narrower portions of
the linear park will be used for pedestrian paths,
while wider portions will accommodate larger
planting areas with tree canopies to foster a
natural experience.

2

4
1

3

Read more about Skillman Avenue Linear Park on page 439

5
6

Skillman Avenue: Sidewalk Edge

Skillman Avenue: Sunnyside Yard edge

Existing embankment condition along Skillman Avenue
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• 60 acres of open space
• Nearly 1 mile of new protected bike lanes along
Skillman Avenue and reconfigured protected bike
lanes at Queens Boulevard
• Outdoor lawn with multi-functional use as a
performance venue
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fields, and playgrounds
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For illustrative purposes only. Area outside of the Yard shown here are illustrative of potential deck connection points.
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Providing Social Infrastructure

View of Proposed Gateway Plaza
and Sunnyside Station
Into the Greenway
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2 Education & Research Institution

Essential services like schools, clinics,
libraries, and other community facilities are
an important part of the Master Plan, serving
residents of the new neighborhood and
those living in the surrounding communities.
This social infrastructure is organized
around the Central Greenway activating
the heart of the Plan and making the Yard
a daily destination for Western Queens
and tying the new neighborhood into the
surrounding communities.
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The pairing of public open space and social
infrastructure can create strong, healthy
LIC
neighborhoods. There might be a school
using
the open space during the day, a neighborhood
resident picking up a book at the library to
read in the park, or someone who forgot their
umbrella dashing inside the community center.
This connective tissue fosters opportunities
for community overlap, intergenerational
spaces, and diverse and unplanned gatherings
throughout the day and week.
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Throughout the Master Plan, open space and
social infrastructure are linked, creating
a strong and identifiable foundation for a
new neighborhood. Social infrastructure
is conceived as public-serving community
facilities such as libraries, schools, cultural
institutions, community centers.
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GSF
495K - 660 K
165K - 330K
165K - 330K
825K - 1,3M

Child Care Centers
Types
Child Care Center
Total

Multiplier
Users
0.14** 1.5K - 2.5K
1.5K - 2.5K

SF/User
110

Health Care Facilities
Types

Multiplier

Beds

SF/Bed

GSF

0.0026***

80- 120
80 - 120

3,333

265K - 400K
265K - 400K

Micro Hospital
Total

GSF
165K - 275K
165K - 275K

GSF
GSF
GSF
GSF

GSF
GSF

Area for New Schools Estimates:
The total area for primary, intermediate,
and high schools was predicted using the
area per student multiplier provided by the
CEQR Technical Manual.
Area for New Childcare Centers Estimates:
The total area for childcare centers was
predicted using the multiplier for children
under six years old based on Queens
housing units provided by the CEQR
Technical Manual.
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Museum of the
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School of Arts
High School
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The adjacent and existing services located
next to Sunnyside Gardens and the Steinway/
Astoria/Woodside areas will provide education,
healthcare and cultural resources to the existing
communities, while functioning as a connector
between Sunnyside Yard residents and the
surrounding neighborhoods. Social anchors
along the artery activate the green corridor
with public programs. On the west, the future
Sunnyside Station will connect to the dynamic
uses in Downtown Long Island City.
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The establishment of an anchor education and
research institution proximal to existing academic
institutions, including LaGuardia Community
College and the IBZs, can provide opportunities
to boost the local economy by collaboratively
advancing research, education, and innovation.
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12.5K - 13.5K Units
2.93**
36.5K - 39.5K Residents

PS 166

Dutch Kills
Public School

31

Number of New Students Estimates:
The number of primary, intermediate, and
high school students was predicted using
the estimated number of dwelling units and
the multipliers supplied by NYC Department
of City Planning (DCP). An average of
multipliers from all Queens Community
School Districts (CSDs) was used to reflect
the denser areas of the borough.

PS 151

S

Multiplier
0.27**
0.12**
0.13**

Number of Dwelling Unit Estimates:
To estimate the number of new dwelling
units, the total residential square footage was
divided by average Queens dwelling unit size.

The social infrastructure network is conceived
as a series of community services, healthcare
centers, educational facilities, and cultural hubs
across the site that will serve the existing and
future communities. This artery of community
spaces located along the open space network
reinforces the connection between the Yard
and its surroundings by facilitating a strong
relationship between the different communities.
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Types
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High School
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Laguardia
Community
College

Van Dam

Population
Housing
Population Multiplier
Total

10M - 12M
1.6M - 1.8 M
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25K - 35K
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Social Infrastructure
K-12 Schools
Child Care Centers
Libraries
Health Care Facilities

Queensboro
Correctional
Facility

The proposed spaces will respond to existing
deficits in Western Queens, while also supporting
future social and economic opportunities for New
Yorkers citywide.
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* Assumes an 85% floor plate efficiency and a 750 SF average unit size
** Source: CEQR Technical Manual
*** Source: 2013 OECD data: “OECD Health Data: Health care resources.”
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“Each access point
should have an ADA
accessible option”

“A greenway surrounding the Yard should
seamlessly overcome the elevation of the
site and connect green space to surrounding
neighborhoods. Greenway should include bike
lanes and walking/running trails, preferably
separated for safety purposes”

Edge Conditions & Access
Throughout the community engagement
process, questions like the ones above
about ease of access were asked on
multiple occasions. Specific sessions were
held to discuss deck access and hear other
community priorities on this topic.

How do
you get up
there?

How high
is it?

What about strollers and
groceries and people
in wheelchairs?

Key feedback included:
• Provide a variety of ways to access the Yard
• Avoid steps and stairs whenever possible

“Connections to a deck over Sunnyside
Yard should include a blend of stairs,
elevators, escalators, ramps, and rolling
hills to fit in with the surrounding context”

“Connect using spaces that are
multipurpose– such as great lawns or
stepped plazas– that can be programmed
for public arts, community, and culture”

“Use buildings as connection points, creating
new public spaces indoors to move from
existing street level to the future deck, where
there is a larger change in height”

• Include landscaping on the connection points

“Use nature to create
welcoming connections
no matter the location or
whether stairs or a hill”

Access-Focused Activities:
Public Meeting #2
March 26, 2019
Urban Design Breakout Session
Access Activity
Urban Design Workshop
April 8, 2019
Access Activity

Urban Design Workshop
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Examples of Navigating Grade Change

Generic Solution

Dealing with the Grade Change

Circulation in Neighboring Context

Circulation Around Neighboring Context

Circulation through Landscaping

Examples of Activating Grade Change

The entire 180-acre yard has a rolling
topography which presents challenges on
how to tie into adjacent and existing streets,
bridges, and communities. The most extreme
difference is along the northern edge, where
a more than a 30-foot difference from the
ground to the proposed overbuild deck
directly abuts neighboring properties. On the
southern end of the Yard, high clearances
required by the Main Line pose a challenge,
but the large swath of unoccupied land along
Skillman Avenue provides a greater distance,
allowing for a shallower incline, and more
flexibility in where such connections can
happen. For the southern edge, the Skillman
Linear Park discussed on page 163 provides
ample space for new pedestrian bridges to
carry people over the Main Line. The northern
edge, with its existing buildings and dead-end
streets, will prove challenging no matter what
proposed use is placed along it.
There are a variety of ways to navigate grade
change. While some could be direct and
utilitarian, other means of accessing the
deck could be experiential, providing an
opportunity for social engagement.
Read more about Clearance Relief & “Deck Smoothing” on
page 69

Engagement through Circulation
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Engagement on Existing level

Engagement on Midway level

Existing Condition: Embankment at Yards

Engagement on Corridor
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Ravenswood

Astoria

Ravenswood
St

In order to overcome the difficulties from the
varying grade height and deck, thoughtful
strategy is required to create convenient,
comfortable multi-modal connections. The
design accounts for the challenges and
proposes a site that allows walking, biking,
and driving.
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Seattle Olympic Sculpture Park
Seattle, Washington

High Line Access
New York, New York
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lvd

View from 36th St Station Access Point
1

Existing Building

Access Points Through Buildings

2 Northern Boulevard Improvements
3 Active Use/Retail

A core design challenge is the deck’s
placement along existing buildings on the
northern edge of the Yard. The deck aligns
with the second or third story of these
buildings, creating a “deck wall” along the
length of the boundary not dissimilar to the
one that currently exists at the end of streets
that are interrupted by the Yard.

4 Flexible Open Space
Existing Building*

5 Social Stairs (Access Point)
6 Northern Corridor
7 36 Street Subway Entrance
8 ADA accessible elevator

ADA accessible
elevator service

New Building Frontage

Northern Corridor

New Public Spaces as Access Points

1
Space Adaptation to New Grade

In addition to the backs of the existing
buildings, the grid wall affects the Yard’s
relationship with the surrounding grid and
the potential for access points from the
north. While vehicular access from directly
off the deck (rather than the bridges) is too
costly and cumbersome to justify, many
opportunities exist to provide pedestrian and
bicycle access in attractive and innovative
ways.

Escalator

1
Northern Boulevard

8

4

6
5

MTA Owned

3
2

7

Structural Deck

Deck Fill & Infrastructure

* The Master Plan proposes ways in which the surrounding context and
buildings would integrate with what happens on top of the Yard.
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Access Points at Grid Dead Ends
At strategic locations, dead ends could
become an opportunity to create access
points to the Yard. Public stairs that act as
an extension of the deck become active
connectors, creating spaces for social
interactions or a place to rest. ADA accessible
elevators would also be located at those
crucial points. These spaces, primarily
intended for access and circulation, can also
activate the existing streets with pedestrian
spillover from the Yard.

New Pedestrian Bridge
Loop Track (Train Access to Yard)

Southern Corridor

Basketball Courts
Existing Building*

Green Lawn/Outdoor Venue

Main Line

Flexible Play Area

Picnic Area

ADA accessible
elevator
service

Social Infrastructure

Northern Corridor

Active Use on Ground Floor
(e.g. retail, restaurant, etc...)

Bridges Across the Main Line

Playground
Social Stairs
Dog Park
Access to Northern
Boulevard

Potential Connection to Future
New Subway Line
(Exact location TBD)

Flexible Use
Under Stairs

MTA Owned

Structural Deck

Existing Lou Lodati Park: 2.07 acres
Expanded Lou Lodati Park: 7.28 acres
Detailed design of expanded area is for illustrative purposes only

Deck Fill & Infrastructure

* The Sunnyside MP proposes ways in which the surrounding context and
buildings would integrate with what happens on top of the Yard.

Open Space & Social Infrastructure

Edge Conditions & Access

Despite the fact that the Master Plan does
not deck over the Main Line, a number of
pedestrian bridges have been included in
the Plan to connect the southern part of the
Yard to the new development. These bridges
are located between the existing vehicular
bridges and are designed for pedestrians and
bikers only. The bridges shown in the map
to the right are illustrative, to give a sense
of where they should be placed to provide
optimal connections. There is no set location
for the proposed pedestrian bridges. Further
design work and coordination with city
agencies and stakeholders will be required to
finalize their location.
183

Streets as Public Realm

2 Live/Work Spaces
31st St

Public open space is more than just parks
and playgrounds; streets are the foundation
of what urbanists call “the public realm,”
making up a large part of the space that
urban residents occupy in cities. The Master
Plan features a street network that can
accommodate for a variety of transportation
modes while prioritizing pedestrian
experience. Two new arterial roads, a
Northern and a Southern Corridor, interface
with the bridges and bound a network of
smaller interior streets. The interior streets
are arranged in small 240x240-foot blocks
to emphasize the human scale and increase
pedestrian route choices. The wide Greenway
down the center of the site provides eastwest connectivity.
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Along with walking and biking, Sunnyside
Yard will support the use of “micro-mobility”
such as scooters and e-bikes to provide
a range of convenient transportation
options reducing the need for autoLICtrips.
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service between
Sunnyside Yard and Midtown Manhattan can
make buses service more convenient and
appealing, thereby offering drivers a new
option. These strategies envision a network
centered on needs of people with a wide
array of transportation options.
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Street Wall: 100% with active ground floor uses
Maximum Street Wall Height: 80 ft. to
allow sunlight into the corridor and adjacent
Island
Citybuildings.
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Street Wall: 100% with active ground floor uses
Maximum Street Wall Height: 110 ft.
Base Height: Limited to 30 ft. to reduce load
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North-South Interior Street

Street Wall: 100%, except for street lines
longer than 240 ft.
Maximum Street Wall Height: 180 ft.
Base Height: 100 ft. except for in high-density areas

Park Adjacent Streets

Street Wall: 75% of the street wall on east/west
side of a park
Maximum Street Wall Height: 280 ft.
Base Height: 100 ft.

The streets in the Master Plan are categorized
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into three main categories: corridors,
greenway and inner streets, which dictate the
required
base height and street wall rules for
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Beyond street design, the Master Plan outlines
regulations for the size and shape of the
buildings with the pedestrian experience in
Northern Blvdmind. This relationship between building,
public realm, and pedestrian paths shapes the
experience and identity of a neighborhood
and are important to establish a sense of
place in a new area. Rather than working from
a grid or off of set dimensions for street and
city block sizes, the Plan presents strategies
for how to enhance the pedestrian experience
whether it’s through the Greenway, street, Long Island City
corridor, walking path, or any other type
of thoroughfare. Similar to New York City’s
Sunnyside
diverse streetscapes, a range of different street
types can create the neighborhood-level lookGardens
and feel that makes for a unique and dynamic
pedestrian experience.
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2.2
Transportation

What We Heard:
A Need for Improved
Transportation
A common refrain from nearly every interaction was
the need to address immediate transportation concerns
while outlining a smart approach for the future.

Participants spoke about:

What the Plan does:

• Improving aging and congested transportation infrastructure,
particularly the most heavily used subway lines

• Integrating Sunnyside Station, a new regional rail hub as part of the
Master Plan’s early phases

• The challenge of traveling within the borough of Queens

• Establishing a street network prioritizing safe walking and biking and
quality public space

• The need for new subway and bus options, in addition to the MTA
improvement plans already in progress
• A potential transit hub at Sunnyside Yard, allowing for more convenient
regional and inter-borough travel

• Catalyzing additional transit capacity for Queens with a new Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) line and an eventual station on a new subway line

• Connections to regional airports from Western Queens

188
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Stakeholder Input on Transportation
“Off-Site garages for residents of
Sunnyside to avoid congestion”

“Better local
bus service”

“Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT)”

“Prioritize pedestrians at every
intersection, placing crosswalks mid-block, and create
pedestrian bridges to connect
along the North-South axes”

“Sunnyside Yard should be or
have pedestrian-only zones”
“A universal ticket that
can be used for all transit,
including regional train lines”

The Master Plan effort included several
opportunities to discuss transportation and
mobility priorities for Western Queens. Top
priorities included:

“Residential parking permits”

• Leverage regional rail opportunities
• Support Bus Rapid Transit and enhance
local bus service
• Invest in subways
• Improve biking and walking infrastructure

Rail expansion:
“Increase the capacity on E/M lines”
“E/F subway stop under Northern Boulevard.”
“Add an F subway stop at 36th St.”
“Extend G train”
“Sunnyside Station connected to all regional
train lines, including NJ Transit and Metro
North”

Transportation/Mobility-Focused Activities:

“Bus routes connecting the Northern
and Southern edges of the Yard”

“More frequent subways through
improved signaling, new subway
lines, and subway car redesign”

“Improvements to walking
and biking conditions, and
expanded bike share programs”

“Greenway with bike lanes
across the Yard and surrounding
the perimeter of the site”

Public Meeting #2
March 26, 2019
Transportation Breakout Session
Transportation Workshop
May 1, 2019
While this topic was discussed throughout the
process, the meetings above focused on this
topic in depth.

“Increased
Subway Stops”

“Dedicated unloading zones for
freight vehicles to ease congestion”

Public Meeting #1
October 24, 2018
Transportation Station

“Bus size should match the
location and route, with bigger
buses on more popular routes”

Community Workshop 04 | Transportation

“Valet for shared
bike docks”

Transportation
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Reshaping Transportation
The Opportunity

new infrastructure revenue that will be provided amongst the city’s busiest lines. Buses get
when congestion pricing is implemented in the held up in traffic across the city. Many of the
With the future planning of the Yard underway, near future.
area subway stations are inaccessible to users
New Yorkers are presented with a once-in-awith limited mobility.
century opportunity to create new public land
The planning, community input, and thorough
and tackle some of the most critical challenges analysis that have comprised the Sunnyside
Crowded, unreliable subway service and slow
faced today.
Yard Master Planning process will help
streets are familiar to those traveling to and
realize this once-in-a-generation opportunity,
through Western Queens, especially during
Sunnyside Yard seizes this opportunity. Planning providing a strong understanding of the
the weekday peak periods. In particular, these
at the scale of neighborhoods, over a time
system’s challenges and the actions needed
crowded “core capacity” trips towards the
frame of decades, creates the possibility to
to address those challenges. The Master
Manhattan Central Business District (CBD)
put many of today’s policy goals and best
Plan creates a road map going forward for
during the morning rush hour are a major
practices, and tomorrow’s technologies,
implementation—helping to ensure the city’s
challenge today and create a bottleneck to
into practice in a way that supports the
transit system meets Queens’ needs and
growth not only at Sunnyside Yard but across
public good. Transportation should be safe,
preparing its streets for the 21st century.
Queens and Long Island
equitable, efficient, affordable, reliable,
sustainable, healthy, and resilient for everyone. The Challenge
A project like the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan
demands a transportation strategy that is
The opportunity is great, but the challenges
creative and ambitious, but also is flexible to
facing the transportation system in Western
adapt as its vision is realized over time.
Queens are complex. The infrastructure in
Western Queens is strained, in many cases
The Plan builds on, and is strengthened by,
outdated, and in need of improvements.
many concurrent policy and planning efforts
across the region. For example, the City’s
The existing streets struggle under the
ambitious programs to reduce greenhouse
demands of traffic from the highways, bridges
gas emissions and increase climate resilience,
and tunnels that cross Sunnyside Yard’s
to expanding economic opportunity and
surrounding neighborhoods.
the city’s affordability. It incorporates the
MTA’s transformative Fast Forward plan and
Subways pull off the daily miracle of moving
unprecedented capital program to implement
millions of New Yorkers around even with
it, proposals to speed buses, work to eliminate
signals and other systems that can be 50 or
traffic deaths, , and the traffic reduction and
even 100 years old. The 7, E, N, and W are all
Transportation
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The Strategy
Transportation in Western Queens requires
investment in the coming years and decades
to increase reliability, capacity, and options.
With or without development at Sunnyside
Yard, there are tremendous opportunities to
bring New York City’s transportation system
into the future. This can be done by achieving
a state of good repair, improving and
expanding upon our current transportation
options, and increasing integration between
transportation modes to create one seamless
system that provides convenient, affordable
mobility options to all New Yorkers.
In the long term, multiple solutions across
modes will be required to improve the
existing local and regional transportation
network and to ensure that Sunnyside Yard
will not overburden the neighborhood’s
transit network. Expanding vehicular
capacity by widening streets or building
new bridges is not plausible given a range
of constraints and City goals. Therefore,
the overarching transportation goal for
Sunnyside Yard is to facilitate the highest
possible non-automotive mode share: through
convenient and enjoyable connections to
nearby transit options (particularly those
with excess capacity), walkable streets,
a vibrant public realm, minimal parking
supply, and targeted investments in new or
expanded transit capacity. Similarly, smart
and clean approaches to freight and waste
management, and sustainable design, are key
Transportation

elements of the transportation strategy for
Sunnyside Yard.
The location and scale of Sunnyside Yard
presents a broader opportunity to help
define what urban mobility can and should
look like well into the future. With thoughtful
long-term planning there is the potential
to help unlock opportunities and support
a strong quality of life for all New Yorkers.
The Master Plan draws from time-tested
transportation policy, programmatic, and
design practices while applying new mobility
innovations that help achieve these goals.
Because these improvements can vary widely
in their scale, cost, timeframe, and impact,
the Master Plan presents a transportation
strategy, informed by public input, that can
be implemented over multiple decades to
address current challenges, adapt the system
for future needs, and set a new standard for
urban mobility driven by the public interest.
The Master Plan categorizes the strategies
into those that are part of the site design and
broader transportation system improvements
that could be implemented in short-term,
medium-term, and long-term timeframes.

Reshaping Transportation
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Walking

Subway

The safety and conditions of the walking
experience around Sunnyside Yard vary.
However, notable improvements have recently
been completed. Both Northern Boulevard
and Queens Boulevard are designated as
Priority Corridors under Vision Zero, Mayor
de Blasio’s initiative to make streets safer.
Northern Boulevard between Honeywell and
Broadway was improved with corridor safety
improvements in the past two years. Physical
actions to improve Priority Corridors include
adding exclusive pedestrian crossing time at
every feasible intersection, modifying signal
timing to reduce speeding, and installing speed
humps and speed cushions.

Multiple subway lines and stations surround the
project site including the 7 Local/Express, E,
F, M, R, N, W, and G Lines. Overall, the system
is most constrained during the morning peak
period traveling westbound toward Manhattan.
The 7 Express, E, F, N, and W Lines are
operating at or near capacity during this time.
Subway riders often experience service to be
more crowded than a line’s average loading due
to unreliability even on lines that are typically
less full.

Driving

Key facilities near Sunnyside Yard include
standard bike lanes on the Honeywell and 39th
Street Bridges, and protected lanes on Queens
Boulevard, the Queensboro Bridge, Skillman
Avenue, and 43rd Avenue. Bikeshare is another
key mobility resource; Citi Bike docks are
adjacent to portions of the project site today,
with further expansion planned.

LI

LIRR to

7

Sunnyside

G

The existing transportation network around
Sunnyside Yard operates within capacity in
most locations at most times of day, with
vehicle levels of services generally acceptable.
However, limited core transportation capacity,
or capacity to handle the main westbound
flow of people and vehicles to Manhattan from
Queens and Long Island in the morning peak
(and in the reverse direction in the afternoon
peak), is a key challenge and could become
an increasing challenge in the future. Roadway
and transit capacity between Sunnyside Yard
and Manhattan are regional pinch points.
Without the provision of transportation system
enhancements or expansions, new core-bound
residents, whether from overall growth in the
city and Long Island or from new development
at Sunnyside Yard will present additional strains
on the already stressed roads and subways.

Walking Distance to Subway Stops

Most intersections in the vicinity of Sunnyside
Yard experience minor to moderate delays
due to congestion at peak times. The limited
number of possible routes spanning the
railroad tracks at Sunnyside Yard results
in high concentrations of vehicles at the
intersections at either end of these crossings.
Furthermore, heavy congestion to and from
the Queensboro Bridge spills back onto the
arterial roadways in the study area like Queens
Boulevard and Northern Boulevard.
Transportation

Bicycling

Existing Conditions

Communication Based Train Control (CBTC),
an upgrade of the current signaling system, can
increase capacity by allowing additional trains
per hour and dramatically improving reliability,
enabling more frequent and evenly spaced
service. CBTC is already in place on the L Line
and was recently implemented on the 7 Line,
leading to additional peak trains and major
reliability improvements. MTA New York City
Transit’s (NYCT) Fast Forward Plan, released
in 2018, and upcoming 2020-2024 Capital Plan,
released in 2019, propose accelerating the rate
of CBTC implementation to prioritize upgrades
to all of the subways that pass through Long
Island City in Queens. This includes the Queens
portions of the NW, EFMR, and G Lines. These
proposed investments to transform the
reliability and capacity of the subway system
in Western Queens, promise to substantially
197

2018 Long Island City / Sunnyside
AM Peak Hour Mode Split

2018 New York City
AM Peak Hour* Mode Split

1.9%

4.3%

0.9%

0.9%

0.1%
2.3%

5.2%

1.6%

alleviate peak-period subway crowding in the
proximate future.
Accessibility is also a priority of the MTA’s
Fast Forward and Capital Plans. Station
improvements, including elevators, are slated
for stations near Sunnyside Yard. Court Square,
Queensboro Plaza, Broadway, Steinway Street,
33rd Street-Rawson Street, and 46th Street –
Bliss Street stations are included in the MTA’s
Capital Plans through 2024. Collectively,
these investments in the first five years of the
Fast Forward plan will substantially improve
accessibility in the vicinity of Sunnyside
Yard. Additional stations will be improved in
subsequent capital plans.

1.0%

4.3%

31.7%
18.1%

19.5%

Buses

50.1%

21.7%
36.4%

These splits represent AM peak hour trips. Subway and walk trips make
up the bulk of transportation modes for both geographies, with subway
comprising half of all trips originating in Long Island City and Sunnyside.
* AM peak hour:
Source: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council New York Best Practice Model, US Census Bureau, 2012 – 2016
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, NYC DOT Cycling in the City Report (2018), NYC DOT Citywide Mobility
Survey (2017), 2010 Base Year Update and Validation of the NYMTC New York Best Practice Model Report (2014)
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Multiple MTA bus routes pass near the project
site. Major improvements are planned for bus
service in the near future, as NYCT launched a
borough-wide Queens Bus Network Redesign
in April 2019. The New York City Department of
Transportation (NYCDOT) is also implementing
treatments to speed buses, and the MTA is
implementing all-door-bus boarding as part of
its Fast Forward plan. In addition to redesigned
local routes, Select Bus Service (SBS) also has
the potential to improve speed and reliability.
No SBS routes currently exist near the study
area, but Northern Boulevard has been
identified as a potential corridor.

Transportation

Commuter Rail

drop-off zones, and incentives for shared
trips, among other strategies discussed in the
The Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) currently serves Transportation Strategy section.
the Hunters Point Avenue and the Long Island
City stations to the west and the Woodside
Ferry
station to the east of the Yard. Hunters Point
Avenue and Long Island City have limited
NYC Ferry has three year-round routes that
service (only weekday peak direction) and do
serve two landings near the Yard: Hunters
not connect to Manhattan without a transfer.
Point South and Long Island City/Gantry
Woodside offers more frequent service to Penn
Plaza State Park. Ferry service is every 20Station and points east. The proposed Sunnyside 25 minutes during the morning peak. The
Station, contemplated as part of the East Side
City is also investing in new 350-passenger
Access planning process, would be a new LIRR
capacity vessels, an increase from the standard
station between Woodside and Penn Station.
149-passenger. Ferries can help address core
With a tentative location within the project site at capacity via service between Queens and the
Queens Boulevard at Skillman Avenue, its future
Manhattan landings (located at East 34th Street
service is still to be determined. In the interim,
and Wall Street Pier 11).
Sunnyside is connected to LIRR via the three
existing stations, which each have easy transfers
to the 7 Line.
For Hire Vehicles
In the past five years, the growth in forhire vehicles (FHV) companies like Uber
and Lyft, has increased the vehicle miles
traveled in New York City. While FHV’s
offer flexibility and convenience, there are
significant implications for congestion in both
the Manhattan core and areas like Western
Queens. The plan takes this trend into
consideration with strategies for maximizing
high occupancy trips, dedicated pick-up and

Existing Conditions
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Commute Destinations From Western Queens
Current Travel Patterns
Even without new development at Sunnyside
Yard, subways and roads will have to serve
more people in the future, due to expected
growth across the region. Analyzing
commuting patterns today will help identify
asymmetries and excess, unused transit
capacity in the existing system. Future
development should be oriented toward
relatively underutilized subway lines and
promote reverse commuting, drawing students
and workers to trips to and from Sunnyside
Yard in the opposite direction of most
commuters during peak hours.

7

Local

7

Express
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M

R

N W

Traffic

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

2018

2030 without improvements

2030+ with improvements

Rare Crowding

?

Occasional Crowding

Frequent Crowding

Consistent Crowding

Source: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council New York Best Practice Model, US
Census Bureau, 2012 – 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, NYC DOT Cycling
in the City Report (2018), NYC DOT Citywide Mobility Survey (2017), 2010 Base Year Update
and Validation of the NYMTC New York Best Practice Model Report (2014)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination
Employment Statistics (Beginning of Quarter Employment, 2nd Quarter of 2015)

Least to Most Frequent Destinations
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Transportation Options
A range of improvements to Western Queens’
transportation system are in progress or
have been proposed in recent years, across
nearly all modes. These in-progress and
proposed improvements are described below.
Each improvement was modelled in future
conditions to better understand their individual
and collective potential to serve area travel
needs, with special attention to their impact on
subway crowding at the most crowded points,
Subway
during the most crowded period—the morning
peak hour toward Manhattan.
Communication Based Train Control (CBTC)
Part of NYCT’s Fast Forward Plan, the
implementation of CBTC, will create room for
thousands of new riders in peak hours and
dramatically improve reliability. All subways
in Western Queens are slated to be equipped
with CBTC by the conclusion of the 20202024 Capital Plan. The increases in capacity
achievable through CBTC are not uniform due
to other constraints such as terminal design,
merges, and car availability. However, this
analysis posits that necessary improvements
will be implemented concurrently to enable
CBTC efficiency gains as practical, where
crowding requires. Depending on the line, this
will enable two to six additional trains per hour.
If demand requires, additional frequency and
reliability gains may be possible on some lines,
via additional capital improvements, improved
operating procedures, and redesigned service,
such as removing merges via “de-interlining.”
Transportation

Transportation Options

Car Redesign and Added Cars
Both redesigning and adding subway cars
can increase capacity on existing lines. Open
gangway subway cars create trains that have
no interior doors, to allow the free flow of
passengers between cars. These trains can
have more floor area for standing room, ease
passenger distribution across cars, and can
reduce station dwell times by facilitating
boarding and alighting. Modifications to seat
and door design can also improve capacity
and dwell times with the potential increase
of 8 to 10 percent collectively. Separately,
the addition of a train car to some lines can
increase capacity by 9 to 10 percent. These
car improvements would happen over time
as rolling stock is replaced, and an additional
car requires further investigation by the MTA,
additional rolling stock, CBTC, and possibly
station capital work.
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A new subway line would bring the most
long-term impact for Queens. The concept of
a major subway investment is not new. The
1968 Metropolitan Transportation Program
for Action proposed using the additional
capacity available in the 63rd Street tunnel
that the F line uses to run a “super express”
by extending or branching the F from the
63rd Street tunnel to Forest Hills/71 Av. The
idea was abandoned due to lack of funding,
but a right of way under Sunnyside Yard was
preserved to enable future construction,
and numerous alternative routes have been
proposed in the subsequent decades.
In the decades to come, a new subway
line in Queens could enhance the transit
experience for tens of thousands of riders,
divert riders from other congested lines,

and sway drivers to choose mass transit,
thereby reducing traffic. For the Sunnyside
Yard development, a new subway could be
viable by mid-century, with a station within or
adjacent to Sunnyside Yard between 39th and
43rd Streets. Substantial capacity gains could
be realized with the concurrent completion of
Second Avenue Subway Phase 3 (63rd Street
– Houston Street), so the new subway trains
could travel via Second Avenue instead of the
possibly constrained Sixth Avenue, or with an
alternate new Manhattan trunk line. East of
Sunnyside Yard, the new subway could travel
along the Queens Boulevard corridor, or via
a new corridor. This effort evaluated modal
diversion assuming a Queens Boulevard
alignment, but a corridor alternatives analysis
would be prudent to identify the most
impactful new subway for Queens.
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Sunnyside Station was designed at a high
level as part of the East Side Access Final
Environmental Impact Statement. This new
station would be located along Queens
Boulevard Bridge, just to the east of Queens
Plaza, west of Woodside on the LIRR Main
Line. Engineering analysis for the Master Plan
confirmed that this is the only viable location
for a station within Sunnyside Yard, given the
complex track layout.
The proposed station would serve LIRR trains
connecting to Penn Station but not to Grand
Central Terminal. Previous analyses of market
demand for Sunnyside Station have focused
on it as a destination station for suburban
riders originating from the east on LIRR.
However, the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan
could change that equation, especially if the
station is designed as a civic and intermodal
hub. The most robust version of this station
would enable potential service from MetroTransportation

North via Penn Station Access, Amtrak, and
NJ TRANSIT. However, significant technical
and logistical challenges would need to be
overcome to make this vision a reality.

trips away from cars and subways in Queens.
Currently, peak LIRR trips are dramatically
more expensive than subway and local bus
equivalents within the city, leading thousands
to take longer trips on crowded subways
This station’s biggest function would be to
and buses to save money. Reduced fares
support commercial growth and suburban
on LIRR within New York City could shift
commuting to and from Sunnyside Yard,
tens of thousands of riders from crowded
supporting a more balanced land use, that
subway lines in Western Queens, including
in turn mitigates transportation demands on
the 7, E, and the F, making room for riders
other modes. Given the role the station would between Eastern Queens and Manhattan.
play in the overall Sunnyside Yard Master Plan, As LIRR capacity dramatically expands
the team looked at the station’s connections
with the completion of the multi-decade,
with the surrounding neighborhood and other more than $11 billion dollar East Side Access
transportation modes. Design interventions
investment, there will be room for additional
include a new greenway along Queens
riders on LIRR between Queens and Penn
Boulevard and a civic park as a gateway to
Station / Grand Central Terminal, and fare
the station. These are detailed further in
changes could unlock room on subways for
section 3.3 on page 417.
communities in Western Queens and improve
commutes for riders in Eastern Queens.
Other changes to regional rail also have the
potential to encourage use of LIRR and shift
Transportation Options
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Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Queens
Center
Mall

- Queensboro Bridge and Queens Midtown tunnel options
- Approximately a 20-mile round trip to/from Flushing
- Alternative to relieve subways
Estimated
BRT Travel
Time (min.)

Estimated
Difference
Subway Travel
(min.)
Time (min.)

BRT Route

Sample Origin Stop

Sample Destination Stop

Queens Boulevard

Queens Blvd @ 46th St

63rd St @ Lexington Ave

32

41

-9

Queens Boulevard

Queens Blvd @ 69th St

Thomson @ Skillman Ave

28

37

-9

Queens Boulevard

Queens Blvd @ 46th St

Thomson @ Skillman Ave

22

32

-10

Northern Boulevard

Northern Blvd @ 48th St

63rd St @ Lexington Ave

31

41

-10

Northern Boulevard

Northern Blvd @ 48th St

Skillman Ave @ Queens Blvd

21

33

-12
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Northern Boulevard and Queens Boulevard
have the potential for future BRT service,
which could be improved by dedicated
roads on the Sunnyside Yard development.
Currently, these corridors, which feed into
the Queens Midtown Tunnel (QMT) and the
Queensboro Bridge, carry thousands of local
and express bus riders between Manhattan
and Queens every day. If implemented with
dedicated, separated, and enforced right-ofway (ROW), BRT service between Sunnyside
Yard and Midtown could make bus service
more convenient and appealing, diverting
some riders who would have otherwise taken
the subway or driven.

Transportation

BRT has additional benefits:
• Reliability – can be designed to be mostly
unaffected by congestion
• Accessibility – is a street-level option for the
elderly, those with disabilities, parents, etc.
• Crowding – may consistently have available seats
• Walking distance – may have closer stops
depending on rider origin and destination

Yard destined for the Yard itself or the Upper
East Side could save as much as 10 minutes.
Other trips, primarily those with origins and
destinations convenient to subway stations,
would not result in travel-time savings. The
sample trip pairs opposite show high potential.

Assuming estimated future speeds ranging
from 15 mph within Sunnyside Yard to as low
as 6 mph in Midtown, BRT could offer travel
time savings for some origin-destination
pairs. On a Northern Boulevard or Queens
Boulevard routing, riders boarding east of the

Transportation Options
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Cost
to Build

Transportation Improvement

Time
Core Capacity
to Implement
Added

Immediate
Biking and Walking Improvements

$$$$$

Expanded Bike Share

$$$$$

Congestion Pricing

$$$$$
Short-Term

Subway - CBTC

$$$$$

Channeling Transit Riders

Bike Improvements

Ferry Capacity

Channeling Transit Riders to Under-Capacity
Access Points

$$$$$

Freight Improvements

$$$$$

Local Bus Service

$$$$$

Additional Ferry Capacity

$$$$$

New shuttle services on the Yard and street
design choices may be able to influence
travel behavior, shifting riders from overcapacity to under-capacity subway lines and
supporting subway and to a lesser extent
regional rail over automobile use. In the case
of the Sunnyside Yard site design, the goal
would be to encourage use of the R and M
Lines , rather than more heavily used lines
by placing more density to the north by the
R and M Lines and investing in easy access
points for pedestrians to and from the Yard.

Improving access to bikes via bikeshare
expansion, and safe, convenient rides, via bike
infrastructure expansion, is a powerful option to
mitigate future vehicular congestion and transit
demand. In just four years, bikeshare use went
up 120 percent in New York City from 8 million
annual rides in 2014 to 17.6 million in 2018. New
York City’s stated goal is to achieve 10 percent
mode share by 2050. Other global cities have
achieved much higher mode shares such as 41
percent in Copenhagen, Denmark; 32 percent
in Amsterdam, Netherlands; and 17 percent in
Munich, Germany.

Since 2017, NYC Ferry service has expanded
to six year-round routes with three additional
routes in progress. Three existing routes serve
the study area via two landings: Hunters Point
South and Long Island City / Gantry Plaza
State Park. In the future, growth in ridership
at existing landings could draw riders from
nearby subway stations, reducing strain on
those lines.

Medium-Term
Subway - Car Redesign

$$$$$

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

$$$$$

Sunnyside Station

$$$$$

Regional Rail Changes

$$$$$

Local Bus Service
Local bus service would not address core
capacity directly, but new or adjusted
routes could facilitate demand for northsouth trips through Sunnyside Yard serving
local destinations that are not particularly
subway-accessible.

Long-Term
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Subway - Added Cars

$$$$$

Subway - Queens Super Express

$$$$$
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Freight Improvements
Improvements in freight logistics citywide
could mitigate future truck traffic congestion
and improve air quality. Today, much of the
freight moving into, out of, and through New
York City is via truck. Investing in freight rail
and maritime infrastructure could reduce
freight’s impact on the road network in the
future, along with other strategies like lastmile consolidation centers, overnight delivery,
and alternative delivery modes.
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The Flexible Transportation Model
The implementation of short-term, mediumterm, and long-term interventions would
substantially increase transit capacity over
time. Short-term interventions included in
MTA’s Fast Forward Plan such as CBTC will
enable significant new capacity on Queens’
subways. Medium-term interventions
including subway car redesign, the continued
implementation of CBTC, and station
improvements would continue to provide
significant capacity improvements for the
transit system. Long-term transportation
investments such as adding additional subway
cars or building a new Queens subway line
would further relieve subway congestion while
also providing additional capacity. Although
the proposed Sunnyside Yard development
would place additional trips onto the subway
network, the implementation of interventions
would provide enough additional capacity
to meet future demand. A range of transit
capacity improvements are achievable.
This modeling work indicates that Western
Queens has options to meet its current and
future needs, with or without development at
Sunnyside Yard.
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The Flexible Transportation Model (FTM)
developed for this project assesses future
demand over multiple time frames with and
without development at Sunnyside Yard,
and with and without potential changes
to the transportation system. The FTM
is unique because it uses regional travel
demand data from the New York Metropolitan
Transportation Council (NYMTC)’s Best
Practice Model (BPM) as the base and
supplements it with more recent and granular
data to estimate all trips across all modes
moving through the Sunnyside Yard area. The
BPM provides information for transportation
modes broken down by auto, taxi, truck,
transit, and commuter rail trips. Supplemental
data from sources such as the US Census, the
MTA, and NYCDOT provided more detail on
mode split, especially for transit, and were
essential to complete a neighborhood-level
analysis of the transportation network.
The model was also set up to look at three
types of trips; those within the Yard, those
in the proximate area and those to other
neighborhoods, boroughs and cities. The
last category drove the modeling work
because existing infrastructure constraints
and demand make these trips the most
challenging to serve. They require leveraging
the subway and regional rail networks and
modeling at the stop level. Trips in the first
two categories, those on and near the Yard,
were more often accommodated by the site
Transportation

design. This included the types of streets
and their layout, access points onto the Yard
and the interplay of transportation needs
associated with different types of land uses.
The transportation strategy detailed on page
215 focuses on capacity-constrained long
distance trips and the subway and transit
network while the site design strategy on
page 223 details the approach to site layout
and street design to accommodate trips
within the Yard and those in the proximate
area,
Looking ahead to 2050, there is significant
uncertainty in trying to estimate
transportation conditions (and societal
changes in general) over 30 years. Thinking
about changes over the past 30 years (since
1990) puts this effort into perspective: mobile
phones have proliferated, shared mobility
services and apps are now ubiquitous, New
York City’s population has grown by 15
percent and its economy has rebounded with
30 percent growth in jobs, and climate change
and extreme weather events have become
prevalent.

conservative ambition. The second, aims
higher, with more ambitious interventions
across future decades. These series of
interventions were incorporated into the
FTM to account for projected changes to
the transportation network in the future.
These interventions are categorized into
three groups: Projects, Citywide Policies, and
Mitigations. Some interventions, like CBTC,
only affect the supply side by increasing
available capacity. Other interventions, like
congestion pricing, affect the demand side
and have assumptions that shift trips between
modes. One scenario looks at an “ambitious”
set of projects and policies using the high
end of a range of assumptions regarding each
project or policy’s magnitude, implementation
speed, and overall impact. A “moderate” set
of projects and policies uses the low end of
the range and assumes that many potential
improvements will not occur.

Given this uncertainty, the FTM looks at two
scenarios that provide a reasonable range
of possible future conditions in and around
Sunnyside Yard that can inform the longterm transportation strategy. One scenario
is a bundle of moderate interventions, that
are plausible across future horizons with
The Flexible Transportation Model
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Transportation Strategy
New York City and New York State are already
making significant steps toward in an improved
transportation system, including:
• The MTA’s Fast Forward Plan to improve
subway and bus performance, and
expansions like East Side and Penn Station
Access.
• City plans and policies for sustainability
and climate action, bus and bike priority
improvements, and traffic safety.
• Central Business District congestion pricing
to manage traffic and create revenue to fund
transit improvements.
The MTA’s and City’s planned commitment
to investments in existing transportation
infrastructure offer the ability to ease
transportation congestion in the coming
decades. Recognizing Sunnyside Yard as
a nexus of mobility assets can unlock the
transportation options necessary to support
its growth. Improving existing buses, subways,
and regional rail in tandem around the Yard
and throughout the borough, incorporating
expanding modes like bicycles and ferries, and
making strategic decisions around land use
and infrastructure on the Yard itself will be
the springboard for a bright transit future for
Western Queens and the city more broadly.

Transportation

The proposed transportation strategy for
Sunnyside Yard is a result of analysis of the
potential impacts, timing, feasibility, and cost
of the full breadth of transportation projects
and policies described earlier. The analysis and
plan outlined below are informed by the wealth
of ideas and input received through the public
engagement process in addition to the technical
modeling effort.
Independent of the realization of this Master
Plan, anticipated growth in Queens and the
region will increase demand for transit in and
near the Yard. Already-planned transportation
improvements will gradually increase capacity
as they are implemented. Furthermore, there
are changes – in technology, demographics,
and community priorities – that will no doubt
occur over that time period. Any long-term
transportation plan must be flexible enough
to anticipate and adjust to future changes
both known and unknown. Queens’ future is
set against the challenge of climate change,
and the transportation strategy for Sunnyside
Yard must also help the city achieve its carbon
neutrality targets.

immediate help in improving the daily lives
of residents and workers, while gradually
implementing larger-scale changes that
require additional study, funding, and
public support. It also looks to minimize
the transportation system’s climate impact.
Taken together, this transportation plan will
not only improve the quality-of-life for those
in Western Queens today and in the future
but also provide leverage and support to even
more transformational changes to the regional
transportation system that can prepare New
York City for its next century.
It does this through the “avoid/shift/improve”
approach: avoiding unnecessary trips; shifting
the remaining trips to more efficient and
sustainable modes; and improving all types
of vehicles to be better for the environment.
Likewise, it supports transportation system
resilience through the provision and integration
of multiple transportation modes, reducing
over-reliance on any one mode.
Read more about Achieving Carbon Neutrality on page 303

Sunnyside Yard’s transportation strategy is
dynamic and responds to these changing
conditions. It recommends frontloading
improvements that can provide more

Transportation Strategy
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Future Transportation Investments
Short-Term Investments: Next Five Years

Medium-term big-impact improvements
include subway-focused interventions like
additional station accessibility improvements
The MTA’s Bus Turnaround Plan includes a
The commitments of the City and State
and other station capacity improvements
redesign of the entire Queens bus network,
should transform bus and subway service in
commensurate with development, subway car
which commenced in April 2019 and will be
Queens, and congestion pricing should bring
redesign, and the continued implementation
some relief to Western Queens. These are the finalized in 2020. The MTA’s Fast Forward
of CBTC and the Fast Forward Plan. During
Plan, likewise, sets out ambitious goals to
highest-impact investments available within
modernize the subways. CBTC is a key feature this time horizon, implementation of new
this time frame to improve transportation in
of the plan. It allows trains to run more closely technology and policies may also remake our
Western Queens.
streets, leading to higher bus and bike use,
spaced, increasing the number of trains per
and shared and autonomous vehicles.
hour (TPH) and thus passenger capacity.
Once implemented, congestion pricing will
Importantly, it could also increase service
reduce the amount of car traffic passing
In the medium term, a new regional rail hub
delivered (effective TPH) to 100 percent of
through Western Queens en route to
could open Western Queens to the region.
Manhattan and create opportunities to further scheduled TPH, which is equivalent to as
A new Sunnyside Station served by LIRR,
much as one additional train per hour on
reallocate street space to more efficient
modes. City policies related to FHVs and ride- some lines. Furthermore, a number of subway Metro-North, Amtrak, and NJ TRANSIT could
shift trips away from cars and subways.
hailing services could have a major impact on stations are slated for accessibility upgrades
Sunnyside Station would be located near
in the upcoming MTA capital plan. Many of
car traffic by incentivizing shared rides and
Queens Boulevard at Skillman Avenue,
these improvements will be completed in the
disincentivizing single-occupancy trips.
designed as both a civic and intermodal hub.
next several years. MTA’s East Side Access
Service would be further enhanced through
is expected to be completed by 2023 and
In terms of walking and cycling, new or
will offer faster, direct service for Long Island fare payment integration and reduced fares
enhanced bicycle routes are proposed
on LIRR and Metro-North. Lower fares within
and Queens commuters to the East Side of
on Thomson Avenue, 36th Street, 35th
Manhattan. The new capacity created by East New York City, have the potential to unlock
Street, and 34th Avenue to create a more
subway capacity on the most crowded lines.
Side Access can unlock LIRR for riders in
comprehensive and high-comfort bike
network in Western Queens that also provides Eastern Queens who currently use the subway
and bus, improving commutes across Queens.
connections to Eastern Queens (via Queens
Boulevard, 31st Avenue, and 34th Avenue),
Medium-Term Investments: Next Five to 20 Years
Manhattan (via the Queensboro Bridge),
Roosevelt Island (via the Roosevelt Island
Bridge), and Brooklyn (via the Pulaski Bridge, At this time horizon longer-term MTA and
City initiatives can be planned, designed,
Greenpoint Avenue Bridge, and Kosciuszko
and implemented, including projects with a
Bridge). Building out these routes is
important and would ensure Sunnyside Yard is significant impact on core system capacity.
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connected to existing infrastructure.
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200,000

Short Term Capacity Investments

Medium Term Capacity Investments

Long Term Capacity Investments

- MTA Fast Forward Plan: New
signals on the 7, E, F, M, R,
N and W lines

- MTA Fast Forward Plan continues
- Subway car redesign
- Sunnyside regional rail station
- Regional rail policy improvements

- One added subway car
possible on key lines
- New Queens subway line

Subway Capacity / Demand from Western Queens

Capacity Ambitious
Investments
180,000
Long Term

160,000
Medium Term

Short Term
140,000

Demand Current
Trajectory
120,000

100,000
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Long-Term Investments: Next 20+ Years
Long-term improvements will likely take two
or more decades to be fully implemented.
This category of strategies includes more
dramatic improvement to, and expansion of,
today’s transportation networks. They address
key longer-term system capacity constraints
while thinking bigger about ways to more
fundamentally augment and integrate the
region’s transportation networks.
The most impactful of the potential longterm strategies is a new subway for Queens.
This could be the “super express” service
from the 63rd Street tunnel to Forest Hills/71
Av proposed in the 1968 Metropolitan
Transportation Program for Action or another
route. This alignment under the Yard has been
preserved, and the time is right to evaluate
the most beneficial future route.
The other major long-term investment is
the potential retrofit of the E, F, and 7 trains
to add one new car per train. While this
investment does not have the same impact as
a new subway, it would still greatly increase
capacity. It would also require significant
advanced planning and investment.
Some transportation options will be best
realized by the full build-out of the Sunnyside
Yard site. Once fully built, the new corridors
will offer safe, comfortable, and convenient
east-west options for cyclists, pedestrians,
and other sustainable modes. On the street,
Transportation

7 Local

7 Exp

E

F

M

R

NW

2018
2050 Moderate
Investments
2050 –
Ambitious
Investments
2050 –
Ambitious
Investments
+ Mitigations
Rare Crowding

Occasional Crowding

Frequent Crowding

Consistent Crowding

Northern Boulevard and Queens Boulevard
city’s existing SBS service by more robust
haveNote:
potential
future
service
priority
A Queensboro
Bridge
Conditionsfor
are shown
forBRT
the most
crowdedas
points in Queens
in 2018,treatments.
and for future conditions
with the Sunnyside
Yard
overbuild
Sunnyside Yard is developed, but new streets route could use dedicated Thomson Avenue
can offer faster service. If implemented with
ramps to the bridge’s upper level, a strategy
dedicated, separated, and enforced ROW,
considered in the 2011 Queensboro Bridge
and improved with the new arterials created
Bus Priority Study. The lasting result will be a
on Sunnyside Yard, BRT service between
broader network that enhances transit within
Sunnyside Yard and Midtown could make
and outside of the Yard.
bus service more convenient and appealing,
diverting some riders that would have
otherwise taken the subway or driven. Future
BRT service would be distinguished from the
Future Transportation Investments
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The Future of Transportation in Queens
In sum, a fully built Sunnyside Yard Master Plan
would only create demand for about 3,500
peak hour, Manhattan-bound trips at these most
crowded points out of about 10,000 total new
peak hour subway trips to and from the Yard.
While the system-wide subway improvements
and expanded use of other alternative modes
are a significant factor in creating capacity for
Sunnyside Yard riders, the mixed-use nature
of the site also helps to ensure the network is
not overburdened. This is because of the high
number of jobs planned for the site, wherein
many riders would get off at the site as many
board in the peak crowding locations and times,
and because of the ample space on the R and M
Lines into the future. Put another way:
• With moderate investments—many already
planned—many lines should be frequently
crowded but not overloaded in 2050, even
with a full Sunnyside Yard development.
• With more ambitious subway investments,
lines should generally be substantially
less crowded than today, even with a full
Sunnyside Yard development.
• With ambitious investments and a new
Queens subway line, there should be ample
capacity, unless demand grows much faster
than currently anticipated.
This suggests that the subway has capacity to
accommodate planned growth in Queens, and
that there are multiple investment strategies
possible to accommodate the Sunnyside Yards
220

Master Plan as well. All of the above investments
explored is this section are not necessary—just
some would be necessary to improve upon
present-day conditions. A new subway line isn’t
necessary unless many of the less expensive
changes like CBTC, subway car redesign, an
additional car on select subway lines, expanded
bike use, Bus Rapid Transit, or regional rail fare
policy improvements prove impossible. With
just some of the potential expansions and other
mode mitigations, Queens’ subways would be
able to accommodate far more growth than is
currently anticipated for the borough, even with
full build of Sunnyside Yard.
The Planning team modeled the transportation
system because subway capacity was
potentially the key choke point to
accommodating substantial growth. The Master
Plan points toward a path to a higher capacity
and more reliable subway system for Western
Queens. It also suggests providing other
means of transport to accommodate local,
inter-borough, and regional trips via upgraded
conditions for biking, micro-mobility, walking,
and shared vehicles, as well as improved access
to regional rail and local and inter-borough bus
service. By focusing on the subway and nonautomotive modes, it is also a strategy for a
shared, green transportation trajectory that
minimizes future additional vehicular demand
on crowded streets.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

The transportation modeling was designed
to inform the development of a land use
framework that minimizes adverse effects on
the transportation network. To this end, the
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan focuses on ensuring
that as many riders as possible rely upon the
subway during peak periods, especially on the
R and M Lines, and is designed to integrate the
kinds of transportation investments that support
increased ridership.

boroughs would arrive on relatively empty
trains. The mixed-use framework substantially
mitigates subway use at constrained points in
the peak commuting direction. The options to
expand subway capacity can more than offset
any increases as a result of the Master Plan.
Improvements to non-subway transit modes can
further mitigate future demand for the subway
by shifting as many as 5,000 peak riders off of
subway peak load points.

Modeling indicated that much of the anticipated
additional demand in subway growth will
happen outside of Sunnyside Yard. However,
if investments are made, the subway network
can accommodate all new riders in the coming
decades. By creating a mixed-use site with
both jobs and housing at Sunnyside Yard, and
by concentrating the housing close to the R
and M Lines, the Plan can be accommodated
by an upgraded subway system with moderate
investments. This is partially because new jobs
not only draw employees from nearby housing,
but they also shift subway trips to the reverse
peak commuting direction. The modeling work
indicated that there would be about 1,700 trips
in the peak hour coming from Long Island and
Eastern Queens to Sunnyside Yard, while 2,400
trips would come from Manhattan, the Bronx,
and Brooklyn in that same hour. These riders
going to and from work on the Yard from the
east would make space for riders going to and
from work in Long Island City and Manhattan,
while those commuting to the Yard from other

Building new housing over the Yard will result
in moderate new peak demand at the most
constrained points on the subway. The modeling
shows that the existing subways running through
Queens are about 90 percent full in the morning
peak hour as of 2018, on average across their
fullest points, though some lines are more
crowded, and others are less so. The peak hour
had capacity for about 124,500 riders on the
Manhattan-bound E, M, F, R, 7, N, and W Lines. In
2050, without the Sunnyside Yard development,
the future scenarios with population growth
across the region and mode changes indicate
demand of an additional 15,000 peak-hour riders
across these most crowded points.

Transportation

However, adding planned CBTC investments
at this time horizon can create room for about
22,000 riders from added reliability and resigned
train cars. More ambitious capacity expansion
could create room for another 21,500 riders, and
a new Queens subway line would create room for
an additional 22,000 riders.
Future Transportation Investments
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View of Proposed Northern Corridor
1

Active Use on Ground Floor

2 Two-Way Bike Lane

5 ADA Accessible Elevator
6 Public Stairs to Northern Corridor
7 Existing Building
8 Buildings under Construction
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• Healthy, active and green streets
• Safe and secure streets, particularly for
vulnerable users
• Welcome and inclusive places that support
economic, cultural, and community activities
• Accessible, well-connected areas within and
surrounding the Yard
• A road network that supports complete streets
• Accommodations for essential activities like
deliveries and emergency services
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As the grid allows for flexibility, so must the
streets. The Master Plan ensure that calls for
streets on the Yard to move people, goods, and
services while also enabling efficient and reliable
movement by a range of modes. In addition to
this, streets on the Yard must be flexible enough
to meet changing needs over time.
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Due to the multiple phases of deck construction
built out across decades, the streets require a
flexible design. As explained on page 93,
the team made decisions regarding the grid for
the Yard that needed to be integrated into the
overall transportation strategy as well as the
street design.
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View of Interior Street
1

Neighborhood Retail

The street design reflects a goal of fostering
a safe and vibrant environment. By providing
more sustainable alternatives, it also aims
to reduce traffic in Western Queens and car
dependency overall.

2 Live/Work Spaces
3 Houses with Stoops
4 Bike Activities
5 Rain Gardens
6 Utility Maintenance Access

The design and priorities for the streets will
differ depending on their role and location in
the Yard. Some streets require accommodating
higher volumes of vehicle movements, while
others are specific to the needs of commercial
areas or for places for people to gather or rest.
To incorporate all of the different uses, the
Master Plan includes three types of streets.

7 Indicators for the Visually Impaired

The Plan allows for buildings on the site to
accommodate parking but there would be no
on-street parking. In line with the Master Plan’s
general prioritization of the use of alternative
modes of transportation, the street design is
intended to make car ownership optional and
alternatives preferable. Allowing for parking in
the buildings on the Yard allows for flexibility
as mode choices change, especially given the
long-term time frame contemplated by the Plan.
1

2

1

4
3

3

5

6
7

In addition, programs that encourage
deliveries to stores during off-peak hours can
reduce overall truck traffic volumes into the
neighborhood during morning rush hour, as
well as prevent instances of double-parked
trucks using up valuable road space. Directing
deliveries to off-peak hours could be achieved
through incentives or through regulations that

Transportation

limit truck access to Sunnyside Yard during
designated hours. Freight consolidation centers
could also minimize conflicts between trucks
and other vehicles or pedestrians.
Corridors
There will be two of these traversing eastwest on the northern and southern side of the
Yard. These will be 85’-100-foot’-wide highvolume streets. The Southern Corridor will
have dedicated space for mass transit right-ofway suitable for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). Both
Corridors could be open to general traffic. As
a result of the deck smoothing efforts, the two
Corridors have intersections with the existing
bridges, accommodating vehicular access into
the site.

Central Greenway
The Central Greenway will contain more open
space than space for vehicles with a 120-footwide boulevard that contains meandering
paths and landscaping. There will be no
dedicated right-of-way for larger vehicles and
pedestrian and bicycles will be prioritized.
With the placement of social infrastructure
along the whole length the Greenway will
become a central gathering place in the Yard.
Further analysis and design work for all
three street types is needed and should be
completed closer to implementation.

Interior Streets
These are 60-foot-wide, shared streets. This is
where there is the transition from high volume
vehicle movement to pedestrian prioritized
place happens. The Interior streets are
proposed to be restricted to walking, biking/
micro-mobility, service vehicles, and shared and
eventually autonomous vehicles making local
pick-ups or drop-offs. They will be curb-less to
allow for the flexible use of the roadway and
vehicles will be restricted to 5-10 MPH.

Street Design Strategy
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Basic Street Types
The north-south widths of the site are under 1,600 ft,
making the north-south circulation easy for all modes of
transportation. The east-west inner street and Central
Greenway between corridors, each with different characters
and accommodating different mobility options, provide an
optimal rhythm for crossing the site.

Northern Boulevard

Pedestrian Bridge

Northern Corridor

Inner Street

Central Greenway

Southern Corridor

Main Line

Skillman Linear Park

Central Greenway

Interior Shared Streets

• Wide street center with meandering paths and
landscaping

• Curb-less shared streets, 5-10 mph

• 120’ wide to allow for open space and passive
recreational areas

• 60’ wide to allow for 1-2 lanes of vehicles, dedicated
bike path, pedestrian space and allowance for micromobility in the future

• Specific spaces for pedestrian and bicycle use

• Limited vehicular access (emergency vehicles, etc)

• Reduced speed limits for potential micro-mobility transport

• Flexible space along street edge for deliveries, parklets,
bikes, and micro-mobility infrastructure

• Strategies to incentivize alternatives to vehicles, like no
dedicated right-of-way for cars

Active Use on Ground Floor
(e.g. retail, restaurant, etc...)

Flexible Green Space

Shared Street

Active Use on Ground Floor
(e.g. retail, restaurant, etc...)

• In the long-term: No general vehicular access; shared
and shared automated pick-up drop off, micro-mobility,
and emergency vehicles only

Active Use on Ground Floor
(e.g. retail, restaurant, etc...)

AMTRAK owned

AMTRAK owned
Structural Deck

Deck Fill + Infrastructure

Structural Deck

Deck Fill + Infrastructure
Mariahilferstrasse, Vienna - Shared Street (Width=70’)

Rose Kennedy Greenway, Boston - Greenway (Width=120’-180’)
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Northern Corridor

Southern Corridor

• Flexible micro-mobility accommodation (curbside or
center as shown in image)

• Dedicated mass transit use for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
• Centralized micro-mobility lanes with a buffer for
increased safety

• Long term: Autonomous Vehicles and micro-mobility
share the right-of-way (high speed in the inner lane and
slow speed in the outer lane)

• Long-term: Shared autonomous vehicles and micromobility share the right-of-way (high speed in the inner
lane and slow outer lane)

• 85 feet wide to allow for 4 lanes for motor vehicles,
dedicated, separated bike lane and 15 feet wide sidewalk
for pedestrians
Green Buffer

Active Use on Ground Floor
(e.g. retail, restaurant, etc...)

• Flexible lanes for pick up and drop-off of passengers

• 100 feet wide to allow for dedicated BRT, 4 lanes for
motor vehicles, dedicated and separated bike lane and 15
feet wide sidewalk for pedestrians

BRT line
Pedestrian Bridge to
Skillman Avenue

New Entrance to
Existing Building
Active Use on Ground Floor
(e.g. retail, restaurant, etc...)

• Flexible lanes for pick up and drop-off of passengers

Space Adaptation to New Grade

MTA owned
Structural Deck

Deck Fill + Infrastructure

AMTRAK owned
Structural Deck

Deck Fill + Infrastructure
Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio - BRT (Width=100’)

Passeig St Joan, Barcelona - Arterial Corridor (Width=150’)
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Southern Corridor
Outline of Cutaway Buildings

Social Infrastructure

Central
Greenway

Meandering Path

Main Line
Green Courtyards

Skillman Linear Park
Pedestrian Bridge to Skillman Avenue

Preliminary Concept for Typical Southern Corridor Plan at Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
stop, with Interior Street / Pedestrian Bridge Connection

Preliminary Concept for Typical Southern Corridor Plan at Existing Bridge Intersection

Read more about Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on page 209
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Freight Distribution
Dense urban neighborhoods generate a high
level of logistics activity, including waste
removal, deliveries to homes and stores,
and other services. To reduce the impact
of freight on vehicular and pedestrian
movement, several strategies can be adopted
that would keep truck traffic to a minimum.
These include the coordination of truck
traffic during optimal delivery or pick- up
windows, centralization of truck loading/
unloading activity, or the use of rail freight
infrastructure to move goods into and out of
the neighborhood.
Programs that encourage deliveries to retail
stores during off-peak hours can reduce
overall traffic volumes into the neighborhood
during morning and evening rush hours, as
well as prevent instances of double-parked
trucks and better use of designated loading
zones. Today, roughly 80 percent of all
truck deliveries take place during daytime
hours. Directing deliveries to off-peak hours
could be achieved through incentives or
through regulations that limit truck access
to Sunnyside Yard during designated hours.
Freight consolidation centers are dedicated
handling facilities located along the edges
or immediately outside delivery clusters.
They allow for the unloading of goods from

Waste & Shipping Distribution:
One potential freight solution could employ small, automated vehicles to carry waste and packages along
an underground network of passages that connect buildings on the deck to Freight Consolidation Centers
near the edge of the deck that could interface with trucks at grade level. Since the waste is containerized, the
same passages could be used for both waste and deliveries. These passages would be 6’-8’ tall and can be
located either on top of the deck structure or within the deck structure, height permitting.
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trucks into smaller vehicles, such as small
electric vehicles or cargo bikes that then
make the last-mile journey to home and retail
destinations. Using small delivery vehicles
to enter Sunnyside Yard would minimize
conflicts between trucks and other vehicles or
pedestrians.
To address truck traffic caused by waste
removal operations, similar approaches could
be used. For example, small electric vehicles
or cargo trikes could be used to move trash
from individual buildings to one or more
central pickup locations for trucks. If the
design of the deck allows for it, pneumatic
waste collection systems could be installed
throughout the district, connecting city blocks
and transporting refuse through underground
tubes (an approach already employed at
Roosevelt Island and Hudson Yards). Some
European cities have tested this technology
and implemented it successfully. Either
approach would minimize waste- removalrelated truck activity and improve safety for
residents.

could reduce truck traffic on local and
regional streets and highways. In addition, a
vertical cargo handling system in Sunnyside
Station could enable loading and unloading
of goods through the decked rail lines, if a
freight service is established along these lines.
Both of these options would depend upon
significant changes to both infrastructure
and policy in order to be realized and require
significant further study.

Freight-rail infrastructure and routes exist on
the north side of Newtown Creek, blocks from
Sunnyside Yard. Relying on that connection
for transporting goods into the neighborhood

Basic Street Types
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Sunnyside Yard will pursue a
multi-modal transportation strategy

Emerging Technology, Mobility + Smart City Strategies
The strategy for emerging mobility at
Sunnyside Yard is a mix of using currently
available and emerging technologies that
shift travel behavior toward sustainable
options, and design flexible enough to
accommodate the best of future innovations.
In dense urban environments such as
Western Queens, emerging mobility services
and modes should primarily support “first
mile/last mile” connections to existing and
proposed mass transit options. To envision a
viable future of neighborhood connections,
a series of spatial, technological, and
operational strategies and innovations has
been investigated, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Micro-mobility
Planning for Future Adaptability
Flexible Streets and Dynamic Pavement
Superblocks
Using Road Space More Efficiently
Autonomous Vehicles and Shuttles
Urban Freight Mobility and Micro-delivery

Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism, Module 1, NACTO, 2017
Limited Access on 14th Street, 2019
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Along with walking and traditional (fully
human-powered) bicycling, Sunnyside Yard
will support the use of micro-mobility (bike
share, electric pedal-assist bikes, etc.) to
ensure a range of convenient and affordable
transportation options that minimize the need
for automobile trips to and from the site.
These modes provide options for connecting
residents, workers, and visitors for the “first and Long Island City
last mile” to nearby transit stations. Sunnyside
Yard’s two new major east-west corridors
(the Northern and Southern Corridors) will
provide dedicated space for bikes and small
electric vehicles. The wide greenway down the
center of the site may also provide east-west
connectivity. Micro-mobility will be allowed on
the internal streets, although dedicated space
for these modes will be unnecessary due to the
limited vehicle access and slow speeds, creating
low-speed shared spaces.
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Achieving the transportation vision and goals
for Sunnyside Yard will require a range of
strategies to help people get to, from, and
around the site – by non-polluting or lowpolluting modes to the greatest extent possible.
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Micromobility in San Francisco
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Future Streets

Flexible Streets

Street Pedestrianizing

As urban transportation evolves, so will
streets. Successful streets are dynamic
and adaptable spaces, and should support
movement of people, the activities of nearby
buildings, and utilities.

A flexible street blends pedestrians, cyclists,
scooters, electric cars, automated vehicles,
delivery vehicles, and mass transit in one
space. Since these different mobility modes
have different speeds and patterns of activity,
a shared street could be reconfigured
according to peak usage times (morning
rush hours, weekends), seasons (quieter
winter nights, bustling summer nights),
and temporary uses (emergency vehicle
access, street fairs) to support a public space
renaissance.

Pedestrianized Street is a designated type
of street in a city that are closed to vehicle
traffic and given exclusively to pedestrians,
bicycles or micro mobility. The internal streets
of this area become linear plazas where
municipalities or community boards can install
benches, playgrounds. Other street furniture
can be installed to encourage street activity
throughout the day. These types of streets
have been tested most recently in Barcelona.
The pedestrianization of Times Square since
2009 is another version of this concept.

At Sunnyside Yard, streets must be planned
with a long-term time scale in mind. Instead
of designing a “complete street” with multiple
features baked into a single build-out, streets
in the Yard should be designed to develop
as needs and uses change over decades,
incorporating approaches like modularity,
flexibility, and openness.

Efficient Road Space Usage and Dynamic
Pavement

Streets should be flexible, sustainable, and
accessible to all people.

FLEXIBLE

SUSTAINABLE

Carrer Roc Boronat

Future technologies and mobility trends may
enable road space to be used more efficiently.
These developments could lead to reductions
in the amount of road surface needed
to provide transportation services, and
creating dynamic pavement now will ensure
that additional space can be effectively
programmed to improve pedestrian uses and
the neighborhood.

Times Square Pedestrian Plaza, Manhattan

SMART
Superblock in the Poblenou neighborhood of Barcelona,
opened 2016.
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Public Square
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“Public Square” entry for the Blank Space Driverless Future
Contest in 2017

Times Square Pedestrian Plaza, Manhattan
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2.3
Affordable Housing

What We Heard:
A Need for
Affordable Housing
The vast majority of participants articulated the demand for new
models of affordable housing and the need for an integrated and
intergenerational neighborhood, where residents of diverse incomes
can live affordably and create community side-by-side.
Participants spoke about:

What the Plan does:

• Deep concern over working- and middle-class New Yorkers being pushed
out of Western Queens

• Calls for all future housing at Sunnyside Yard—approximately 12,000
homes—to be 100 percent affordable

• Making robust affordability and anti-displacement strategies a central part
of the overall approach

• Proposes 6,000 homes affordable to very low-income New Yorkers,
half of which would be affordable to extremely low-income families

• Generating as much housing as possible to meet growing demand—with
the important caveat that housing should be affordable to people with
incomes representative of Western Queens

• Proposes 6,000 affordable homeownership units—a 21st century
renewal of the Mitchell-Lama Housing Program to provide wealthbuilding opportunities for families

• The need for affordable homeownership opportunities and right-sized
family housing

• Envisions complete, integrated communities with access to housing
for different incomes, racial and ethnic backgrounds, generations,
lifestyles, and abilities

• Exploring models of public and community ownership
• Intergenerational and senior housing that allows people to stay in Queens
as they age and raise families
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• Gives priority to M/WBE and community-oriented developers, in
particular nonprofits

• Prioritizes alternative land ownership models such as like Community
Land Trusts as a way to ensure long-term affordability and
stewardship
243
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Stakeholder Input on Affordable Housing
Throughout the master planning process,
Western Queens residents spoke of love
for their neighborhoods and wanting to see
their diversity and character protected over
time. Responding to that priority, the Master
Plan outlines a framework for approximately
12,000 affordable homes that reflect the
characteristics of the diverse communities
surrounding Sunnyside Yard and the needs
of our growing city. The Master Plan puts a
stake in the ground for the public values of
the project, while recognizing that future
planning processes for discrete phases of the
Yard will need to develop this framework into
a detailed affordability program based on
changing conditions and community input at
that time.
Top concerns for residents include:
• Affordable housing, specifically deeply
affordable housing
• Community ownership and shared equity models
• Intergenerational housing options
• Scale of buildings that fits the existing
context of Queens
• Investment in transit, open space, social
infrastructure, and jobs
Housing and density being discussed at the Urban Design workshop in Public Meeting 02

Affordable Housing
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30

The allocation of housing types responds to the
built character of adjacent neighborhoods and
transit capacity. High-rise residential developments
LIC
on the north side of the Yard relate to the existing
built context of Downtown Long Island City, with
its tall towers. This high-density portion of the
Yard is directly served by the M and R subway lines
along Northern Boulevard, which has unutilized
rush hour capacity. Mid-rise residential areas,
which make up most of the Plan, line the central
Greenway and give the Yard a familiar scale that
characterizes much of Western Queens. Lowrise residential areas are located adjacent to the
existing Sunnyside Gardens community.

G

Right now, there are 180 acres of land in the
heart of Queens that holds enormous potential
to meet this need and alleviate the strains caused
by the city’s limited housing supply. The Plan
will provide 12,000 homes, all affordable, for
this growing borough. These affordable homes
will serve both very low-income New Yorkers as
well as provide affordable homeownership and
wealth-building opportunities.

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan lays the
groundwork for approximately 12,000 homes
over multiple decades that are affordable and
accessible to Queens and New York City residents
for generations to come. In response to New
York City’s ongoing affordability crisis, the Master
Plan proposes building 100 percent affordable
housing at Sunnyside Yard, creating an affordable
community at a scale not seen since the most
ambitious housing developments of the mid-20th
century, such as Stuyvesant Town-Peter Cooper
Village in Manhattan and Co-Op City in the Bronx.
It must be noted, however, that many of these
developments were explicitly racially exclusionary
when they opened and used practices that must
never be repeated. The Master Plan incorporates
the lessons learned of past injustices to create an
intentionally integrated community. This includes
space for many different housing types and space
for the highly diverse communities of New York
City of today and future generations.
21st S
t

By creating new publicly controlled land,
Sunnyside Yard can help tackle one of our
cities most urgent needs: affordable housing.

A Proving Ground for Housing Policy in 21st Century Queens

Mid Density (6-14 Stories)
Low Density (4-6 Stories)
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Learning from the Past, Looking Toward the Future
As discussed in Chapter 1.1, Queens has a
long legacy of experimentation in housing.
For over a century, the borough has been at
the forefront of progressive thought around
planned neighborhoods. This heritage, along
with the wider history of large-scale affordable
housing development in New York City, provides
rich material for future efforts at Sunnyside
Yard, both as a guiding force and a cautionary
tale.
Read more about A Legacy of Housing Experimentation: History
of Planned Communities in Queens on page 24.

Advertising for the Rochdale Village housing cooperative in Jamaica,
Queens, a Mitchell-Lama financed project developed through a
partnership between New York redevelopment czar Robert Moses and
the United Housing Foundation, a coalition of 19 unions dedicated to
building housing for its membership. With almost 6,000 homes along
with schools, a community center, and shops, it is the largest owneroccupied, Black-majority housing complex in the world.
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Early architect’s rendering for the Queensbridge Houses, a NYCHA development in Long
Island City, emphasizing the open space provided in each of the six superblocks and the
proximity of the river. Queensbridge Houses is the largest public housing complex in
the nation and was created through the Federal Housing Act of 1937. Unlike some other
NYCHA projects, site assembly for Queensbridge did not displace an existing low-income
neighborhood, instead replacing an industrial area on the East River waterfront.
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policymakers have responded to the failure
of the free market to supply affordable
housing through the direct construction
of public housing and indirectly through
subsidies in the form of vouchers, tax credits,
tax exemptions, and discounted financing
provided to private and nonprofit actors.
Public housing, like the nearby
Queensbridge Houses and Woodside
Houses, was revolutionary in its effort to
bring decent homes with modern amenities
to an unprecedented number of low-income
New Yorkers. However, many of these
developments displaced the very same
residents they were designed to help and
replaced integrated areas with segregated
housing.2 Public housing developments
also tended to place low-income housing
in isolated areas cut off from surrounding
neighborhoods. Despite this checkered
history, today NYCHA housing remains
a critical resource for over 400,000
New Yorkers, providing guaranteed,
permanently affordable housing.

Large-scale affordable housing in Queens has
followed a variety of models, with different
combinations of public, private, and nonprofit
sector involvement. Historically, some
private developers have built communities
for working people; developments like
Sunnyside Gardens, immediately adjacent to
the Yard, were groundbreaking in their day.
However, increasing construction costs and
land values, wage stagnation, and widening
income inequality over time have decreased
market-based incentives for private
development to respond to the housing
One of the most ambitious examples of
needs of low- and moderate-income New
Yorkers, a situation known as a market failure.1 large-scale affordable housing construction
is New York State’s Mitchell-Lama program,
which provided low-interest mortgages
Beginning in the Great Depression with
and tax abatements to both private and
the founding of NYCHA in 1934 and the
nonprofit entities to enable the construction
passage of the Federal Housing Act in 1937,
1
Covert, Bryce. “The Deep, Uniquely American Roots of Our
Affordable-Housing Crisis.” The Nation. May 24, 2018.

Affordable Housing

2
University of Richmond, “Renewing Inequality: Urban Renewal,
Family Displacements, and Race 1955-1966.” 2017.
http://dsl.richmond.edu/panorama/renewal/

of over 105,000 apartments across 269
developments.3 Organized labor was
instrumental in passing the MitchellLama legislation in 1955 and was an active
participant in the program, sponsoring over
half of the co-ops built in the program,
including Rochdale Village in Jamaica and Big
Six Towers in Woodside.4 While these co-ops
have a mixed history on both displacement
and equal access, many are beloved by their
residents today, speaking to the potential
power of nonprofit actors like unions in the
provision of affordable housing.
Looking back at these past efforts, the scale
and ambition were laudatory, and many of
these projects continue to provide permanent
affordable housing. However, there was also
real damage done to neighborhoods through
large-scale direct displacement and racially
discriminatory lending and renting practices
that cast shadows to this day. Sunnyside
Yard can avoid these wrongs with affordable
housing that serves New Yorkers of all needs,
racial and ethnic identities, incomes, and
household types. It can also provide homes
that are close to jobs and amenities, transitaccessible, and in the growing heart of
Western Queens.

3
Furman Center. “Mitchell-Lama.” Directory of NYC Housing Programs.
https://furmancenter.org/coredata/directory/entry/mitchell-lama
4
Forman, Erik. “How Unions Can Solve the Housing Crisis.” In These
Times. October, 2018.
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Housing in Western Queens Today
Owner-Occupied
Housing Units

Households with Children
of their own Under 18
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See Chapter 3.1. “Understanding Cost” on page 374
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While the policies of the past are insightful
for understanding how to approach plan as
large as this one—the affordable housing
strategy for Sunnyside Yard must take into
account the needs of the city as a whole
as well as the particular needs of the
surrounding neighborhoods.

Households with a Person
Living Alone and Over 65

94

Median
Household Income

234

Average
Household Size

40
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Questions about the types of housing that
should be provided, the proportion of
ownership to rental units, and the income
levels served, among other questions,
can only be answered through thoughtful
consideration of the needs of New Yorkers,
including neighboring communities. The
figures and characteristics described at left
represent a snapshot of the residents of
Western Queens today.
See Chapter 3.2. “Phasing Considerations” on page 392

Household Size
There are on average 2.5 people per household in the area,
slightly lower than the city average of 2.7. Neighborhoods to
the west of the Yard have somewhat larger average household
sizes than the neighborhoods to the north and east.

Household Income
Median household income for Western Queens is around
$64,000, higher than the city median of $58,000. Looking
closer, median income varies greatly in the neighborhoods
surrounding the Yard—as high as $137,000 in parts of Long
Island City, and close to $20,000 in other locations. Areas to
the north and east of the Yard tend to align more closely with
the citywide median.
Looking at income distribution in Western Queens, almost 60
percent of residents fall into the extremely low-, very low-, and
low-income categories, in line with the city overall. Around 30
percent of households are in the middle- to moderate-income
bands, a higher proportion than the city. These percentages
are roughly in line with Queens as a whole.
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Housing Vacancy & Tenure
Housing in Western Queens is about three-quarters rental
units and one-quarter owner-occupied, a higher percentage
of rentals than across New York City. At 2.6 percent, vacancy
among rental units is even lower than citywide, pointing to an
urgent need for more housing at a range of income levels.
For Western Queens, about a quarter of the housing units are owneroccupied, compared to 32 percent for all of New York City. The area
also sees a much higher vacancy rate for these units, 3.4 percent
compared to the citywide average of 1.1 percent vacancy for owneroccupied units. The bulk of the units in this area, 76 percent, are
renter-occupied with a vacancy rate of 2.6 percent. This is a higher
percentage of rental units compared to the citywide average of 67
percent, but a lower vacancy rate than the city, which is 3.4 percent.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

Age
Western Queens has a higher proportion of households with
young and middle-aged adults than the city overall, and lower
proportions of households with children or adults over 65.
Western Queens also has a slightly younger population than
the rest of the city with more residents in the 20 to 49 age
range. About one-fifth of units are households with children of
their own under the age of 18. This is five percent lower than
the New York City average.

Affordable Housing

8.9 percent of the units in the area households with a person
living alone and over the age of 65, which is 2.3 percent less
than the city average. 8.9 percent of the units in the area
households with a person living alone and over the age of
65, which is 2.3 percent less than the city average. These
numbers are in line with the perception that Queens is a
borough for young, working people and families.

Because implementation of the Master Plan
will be phased, new housing conditions and
needs will emerge for each phase. In order to
remain relevant to changing needs of Western
Queens and New Yorkers more broadly,
every phase of the Master Plan will need
to continually monitor and reevaluate key
housing indicators.

A Proving Ground for Housing Policy in 21st Century Queens
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where we live nyc
Where We Live NYC Draft Plan, January 2020

The City of New York
Mayor Bill de Blasio

In January 2020, the City of New York released the Where
We Live NYC Draft Plan, which identifies goals, strategies, and
actions that the City will undertake to advance fair housing over
the next five years. The report analyzes difficult fair housing
issues, including persistent discrimination in the housing market,
segregation in neighborhoods and schools, and unequal access
to amenities and resources on the basis of race, disability, and
other characteristics protected by fair housing laws.

Vicki Been
Deputy Mayor for Housing and
Economic Development

The fair housing challenges that New York City faces today are
rooted in the nation’s history of slavery and racist laws, policies,
and customs that shaped the city’s built and social environments
in the 20th century. “Jim Crow” laws were not limited to the
South; they also existed in New York City, regulating the homes in
which residents could live, the jobs they could hold, and the pools
in which they could swim. The many immigrant groups who came
to New York City from around the world throughout the 20th
century also experienced discrimination and segregation rooted
in xenophobia and racism. The treatment of people of color—and
particularly Black New Yorkers—as second-class citizens has had
pernicious and lasting impacts.

Draft
where
we Plan
live nyc

Draft Plan

where we live nyc

Draft Plan

In addition to ongoing discrimination in the housing market,
the report identifies a lack of new housing creation as a key
driver of racial disparities in housing. Throughout the Where
We Live NYC process, low-income New Yorkers shared that the
high cost of housing dramatically limits their choice of homes
and neighborhoods. Because of limited affordability, residents
reported compromising on poor conditions and overcrowding, or
limiting their housing search to neighborhoods that feel unsafe or
have underperforming schools. New York City’s housing crisis will
only worsen without a significant increase in the housing options
available in all neighborhoods.
The development of Sunnyside Yard presents an opportunity to
dramatically expand housing options in Western Queens, and to
do so in a way that affirmatively furthers fair housing. Sunnyside
Yard can be developed as an intentionally diverse and integrated
community that welcomes all New Yorkers.

Driving Factors for Housing in Sunnyside Yard
Given its nearly unprecedented scale,
combined with its unique position as new
public land not already home to an existing
community but still adjacent to vibrant
neighborhoods, the Sunnyside Yard Master
Plan presents an opportunity to adopt the
most successful elements of past planned
neighborhoods and establish new equitable
models for housing in the 21st century.

neighboring communities from secondary
displacement, potential sources of project
financing, and insuring community input will be
maintained throughout the process

Across all of these factors, the Master Plan’s
approach is dedicated to equitable planning.
Affordable housing policy is not just a
question of the provision of units; it also
requires vigilance to ensure equal access to
In setting a high standard for equitable
the new affordable homes. The brief history
housing development, there are many
of housing policy provided in the previous
significant factors to consider:
pages barely scratches the surface of the
historic inadequacies in the commitment to
• Spatial and Density Considerations: including equal access.
the placement and size of buildings and their
proximity to surrounding neighborhoods
The signature piece of federal legislation
• Affordability, Tenure, Housing Types,
meant to address this question, the Fair
and Services: including affordability
Housing Act of 1968, has yet to fully live
levels, relative amounts of rental versus
up to its drafters’ intentions, plagued by
ownership units, what types of housing will chronic gaps in enforcement for over 50
be provided, and what sort of associated
years.1 In light of these historic failings,
services will be available
issues of enforcement and accountability
• Green Building and Resiliency: including
have gained increased attention from
new construction methods, green building
housing advocates in recent years.
technologies, circularity in urban systems a
co-location center, and universal accessibility
• Development Considerations, DecisionMichelle. “The Unfulfilled Promise of the Fair Housing Act.”
making, and Governance: including protecting 1The NewAdams,
Yorker Magazine. April 11, 2018.

New York City is poised to take a leadership
position on issues of equality and access in
housing with the recent release of the Where
We Live NYC Draft Plan, jointly led by the
Department of Housing Preservation and
Development and the New York City Housing
Authority (see summary on facing page). The
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan follows the best
practices established in Where We Live NYC,
so that the housing innovations that happen
in the Yard are accessible to everyone.

https://www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/news/001-20/de-blasio-administration-releases-where-we-live-nyc--blueprint-the-future-fair-housing#/0
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Resilient design elements are part of the plan as well,
most notably the requirement that all new buildings be
built on plinths to raise them eight meters above sea
level. Solar power covers 40 percent of hot water needs.
A certificate of sustainability was created specially by the
HafenCity Hamburg GmbH development entity, which
builds on existing city standards and establishes lowcarbon construction benchmarks. The development entity
initiates new construction through competitions, furnishes
contracts, and acquires permits via its own committee in
the Urban Development Ministry. The project is funded by
a combination of private investment (about $11 billion) and
public investment (about $3 billion, most of which is revenue
from land sales).
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The plan seeks to achieve a balance between
providing a meaningful amount of new affordable
homes to help address the city’s housing crisis
while still creating a human-scale place through
the balance between high-rise and mid-rise
buildings. The mid-rise development zone still offers
the opportunity to contribute a significant number
of units through a high-density, mid-rise typology.

Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•

High-density with mid-scale development
Mix of housing, commercial, and community Uses
Major cultural institution
Public transit connection

The scale of the blocks and the number of sites
for medium-scale and low-scale development
will also allow for a more diverse range of
development entities to build on the Yard.
Rather than engaging a single developer to build
out the whole Yard, or even large parts of it, these
smaller sites could be developed by a range
of different nonprofit, private, and emerging
developers, creating a broader range of housing
options while encouraging architectural variety.
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook
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Read more about The Shadow Study on page 361
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Currently under way, the HafenCity plan calls for
approximately 7,500 new residential units, a quarter of
which are government-subsidized; an estimated 45,000
jobs created through commercial development; 69 acres
of open space; and major cultural institutions including the
Elbphilharmonie Concert Hall and the International Maritime
Museum. The new construction is a high-density, mid-rise
typology contextual to the area’s historic factory buildings.
Critically, it is well-connected to the Hamburg U-Bahn via
the Universität Station and features a dedicated carsharing
network and micro-mobility paths that will diversify
connectivity and solve the access challenges inherent to
many waterfront projects.
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HafenCity, located in the center of Hamburg, covers 388
acres along the River Elbe and was Europe’s largest innercity development at the time of its conception. Originally part
of Hamburg’s 2000 Master Plan, which laid the groundwork
for expanding the port city in the post-Iron Curtain years,
the scope of the neighborhood’s expansion embraced
mixed-use development, which was still a concept in the
1990s. It planned for more than just housing: it incorporated
new offices, cultural buildings, generous open space,
and ecological infrastructure, all connected with a strong
transportation network.

Van Da
m

Following guidance from neighborhood
stakeholders, the density framework proposed
for Sunnyside Yard reflects and responds to
surrounding neighborhoods and maximizes
sunlight penetration from the south, ensuring
open spaces at the Yard receive direct sunlight.
High-density blocks, located on the north side
of the Yard, are buffered from existing low- and
mid-rise neighborhoods like Dutch Kills by two
wide streets (the existing Northern Boulevard
and the proposed Northern Corridor), minimizing
shadows cast to the north as shown below.

HafenCity, Hamburg, Germany
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Mid Density (6-14 Stories)
Blvd

High-density residential developments to the north will link to M and R subway
lines, which have
47th Ave
Manhattan-bound peak-hour capacity and will be adjacent to high-density Downtown Long Island City.
Medium-density residential areas will be located across the full length of the Yard for optimal pedestrian
experience, respecting the character of surrounding neighborhoods. Lower-density residential areas will
be adjacent to Sunnyside Gardens.
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Affordable Housing Characteristics
Affordability
The Master Plan establishes that all homes
built at Sunnyside Yard should be affordable
and restricted to incomes that reflect the most
pressing housing needs of Queens and New
York City as a whole. Affordable housing at the
Yard will fall into two categories:

HOPE SF, San Francisco, California
HOPE SF is a large-scale, multi-phase housing initiative aiming
to transform a series of dilapidated public housing sites in
Southeastern San Francisco into vibrant, inclusive, mixed-income
communities without mass displacement of the original residents
through collaboration with the community. Notably, since
breaking ground in 2010, it has managed to retain 79 percent of
the original residents, more than three times the national average
of 25 percent.
A study in 2005 by the Human Services Agency revealed that
many at-risk families with welfare-dependent children overlapped
with four historic housing developments in Southeastern San
Francisco. Following the approval of $95 million in local bonds,
a partnership formed between the Mayor’s Office at the City
and County of San Francisco, the philanthropic San Francisco
Foundation, and housing nonprofit Enterprise Community
Partners, along with a coalition of local residents, businesspeople,
and housing experts. This coalition drew on community feedback,
national best practices, and research from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD’s) HOPE VI housing
revitalization program. Further funding has since been secured
through bonds administered by the Office of Community
Investment and Infrastructure and HUD grants.
Currently under phased construction, the initiative will ultimately
replace 1,900 homes with 5,300 homes. This new total will contain
the same amount of public housing as before, plus additional
affordable and market-rate housing. The mix of affordability
levels will be complemented by a mix of ownership and rental
units to further foster socioeconomic diversity. As of 2019, 750
new affordable homes have been completed across all four sites.
On top of new housing, the initiative aims to ensure the growth
of a vibrant community by providing leadership opportunities at
the local level; governance restructuring to give residents a say
in property management decisions; job placement and career
pathways; and connections to nearby schools, health and wellness
centers, and other on-site social services.
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Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•

Mix of affordability levels, including income-capped rents for public housing residents,
promotes socioeconomic diversity
Mix of scales and unit types
Mix of ownership and rental
On-site provision of social services

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

• Approximately 6,000 rental units affordable
to very low-income families. At present,
the federal government defines “very lowincome” as families earning below 50 percent
of Area Median Income (AMI) for the Greater
New York City region. In 2019, that equaled
about $48,000 per year for a family of three.
Housing is generally considered “affordable”
if it costs 30 percent or less of a household’s
annual earnings and households are said to
be “rent-burdened” if their housing costs
exceed this threshold.
• Of these 6,000 homes, half will be restricted
to extremely low-income families, defined by
HUD as earning below 30 percent of AMI – or
about $29,000 per year for a family of three
in 2019.
• All affordable rental units will be brought
into rent stabilization to ensure long-term
affordability.
• The remaining 6,000 homes at Sunnyside
Yard will be affordable homeownership units,
facilitated through a new 21st century version
of the Mitchell-Lama Housing Program.
For decades, Mitchell-Lama has facilitated
opportunity for thousands of New Yorkers –
including developments like Rochdale Village
in Jamaica and Woodside’s Big Six Towers.
Affordable Housing

These homes will provide accessible wealthbuilding opportunities for new generations of
Queens residents. The homeownership units
at the Yard will be affordable, on average,
for households earning 100 percent of AMI,
which falls within the income band currently
defined as “moderate-income.”
Tenure
Throughout the public engagement process, the
participants frequently mentioned the need for
affordable home ownership opportunities as
well as rental housing. Based on this feedback,
the Master Plan recommends both ownership
and rental homes. As described above, half of all
homes are proposed to be rental units and the
other half homeownership units.
Housing Types
The size of the Master Plan means that there
is room to include a wide range of different
housing types to suit different needs. The
Master Plan envisions space for homes that
can accommodate a diversity of household
sizes, intergenerational housing for raising a
family, senior housing for aging in place, and
everything in between. This may also include
dedicated space for co-housing of various sizes
and microunits, recognizing that housing needs
change over the course of a person’s lifetime.
The Master Plan also recommends allocating
homes for people and families experiencing
homelessness or who may be in transition.
For a sense of scale, if 10 percent of rental
units at Sunnyside Yard were reserved for such
Driving Factors for Housing in Sunnyside Yard

supportive and/or transitional housing, that
would generate approximately 600 homes
for individuals and families experiencing
homelessness.
Access
Quality affordable housing is more than just
the units themselves. Affordable homes at the
Yard will be situated in a mixed-use environment
where residents can easily access essential
amenities and services, such as shops, parks, and
schools, in a built environment that is appealing
and safe for walking, biking, and other emerging
forms of micromobility. New housing will also
be well-connected to public transit via nearby
subway lines, buses including Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT), and regional rail, giving residents access
to jobs, neighborhoods, and other destinations
around the city and region. Much of the new
housing will also be within walking distance of
emerging job centers in Western Queens such as
Downtown Long Island City.
Integration
In contrast to 20th century large-scale affordable
housing efforts that concentrated housing of one
income level isolated settings, Sunnyside Yard
will be an economically and racially integrated
community modeled after the historic diversity
and values of Queens. Homes for low-income
families and homeownership units serving
moderate-income families should be mixed
to promote a sense of inclusion and shared
community among New Yorkers with different
incomes.
Read more about Providing Social Infrastructure on page 171
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Green Building and Resiliency
The green building principles explored by the
Master Plan go far beyond industry standards
and box-checking. The Plan is committed to
carbon neutrality and the creation of circular
systems that limit waste and emissions. These
are indispensable strategies as we collectively
address climate change and are also an integral
part of the fight for environmental justice1
when paired with affordable housing costs that
enable all people to enjoy the health benefits
of sustainability practices. In addition to the
proposals in this plan, the policy landscape at the
City and State levels is rapidly evolving in support
of drastic reductions in greenhouse gases from
buildings, the largest emitting sector in New York
City.

Dockside Green Vancouver, British Columbia
Dockside Green is located near downtown Victoria and is an
excellent example of holistic, sustainable urban renewal from
an environmental, social, and economic perspective. The 15acre brownfield site was originally purchased from the City in
2004 by a developer and financed by Vancity, a cooperative
credit union investing in affordable housing and community
development. The guiding principles of the master plan place
strict requirements on third-party developers to adhere to
green building principles.
The project is noted for being carbon-neutral, thanks largely
to an on-site biomass energy generator that converts wood
waste into gas for heat production. Small wind turbines are
incorporated onto roofs for further energy production. Its
unique open space strategy incorporates artificial wetlands
into the streetscape, with vegetation to slowly absorb
precipitation and small bodies of water for retention during
storm events. These water bodies also aid in wastewater
treatment, which gets recirculated into plumbing fixtures.
Every home is able to monitor its own water, heating,
and electricity consumption. Excess energy is sold to the
municipal grid, offsetting utility bills for residents. Passive
design features such as interior daylighting and sourcing
building materials as close to the site as possible further
reduce energy consumption.
The development is also a hub for an innovative energy
economy, hiring local energy companies to design or manage
its biomass gasification plant, UV air decontamination, and
sewage treatment.

In addition to the Yard being largely outside
the future floodplain, the elevation of the
deck overbuild ensures homes will not be
inundated with floodwaters from storms or
Read more about Achieving Carbon Neutrality on page 303
rising groundwater tables. Calling for 100
and more about Circularity in Systems on page 339
percent affordability also means that shelter
Not only will these new sustainable affordable from climate impacts will not come with a
premium that leaves low-income families at
housing buildings support public health and
greater risk.
carbon neutrality goals, they will also create
thousands of good jobs for working class
Read more about Adapting to the Effects of Climate Change
New Yorkers – some of whom may also live
on page 319 and more about Climate Resilience Strategies
on page 327
at Sunnyside Yard.

Key Takeaways
•
•

Innovation economy hub
Sustainable buildings and open space

Read more about Green Construction and Development at
Scale on page 281

In 2017, Dockside Green was awarded LEED Neighborhood
Development v4 Platinum Certification, the first at that scale
in the world.1 Once completed, the project will include 26
buildings containing 1.3 million square feet and will house
2,500 people.

1
“Centering Equity in the Sustainable Building Sector.” NAACP.
August 2018. https://www.naacp.org/climate-justice-resources/centeringequity-sustainable-building-sector/

1. Vancity, “Dockside Green achieves LEEDv4 ND platinum certification,”
https://www.vancity.com/AboutVancity/News/MediaReleases/
DocksideGreenLEEDPlatinum_Dec14_2017/
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Climate change is affecting cities around
the world, with particular challenges facing
coastal cities like New York. As rising sea
levels encroach on the city’s coastlines,
New Yorkers will need housing that is
both is physically safe from flooding and
storm surges and minimizes economic
vulnerabilities. As some low-lying
neighborhoods contemplate “managed
retreat,” Sunnyside Yard, with its future deck
well above the reach of flood waters, is welllocated for housing growth.
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Development Considerations, Decision Making, and Governance
Co-op City, The Bronx, New York

Ensuring that the housing goals of the Master
Plan are achieved in each phase, and that
community input is incorporated, will require
careful planning and oversight. The nonprofit
planning entity to be established for Sunnyside
Yard will engage with affordable housing
developers, housing advocates, supportive
service providers, and local community-based
organizations to guide the planning and design
process and continually reassess whether the
housing strategies employed by the Master Plan
reflect the needs of neighboring communities
and the city at large over time. This entity will
apply participatory governance approaches
to engage the public in the creation and
implementation of the affordable housing,
including housing types, unit mixes, and other
key decisions across phases.

Spread over 320 acres near Pelham Bay Park in the northeast
corner of the Bronx, Co-op City is one of the most enduring
examples of government-led affordable housing in the United
States. With 15,372 apartments in 35 high-rise buildings, today
it is home to almost 45,000 New Yorkers and is the largest
cooperative apartment complex ever built.1
To combat mounting pressure on moderate- and middle-income
families to attain stable housing in the post-World War II years,
New York State enacted the Mitchell-Lama Housing Program
in 1955. The program enabled the City to seize land and give
it to developers, often amalgamated worker’s unions who, in
exchange for tax breaks, were obligated to build affordable
rental apartments. Construction began in 1968 and was backed
by a $206 million mortgage. The first wave of families to move
in payed a $500 deposit on an apartment plus $450 per room in
equity and a monthly rental charge of $25.
Long-term tenancy is incentivized by the limited-equity
cooperative model in which renters buy a share in the governing
entity (RiverBay Corporation), which gives them opportunities
to vote for 15 representatives on the Board of Directors and
participate in community governance. A broad suite of on-site
services is provided through the corporation, including senior
services, day-care centers, an arts and education nonprofit, and
an online marketplace for products and services. The corporation
also employs maintenance crews and security guards. Co-op City
even runs its own newspaper. The New York City Department of
Education operates eight public schools on the property, and the
New York Public Library operates a local branch.
As is typical with large-scale developments on the periphery
of the city, connections to transportation and surrounding
neighborhoods have been lingering issues since Co-op City’s
conception. The six-lane New England Thruway hinders access to
the rest of the East Bronx and the subway. The MTA’s Metro-North
Penn Access project is set to bring a regional rail station to Co-Op
City in the coming years.

Read more about Forming a nonprofit planning entity to
steward implementation of the Plan and provide a vehicle for
long-term public participation on page 455
Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•

Union-led development
Democratic/communal management through co-op governance
Permanent affordability
On-site services
Similar blank-slate site, though with poor transit access and connections with surrounding
neighborhoods not to be replicated

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan proposes
building affordable housing at an almost
unprecedented scale—6,000 homes for very
low-income New Yorkers and another 6,000
homes through a renewed Mitchell-Lama
Housing Program. To achieve this a variety
of financing tools will be needed, some of
which may be new to New York City. Multiple

sources of funding will be required to support
the construction of affordable housing at this
scale and complexity. Sources could include
a traditional bond-issuing entity, with bonds
split between the City, State, and federal
governments. Another potential source is
Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) from
commercial development.

Enterprises (M/W/DBE). In addition, nonprofit
and community-oriented developers with a
mission-driven focus on building affordable
and supportive forms of housing should
receive priority.

New models of community ownership should
be explored and, where feasible, prioritized as
part of the implementation of the Master Plan.
As mentioned earlier, a Community Land Trust
There are also mission-driven financing
(CLT), with the mission of maintaining and
sources that could facilitate the construction
providing affordable housing, is a model that
of affordable housing, such as social impact
funds, philanthropies, and pension funds. In the was discussed during the engagement process.
future, the federal government could dedicate The City, with or without a formal land trust,
can leverage the public ownership of the newly
funding from flood insurance programs to
created land through ground leases to retain
support resilient housing at Sunnyside Yard.
long-term public control of the development.
Additional support could come from the
construction and engineering industry via new, the proposed volume of affordable housing,
and the decades it will take to build, will
more cost-effective technologies in housing
necessitate multiple funding sources as
construction.
well as well-capitalized development and
management entities to oversee construction
Public investment in affordable housing on
the scale contemplated by the Master Plan
and maintenance.
has the potential to lift up development firms
owned by women and minority groups, who
have traditionally been disadvantaged and
underrepresented in the field. Affordable
housing built at Sunnyside Yard should
give priority to developers that qualify as
Minority, Women, and Disadvantaged Business

1. Nevius, James, “Co-op City at 50,” https://ny.curbed.
com/2018/12/5/18126231/co-op-city-rental-apartment-prices-history-nyc
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An Example of Development Process & Governance: Community Land Trusts (CLTs)
During the master planning process,
• Nonprofit, Tax-Exempt Status
Community Land Trusts (CLTs) were frequently
Most CLTs serve charitable purposes, usually
cited by members of the community as a
the provision of low-income housing, and are
potential mechanism for ownership on the
thus eligible for 501(c)(3) designation.
Yard. Following this guidance, the Urban
Planning Team compiled a range of information • Dual Ownership
on CLTs to help inform discussion about this
CLTs purchase multiple parcels of land in a
model during future stages of the project. While
bounded geographic area, holding the land
future planning will need to evaluate whether a
in trust in perpetuity. Buildings on the land
land trust is the best vehicle to manage some
are sold independently of the land title to end
or all of the development at Sunnyside Yard,
users or to for-profit or nonprofit developers,
many attributes of CLTs are highly relevant to
housing cooperatives, or other organizations.
the goals of the Master Plan. The Plan endorses
consideration of CLTs in the formulation
• Leased Land
of future governance mechanisms for the
CLTs ground lease parcels to the owners
affordable housing development.
of the improvements on the land for their
exclusive use.
“Community Land Trust” is an umbrella term
for a diverse constellation of nonprofit entities • Perpetual Affordability
that own land and hold it in trust for the
CLTs retain a right of first refusal should
benefit of the surrounding community. There
the owner of improvements to their land
is no single formula for CLTs; they can take
decide to sell. The price is determined by
many different forms depending on the context,
a formula stipulated in the terms of the
varying in terms of their origins, the types of
ground lease such that owners earn some
uses they serve, the specific composition of
return, but affordability is retained for the
their governing bodies and bylaws, and how
next owner.
involved they are with the development process
and unit management (versus only handling
• Perpetual Responsibility
land stewardship). Despite these differences,
As the owner of the underlying land,
1
most CLTs possess 10 basic attributes:
the CLT retains a perpetual interest in
the property. The owner-occupiers are
responsible for upkeep, but the CLT has the
1
Davis, John Emmeus and Rick Jacobus. “The City-CLT Partnership:
Municipal Support for Community Land Trusts.” Policy Focus Report,
right to force repairs. In the event of default

History of Community Land Trusts (CLTs)
Though the conceptual foundations of Community Land
Trusts trace a lineage back to the 19th -century American
political economist Henry George,1 the first modern CLT was
an outgrowth of the Civil Rights Movement. Inspired by rural
development models in India and the Kibbutz Movement
in Israel, Civil Rights leaders in Albany, Georgia established
the New Communities CLT and farming cooperative in 1969.
Albany had been on the front lines of the Civil Rights struggle
since the late 1950s, and the land trust model seemed to local
leaders to be the best way to insure land rights and access
to financing for an impoverished black community that had
been systematically denied both.2
In 1970, New Communities CLT closed on 5,735 acres of
land north of Albany, the largest tract of land owned by
African Americans at the time. New Communities operated
successfully for 15 years, but after several consecutive years
of drought in the mid 80’s—combined with racially biased
denials of drought relief funds from USDA—New Communities
was eventually forced to sell 2,000 acres of its holdings and
lost the rest to foreclosure. The organization itself remained
in existence, however, and was party to a class-action suit
against the USDA on behalf of poor black farmers, which
eventually led to a settlement of $375 million in 1999. In
2011, New Communities purchased a 1,200-acre plantation in
Albany and resumed operations under the leadership of one
of the original volunteers from the 1970s.3

1. Steven D. Soifer, “The Burlington Community Land Trust: A Socialist
Approach to Affordable Housing?,” Journal of Urban Affairs 12, no. 3 (1990):
238.
2. John Emmeus Davis, “Origins and Evolution of the Community Land
Trust in the United States,” Essay (2014): 24.
3. Ibid., 26.
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Lincoln Institute of Land Policy (2008): 5.
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on a mortgage on the improvements, the
CLT has the right to cure the default to
forestall foreclosure.
• Open, Place-Based Membership
CLTs operate within a targeted area and are
led by and accountable to the community
within it. Typically, any adult who lives on
a CLT property within the bounds of the
targeted area can become a voting member.
• Community Control
Voting members comprised of residents of
CLT-controlled parcels and the residents of
the surrounding community nominate and
elect two-thirds of the CLT’s board.
• Tripartite Governance
A CLT’s board is one-third elected by its
residents, one-third elected by residents of
the surrounding community, and one-third
appointed by public officials, local funders,
providers of social services, experts, or
others intended to speak for the public good.
• Expansionist Program
CLTs are generally committed to the
active acquisition of new land and further
development of their holdings.
• Flexible Development
Some CLTs develop their own land, while others
partner with for-profit or nonprofit developers.

An Example of Development Process & Governance: Community Land Trusts (CLTs)
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While the CLT movement has experienced
rapid growth in the United States in the last
two decades, encompassing 280 community
land trusts that steward a combined 15,000
ownership units and 20,000 rental units,1 no
single CLT has ever dealt with the complexity
of creating and managing newly engineered
land or approached the scale of Sunnyside
Yard. The largest CLT in the United States,
the Champlain Housing Trust in Vermont
(a descendant of the original Burlington
Community Land Trust), includes just under
3,000 units.

Sawmill Community Land Trust, Albuquerque, New Mexico
In 1986, neighborhood and environmental activists in the lowincome and predominantly Hispanic Sawmill neighborhood of
Albuquerque formed the Sawmill Advisory Council (SAC) to
fight for the closure of the Ponderosa Products particleboard
factory. The neighborhood had struggled for decades with
health and safety issues stemming from the Ponderosa plant
and surrounding industries. The SAC formed a development arm
called the Sawmill Community Development Corporation (SCDC)
to better manage planning issues in the neighborhood. By 1996
it became clear to the SCDC that the group’s environmental
justice work was helping to open up the Sawmill Neighborhood
to gentrification pressures stemming from its central location
between Downtown Albuquerque and Old Town, one of the
prime tourist attractions in the city. To manage this, the SCDC
formed the Sawmill Community Land Trust (SCLT) to ensure
that gains from environmental remediation stayed within their
constituent community. The SCLT partnered with the City of
Albuquerque in a first-of-its-kind grassroots redevelopment
effort to clean up and develop 27 acres of industrial land
adjacent to the Ponderosa site using money that the City had
put aside for environmental remediation. SCLT used this land
to develop its initial project, Arbolera de Vida, which consists
of 93 single-family, limited-equity affordable homes using the
classic CLT model.1 In 2002, the Ponderosa Products plant
ceased operation, and when it was finally demolished in 2007,
SCDC added the seven-acre site to its portfolio. The Ponderosa
site is being built out as higher-density, mixed-income, mixeduse development in a series of partnerships with two for-profit
developers.2

Distribution of Member (Orange) and Non-Member (White) CLTs | ©National Community Land Trust Network

1. Sawmill Community Land Trust, “History,” http://www.sawmillclt.org/
History
2. Richard Metcal, “Sawmill District Enjoying Renaissance,” Albuquerque
Journal, February 18th, 2014.
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1
Schneider, Benjamin. “CityLab University: Shared-Equity
Homeownership” City Lab. April 29, 2019.
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2.4
Jobs & Education

What We Heard:
A Need for Jobs, Schools, and
Workforce Development
Most participants imagined a compelling role for Sunnyside
Yard in strengthening the economic future of Western Queens
and the upward mobility of its residents.

Participants spoke about:

What the Plan does:

• Expanding and leveraging institutions of higher learning, including
expansion of existing colleges and universities such as LaGuardia
Community College

• Proposes approximately five million square feet of new space to grow
jobs in Western Queens over the coming decades

• Locating sector clusters at Sunnyside Yard, making it a destination for
employment and education
• Anticipating the potential automation of many jobs in the future
by establishing seamless job training-to-employment pipelines in
advanced manufacturing, technology and other emerging sectors
• Making room for light manufacturing and maker spaces, as well as
incubators for independent food businesses
• Preserving and supporting small businesses, including prioritizing
independent local business on main street corridors
• Making youth education and job training a focus and connecting it to
testing of new sustainable technologies and systems
266
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• Enables a new research and education institution, which could
catalyze innovation in green industries of the future, support workforce
development, and create pipelines to economic opportunities.
• Positions the Yard for innovation in industries important for the future
of the city such as green building technologies
• Enables over 6,000 new permanent jobs and over 30,000
construction industry jobs
• Recommends workforce initiatives and policy measures to help
ensure many of these jobs directly benefit the local community,
while strengthening the region’s economy and access to economic
opportunity

Jobs & Education	
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Diagram illustrating Proposed Commercial Zones in the Master Plan
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Western Queens continues to be one of the
city’s most productive places for making
things, from elevators and donuts to movies
and wireless communications systems.
Increasingly, the lines between traditional
white-collar and blue-collar work are
blurring, with office and light industrial uses
mingling within the same buildings and often
within the same businesses. The extensive
industrial building stock and strong base
of manufacturers in the Long Island City
Industrial Business Zone (IBZ) make for a
fertile economic ecosystem.

Innovative Work Space

Forward-thinking Jobs

Local Resources

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Overlapping commercial and lightmanufacturing uses
Flexibly integrated workspace and
manufacturing programs
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Mixed industries with various uses
Innovative manufacturing business
Potential partnership with anchor institutions
Jobs associated with green business

•

Connection to LaGuardia Community
College and other on-site institutions
A fertile ground for existing manufacturing
industries to grow and experiment
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Major educational institutions like LaGuardia
Community College, the City University
of New York (CUNY) School of Law, and
Cornell Tech provide a ready source of
talent, potential spin-off businesses, and
opportunities for New Yorkers to access the
jobs of the future.
Sunnyside Yard’s location between Downtown
Long Island City and the IBZ areas, proximity
to transit and connections to vibrant and
diverse neighborhoods outside of Manhattan
make it a logical place for the economy of
Western Queens to expand over the course
of the 21st century. The Master Plan includes
several key strategies to capitalize on these

Jobs & Education

strengths:
• Development of several million square
feet of new job-generating office, retail,
industrial, and institutional space over full
implementation, much of it along the new
Northern Corridor close to existing job
clusters and the M and R subway lines
• Establishment of a research and education
institution anchoring the Civic Commons
district at the western end of the Yard,
focused on innovation and workforce
development to power the transition to a
sustainable, green economy
• Innovation and application of green
construction technologies at a massive
scale, generating jobs and training
opportunities to be pursued in partnership
with labor unions and workforce development
organizations
• Design of flexible “commdustrial” buildings
that integrate commercial and light
manufacturing uses and promote innovation
through their cross-pollination

Growing the Innovation Economy of Western Queens
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core at the western end of the Yard that is
accessible from multiple subway lines and
the new Sunnyside Station. The inclusion of
office space will help promote job creation
outside of the Manhattan Core and alleviate
traffic and transit congestion by generating
transit-oriented and reverse-peak hour trips,
freeing up space on transit.
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Queens Boulevard Corridor
Retail example in Sunnyside
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Commdustrial
What are “Commdustrial” uses?

A fertile ground for existing industry sector
to grow and experiment, Queens is an
economically diverse borough where no
single industry dominates.
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lvd

43rd St

The northern commdustrial creative spaces
could support and build off of the existing
tech, film, and fashion industry clusters in
Western Queens, such as the arts and studio
district in Astoria near the Yard.

21
st
St

The expansion of the existing IBZs on the
north and south sides of the Yard will support
the growth of innovative manufacturing
businesses. Manufacturing jobs are
important for ensuring that good economic
opportunities are accessible for all, as they
typically have lower barriers to entry.
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Building over Sunnyside Yard
offers more than a deck or the
structures that sit above it – it is
an opportunity for New York City
to generate enormous economic
opportunities.

Green Economy
This section presents a road map to ensuring,
where possible, that jobs generated in the
development of Sunnyside Yard are “green
jobs” – employment opportunities that support
a low-carbon, resource-efficient, and socially
inclusive economy.
The Master Plan supports three economic
opportunity objectives:
• Green employment opportunities within
existing trades and professions
• Jobs that are accessible and provide upward
mobility for future advancement
• Economic stability for Queens residents
specifically, and for New York City broadly,
that will last for generations.

Jobs & Education

This section highlights two focus areas that could
enable a transformation to a more sustainable and
resilient New York City economy:
• Focus Area 1: Green Construction and
Development at Scale
Goal: Enable tangible and feasible creation
of thousands of new jobs and careers in
green construction, development, and related
industries
• Focus Area 2: Position Western Queens as a
marquee example of a just transition for New
York City and the region
Goal: Leverage institutional space and
partnerships to create robust research and
development and workforce development
pipelines around green jobs, supporting
the working- and middle-class character of
Western Queens and preparing the workforce
for sustainable economic opportunities

Green Economy
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Background & Context for a “Green Economy”
Commonly Cited “Green Jobs” Definitions

Timeline of Enabling Green Economy in Sunnyside Yard

US Bureau of Labor Statistics: “jobs in businesses
that produce goods or provide services that
benefit the environment or conserve natural
resources, [or] jobs in which workers’ duties
involve making their establishment’s production
processes more environmentally friendly or use
fewer natural resources.”

Economic benefits
for Queens, NYC,
and region

Workforce development and education programming
Policy advocacy
New partnerships for pipeline
building and workforce support

International Labor Organization (UN):
“decent jobs that contribute to preserve
or restore the environment, be they in
traditional sectors such as manufacturing
and construction, or in new, emerging green
sectors such as renewable energy and
energy efficiency.”
European Union: “employment in the
agricultural, manufacturing, research and
development, administrative, and services
sectors that contributes to preserving or
restoring environmental quality,” including
the full range of the creation, substitution,
elimination, and transformation of jobs in our
existing economy.

Targeted research,
development, and testing

Early 2020
Master Plan
Completion

Step 1
Form nonprofit
planning entity

Step 2
Advance Early
Infrastructure
Options

Detailed
Planning
and Public
Approvals

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

New materials, methods,
technologies utilized
for more sustainable
construction
Research &
Education Institution

New jobs in
construction and
related industries

While there is no official definition for a
green economy, many leading institutions
have offered definitions that center on
generating economic activity that advances
both environmental and social well-being.
The United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), defines a green economy as
“one that results in improved human wellbeing and social equity, while significantly
reducing environmental risks and ecological
scarcities. It is low-carbon, resourceefficient, and socially inclusive.”
The transformative potential of a green
economy lies in the decoupling of fossil
fuel emissions and economic growth. The
core tenets of a green economy are to
equitably distribute benefits of economic
progress while implementing adaptation
measures at a scale and pace that match
the extent of the climate crisis.
The green economy strategy for Sunnyside
Yard considers commonly cited definitions
of “green jobs,” shown in the figure at left,
and largely considers green jobs to be
employment in industries within the green
economy. These jobs advance progress
toward New York City’s sustainability and
resilience goals.

Policies at the local level are notably among
the nation’s most ambitious. From Local
Law 17 of 2008, which established the
City’s first citywide sustainability plan, to
the Greater Greener Buildings Plan in 2009,
80x50 in 2014, and the landmark OneNYC
2050 plan in 2019, the City has codified its
commitment to reducing its contribution
to climate change through ambitious, often
first-of-their-kind sustainability measures.
In April 2019, the New York City Council
passed the Climate Mobilization Act (CMA),
part of a “Green New Deal for New York
City.” The CMA is a package of policies that
aim to dramatically reduce greenhouse
gas emissions throughout the city’s public
and private building stock, which comprise
nearly 70 percent of New York City’s
emissions.

to good paying jobs. As New York Works is
a 10-year plan, jobs at Sunnyside Yard are
not expected to directly support the plan’s
targets. However, the recommendations in
this Master Plan should be understood in the
context of citywide efforts to build a diverse,
resilient, and inclusive economy. This Master
Plan also looks beyond strategies from New
York Works at long-term measures that can
make sustainable practices more competitive
and establish enforceable baselines.
The green economy benefits and
opportunities from the Sunnyside Yard Master
Plan go beyond the actions outlined in this
chapter. The focus areas highlighted here
reflect the major outcomes that the Master
Plan seeks to enable and a recommended
approach for achieving them.

At the federal level, legislators have
proposed the Green New Deal, a joint
resolution to tackle the climate crisis and
bring about an economic transformation
based on sustainable, equitable workforce
mobilization. The aspirations of the
resolution, as well as its shared focus
on economic opportunity, equity, and
sustainability, were influential for the Master
Plan’s green economy strategy.

This chapter also builds upon the goals of
This strategy is thus set in the context of
existing sustainability and resilience policies, New York Works – the City’s most recent plan
for creating and connecting New Yorkers
which are further detailed in Chapter 2.5.
278
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Existing Workforce Development Opportunities

Green Construction and Development at Scale
Goal: Facilitate the creation of thousands
of new jobs in green construction,
development, and related industries

NYC Green Jobs Corps
“…First announced by the mayor during his 2017 State of the
City address, is a partnership with industry and labor aimed
at training 3,000 workers over the next three years with new
skills needed for the emerging green economy. In the year
since the agreement was signed, training providers have
already launched new classes and have started connecting
graduates to employment opportunities.” - OneNYC2050
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NYSERDA Green Jobs Green New York
Provides funding for projects that support technical skill
development and reduced energy use, particularly in building
and clean energy fields.

Americorps Green City Force
In NYC, the Green City Force engages young adults living
below the poverty line in a model that combines service and
training toward a lower-carbon NYC while offering support in
the form of stipends, job placement, and follow-up services.
Americorps members have worked on the NYC CoolRoofs
campaign and urban farming projects on NYC public housing,
performed energy reduction audits, and launched an in-house
social enterprise program. In addition, they receive academic
and technical training around clean energy and sustainability.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

This section recommends measures that
electricians, and landscaping
could be pursued in advance of large• Reducing carbon emissions in construction
scale overbuild in order to ensure local
trades and subcontractors by replacing
talent is available to benefit from economic
materials with cross-laminated timber and
Implementing this Master Plan could
opportunities. This section also outlines
other low-carbon building materials
result in the creation of thousands of
measures that should be pursued during and
• Enabling a green and sustainable value chain
new jobs requiring a variety of new skill
after development to ensure high standards of
throughout the advanced manufacturing
sets in engineering, computer science,
sustainability. Given that full implementation
process
architecture, design, energy technology,
of the Master Plan does not have a definitive
• Implementing small business and
construction, and more. Intentional
time frame, it will be essential to reevaluate
entrepreneurship training, especially
planning and policy frameworks can help
these concepts in future planning efforts.
for businesses and residents in the
ensure these opportunities are available
neighborhoods surrounding Sunnyside Yard
to Minority, Women, and Disadvantaged
Industry Support & Workforce Development
• Partnering with educational institutions,
Business Enterprises (M/W/DBE). Preparing
such as CUNY and other trade schools and
a workforce to meet advanced design and
As a substantial workforce is critical for a
workforce providers, to adapt continuing
construction demands a phased approach to
site of this scale, specific strategies will be
education and certificate programs to latest
industry creation and workforce development. required to ensure the existing workforce
industry demands, like new or expanded
in neighboring communities benefits from
industry certifications such as USGBC LEED
The sheer scale of Sunnyside Yard, and the
new economic opportunities. Today, in
• Building the capacity of potential local
economic opportunity associated with it, can sectors including healthcare, technology,
stewards, administrators, and managers
generate market signals that spur the green
industrial and manufacturing, hospitality, and • Supporting models of community-owned
economy before the Master Plan is realized.
construction, the City’s Industry Partnerships
assets and worker-owned businesses to
These market signals can encourage existing
teams are bringing together collaborations
meet expanded industry certifications
businesses to adapt to the changing economic between businesses, community groups,
landscape and speed up the transformation
training providers, academic institutions, and
of value chains. The recommendations in
government to connect unemployed and
this section, such as cross-laminated timber
underemployed adults to quality jobs. Future
construction and sustainability requirements
initiatives at Sunnyside Yard should broadly
for vendors and contractors, can indicate
focus on:
a general shift that encourages firms to
proactively retool for the green economy of
• Increasing sustainability measures, like
the future.
material waste management, in construction
trades such as carpentry, plumbing,
Jobs & Education
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Western Queens is home to a robust network
of workforce development providers. With
an increased demand for a sustainabilityfocused workforce, it will be important to
coordinate with existing training centers,
continuing education providers, and
educators. Enabling local industry linkages
across the green manufacturing chain
can bolster local industry development
and increase the likelihood that goods
and services are procured locally. Local
procurement offers the dual benefits of
amplifying economic impact and reducing
embodied carbon in transportation and
delivery. Opportunities to expand existing
initiatives should be leveraged where
possible. New partnerships with trade
organizations can also help spearhead the
development of new opportunities.
Small Business Support & Capacity Building

NYCx Cybersecurity Moonshot Finalist Event
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Today, numerous community-based
organizations, nonprofits, and public
agencies across New York City deliver
a range of supportive services to small
businesses. To achieve the Master Plan’s goal
of serving as an exemplar of green economy
principles at an unprecedented scale, small
business owners – especially from the
neighborhoods surrounding the Yard – will
need access to interactive workshops and
trainings on topics including green product
purchasing, circular economy fundamentals,
employee ownership, and small business
collective purchasing models.
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

The Master Plan recommends programs
modelled after LaGuardia Community
College’s Procurement Technical Assistance
Center, which offers one-on-one assistance
and training to subcontractors in Queens
on topics such as government contracting
processes, RFP writing, and certification
programs.
Incentivizing Sustainable and Circular Design
A combination of market incentives and
regulations can:

For example, sliding scale subsidies can
development – for example, by offering
be tied to investment in renewable energy
winners the opportunity for piloting
infrastructure. Discretionary tax incentives
deployment at the Yard.
and other subsidies could be expanded to
accelerate the adoption of energy efficiency
• Setting aside land for innovation through
and/or renewable energy. Assessment criteria
partnerships between the research and
for these awards should reflect the newest
education institution and engineering
technologies and policy measures that push
firms or startups: Institutions should
the boundaries of sustainable buildings,
allocate space and resources to pilot new
products, and construction. While widercircular approaches to urban systems.
scale adoption of sustainable practices
Urban agriculture is one compelling use for
promises to drive down costs, subsidies
these spaces.
should be designed to support their financial
viability.

• Catalyze the adoption of sustainable
practices
Other ideas that could be explored further in
• Encourage the upskilling of traditional
future phases of the Master Plan are:
industries
• Support the financial viability of these
• Reforming statutory incentives to align
practices, at Sunnyside Yard and beyond, by
with sustainability policy priorities:
establishing baselines, driving innovation, and
Reforms such as benefit capping could
increasing market competitiveness
work to align incentives of sustainability
advocates, labor groups, and the private
While existing measures, such as the
sector. These mechanisms could entail
Accelerated Sales Tax Exemption Program
green financing requirements and include
(ASTEP) and tax incentives for Industrial
hiring requirements for workers retrained
Development Agencies and Authorities
in green trades, or capital contributions
(IDA), could be leveraged, the Plan also
for workforce development in eligibility
recommends targeting ambitious embodied
criteria.
carbon standards and net-zero performance.
• Supporting design center innovation
Create new initiatives that promote high
challenges: An innovation challenge for
standards of environmental design and
the deck and structures built above it
construction practices that could be
could provide a strong market signal that
implemented at Sunnyside Yard.
prompts industry interest, investment, and
ideas and encourages new research and
Jobs & Education
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Sustainability Requirements for Design,
Construction, and Procurement during
Design and Construction Phases

Responsible forest management, as led by the
New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation, would be critical to ensuring
timber is indeed a sustainable solution.
As a general practice, contractors and vendors
Design and procurement oversight would be
working on the various phases of development
required to ensure responsible sourcing and
at Sunnyside Yard could be required to meet
implementation. While current building codes
sustainability criteria around construction
allow cross-laminated timber construction in
methods, procurement, and workforce policy.
buildings up to six stories, emerging research
(This is also component of the sustainability
has shown promising advances in the technical
strategy outlined in Chapter 2.5) These standards viability of taller buildings.
may evolve over time and could be raised in
parallel with innovations around materials and
An approved contractor and vendor list is
methods. Implementing these standards will
one mechanism to help effectuate green
require proactive efforts on the part of various
construction standards, increase uptake in
levels of government and the planning entity
green business practices, and ensure that
overseeing Master Plan implementation . The
strong environmental and social performance
nonprofit entity, which would oversee the
is rewarded. This list could be curated through
preservation of the Master Plan, can help ensure
an application process in which contractors
that the green economic development strategy
and vendors demonstrate adherence to various
outlined in this chapter evolves as appropriate
sustainability criteria. The application process
over time and is ultimately implemented when
and criteria should be developed in further
decking moves forward.
detail as phases of the Plan move forward.
Criteria may include sustainability-certified
Read more about Forming a Planning Entity on page 411
talent on project teams, experience working
on green buildings, and proposals for green
The supply chain benefits of this approach
bonding. The nonprofit entity can help drive
can help support New York State industries by these discussions, to ensure use of green
sourcing locally where possible. For example,
construction is supported at Sunnyside Yard.
the Master Plan calls for the use of crosslaminated timber for building construction.
Green financing for development should
This type of construction material offers
be utilized whenever possible. This should
potential for job growth across the supply
include concerted efforts and policies to
chain, as illustrated by Oregon State University incentivize sourcing of project capital from
researchers in the figure on the right.
funds that are divested from fossil fuels.
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Similarly, policies should be implemented to
encourage the involvement of M/WBE and
local financial cooperatives.
Rigorous construction and demolition waste
policies should be followed wherever feasible.
Given the extent and duration of construction
on Sunnyside Yard, proper sorting and
recycling of construction and demolition
waste can ease burdens on the city’s solid
waste stream. Construction and demolition
waste currently accounts for approximately 45
percent of all of New York City’s waste.

New, Circular Supply Chains
The size of the Master Plan offers a unique
opportunity to foster entirely new supply
chains at scale. Supported by sustainable
procurement requirements and incentives
for circular design, there is abundant space
for companies and business models that
replace material inputs with bio-based,
renewable materials (like cross-laminated
timber), recover resources for the creation
of new products, extend product life, and
create sharing platforms for goods. Innovative
business models can deliver revenue
generation and cost savings by retaining the
value of materials and reducing waste, and in
doing so create green jobs.

Brooklyn Grange Facility in Queens, NY

Cross-Laminated Timber Extended Supply Chain
(from Oregon State University)
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Goals:

OneNYC’s definition of a Just Transition
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• Leverage institutional space and
partnerships to create a robust research
and development ecosystem and workforce
development pipeline around green jobs
• Support the existing, vibrant character of
Western Queens
• Prepare the workforce for new, sustainable
economic opportunities
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The concept of a just transition builds on
the work of movements for environmental
justice, climate justice, and labor rights.
It calls for a shift to an environmentally
sustainable society with economic
opportunities and decent livelihoods for all.
A just transition prioritizes communities
disproportionately affected by climate
change, such as communities of color
and workers in polluting industries, and
calls for solidarity among these groups in
pursuit of these goals. While unified by core
principles, visions of a just transition differ
according to social contexts. The City’s
strategic plan for a secure future, OneNYC
2050, describes visions of a just transition
for New York City, as described in the
graphic on the left.
This section outlines how a proposed
anchor education & research institution,
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will help realize that vision and lead
Western Queens to become an epicenter
of a green, working class economy in New
York City.
Leveraging Institutional Space
One unique component of the Sunnyside
Yard Master Plan is a large site designated for
institutional use. The Master Plan proposes
a research and education institution in the
western “Civic Commons” area of the Yard to
help prepare for the economic transformation
necessary for a sustainable future. Such an
institution could be an ideal partner to support
both innovation and workforce development
for Queens’ middle- and working-class
population. The unique size of the site allows it
to host uses that have few other viable spaces
in the City and conduct large-scale testing of
innovative technologies and processes.

with a green workforce training program
in Long Island City, could be formed to
advance this goal. This institutional presence
will further incentivize corporations and
academic institutions already investing in
and supporting this work, while generating
locally based commercialization and talent
development opportunities.

With the support of government, the
institution should have a mission of
pursuing targeted research programs and
partnerships in green economy sectors.
Specific research topics may include
material innovation and testing, circular
systems, energy efficiency, and green
construction practices. Partnerships with
organizations like Solar One, a locally
based green energy education center

Green Economy
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Partnerships & Programs to Support Workforce Development

Building a Pipeline

As mentioned earlier, workforce development
is crucial for transforming the economy and
ensuring that working-class New Yorkers
benefit from economic growth.

Schools and educational institutions are
critical to building pipelines that ensure
continual opportunities for the local
community. New York City has been
working to develop pipelines in industries
including financial services, cybersecurity,
and technology. This plan recommends
pursuing the following policies to similarly
support workforce development in new green
industries. These may include:

Sunnyside Yard, due to its size, is also a
unique opportunity to pilot new initiatives at
scale. These may include:

• Social linkages: Explore new models of
Across the country, labor unions are recognizing
ownership that generate and keep value in
the need to retool their members for the
communities and provide economic security
changing economy. Some are launching
• Cooperative employee ownership and bulk
apprenticeship programs in the renewable
purchasing models: If coordinated with
energy sector and offering specialized training
construction hiring, these can help ensure
for jobs at the cutting edge of offshore and
protections and profit participation for
onshore wind, solar generation, and battery
“ green-collar” workers while aligning
storage. There are several opportunities at
incentives for employee and business
Sunnyside Yard to support and collaborate
performance
with local labor unions – particularly those
• Incentives for pursuing green construction
connected to building trades. They may support
training: Provide support for the housing
existing programs or collaboratively pioneer
and educational needs of green-collar
new initiatives. Opportunities include:
construction and trades workers
• Designating spaces on Sunnyside Yard for
labor unions and other organizations to
host apprenticeship programs, workforce
development trainings, and sustainabilityrelated public programming
• Providing opportunities for programming and
curriculum support

• New Science, Technology, Education,
Arts, and Mathematics (STEAM) Center at
Sunnyside Yard and sustainability magnet
schools for Western Queens: As future
demand for new schools in this area is
identified, a new magnet high school for
sustainability could be built at the Yard to
train the green industry leaders of tomorrow.

• Internship and apprenticeship programs
in professionalized fields: New programs
geared toward green economy work could
help community college students access
high-demand jobs in planning and design
industries like architecture, engineering, clean
energy, sustainability technology, and finance.
• Seed investments for new sustainabilityfocused academic departments, such as the
proposed research and education institution:
Providing capital can generate an academic
engine to build technology skills and talent
pipelines for generations to come.

ApprentinceNYC Program

CLT Construction Project
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Governance and Oversight
As many of the measures recommended are
contingent on future partnerships, processes,
and policies, strong governance is essential
to fulfill these ambitious goals. The nonprofit
planning entity further described in Chapter
3.3 will play a critical role. The activities of the
entity could include overseeing requirements
for contractors and developers, advocating
for the policies and programs recommended
in this plan, and co-leading the selection of
an institutional partner for the research and
education institution.
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2.5
Sustainability &
Resilience

What We Heard:
A Need for Sustainability
and Resilience
Throughout the engagement process, “sustainability in
everything” emerged as a major theme and goal the Master
Plan should strive to achieve.

Participants spoke about:

What the Plan does:

• Sustainability and resilience in both social and environmental terms

• Embraces cutting-edge building technologies such as mass timber
that greatly reduces the carbon footprint of development

• How a diverse and well-connected resident base with ample social
capital is critical for resilience

• Equips Western Queens to adapt to the adverse effects of climate
change by creating resilient and decentralized systems

• Redundancy in infrastructure in order to prevent overreliance or strain
• Promotes circular systems for a built environment that produces,
on one area
consumes and reuses the resources it needs.
• That future buildings at Sunnyside Yard be designed and built
• Positions Western Queens at the center of a just transition to a
as carbon-neutral or carbon-negative and able to offset other
green economy
carbon emissions
• Generating clean energy at the Yard to power Western Queens
• Interest in testing new technology and systems for energy, food
production, waste management, and more
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A plan at the physical and time scales of
Sunnyside Yard has both a responsibility and an
opportunity to address the realities of the global
climate crisis.

Sustainability and Resilience Drivers

Principles for
Sunnyside
Yard
Environmental

Social

Economic

Health &
Well-Being

Sunnyside
Yard
Community
Engagement
Process

Local

Carbon Neutral
Master Plan

National

Food
Production

Site/ Place

Adapt to Climate
Change

Community
Cohesion

Regional

Hazard
Preparedness
& Mitigation

Considerations
for
Sunnyside Yard

Biodiversity

Embrace
Circularity

$

Transportation

Materials

Grow a Green
Economy

Water

Energy
& Power

International
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In the face of current and future impacts from
climate change, it is imperative that as a City,
we incorporate both adaptation and mitigation
measures. Mitigation uses a sustainability
approach, which aims to slow the impact of
energy and resource consumption and put
the world back into balance. Adaptation
initiatives are based on resilience and consider
a community’s ability to manage and thrive in a
changing world.

facilities and public spaces that serve as cooling
centers, for example, are critical during extreme
heat events. Community centers and schools
can provide emergency shelter and resources
during floods affecting other areas. Co-locating
these resources with affordable homes can
support resilience for historically vulnerable and
disinvested communities.
This chapter provides an overview of proposed
strategies based on analysis to date. The
specific recommendations outlined should
not be understood as a prescribed approach,
but rather a framework to align the Master
Plan with indicators of success. Future
design should incorporate new findings and
technologies and take measures to redress
historical environmental injustices. While there
is not a silver bullet to tackle all environmental
challenges, the Master Plan offers multi-faceted
strategies to prepare and address some of the
most pressing problems we face today.

The Master Plan is embedded with approaches
that support sustainability and resilience - from
enabling sustainable modes and lowering
emissions from transportation across the
City, to proposing 12,000 affordable homes
outside flood zones, to implementing robust
social infrastructure. Clean air and clean
water are pillars of environmental justice.
Green spaces and clean energy infrastructure
help communities to avoid being additionally
burdened with pollution. The Master Plan’s
proposed social infrastructure network can help
to safeguard against exacerbating inequalities
The Master Plan also lives amidst a larger New
and environmental injustices that could arise
York City policy landscape of progressive
with worsening climate impacts. Healthcare
action toward these goals. The City’s strategic
Sustainability & Resilience	

plan, OneNYC 2050, is a bold and aggressive
blueprint that confronts the major challenges
of our time, including the climate crisis. With
commitments to carbon neutrality, clean
electricity, resilient infrastructure, and climate
accountability and justice, the Plan lays the
groundwork for a climate-conscious vision for
Sunnyside Yard. Another signature of New York’s
sustainability vision is the Climate Leadership
and Community Protection Act. In addition to
mandating net zero greenhouse gas emissions
by 2050 and creating a Climate Action Council
to inform State regulatory actions, the law
requires underserved communities to receive
at least 35 percent of benefits from the State’s
climate programs and creates a Climate Justice
Working Group.
Four key sustainability and resilience principles
have driven analysis to date and should continue
to guide future design efforts. Principles 1-3 are
detailed in the subsequent pages while Principle
4 is detailed in Chapter 2.4.
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Building a sustainable future for Queens and New
York City is a both an environmental and social
challenge. City dwellers around the world are
increasingly facing the realities of climate change
in the form of deadly coastal storms, unbearable
heat, overburdened urban systems, and
subsequent health and economic stresses. Recordbreaking storm events like Hurricane Sandy and
chronically rising heat levels and water levels
have created a new reality. The City must think
differently about the New Yorkers’ relationship
with a changing climate. New York City cannot just
plan to recover from events like Sandy. Instead,
all planning efforts must work to aggressively
mitigate emissions and proactively enhance the
city’s capacity to withstand the impacts of climate
change.
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In 2018 NYC became the first City in the world to report on
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Sunnyside Yard will help New York City to advance the
following SDGs:

The City can leverage Sunnyside Yard to strengthen a vibrant, green economy for all New
Yorkers and model best practices of a sustainable and resilient city. Sunnyside Yard is
designed to accommodate growth in a dense, urban area which dramatically reduce the
environmental footprint of transportation and buildings. New structures and systems can
incorporate lowest-impact and circular technologies. While growth has historically been
coupled with increasing greenhouse gas emissions, a long-term planning framework, in
conjunction with a strong policy landscape, allows Sunnyside Yard to prepare for the risks of
climate change while providing necessary resources that are sustainable from the start.
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Stakeholder Input on Sustainability and Resilience
The Plan’s sustainability and resilience
strategies are directly informed by feedback
received through a series of community
engagement. While these topics came
up throughout community engagements,
targeted workshops were dedicated to
understanding how residents of Queens are
experiencing and thinking about climate
change.
Sustainability/Resilience-Focused Activities:
Sustainability Community Workshop #4
April 30, 2019
Sustainability and Smart Cities Workshop
July 25, 2019
Participating Organizations:
•
•
•
•

Snohetta
Metabolic Consulting
AI SpaceFactory
Forum for the Future

Sustainability Workshop

Sustainability & Resilience
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Sunnyside
Yard must be a
carbon neutral
neighborhood.

Achieving Carbon Neutrality

Climate change is an existential threat to the
city and across the world. As temperatures
warm and sea levels rise the effects are
felt by all. Scientists have called for full
decarbonization by 2050, and New York City
has committed to meeting that target. In light
of these realities, Sunnyside Yard must be
carbon-neutral.
Carbon neutrality is defined as generating
net zero greenhouse gas emissions, which
translates to all emissions being eliminated,
sequestered, or offset. Greenhouse gas
emissions in New York City predominantly
come from three sectors: transportation, waste,
and buildings. Sunnyside Yard must address
emissions from each of these sectors within
the context of wider City and State initiatives.
OneNYC 2050 – a strategic ten-year plan for
the City – recommits the City to reducing
absolute greenhouse gas emissions to 80
percent of 2005 levels by 2050 and further
pledges to make NYC fully carbon-neutral by
2050. This includes having 100 percent clean
electricity by 2040 and zero waste by 2030.
Legislation at the State level, in the form of the
Climate Leadership and Community Protection

Sustainability & Resilience

Act, mandates net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050.
These plans primarily consider operational
carbon, or emissions consumed onsite. Due
to the scale of Sunnyside Yard and the large
amounts of concrete and steel required for
deck and building construction, the Master
Plan also considers the potential embodied
carbon footprint of a future development.
This section highlights existing ways to
reduce this footprint and outlines what will be
required in the future.

1.8 degrees Fahrenheit2. As such, achieving
carbon neutrality should be understood as a
crucial indicator of success. It is incumbent
on the City and future stakeholders to do
everything possible, including identifying
necessary funding streams, to achieve carbon
neutrality at Sunnyside Yard. Grassroots
engagement on policy initiatives may be
crucial for securing critical investments and
meeting sustainability targets.

As the climate crisis continues to evolve,
environmental, social and economic
ramifications become more apparent. For
example, the unprecedented effects of
Hurricane Sandy on New York City in 2012
led to an estimated insured loss impact of up
to 20 billion dollars for New York City and
impacted the lives of almost all New Yorkers1.
When considering a global scale, 2019 was
the second hottest year ever recorded at the
end of the warmest decade recorded where
the global average surface temperature rose
1

Holm and Scism, 2012

Achieving Carbon Neutrality

2

Fountain and Popovich, 2020
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Buildings

coming years, developments at Sunnyside Yard Express, a hydroelectric power source from
should aim to exceed baseline standard.
Canada, aim to support a large portion of
Use of electricity, natural gas for heating and
New York City’s electric demand. On a state
cooking, steam, and biofuels all contribute to
In addition to efficiency measures, it will also
level, New York State Energy Research and
building emissions. While they have by far
be important to minimize and eventually
Development Authority (NYSERDA) has
the largest footprint of any sector in the city, eliminate energy sources that require onsite launched an initiative to procure offshore wind
building emissions are also on the fastest
combustion, like heating oils and natural gas, power – the largest wind procurement in the
decline – dropping 21 percent from 2005 to
in favor of electricity powered by renewable nation – that would feed the grid beginning
2017 and driving a 17 percent decrease in
sources. At the state-level, the New York
in 2024. Both programs will be important to
total citywide emissions. This progress will be
Clean Energy Standard mirrors NYC’s
ensuring carbon neutrality at Sunnyside Yard
amplified by the Climate Mobilization Act - a
commitment to 100 percent clean electricity
and beyond.
suite of Local Laws passed by the New York
by 2040 and aims to have 70 percent come
City Council in 2018 that will enforce stringent from renewable sources by 2030. However,
Transportation
greenhouse gas limits on buildings over 25,000 added electricity demand from an already
sq ft and require new buildings to be covered
strained grid could make this challenging if
Encouraging the minimization of private
in green or solar roofs. Efficiency measures
upgrades are not completed.
vehicle use in favor of mass transit, walking,
are crucial to minimizing additional demand
and biking is the most effective way to
from new developments - reducing embodied
Efforts to secure hydropower and offshore
mitigate greenhouse gases from passenger
carbon impacts and the risk of grid overload.
wind are crucial for this reason. Recent efforts transportation. Walking and biking have
While exact requirements will be determined in to resurrect the Champlain Hudson Power
virtually zero carbon impact and transit often
runs on electricity, which is much easier to
Citywide Annual GHG Emissions by Sector
convert to renewable sources than natural gas
and petroleum.

2017 Citywide Stationary Energy Ghg Emissions By Sector (source: NYC Mayor’s Office of Sustainability)
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It is also important to note the inherent
sustainability benefits of locating urban
growth in dense, transit-connected areas like
Sunnyside Yard, instead of allowing growth
to expand into areas dependent on private
vehicles. Not only does public transportation
carry significantly more passengers per trip,
substantially lowering emissions per capita,
but urban centers like Western Queens also
benefit from proximity between housing, jobs,
and retail – reducing the travel time and miles
needed to complete daily activities.
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

As detailed in Chapter 2.2, the transportation
strategy laid out in this plan explicitly calls
for investments in sustainable transit modes
that connect more New Yorkers, while
disincentivizing inefficient single-occupancy
trips and encouraging smaller footprints for
all types of vehicles. In conjunction with this
strategy, Sunnyside Yard will allow the City
to respond to pressing spatial needs for
housing, open space, and other infrastructure
in a manner that minimizes citywide
emissions from transportation and provides
more New Yorkers easy access to economic
opportunities across the region.

when materiality is considered early and
reflected in low-carbon design guidelines.
The deck design in particular will be a major
consideration. Analysis identified concrete
as the most viable material to support the
physical requirements of the Master Plan and
allow for flexibility of development uses above
in the figure. In the near-term, the concrete
mixes should be optimized to have the lowest
carbon content possible. This section outlines
some ways that can be accomplished. Carbon
accounting systems should be integrated into
design guidelines and require reporting of both
operational and embodied carbon impacts.

Waste

It is imperative to enable substantial research
and development around lower-carbon
Landfills create over 90 percent of wastebuilding materials that can be utilized in
related greenhouse gas emissions in New
later phases of development. This plan
York City. Mitigating these emissions requires envisions much of that work taking place at
reducing waste generated by making it
the new research and education facility on
easier to recycle and compost. The City’s
the Yard. This enables a model of iterative
commitment to zero waste by 2030 is
research, development, and deployment that
important for enabling Sunnyside Yard to
drives a strong green economy.
be carbon-neutral. This chapter’s section on
circularity in urban systems discusses how
Sunnyside Yard can augment citywide efforts
and reduce the volume of waste in landfills.
Embodied Carbon

Offshore Wind

Embodied carbon encompasses the carbon
released in the production of all materials used
at Sunnyside Yard from its raw material stage
to the point of disposal. Reducing the Master
Plan’s embodied carbon footprint is possible
Sustainability & Resilience
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Carbon Neutrality Strategies
The figure at right shows a five-fold
energy savings between typical suburban
households and urban households in areas
with sustainable buildings and transportation
modes.

Urban Green

Urban Average

50

Carbon impacts are considered over a project’s
life cycle. While emissions also have hyper-local
impacts, failing to achieve carbon and climate
neutrality will have global implications. Achieving
Sunnyside Yard’s carbon-neutrality will be a
challenging task. Implementing the Sunnyside
Yard Master Plan follows these best practices and
enables:

The following are key strategies that have been
identified as critical to putting Sunnyside Yard
on the path to carbon neutrality. They do not
stand alone, but rather must be implemented in
tandem. They have been identified to target the
most energy-intensive components of a future
overbuild that require interventions beyond what
current policy measures are projected to address.

• Efficiently accommodating inevitable growth
in dense, well-connected urban areas, instead
of areas of vehicle-dependent sprawl

This section explains each strategy at
greater length.

• Stimulating green industries and creating
positive feedback loops that support
high-quality, low-emissions economic
opportunities that are accessible to working
communities

Suburban “Green”

50
100
150

• Minimize Embodied Carbon in the Deck
Structure
• Minimize On-Site Energy Usage
• Use 100% Renewable Energy
• Create Carbon Sinks

50

Suburban Average

100
150

50
100
150
200
250

Energy Consumption Averages by
Household Type Based on Annual
Household and Transportation
Consumption Averages in BTU’s
Household
Transportation
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Carbon Neutrality Strategy#1:
Minimize embodied carbon in the deck structure.
industries due to the decarbonization of
limestone used to create the lime for cement.
Steel is close behind for largest carbon
footprint because of open pit mining of iron
ore which is then heated to extremely high
temperatures2.

Minimize Carbon-intensity of Selected Materials
Global Carbon Dioxide Emissions By Sector

The carbon intensive measures that go into
the production of steel and concrete make
it important to reduce the virgin materials
when possible and utilize strategies to
reduce the quantity of materials.

Concrete: 11.1%
Steel: 10.1%
Aluminum: 1.5%
Source: 2018 Global ABC Report; IEA

Scale of the Challenge at Sunnyside Yard
Concrete, steel, and aluminum make up
23 percent of the global carbon dioxide
emissions by sector with concrete accounting
for 11.percent of the emissions and steel
accounting for 10 percent1.
According to the US Energy Information
Administration, the cement industry is the
most energy intensive of all manufacturing
1
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2018 Global ABC Report

2

Around 16,500 million tons of concrete and
1,760 million tons of steel are produced
each year. The production of this concrete
and steel accounts for 4 percent of carbon
dioxide emissions globally1. The most carbon
intensive component of cement is limestone
which makes up around 60 percent of
concrete mixtures. Limestone has a high
embodied carbon content because it is
taken from surface mines, removed in large
portions and subsequently crushed, mixed
with raw materials, and heated to 2,700
degrees Farenheit2 (Environmental Life Cycle
Inventory of Portland Cement Concrete,
Portland Cement Association).
60 percent of embodied carbon in concrete
come from the cement production process.
Fly ash can be used a substitute for cement
and has a lower embodied carbon content,
as shown in the graph on the right. Another
variable that impacts the embodied carbon
content of concrete mixes is the selected
aggregate. Significant reductions can be
made by maximizing recycled aggregate
content and utilizing fly ash, a common
aggregate. Typically, 15 to 35 percent of
concrete is fly ash depending on the region
and availability3.
1
KLH Sustainability, 2019
2
Environmental Life Cycle Inventory of Portland Cement Concrete,
Portland Cement Association
3
NPCA, 2010

AIA, 2030
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Recycled steel can reduce embodied carbon
up to three to five times lower than virgin
steel4. For Sunnyside Yard to truly be carbonneutral, future construction teams should
strive to source as close to 100 percent
recycled materials as possible. This may
be limited by availability and should be
weighed against other sustainable sourcing
considerations.
Procurement requirements and design
specifications can be effective tools in
supporting embodied carbon reduction goals.
Zero-carbon certifications, which require
reductions in embodied carbon compared
to a baseline building and carbon offsets for
remaining embodied and operational carbon,
can be supplement these tools.

14,000

Total Embodied Carbon

12,000
10,000
CO2 eq (tons)

Emissions generated in the creation of
building materials are especially salient for
Sunnyside Yard. With concrete and steel
being used to deck over 115 acres of the Yard,
embodied carbon in the deck structure is
the most critical to mitigate. Doing so will
require concerted efforts from structural
engineers to minimize the amount of carbonintensive building materials used and the
carbon intensity of those materials, as
well as significant investments in research
and innovation for the long-term future.
Engineers of future phases must work in
tandem with concrete suppliers to find less
carbon-intensive solutions for the deck and
ensure that suppliers use recycled content
when possible. Design guidelines, contractual
requirements, and policy measures in
support of lowering embodied carbon would
contribute to the success of such efforts.

Total Embodied Carbon

8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
No Fly Ash

20% Fly Ash
Typical

40% Fly Ash

Embodied Carbon Summaries for Different Building Material
Embodied Carbon Summaries for Different Building Material
and Concrete
and ConcreteMixes
Mixes

Enable innovation in carbon-light building
materials
Embodied carbon in the deck could drastically
decrease in later phases of the Master Plan as
new materials and construction technologies
are developed. Implementing the Master Plan
with clear sustainability baselines, serving as
market signals for the future, would actively
stimulate research and development to spur
rapid progress in this area. Combining these
market signals with targeted work at the Yard
can form positive feedback loops that lead to
increasingly sustainable developments.
4

Scott, 2019
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Carbon Sink Concrete
Using innovative and local products can minimize concrete’s
embodied carbon impact on the Sunnyside Yard development
but there are materials that can even become a carbon
dioxide sink. One such product can reduce the carbon
dioxide in the air by using CO2 rather than water in the
curing process. There are many companies that are pursuing
the concrete processed with carbon dioxide proving to be a
viable admixture to improve concrete performance1.
1
Monkman et al, 2016
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Carbon Neutrality Strategy#2:
Minimize On-site Energy Usage
Building energy consumption is the single
largest contributor of greenhouse gas
emissions in NYC. Eliminating these emissions
is possible and would go a long way toward
carbon neutrality goals. The City is leading
the way with policy and legislation, as
outlined earlier in this section, and highefficiency building standards should be in
place by the time of large-scale decking.
Maximizing Energy Efficiency
In the near-term, if building codes do
not yet reflect best practices in efficient
building design, a Passive House standard
can be utilized. Passive House standards
not only result in energy efficient design.
Designing to this standard reduces building’s
energy demand through optimized thermal
performance of the envelope, efficient systems,
and high ventilation energy recovery systems.
Passive House is a design performance
standard that drastically improves the
energy efficiency of buildings through design
techniques that lessen the need for external
energy inputs to maintain comfortable
environments. Environmental certifications can
be required or incentivized to further establish
baseline building standards to promote energy
efficient design. As best practices evolve
and certifications are improved, the baseline
design standards for buildings at Sunnyside
Yard should rise in tandem.
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Carbon Neutrality Strategy#3:
Use 100 percent Renewable Energy
Reducing Stationary Energy Demand

Plug Into and Support a Renewable Energy
Grid

Sunnyside Yard should further push
boundaries and aim to eliminate all stationary
energy emissions from the Yard. This goes
beyond efficiency measures and must
target fuels used for things like cooking and
heating. Over time buildings at the Yard
should eliminate mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing (MEP) systems that are combustion
based. This requires buildings to prioritize all
electric systems coupled with highly efficient
envelopes and a tuned orientation to allow for
solar gain.
Enforcing Energy Standards
Legislation and policy measures are
anticipated to be the primary driver of
sustainability baselines at Sunnyside Yard
and across the city. Additionally, contract
procurement processes can be leveraged
to impose higher standards. Tools include
guidance and selection criteria associated
with project-specific Requests for Proposals
(RFPs), approved vendor or contractor lists
that verify green design and construction
capabilities, and others detailed previously in
this Handbook.

As New York City and State work to
transform the energy grid to renewable
sources, Sunnyside Yard should support
those efforts. OneNYC 2050 notes there are
constraints to achieving commitments for
100 percent clean energy by 2040. Today,
half of the energy powering New York City
is generated by natural gas within city limits,
and the other half is transmitted through
high-voltage power lines from State-managed
sources.
Passive Design Concepts

Passive House Basics
1. Solar orientation
2. Insulation/ massing
3. High Performance Windows
4. Air Tight Enclosure
5. Balanced Ventilation with Heat Recovery
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As the City moves off natural gas and the
State moves away from nuclear power,
meeting electricity needs will increasingly
depend on (1) local energy generation, with
solar being the most promising source; (2)
connections that can help the City access
large-scale renewables like hydropower,
offshore wind, and upstate solar plants; and
(3) energy storage and smart grids that will
help improve the efficiency of the grid and
prevent reliance on peaking power plans that
have the lowest fuel efficiencies and highest
air quality impacts. All three of these aspects
will need to be scaled-up significantly, while
concurrently scaling down overall electricity
use.
As such, with responsible long-term planning,
substantial new development at Sunnyside
Sustainability & Resilience

Yard can make 100 percent renewable
electricity by 2040 more feasible. This is
especially true as utilities, transportation, and
other uses are electrified.
How Sunnyside Yard can advance progress
toward 100 percent clean electricity
Energy efficiency measures discussed earlier
in this section will help prevent significant
additional electricity demand. Rooftop solar
installations, as required by Local Laws
92 and 94 will help mitigate remaining
electricity needs at Sunnyside Yard and
beyond. To achieve this, Sunnyside Yard
must align with goals to adopt smart grid
technologies and expand decentralized power
production. Other renewable energy sources
currently have smaller potential capacities
but could be viable and important sources as
technologies improve.
Between the existing terra firma, 115 acres of
overbuild, and the interstitial space within the
deck itself, there may be opportunities to
integrate energy storage or other electrical
infrastructure that would support distribution
and transmission needs for Western Queens.
Further study will be needed to determine
the most productive use of specific locations
on the Yard, in consideration of plans for new
electrical infrastructure elsewhere in the city.
Energy sources can mitigate need to rely on
Carbon Neutrality Strategies

natural gas reserves during high electricity
demand periods. Non-fossil fuel-based energy
storage can also help mitigate this. Energy
storage can be located within interstitial deck
space. These contain battery pods that can
store energy for peak shaving, load shifting,
emergency backup, and demand response
events. Implementation of the Plan should
also evaluate the possibility of energy storage
on site in order to decrease reliance on fossil
fuels, aligning with One NYC.

Community Solar, Brooklyn Army Terminal
Sunset Park Solar will be New York State’s first cooperativelyowned solar project, connecting approximately 200 New
Yorkers and industrial businesses to reliable, sustainable energy
and offer over $1 million in savings over 25 years. Housed on the
roof of The Brooklyn Army Terminal, the solar garden will use
an affordable subscription-based service be operated by local
nonprofits including UPROSE, Solar One, and Co-Op Power.
Community ownership and governance is a key element of just
transition frameworks, and has been employed by communities
across 47 states.
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On-site Renewables
Supplementing a clean grid with onsite
renewable energy resources is important for
carbon neutrality, as it can help ensure that
an overburdened grid with higher peak loads
than generation - does not have to fall back
on fossil fuels to bridge demand. Sunnyside
Yard can use innovative approaches like
photovoltaic (PV) systems, waste-heat
utilization, and creation of a microgrid.
Drilling for geothermal power was deemed
infeasible due to rail yard activity and the
structural needs of the deck.
The Master Plan can draw from models
that create a benchmark for buildings and
communities to have a net positive energy
imperative. Models proposed by the Living
Building Challenge and the Living Community
Challenge emphasize a regenerative and
synergistic approach to development that
ultimately have a positive impact on the
surrounding built and natural environment.
The Energy Petal specifically has the intent of
relying solely on zero- combustion renewable
resources and producing 105 percent of
a site’s energy with renewable resources.
Aligning with these standards would further
supports the carbon neutrality goal of
Sunnyside Yard.
Solar PV Panels
Solar photovoltaics are the most promising
technology for renewable energy within city
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Energy Storage

boundaries. With numerous programs to
assist building owners with installation and
new requirements for solar roofs on all new
buildings, the city’s sevenfold increase in solar
capacity since 2014 is expected to continue.
Sunnyside Yard can look to Stuyvesant TownPeter Cooper Village and Brooklyn Army
Terminal (BAT) as local examples of mass
installation of PV panels on community
housing developments. By placing solar panels
on their 22 acres of rooftops, the Stuyvesant
Town installation doubled Manhattan’s current
solar generating capacity – contributing
significantly the City’s sevenfold increase.
The installation will generate 6 percent of
the energy consumed by Stuyvesant Town’s
residential addresses, a number that will
be significantly higher with high efficiency
buildings and optimal solar orientation.
While Stuyvesant Town benefits from a
coordination through a single-management
company, there is also notable benefit in
Brooklyn Army Terminal’s cooperative model.
Community ownership of energy resources
can help ensure long-term cost-savings and
public health benefits. As renewable energy
technologies advance, ensuring they are
evaluated and implemented at Sunnyside Yard
will require cooperation between government
and the planning entity overseeing the Master
Plan. The nonprofit entity should monitor policy
developments and assess the most viable
models for Sunnyside Yard.

Providing energy storage on-site supports
carbon neutrality during periods of peak
shaving, load shifting, emergency backup, and
demand response. While storage technologies
are evolving, rechargeable battery storage
products may be feasible at Sunnyside Yard in
the near term. Maintaining backup energy on-site
can help Sunnyside Yard during power outages.
Energy storage will allow Sunnyside Yard to be a
resilient community that can function even when
the grid fails.

Solar Panel Array, Stuyvesant Town
Stuyvesant Town used the development’s rooftops to
implement Project Solar where 9,671 solar panels were
installed on 22 acres of rooftops. Project Solar is expected
to generate enough energy to power 1,035 typical New York
City Apartments each year. This is the equivalent of removing
11,972 cars from the road at reduce carbon dioxide emissions
by 62,472 tons
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Although there may be compliance
challenges, these storage solutions do not
need to take up excess space in the Master
Plan, they can be incorporated into the
decking over the rail yard in order to utilize
space efficiently. Current compliance and
testing requirements for battery storage
may be an obstacle for innovative siting
arrangements, so future policy measures
should consider the reassess the appropriate
compliance standards based on actual risk
and rapid implementation needs. Additional
testing facilities can also support faster
adoption of new technologies and siting
solutions, which should be considered for
later phases of the Master Plan. The research
and academic institution at Sunnyside Yard
can potentially support this need.
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Carbon Neutrality Strategy#4:
Create Carbon Sinks
The measures outlined in this section can
help eliminate remaining emissions from
stationary energy and offset embodied
carbon. Strategies in Chapter 2.2 reduce
the need for greenhouse gas-emitting
transportation modes, and carbon sinks can
help mitigate remaining impacts en route to
carbon neutrality. Carbon sinks are materials
that absorb and capture carbon containing
chemicals and compounds and are therefore
an important part of a holistic approach to
carbon neutrality.

timber. When mass timber comes from
sustainably managed forests, it is a renewable
resource. Wood in buildings sequester
carbon emissions for the life of the building,
and it is estimated that around 500 kg of
CO2 is stored with each metric ton of wood
building materials (CITU). Mass timber has a
far reaching positive environmental effect,
there is less carbon emitted due to less steel
and concrete production and more carbon
sequestration by capturing the carbon in the
wood structures of buildings for decades.

Vegetated Carbon Sink
In order to achieve carbon neutrality,
Sunnyside Yard must include natural systems.
Vegetation functions as a carbon reservoir
as well as mitigating the negative impact of
carbon.

Restoring the ecological function of the site
has many benefits to the future occupants
of Sunnyside Yard and surrounding
neighborhoods. Vegetation reinforces
biophilic design and the connection to natural
systems. Additionally, vegetation increases
Including vegetation in this development
healthy air quality by removing pollutants
must be done carefully, and draw lessons
from the air and creates a cooler microfrom previous projects. At Hudson Yards
climate, minimizing the urban heat island
which faced similar technical constraints as
effect. This in turn leads to a lower cooling
a rail yard overbuild, soils were designed to
loads for buildings on the site by enabling
allow plant roots to expand using a layering
them to cool down quicker at night and
of sand, gravel, and concrete to allow for
operate more efficiently. These benefits allow
root development. However, with this shallow for the potential of a carbon sink, in addition
depth and heat from the train yard below, air
to improved public health and quality of life
conditioning was incorporated in the concrete outcomes.
slab to circulate cooling liquids that maintain
optimal conditions for the plant roots (See
diagram on right).

Mass Timber Carbon Sink

Using local mass timber further reduces the
embodied carbon footprint of the product
The path toward carbon neutrality for
because there is less distance to travel. New
Sunnyside Yard needs to go beyond energy
mass timber plants in places like Maine can
efficiency and renewable energy production. support local supply chains in the near-term.
These efforts reduce the burning of fossil fuels However, with large-scale adoption of crossbut it is imperative that the team considers
laminated timber construction, Sunnyside
the embodied carbon impact of the Master
Yard can effectively spur new local plants and
Plan to reach its carbon neutrality goal.
resources to supply needs at Sunnyside Yard
and help make cross-laminated timber more
Operational carbon contributes to 28 percent viable throughout the region.
of global greenhouse gas emissions. However,
the manufacturing of building materials
make up 11 percent of global greenhouse
gas emissions and rarely get considered in
conversations about reducing carbon impact
(King, 2017).
One strategy to reduce Sunnyside Yard’s
embodied carbon impact is using mass
314

Sunnyside Yard should learn from this and
work to find design and technical solutions
for the vegetation such that minimal heating
or cooling systems are needed. This will
require utilizing passive ventilation to the
extent possible and avoiding excess energy
use.

Cooling
Liquid

Heat from Train Yard

Cross-laminated Timber (CLT) Construction Image- University of Oregon
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Concrete
Cooling
Liquid

Vegetation System in Hudson Yards
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Takeaways for Achieving Carbon Neutrality
Sunnyside Yard aims to be fully carbon
neutral. The path toward carbon neutrality
is not a simple equation, it requires a
holistic approach. This chapter outlines
many strategies for the path toward carbon
neutrality, keeping in mind the currently
policy framework and the project timeline.
In order to achieve this ambitious goal, the
Master Plan must first reduce both the
operation and embodied carbon content at
the source. In order to reduce the amount of
power drawn from the grid, the buildings on
the site must minimize on-site energy usage
with passive design to reduce the operational
carbon emitted. In tandem with this effort, the
embodied carbon content of the Master Plan
must be quantified and reduced.

The Master Plan supports progress to a fully
renewable grid with onsite renewable energy
production and other energy infrastructure
like storage. In addition to reducing additional
energy demand by minimizing operational
carbon, additional capacity and storage can
help avoid reliance on inefficient, natural gaspeaking power plants during times of high
electricity demand. Lastly, it is important
to incorporate carbon sinks to mitigate any
carbon associated with the Plan. Sunnyside
Yard seeks to prioritize all strategies set forth
in this chapter to have a net zero carbon
impact.

Prioritizing the incorporation of recycled
content in place of virgin materials and
reducing the amount of materials used in the
deck is imperative to reduce the embodied
carbon content of the project. Traditional
concrete and steel structures are traditionally
used in structures, however, mass timber
construction should be considered to reduce
the embodied carbon footprint of the Master
Plan.

Dockside Green Development
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Sunnyside Yard envisions
a stronger, more resilient
Western Queens in response
to the risks of climate
change.

Adapting to the Effects of Climate Change
This section reviews site-specific climaterelated risks and how they are projected to
change in the future. It then identifies ways
for Sunnyside Yard to incorporate actionable
solutions that improve the Yard’s climate
resilience, while also helping surrounding
neighborhoods adapt to the extreme effects
of climate change.
New York City’s primary risks are from
increases in sea levels, temperatures,
precipitation, and frequency of extreme
weather events. While parts Western Queens
will be susceptible to both tidal flooding and
coastal storm surges, Sunnyside Yard is largely
outside of the future floodplains. The elevated
nature of an overbuild provides further
protection. However, flood-related hazards
may still have an impact on Sunnyside Yard
insofar as they affect infrastructure such as
transportation, freight, and utility networks.

Sustainability & Resilience

This section also discusses targeted ways
to address identified shocks and stresses,
focusing on extreme temperatures, increasing
precipitation, impacts from sea-level rise,
and a rising groundwater table as key risks to
mitigate. Solutions proposed include enhanced
stormwater management, site and building
design solutions, and operational protocols
that can enhance resilience..
Policy Landscape
As the City continues to integrate climate
considerations into policy and planning
guidelines, implementation of resiliency
solutions will become more seamless.
For example, the City has incorporated
future risks into building code requirements
for sites in flood hazard zones. The code
is updated every three years with the best
available climate data. The Department of

Adapting to the Effects of Climate Change

Environmental Protection is similarly updating
design requirements for drainage systems
to account for increasing and intensifying
rainfall events. Policy measures to mitigate
heat-related risks include energy efficiency
requirements in the City’s Energy Code and
legislation enacted as part of the Climate
Mobilization Act.
Whereas City policies and legislation
represent baseline requirements for
necessary climate adaptation and mitigation,
a future project at Sunnyside Yard should
be ambitious and mobilize City agencies
and other actors. New York City’s Climate
Resiliency Design Guidelines aims to
captures these best practices. The processes
and considerations outlined in the most
updated version of this document should
be comprehensively considered in all future
phases of Sunnyside Yard development.
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Resilience Approach

Shocks & Stresses

Past Events

Current Codes, Standards &
Guidelines

Current Hazard Levels

Future Projections

Likelihood + Potential
Impacts

Resilience is the capacity to prepare, endure,
adapt, and thrive in a disruptive and changing
world. New York City was one of the first
cities in the world to commit to a dedicated
resilience effort through the 100 Resilience
Cities (100RC) program, pioneered by the
Rockefeller Foundation, and is part of the
newly created Global Resilient Cities Network.
The 100RC program identified seven key
characteristics of a resilient system or city:
reflective, resourceful, inclusive, integrated,
robust, redundant, and flexible. The resilience
strategy proposed in this section aims to
embody the seven resilience characteristics.
The Master Plan focuses on the “diagnose
and strategize” phases of this approach. The
diagnose phase involved a robust assessment
of vulnerabilities, site-specific shocks and
stresses, future projections, and opportunities
for interventions that mitigate multiple risks at
once.

This approach also supports the social
resilience of residents and businesses to
extreme weather events by encouraging
emergency preparedness, community spaces,
and design techniques that support healthy
communities.
The analysis from the diagnose phase was
then used in the strategize phase to develop
a holistic and integrated resilience strategy.
Outcomes are synthesized and presented in
this section. However, the path toward climate
resiliency at Sunnyside Yard may need to
evolve as new information becomes available.
Future phases of planning and development.

Potential Area-Wide
impacts

Resilience Measures

Risk and Resilience Assessment Process
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Diagnose

Strategize

Implement

Assessment of site specific vulnerabilities to shocks
and stresses considering trends and opportunities

Develop holistic integrated resilience strategy

Design and build physical and operational risk
reduction measures
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Manage, Monitor
& Improve
Dynamic nature of clients’ challenges requires
constant review, learning and innovation
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Climate Risks
The major climate risks analyzed for this Master Plan included extreme temperatures,
increased precipitation, coastal storm flooding, and sea-level rise.
Extreme Temperatures
As shown in the map at left, Sunnyside
Yard is in a “high” heat-vulnerability area.
Considering the thermal conduction and
radiative properties of concrete structures,
care must be taken to avoid exacerbating
urban heat island effects. Extreme
temperatures, whether in the form of extreme
heat events, prolonged heat waves, or more
intense polar vortexes, pose a variety of
risks. These include impacts on community
health, buildings operations, utilities, and
transportation infrastructure— all of which
have associated economic impacts. Impacts
can also be unevenly distributed to lowincome New Yorkers.

Increased Precipitation
Heavy-rainfall events are not only becoming
more frequent but also more consequential.
Intense precipitation over a short period of
time can overwhelm City drainage systems
and result in surface flooding and overland
flow.

Projected Mean Annual Temperatures (NPCC)

New York City temperature projections relative to a baseline mean annual
temperature of 54°F, based on mean annual temperature changes; reported
data points indicated. Source: NPCC 2019

Projected Change in Extreme Heat Days (NPCC)

New York City projections of number of extreme heat (at or above 90°F)
days relative to a baseline number of extreme heat days per year of 18;
reported data points indicated. Source: NPCC 2019

Heat vulnerability map for NYC. Data Source: NYC Health
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Coastal Storm Flooding and Storm Surge
While coastal flooding is not a major risk at
Sunnyside Yard, there is a small portion of
the Yard, shown on the left, that is included
in the area subject to inundation by 0.2
percent or one percent flood events. While
future Sunnyside Yard overbuild will be
elevated out of the future one percent annual
chance floodplain, coastal flooding may affect
other urban systems that connect to the Yard
and neighboring community. Amtrak has a
plan in place to address sub-desk flood risks.

Projected Sea level rise for the New York City metropolitan
area, relative to a baseline of 0 in. from 2000-2004. Low,
middle, and high estimates are based on NPCC 2015 data.
Sunnyside Yard

FEMA Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map. Sunnyside Yard
(outlined) is within Zone X (blue) and Zone A (green). Source: NYC
Flood Hazard Mapper

Sea Level and Groundwater Table Rise
A preliminary 2012 United States
Geographical Survey (USGS) investigation
in New Haven, Connecticut indicated that
as sea levels rise, groundwater levels in
coastal areas could rise to adjust to the new
conditions, although other variables, such as
groundwater recharge, can also play a role.
While the preliminary investigation found
that the relationship between sea level and
groundwater level may vary by location and
conditions, the direct relationship of increased
levels could be observed in similar coastal
areas. As a result, considering the projected
sea level rise, the groundwater table is
expected to rise at Sunnyside Yard, as well.

Projected FEMA Flood Zones for 2100, considering a high sea level rise
scenario (75 inches). Sunnyside Yard (outlined) is within the 100-year
floodplain. Source: NYC Flood Hazard Mapper
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Current (blue and green) and future (light blues) flood zones with the projected encroachment of the 100-year floodplain up the northwest side of the
site over 60 years indicated by a red arrow. Source: NYC Flood Hazard Mapper
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Extents of projected mean monthly high water (yellow) at Sunnyside Yard
(outlined) in 2100, considering a high sea level rise scenario (75 inches).
Source: NPCC 2019, made available through the NYC Open Data portal:
https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Environment/Sandy-Inundation-Zone/uyj87rv5.
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Extents of projected mean higher high water, or daily high tide, at
Sunnyside Yard (outlined) in 2100.
Source: NPCC 2019, made available through the NYC Open Data portal:
https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Environment/Sandy-Inundation-Zone/uyj87rv5. Environment/Sandy-Inundation-Zone/uyj8-7rv5.
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Climate Resilience Strategies

The resilience strategies described in the
following sections will prepare Sunnyside Yard
for a future with climate change and provide
co-benefits to enhance the overall resilience of
Western Queens communities.

The following three key resilience strategies
will be further explained in this chapter, each
enabling Sunnyside Yard to help Western
Queens adapt to the effects of climate change:
• Make Sunnyside Yard a place of refuge for
the Western Queens community

Beyond minimizing impacts of extreme
temperatures, increasing precipitation, coastal
storms, and rising sea-level, these resilience
• Thoughtfully design buildings and structures
strategies provide the co-benefits of community
that minimize climate risk and enhance
green space and improved health and wellbeing,
resilience.
reduction of urban heat island effect, pollution
mitigation, and sustainable practices. Projects
• Plan resilient and redundant site
around the globe are already incorporating
infrastructure designed to future projections.
these ideas into site-specific design to ensure a
resilient future. Case studies and their relevance
to Sunnyside Yard are described here.
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Climate Resilience Strategy #1:
Make Sunnyside Yard a place of refuge for the New York City
community during extreme weather and disasters.
Sunnyside Yard will be a place of refuge
for Western Queens and New York City by
providing space and resources located
outside future floodplains that can serve the
community during emergency events.
Community Space and Emergency Resources
Sunnyside Yard can provide safe community
spaces and resources for neighboring
communities located at lower elevations within
the future floodplain that must be evacuated
ahead of a forecasted flood event. Considering
tidal patterns and site topography, access to
the western end of Sunnyside is expected to be
limited for less than 12 hours and, with adequate
planning and resilience measures, the Yard will
be able to resume normal functionality shortly
after storm events and serve as resource for
adjacent.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

For more information on the proposed social
infrastructure network, refer to chapter 2.1.

•

Implementing the following resilience
measures anchored at designated locations
will help meet this goal:

•

• Implementing a robust emergency action
Accessible public buildings within Sunnyside
plan and training facilities staff to ensure
Yard’s social infrastructure network should
continuous operations during and/or
be identified to serve as shelters and
immediately after an emergency or climate
staging points for the wider local community.
crisis
Emergency power, food, water medical supplies
• Implementing a community emergency
should be kept at identified locations in
operations plan, which considers building- and
preparation for these emergency events.
site-level supplies, logistics, and security
In order to be a hub for both physical and social • Creating contingencies for event-specific

New York City: Superstorm Sandy Black Out in Lower Manhattan
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resilience, Sunnyside Yard must consider both
physical and human risks. In addition to creating
and designating spaces, achieving this goal
will require substantial diligence from future
building managers on emergency operation
measures. Physical resilience strategies can
be piloted at Sunnyside Yard can be utilized
as educational and awareness tools for the
wider adoption of emergency management
programs. Policy measures that support
emergency management codes for designated
emergency spaces would help implement the
recommendations below.

Climate Resilience Strategies

scenarios
Preserving freshwater and maintaining on-site
water and food storage
Providing adequate medical supplies and
community facilities (i.e. cooling centers).
Providing shelter (i.e. sun-shading and
canopies) within City-owned spaces and
others that act as public commons.
Ensuring redundant systems with backup
power are running in multiple locations across
the Yard and located away from at-risk areas
Posting clear disaster signage
Providing transportation access and a tenant
notification system before, during, and
immediately after emergency events.
Offering opportunities for both tenant and
public outreach along with education about
emergency preparedness in partnership with
NYC Emergency Management
Communicating with the community about
updates to the emergency preparedness plan
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1

Solar Panels

2 Green Roof
3 High Performance Windows
1

Climate Resilience Strategy #2:
Buildings and structures must be thoughtfully designed to minimize
current and projected climate risks, enhancing resilience across the Yard.

4 Cross Ventilation

2

5 Ventilation with Heat Recovery
6 Black/Greywater System

3

7 Vegetation Shading
8 Stormwater Management System
9 Green Buffer
4

10 Transit Access
11 Waste Heat Capturing
12 Thermal Break Free
13 Water Retention and Detention

9
10
12
5

7

8
13

Buildings and structures throughout
Sunnyside Yard, whether residential units,
commercial spaces, or other uses, should be
designed with a resilience approach, similar
to that presented at the beginning of this
section, and the City’s Climate Resiliency
Design Guidelines in mind.
Thoughtful design and planning can safeguard
the wellbeing of inhabitants, protect buildings
and infrastructure, maintain critical operations
during a disaster event and minimize downtime
afterward. Passive design techniques, for
example, can sustain the habitability of the
buildings when a power outage occurs and
can mitigate the urban heat island effect, in
addition to reducing energy consumption,
which has its own sustainability and resiliency
benefits.

6

The proposed strategies for building
design, water management and utilities are
recommended based on technical analysis
by the Urban Planning Team. All future
design work should consider the latest
science and technologies when reviewing the
recommendations. City land-use policies and
building codes are increasingly baselining
climate resilience standards, which will help
enforce adherence to building resiliency goals.

11

For example, Local Laws 92 and 94, currently
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require some new buildings to designate 100
percent of roof space to solar or green roofs.
Solar roofs can also enhance resiliency by
reducing dependencies on centralized energy
infrastructure. Green roofs to help insulate
buildings, reduce energy consumption, cool
the air, minimize urban heat island effect,
provide habitat and create social space.
Building Design
As a general practice, design loads for
buildings at the Yard must consider futurelooking climate protections. The availability
of data, life span of the structure, and sitespecific sensitivities should help determine the
appropriate projections to utilize. Per currently
available data, structural design criteria should
incorporate 2100 climate projections and
criteria for equipment and system design
should incorporate 2080 climate projections.
Select systems will need higher heat
tolerances. Further, building systems should
generally be adaptive and have flexible
capacities to accommodate future demands.
Additional design strategies that can support
building resiliency include:
• Maximizing high-performance façade
elements, along with light-colored, reflective
surfaces
• Utilizing high albedo surfaces that are lightClimate Resilience Strategies

•

•
•

•

•
•

colored or reflective
Optimizing site layout to segregate
temperature sensitive electronics and
computer control system from other
systems; place heat generating equipment
(i.e. transformers, switchgear) outdoors,
where permitted; and split facility cooling
loads among different HVAC systems for
redundancy and better zone control
Optimizing overall site and building
orientation to control solar gains and
maximize shade opportunities
Incentivizing building design that offers
optimal light and wind exposure for natural
lighting and passive solar cooling. Natural
light lowers overall energy consumption
while also improving the building quality and
comfort.
Utilizing non-powered and/or natural
ventilation strategies. Passive ventilation can
promote air movement throughout a building
to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature
while lowering energy consumption.
Providing additional or redundant ventilation
systems, either mechanical or natural, to cool
electrical equipment.
Leveraging circularity in building systems,
such as rainwater capture and reuse and
energy recovery ventilation systems, to
reduce reliance on centralized infrastructure
and provide co-benefits.
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Climate Resilience Strategy #3:
Resilient site and infrastructure will incorporate intentional
redundancy and be planned according to future climate projections.

Sewer flow toward Bowery Bay
Wastewater Treatment Plant in Astoria

Astoria

Storm Sewer Planning
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Preliminary Overbuild
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Greenpoint
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Maspeth
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The presence of infrastructure does not
ensure adequate capacity. Further analysis
will determine ways to manage discharge
and achieve optimal connections into the
existing network. Onsite water management
will be an important component of site
infrastructure to ensure minimal burden on
existing systems.

deck will capture much of the rainfall that
currently impacts the Yard, existing sewers
may gain additional capacity as a result of
overbuild. Further analysis should assess
whether two 48-inch storm sewers in the
western part of the Yard, which are owned by
Amtrak and drain into the Dutch Kill, can help
capture stormwater flow from the western
deck areas.

Sunnyside Yard

Details on location and size of routing sewers
and utility lines will be determined in future
design phases, with consideration for the
structural deck design and infrastructure
impacts of developments in surrounding
areas.

Draft Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System (MS4) Map
Source: NYC DEP

While connections to the existing utilities
within the rail yard are not expected, the
impact of a deck overbuild on the capacity of
these utilities should be considered. As the

Interceptor Sewer Line

Preliminary Stormwater Catchment Areas for Sunnyside Yard, and surrounding sewer lines.
Source: NYC DEP

Major utility systems, including sewers, water
mains, electrical infrastructure, gas mains,
and telecom infrastructure, are present in
the streets adjacent to the Yard. Based on
available records, utility infrastructure to the
north and northwest of the Yard is generally
more densely located than the infrastructure
grid to the south and east. There are some
locations along the south side of the Yard
that are not currently served by sewers.
These are locations, primarily along Skillman
Avenue, where the topography and layout of
the deck could cause impacts if not properly
addressed..

5000’ 1 Mile
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Layering Hard and Soft Infrastructure
Resilient systems are multi-layered with
diverse, adaptive and scalable elements,
any of which can fail safely in the event of a
catastrophe without compromising the safety
and ability to bounce back and continue to
thrive. Working with nature can create multilayered defenses that provide co-benefits.
Integrating Nature
Urban development has resulted in significant
biodiversity loss and marked increase in the
percentage of impermeable surfaces covering
our cities over the last few decades. This is
something that thoughtful environmental
and biophilic site design can help to remedy
by integrating nature into the site. In the
largely paved area that is Western Queens,
Sunnyside Yard could bring nature and
plant life back into an area of the city that is
currently short on accessible green spaces
and biodiversity.
In order to maintain the vital functions of a
thriving community in an age of changing
climate, the best defenses are often adaptive,
like nature. Although the elevated condition
of the deck, and this part of the city in
general, protect it against flood risks, the
health of the landscape (and green open
space) will be heavily dependent on water
management above the deck. This can be
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optimized through rainwater management
best practices. The overbuild condition of the
site can make nature-based drainage solutions
challenging, necessitating innovative design
solutions.
Stormwater Management on a Deck
Green infrastructure and low-impact
development (LID) design, which refers to
systems and practices that mimic or work
with natural surroundings for stormwater
management, can support traditional hard
infrastructure and minimize the impact
of development on its surroundings and
municipal systems. Green infrastructure can
be particularly helpful during rain events
by preventing pollutants from entering
neighboring waterways, diverting water
from combined sewer overflows (CSOs), and
allowing rainwater to be harvested for reuse
or returned to the ground or atmosphere.
In larger storm events that may overburden
the green infrastructure systems, overflow
mechanisms can provide support by diverting
flood water in a more typical fashion.
While green infrastructure may not seem
intuitive for a deck overbuild condition due
to the lack of natural subbase soil, innovative
water retention and detention solutions
would allow structural fill within the deck
to be replaced with a water holding tank
on top of the deck. Tanks would capture

Javits Convention Center
New York, New York
The 6.75-acre green roof installed on the roof of the Jacob
K. Javits Convention Center in Manhattan is the secondlargest green roof on a single freestanding building in the US.
The extensive green roof, which incorporates a 2-inch-thick,
pre-vegetated sedum mat system, was chosen as a lighter
alternative to conventional roof pavers. While the green roof
boasts a variety of biodiversity and has become a sanctuary
for wildlife, it has also helped to reduce energy consumption
throughout the convention center and minimize stormwater
runoff. The green roof manufacturer calculates that the
system prevents approximately 6.8 million gallons of runoff
per year.
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surface and groundwater contamination,
surface water and redirect it to detention
providing sewage back-flow prevention,
tanks before slowly releasing into drains
preserving freshwater, and mitigating freezing
when capacity frees up after a storm event.
of water and infrastructure
Case studies of these types of solutions in
• Water capture, retention, detention and
use today are shown on the following page.
reuse for irrigation
Based on preliminary analysis, , integrating
• Shading and vegetation in strategic locations
a Cupolex storm tank (shown in the figure at
to reduce urban heat island effect
right) across the open space at Sunnyside
Yard could retain the year 2100 RCP8.5 rainfall • Tree-lined and shaded streetscapes and
urban tree canopies, solar shading, and
event, thus reducing stormwater runoff from
vegetative cooling to promote optimal
the Yard by millions of gallons and minimizing
outdoor temperatures for pedestrian comfort.
stress on the city sewer system.
These also help to minimize snow loads and
the potential for falling ice and snow hazards,
Combining nature with expanded hard
particularly in public commons and area
infrastructure would significantly mitigate
• Natural environmental buffer zones and/
the risk of overburdening existing drainage
or passive landscaping in areas of potential
systems and exacerbating CSOs in the
inundation
surrounding neighborhoods. Sunnyside Yard’s
site and open space designs can embed
The following additional strategies of utilizing
nature-based strategies from the outset of
interstitial deck space would further enhance
development .
resilience:
Specific natural features to incorporate into
• Route site drainage pipes to stormwater
may include:
detention tanks
• Provide back-flow prevention upstream of
• Bioswales and rain gardens that filter into
connections to the city system
onsite detention tanks to increase biodiversity
• Establish robust operations and maintenance
and improve stormwater management
plans to maintain desired site drainage flow
• Multi-tiered rainwater collection systems
that provide distributed stormwater runoff
containment to use for irrigation etc...
• Permeable paving and surfaces and minimize
impervious surfaces. This can help preserve
water quality and systems by minimizing
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Cupolex
Rialto Dome
Concrete Tank Wall

Cupolex
Rialto Dome

Inlet/Outlet
Cupolex
Rialto Slab
Welded
Wire Mesh

Cupolex Rialto Bases

Cupolex
Rialto Tubes
Concrete Tank
Base Slab

Cupolex deep detention tank - example of the sort of solution that could
enable rainwater capture, detention, retention and reuse for irrigation.
Source: Cupolex
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Planning for an Uncertain Future

Larsen & Toubro (L&T) Construction Headquarters
Chennai, India

Marcus Garvey Apartments Microgrid
Brooklyn, New York

Read Hook Initiative
Brooklyn, New York

The Chennai campus of Larsen & Toubro (L&T) Construction,
India’s largest construction organization, installed a microgrid
to enhance the campus’ energy efficiency and resilience. The
system includes grid-connected solar PV systems on rooftops
throughout the campus, micro-wind power, lithium-ion (liion) battery storage, and diesel generators to provide 1.82MW
capacity for approximately $2 million. Since its integration into
the existing power infrastructure, the microgrid has enhanced
the campus’ overall power stability, which historically faced
deficits, and overall resilience. The campus can now tap into
renewable resources, when abundant, to reduce conventional
utility consumption.

The microgrid at the Marcus Garvey Apartments, a 10-block
complex in Brownsville, Brooklyn, was the first microgrid
installed for an affordable housing complex. The $3 million
system incorporates a rooftop solar PV array, fuel cell, and liion battery to provide 1.1 megawatts capacity. The system is
specifically designed to provide back-up power capacity for
critical system components including a security system, the
central office, and a community gathering room for residents
(equipped with phone charging) in case of an emergency.

The Red Hook Initiative (RHI) has worked in partnership with the
Open Technology Institute to provide a collaboratively designed
mesh WiFi network in the community of Red Hook. This is a lowincome neighborhood that has struggled with geographic isolation
and neglect from internet service providers. By incorporating
community engagement and focusing on local needs, RHI has
trained local community members to install and maintain the mesh
network, which has become more robust and redundant with its
expansion throughout the community. The benefits of the localized
network were truly apparent in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy
in October 2012. Despite widespread power and utility outages,
the mesh network hub, located in a warehouse turned community
center, provided continual internet and communication services.
Moreover, the hub transformed into a point of refuge that provided
social support and connectivity that was instrumental to the
community’s resilience.
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As demonstrated earlier in this section,
coastal flood risk is not a major challenge
for most of the Master Plan’s decked site
area. However, the parts of the Yard that do
overlap with future floodplains – although
elevated above base flood elevations, must
still be carefully planned. Since the overlap
occurs with the coastal floodplain, which will
see occasional flooding (as opposed to tidal
floodplain, where there would be regularly
inundation corresponding with natural tidal
patterns), development may still occur with
proper resiliency measures. In addition to the
building design recommendations presented
under Climate Resilience Strategy #2, site
design and redundancies in infrastructure will
be of critical importance, with both grey and
green solutions playing role. Many strategies
simultaneously mitigate potential impacts
on infrastructure from extreme heat events,
extreme cold events, and flooding events.

• Designing critical systems to be adaptive and
have flexible capacities to accommodate
future changes.
• Incorporating natural elements to reduce
urban heat island effect such as: softscapes
in public areas and along pathways, treelined and shaded streetscapes and urban tree
canopies, diverse landscapes and vegetation.
• Winterizing irrigation lines and wet
plumbing systems, and street
• Building decentralized systems, like
community microgrids that use rooftop
solar and renewable batteries, to maintain
functionality in events of outages and failures
in other parts of large infrastructure networks.

Specifically, establishing decentralized
systems can be a complex and challenging
task. Microgrids are often dependent on
fossil fuel generation (i.e. diesel, combined
heat and power) to improve reliability and
achieve independence from the grid, which
These strategies include:
can directly clash with sustainability goals.
Furthermore, a resiliency-focused system can
• Connecting critical utilities to the site at
be complex and require higher upfront costs
multiple locations outside of the current and when incorporating solar and energy storage
future projected floodplains
sources. Case studies show the average cost
• Implementing back-up power and redundant of microgrid systems to be $2 to $4 million
systems that can service the Yard and
per unit capacity (MW), however cost-benefits
surrounding neighborhoods in case of
are realized over time.
outages due to heat, cold, or flooding.

Sustainability & Resilience
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New York University Langone Health
New York, New York
New York University Langone Health implemented a campuswide flood mitigation strategy, including a flood emergency
action plan to optimize preparations beforehand and minimize
down time after a flood event and a cogeneration plant that
will ensure the facility is able to remain in operation even if
centralized utility services are disrupted.
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Sunnyside Yard should embrace
circularity in urban systems.

Circularity in Systems
The current, linear economy revolves around
what is referred to as the ‘“take-makewaste’” model. Materials are obtained from
the Earth, a product is produced, and, once
the user is finished with it or it breaks, it
becomes unusable waste. As the global
population continues to grow and economies
become increasingly entrenched in material
consumption, society is expending finite
resources at unsustainable rates. According
to the World Economic Forum, around 90
billion tons of natural resources are extracted
every year to support the global economy.
This equates to more than 12 tons for every
person on the planet. Based on current
trends, that number is expected to more than
double by 2050.

Source: Global Footprint Network National
Footprint Accounts 2019

Encouraging circularity in urban systems will
allow Sunnyside Yard to go beyond mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions and enables the
responsible use of other resources that are
facing increasing scarcity in cities across the
world. There is a clear need to rethink and
redesign urban systems. This section explores
various strategies that will put Sunnyside
Yard on a path toward a more circular and
regenerative neighborhood, many of which
have significant economic benefits.
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The circular economy aims to design, make, use and reuse
products and services to ensure they stay within the economy
for as long as possible while minimizing environmental harm.
The Master Plan’s commitment to enable circularity in urban
systems goes beyond market-level initiatives to rethink the
basics of how an urban society is structured.
Planning for a community that embraces
circularity will require evaluating the entire
economy through a different lens. Sunnyside
Yard can model an urban environment that
integrates circular solutions at a scale that
can stimulate idea-sharing and collaboration
as well as market demand. Innovation and
creativity will continue to be drivers for
developing circular solutions that depart from
long-accepted linear models.

Studies also show a business case for circular
models in which savings from efficiency
exceed initial investment costs. The following
themes have been identified by Ellen
MacArthur Foundation as key to a circular
economy:
• Design out waste and pollution
• Keep products in use
• Regenerate natural systems

Water

The Linear Economy

Make

Take

Materials

Product

End of Life

This section explores how Sunnyside Yard
can embrace circularity through a focus on
circular urban systems for:
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Waste
Heat and energy
Food and agriculture
Materials and circular supply chains

The Circular Economy
Restoration

Materials
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Waste

Product
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Water is foremost necessity of life. In some
contexts, it is also a product, service, or
source of energy that is carried through
infrastructure systems. While New York City’s
water supply is not presently at risk, the
unpredictability of a climate-impacted future
cannot guarantee water security in the longterm future. Treating a life-sustaining resource
like water with the importance that it merits
is vital for ensuring equitable access to clean
water for generations to come.

expansively into onsite water management.
Water management systems at Sunnyside
Yard should be implemented at both the
building and site levels. Each provide
opportunities for closed loop water systems
that:
• Minimize consumption of water by design
• Keep water in cycle for longer
• Regenerate green public space

There are many opportunities within the
circular economy for recycling and capturing
value associated with water if the traditional
linear, take-make-waste model is rethought.
Using greywater and green infrastructure
systems, water can remain in flow for longer.

Portland, Oregon - Hassalo on 8th Wastewater Treatment and
Reuse System

At Sunnyside Yard the major opportunities
are focused around capturing, retaining and
detaining water, treating and recapturing
nutrients that are moved by water and then
reusing water for irrigation, flushing toilets
and laundry where possible. While there are
barriers to implementation beyond these
uses, updated policies and building codes can
allow these systems to be integrated more

Sustainability & Resilience

This urban redevelopment project treats its wastewater for
reuse on-site, redirecting it away from stressed municipal
sewer infrastructure. An on-site wastewater system referred
to as NORM (Natural Organic Recycling Machine) functions
as a decentralized treatment and reuse system. It is designed
to divert 100 percent of the wastewater generated in nearby
buildings away from municipal sewers. It lessens the burden
on this public utility, staving off costly repairs and obviating
the need for infrastructure expansion, and was supported
by the City of Portland as well as the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality. The filters are integrated into the
design of the parklike pedestrian corridor at the center of the
site, and wetlands are an element of the landscaping. Treated,
disinfected wastewater is reused for toilet flushing, running
the buildings’ cooling systems, and landscape irrigation.

Circularity in Systems
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Waste
Today, approximately 2 percent of New
York’s 33 million tons of garbage per year
is recovered for recycling. That leaves an
enormous opportunity to valorize New York
City waste by recovering materials. Waste is
intrinsically linked to each of the other focus
areas of this section. It also presents one of
the greatest opportunities for improvement
and rapid change in an effort to close the
loop on the linear approach of the vast
majority of today’s urban systems.

EnVac Waste Outlets

Automated Pneumatic Waste Collection

Smart Garbage Collection

While appearing like normal trash cans, EnVac Waste outlets
are connected to an underground pipe network that is linked
to a collection station and employs the Internet of Things to
create a smart waste management system. Located in groups,
typically no more than 100 feet from communal entry and exit
points in residential developments or where specified in other
sites such as airports and hospitals, each inlet represents a
separate waste stream which helps to streamline the waste
collection and filtering process that can often hinder recycling.

Users of the pneumatic waste collection system deposit their
refuse into waste inlets located around the chosen operating
area. The refuse is then transported along the pipelines into
containers at the waste station. When full, the containers
are sent away for further processing. The system is remotely
monitored and controlled by operators at the waste station.
In addition, some staff is needed to handle the system
maintenance when required.

Enevo ONe uses wireless sensors to measure and forecast the
fill-level of waste containers and generates smart -collection
plans using the most efficient schedules and routes. The
service automatically generates schedules and optimizes
routes that consider an extensive set of parameters (future
fill-level projections, truck availability, traffic information, road
restrictions etc.). New schedules and routes are planned with
consideration for the future. The solution provides up to 50
percent in direct cost savings.
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in buildings. Collection and urban design
recommendations focus on planning for
waste and collection on streets. The Master
Plan presents an opportunity to execute
these best practices across the entire Yard
and even go beyond the design guidelines
with innovative waste technologies, like
pneumatic collection, to minimize and keep
waste off of streets.

Ensuring zero-waste by 2030 is a key goal of
OneNYC 2050. Components of the strategy
to achieve this goal include a curbside
composting program paired with additional
organics processing capacity to reduce
the overall amount of waste that is sent to
landfills, initiatives that maximize the diversion
of traditional recyclables and other materials,
and leveraging the private sector to promote
circular design, technologies, and business
models. Sunnyside Yard has the opportunity
to go a step further.
The New York City Zero Waste Design
Guidelines identify opportunities to
enhance the design of buildings and
employ intentional urban planning to
facilitate circular systems around waste.
Building design recommendations focus
on planning for separation, in addition to
movement and storage of waste generated
Sustainability & Resilience

Smart Waste Management
Pneumatic waste collection not only supports public health and
people-first streets but can also minimize waste. Organized
collection and separation mechanisms can make recycling and
composting easier, and remaining waste could be turned into
energy that powers buildings.

Circularity in Systems
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Heat and Energy

Food and Agriculture

When energy is expended, it is often
outputted as heat. Emerging technologies
now allow that heat to be recaptured and
turned back into energy. Much can be learned
from their advancement and innovation in
circular energy systems around the world. In
particular, Scandinavian countries have shown
leadership in this space.

The food industry is also ripe for disruption.
Not only does food waste make up 21
percent of overall waste in New York City
– contributing a substantial portion of
total greenhouse gas emissions – it also
represents significant lost value at a time
when there are gaps in access to fresh,
healthy food. There are many components of
circularity in food and agricultural systems.
From minimizing waste to localizing entire
food supply chains, Sunnyside Yard is an
opportunity to operationalize circular
solutions.

Sunnyside Yard’s unique position above an
active rail yard could provide an opportunity
to capture heat emitted from the moving
trains below deck. Waste heat capture would
be most effective before and after peak
commute hours when trains are running
frequently at high speeds. Since this Master
Plan does not recommend decking over the
Main Line tracks, the most active part of
the Yard, energy generated from waste heat
may be limited. However, there will still be
some heat that would otherwise need to be
ventilated if not captured and reused.

Wind turbines add renewable
energy to the electric grid
that supplies data center and
powers servers.

Hot air from the servers
directed over water coils to
heat water.

Warm water from the
data center coupled with
additional renewable energy
is used in heat pump facility
to create hot water for the
district heating network.

The hot water delivers the
heat to the community via
the district heating network.

Odense, Denmark - Facebook Data Center (Above)
When it opens in 2020, Facebook’s new data center in
Odense, Denmark will channel its waste heat to warm nearly
7,000 homes. It is one of the most advanced, energy-efficient
data centers in the world. The new facility will feature the
latest hyper-efficient hardware, cooled using outdoor air
through indirect evaporative cooling technology and powered
by clean and renewable wind energy.

In addition to the Zero Waste and food
collection initiatives outlined in OneNYC
2050, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation has
an ongoing initiative focused on accelerating
progress towards a circular economy in New
York City, with a specific focus on food.
Sunnyside Yard presents can demonstrate
how a community can viably:
• Minimize food waste
• Collect and separate food waste from
residences and commercial premises
• Process food waste through composting on
site
• Create fertilizer by reusing nutrients to
maintain health of green open space
• Grow food on site and distribute to
restaurants across the community
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Detroit Urban Agriculture and On-Site Food Production

Milan Food Policy

Lafayette Greens is a green space and urban garden in
the heart of downtown Detroit. It has fostered enhanced
community engagement, health and wellness, and access
to locally sourced food and green space. With informative
signage, it also raises awareness about bioswales and water
issues in the region. Re-purposed food-grade steel drums
and other recycled materials were used in construction. More
than 200 plants, including vegetables and herbs, flowers,
heirloom fruit trees, vines, berries, a native species short
orchard meadow, and a bioswale add diversity to the urban
environment and habitat for pollinators. The entire garden
is managed organically and was designed to consume less
water and require lower energy inputs than traditional
gardens.

Milan’s food policy comprises a framework of goals launched
by the municipal government in 2015 to reduce food waste
and promote a more healthy and sustainable approach
to food among residents. Milan implemented legislation
requiring separate collection of food waste by all households
and commercial activities, along with prohibiting food waste
from ending up in landfills. The policy brings together the
City departments that deal with food (environment, trade,
transport, agriculture, waste management), and through this
policy that Milan has been able to:
• Reach European goals for recycling
• Recover the organic fraction of MSW, collecting 200
pounds per household annually
• Contribute to a circular economy with new employment
opportunities and developing innovation and the use of
new products such as compostable bags

Circularity in Systems
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Materials And Circular Supply Chains
Materials and circular supply chains are both
large topics in their own rights each with
wide reaching implications. Both are relevant
in how everyday products are designed and
used through to the construction process and
materials of buildings. At a product level,
recycling, refurbishing, and re-manufacturing
minimizes material waste and embodied
carbon and typically lowers price points
for consumers while providing the same
standard of performance.

The Circular Economy—An Industrial System that is
Restorative by Design
Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation circular economy team
drawing from Braungart & McDonough and Cradle to Cradle
(C2C)
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Adopting a modular approach and using
recyclable or renewable materials like mass
timber are important design choices that
will enable circularity in construction and
maintenance processes. At Sunnyside Yard,
these principles can apply to buildings,
buildings systems, and infrastructure. Modular
buildings have been proven to use less
concrete and steel, and minimizing material
also minimizes embodied carbon from
material production. Cross- laminated timber
buildings can generate sustainability benefits
across the supply chain. They serve as on-site
carbon sinks – supporting nature’s inherent
circularity – and are typically pre-fabricated
using precision technology that minimizes
wasted material and allows for less wasteful
repairs. Timber buildings can support
sustainable forestry with proper regulation.

On a smaller scale, companies are integrating
IoT and shared economy models to develop
new services and opportunities. FLOOW2
is a marketplace that facilitates the sharing
of overcapacity equipment and skilled
knowledge of personnel between businesses.
It provides a collaborative, dynamic platform
to share assets. From large cities to local
businesses, utilizing the IoT helps define asset
location, condition, and real-time availability,
and drives the circular economy while
maximizing value chain efficiency at all scales.

Austin Materials Marketplace
The City of Austin’s ambition to reach zero waste by 2040
has generated several initiatives including the creation of the
Austin Materials Marketplace, an online materials exchange
platform. Aligning with circular economy principles, the
platform’s ambition is to keep materials and products out
of landfill and in use, not only reducing waste management
expenditure for the City, but also providing the means for
local businesses to advertise and bid for surpluses – thereby
benefiting from cost savings and creating additional income.
The Materials Marketplace is designed to attract users
from across different sectors, as discarded materials from
one company can be valuable input materials for another.
Materials advertised and sought on the Materials Marketplace
include construction and demolition materials, plastics,
organics, and packaging.

The Internet of Things (IoT) can allow the
circular economy to grow faster. It can
enable monitoring, data collection, and
identification of unused space and materials
that was not previously possible. Cities like
Rio de Janeiro and Hong Kong have utilized
IoT-based technologies to monitor and
maintain infrastructure and traffic. London,
Mexico City, and San Francisco have improved
environmental and waste management
practices to optimize resources and public
health.
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2.6
Keeping it Queens

What We Heard:
The Need to Keep it Queens
Throughout the community engagement process, New Yorkers
emphasized Queens’ uniqueness as a borough of families, immigrants,
and unmatched ethnic, racial, and linguistic diversity.
Participants spoke about:

What the Plan does:

• The opportunity for the Yard to serve as an extension of each surrounding
neighborhood, reflecting the existing context, building density, and height

• Balances the need for a growing city with the existing character of
Western Queens neighborhoods

• Preference for low- to mid-rise heights

• Establishes most of the Yard as a mid-rise neighborhood with taller
buildings located where they are most appropriate

• High density and higher building heights should coalesce around
public transit
• Preference for high-rise buildings to be located near Downtown Long Island
City, with a gradual decrease in height moving east

• Provides a flexible design, allowing for changes to be made as
needs evolve

• A vision for deep mix of residential, commercial, and light industrial uses
• Integration of uses creating places for combination of advanced
manufacturing and maker spaces
• More pedestrian-friendly connections between neighborhoods
surrounding Sunnyside Yard
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Planning cannot happen in a vacuum. The design
is based on the functions of the rail yard and the
attributes of the surrounding context.
Throughout the creation of the Plan,
two clear directives emerged. First is
the importance of designing a deck that
continues full rail yard operations without
interruption. The second is the fundamental
basis to address current and future needs
of the city and of the neighborhoods
surrounding the Yard.
The existing blocks adjacent to the rail
yard are varied and serve different uses.
In order to harmonize the future of the
rail yard and the existing neighborhoods,
the Master Plan outlines a framework to
better connect neighborhoods together
while simultaneously maintaining rail
operations. To achieve this, the unique
attributes of the Queens neighborhoods
were diligently studied. From the gleaming
new towers of Downtown Long Island City
to the productive hum of the Industrial
Business Zone (IBZ) to the stately quiet
of Sunnyside Gardens, the design uses

these characteristics to inform the Plan.
This qualitative analysis was paired with
a quantitative approach to assess the
variation of density in the surrounding areas
and how this impacts access to sunlight.
Western Queens’ pressing need for
recreational spaces—evidenced by a current
open space index roughly one third the city
average—was another key area of study.
The Team quantified this lack of required
open space and studied its relationship to
neighborhood connectivity. It was important
to understand how it impacted the desired
locations of new social infrastructure like
schools and health clinics, as well as the
broader issues of community access.

network. Potential development over the
Yard was also factored into the analysis to
ensure it would not overburden the alreadyconstrained infrastructure (further detailed
on page 219). These factors played key
roles alongside urban design considerations
like neighborhood context in establishing
the framework of the Master Plan.
In coalescing the varied dimensions of
its surroundings, the Plan strives to be as
sensitive and thoughtful about the context
it shares with its neighbors while being
mindful of the technical demands required
by its location above one of the most critical
pieces of rail infrastructure in the country.

To help determine the optimal location
for density, the Plan includes analysis of
the conditions of local transportation
infrastructure and the impact of expected
background growth in the area on the
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Existing Neighborhood Character
Astoria

Dutch Kills

Woodside
High Rise Context

Low Rise Context

Long Island City

Sunnyside
Gardens

Sunnyside

Hunters Point

Site Area

Mid Rise Context

0.5 Mile Buffer of Site Boundary
Building Height < 30 ft
Building Height 30-60 ft
Building Height 60-120 ft

Greenpoint

SUN PATH

Building Height 120-180 ft
Building Height >180 ft

Maspeth

Sunnyside Yard is surrounded by several
unique neighborhoods that each have their
own characteristics in terms of urban fabric
and uses. To the north is the lower-density
neighborhood of Astoria and the Woodside
Houses with the signature NYCHA towers
in the park. To the west is Downtown Long
Island City around Queensboro Plaza, which
has seen significant commercial and residential
growth over the last decade. To the south is
the Long Island City Industrial Business Zone
(IBZ), a vital manufacturing and institutional
neighborhood bustling with daytime workers
and students. To the east is Sunnyside
Gardens, a historic, low-density residential
enclave. Sunnyside Gardens, the residential
neighborhood of Sunnyside features the
6-story masonry apartment buildings typical
of the construction boom in the 1920s and 30s.
These neighborhoods are laid out over three
or four distinct grids, each butting up against
the Yard. In alignment with public input, a main
priority of the Plan is to ensure any planning
for Sunnyside Yard integrates with these
surrounding communities.

Hunters Point

Long Island City

Dutch Kills

Queensbridge

Astoria

Woodside

Long Island City Industrial Business Zone (LIC IBZ)

Sunnyside

Sunnyside Gardens

The map on the left illustrates the heights of
buildings in the surrounding neighborhoods
and the images on the right show examples of
the character and types of buildings found in
around the Yard.
For more on the history of Queens, see Chapter 1.1: Why
Now? on page 23.
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“The size and capacity of
future buildings should
reflect the character of
surrounding communities”

“Sunnyside Yard
should fit in seamlessly
with the existing
neighborhoods”

Stakeholder Input on Building Height and Density
Through several public events, an array of
residents and community stakeholders engaged
in design exercises to provide feedback on scale
and the built environment. The public’s feedback
and insight was incorporated while analyzing the
appropriate scale and density of new buildings
on top of Sunnyside Yard. Nearly unanimous
responses revealed desires to:

“Low-rise buildings should
be built closer to Sunnyside”

• Reflect existing neighborhood context
• Ensure lower building heights to the east near
Sunnyside Gardens
• Locate taller buildings to the west near Long
Island City
• Build at a scale where true affordability can
be achieved
Density/Scale-Focused Activities:

“Create higher-density
buildings near subways and
buses, and major north/south
roadways to make use of
existing transportation”

“Exclusively low-rise or no development,
unless it is below market rate”

“Mid-rise buildings
around transit hubs”

Public Meeting #2
March 26, 2019
Urban Design Breakout Session
Density & Scale Activity
Urban Design Community Workshop #1
April 8, 2019
Density & Scale Activity
Neighborhood Housing Services – Queens
April 18, 2019
Small Group Discussion

“Low-rise buildings around
Southern perimeter of the Yard”

Public Meeting 02 | Urban Design Breakout Session

This topic was also infused in all engagements
throughout the planning process.
“Any high-rise buildings should
be located closer to LIC”

Keeping it Queens
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Weaving together the
quilt of Queens

Higher-density buildings near
existing public transportation

The urban design vision at
Sunnyside Yard:

• Prioritizes the human experience in its public
spaces by implementing shorter blocks,
pedestrian- and cyclist-friendly streets, and
access to 80 percent of one’s daily needs within
a 20-minute walk

Woodside

Social infrastructure along open space to
strengthen the framework of public realm

High-rise buildings
closer to LIC

• Embraces the diversity of Queens through
density and variety of uses
• Reflects feedback of residents by making
public open space a priority. Over 40 percent
of the Plan is given over to neighborhood parks
and greenways

240x240-foot blocks can accommodate
a variety of building types

Astoria

Large-scale open space
responding to communities’ needs

Sunnyside Gardens
Queensbridge

Open space network
connected with neighborhoods

• Responds to the fabric of surrounding
neighborhoods to guide building heights,
densities, and types

Long Island
City

• Accounts for timeless factors like light, air, and
walkability to ensure the Plan remains flexible
to future changes in the way the city is built

Low-rise buildings closer
to Sunnyside Gardens

IBZ
Hunter’s Point
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Greenways, corridors and bridges over Main Line
creating transition between existing street grids
and Sunnyside Yard street grid

Sunnyside
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moderate investments. This is in part because
new jobs at the Yard could allow people would
otherwise be traveling into Manhattan to
instead get off the subway at Sunnyside Yard,
thus creating additional room for riders getting
on the subway at the Yard. Read more about
transit and land use on page 221.

In response to concerns about building
heights, the Master Plan emphasizes the
placement of new developments to ensure
they are compatible to the existing context.
The relationship with the existing public transit Much of the surrounding area has historically
system was also considered when allocating
been home to buildings that are low- to middensity and types of buildings. Although the
rise, with the exception of areas west of
Yard has subway lines to the north, south and
the Yard that have witnessed new high-rise
west, the M and R trains running along the
construction in recent decades. The Master
north are expected to have the most room for
Plan approached these concerns by allocating
Woodside
new riders in the coming decades due to fewer high-rise developments on the north side
unplanned interventions. Consequentially, the
of the Yard, adjacent to Downtown Long
highest residential densities are located near
Island City, and maintaining low- and midthe M and R stations along Northern Boulevard rise character to the south and east sides of
with lower densities to the east of the Yard.
the Yard. This approach retains buffer zones
between emerging high-rise developments
The building typology—either residential,
in Downtown Long Island City and lower-rise
commercial, or institutional—is also an key
context in Astoria, Sunnyside and Long Island
variable in the Plan. Large scale, purely
City Industrial Business Zones.
residential developments are typically less
Read more about The Street Types & Guidelines for Building
desirable places to live and place a large
Massing along Streets on page 187
burden on the transit network. By enabling
mixed-use development and locating both
jobs and housing over Sunnyside Yard, the
number of new trips generated at the site can
be accommodated by the subway system with
Keeping it Queens
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High-Rise Context

Example in Long Island City

Mid-Rise Context

Example in Sunnyside

Low-Rise Context
Example in Astoria

1

2

3

Map data ©2019 Google
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March 23rd/September 23rd 10:00 AM

March 23rd/September 23rd 12:00 PM

Astoria

Astoria

LIC

Astoria

LIC

LIC

Sunnyside

Sunnyside

LIC IBZ

Astoria

LIC IBZ

Astoria

Astoria

LIC

LIC

Sunnyside
LIC IBZ

Sunnyside

LIC IBZ

LIC

Shadow Study

March 23rd/September 23rd 2:00 PM

Sunnyside
LIC IBZ

Sunlight heavily impacts quality of life and
• The high-density area on the north side
communities in and around the Yard should
of the Yard can be regulated to mitigate
not be devoid of it. A series of shadow studies
potential shadows cast. For example,
were conducted to guide the proposed
FAR can be capped between 8 and 14
density in the Yard and the location of streets
and setback rules can be established to
and parks. The most important findings are
prevent tall, slender buildings. Additionally,
below.
orienting buildings in a north-south
direction further reduces shadows.
• Throughout the year, the sun travels across
the southern sky as viewed from the
The shadow studies also informed the
Yard. The Yard is oriented such that its
allocation and design of large open spaces.
length is parallel to the sun path, which is
The larger parks are located on the south
advantageous for solar exposure.
side of the higher-density area so that
there will be plenty of light and air in these
• The Yard is surrounded by low- and midactively used public spaces, as shown on the
rise context on the southeast and high-rise bottom left. Another important consideration
context on the northwest, meaning new
is the density around the Central Greenway.
development and public spaces proposed
The Plan limited the height of buildings
on the Yard will not be affected by
south of the Greenway to 100 feet to allow
shadows of existing buildings.
for sunlight penetration. The 120-feet wide
Greenway would also provide a central spine
• The proposed street grid orientation
in the Yard for people to be exposed to
generates many shorter north-south
sunlight all year round, improving well-being
streets, which can get ample sunlight
while also creating an enjoyable place to be.
throughout the year.

Sunnyside
LIC IBZ

Sun Path
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Image at right: Jackson Avenue at 49th Avenue, viewing
southwest, at sunset. Jackson Avenue has a similar orientation
to the proposed Southern Corridor on the Sunnyside Master
Plan. It receives ample sunlight throughout the year.
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Designing with Flexibility for the Future

picture?

SculptureCenter in Long Island City

The task of designing permanent structures
over several decades with many uncertainties
inevitably presents many challenges. Urban
infrastructure generally remains in place for
200 years or more. However, various factors
including social and economic trends, which
influence the way communities use that
infrastructure, can shift in a matter of years.
The proximity of essential rail infrastructure
and vibrant neighborhoods surrounding
the Yard makes long-term flexibility even
more important. The Master Plan should not
only ensure that rail operations continue
serving Queens’ diverse population today but
anticipate how it will support a livable borough
many decades from now.

The Master Plan specifically seeks to address
this by creating flexible elements that are
open to change over time including:

• Arterial roads and access points that
anticipate scenarios like adjacent construction
on and off the Yard, road alterations that
accommodate changes in transportation
technology, and transit improvements like new
bus routes or train stations.
• Adaptive block sizes that, unlike historic
New York City blocks, are not determined
by a single use. Generic blocks are
adaptable frameworks for housing,
manufacturing, commercial, or open space,
and can be assembled or subdivided should
building technology change the way these
Planning for the future means that many
uses are constructed.
questions contemplated by the Master Plan may • A street network driven primarily by light,
not have definitive answers that are apparent
air, walkability, and accessibility.
in the near term. While the deck design is
• A structural approach that makes the
engineered to specific requirements to meet the
buildings somewhat independent from the
operational constraints of the Rail Entities, much
structural alignments of the deck below, so
of the rest of the Plan is designed as a framework
that future development on top of the deck
with components that can be modified according
and infrastructure maintenance under the
to changing needs, embracing the uncertainty
deck will be less dependent on each other.
inherent in long-term planning.

Keeping it Queens

Designing with Flexibility for the Future

Long-term Planning must account for both
infrastructure, which is built to last, and the
systems that operate it, which are frequently
updated as new technologies emerge

Will Last 200
Years

Current
Infrastructure

Optimized Every
10-20 Years

Current
Operation

?

Optimized Every
10-20 Years

New
System
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A Flexible Street Grid
One potential building arrangement option
was selected to illustrate the concepts and
serve as a base for the Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan. The illustrations on the left show
alternative build-up options showcasing
flexibility of placement of programs and form
of buildings.
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Built-in flexibility allows the Plan to
accommodate the changing needs of
future generations.

Considering the scalar and temporal aspects
of the project, it was crucial that the design
define a baseline, a robust public realm with
generous open spaces, while allowing for
flexibility in the location and type of buildings.
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Illustration of how the same grid can
accommodate different types of buildings, program, and
neighborhood scale open spaces.

The plan to the right illustrates block
assemblage rules. The Master Plan allows for
blocks to be assembled from east to west, as
long as they do not block the main north-south
pedestrian connections. There should be no
more than two assemblages per Sunnyside
Yard neighborhood, in order to maintain a
certain number of blocks in each cluster. The
assemblages will cater to the specific needs
of a program and then density can be shuffled
within the merged blocks.

0
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lvd

Flexible Elements
Structured through a street grid integrated
with a well-connected open space and social
infrastructure network, the Master Plan
envisions a framework for a public realm that
cements the values of its residents and is
centered on providing quality public amenities.
The standardized 240x240 feet blocks
are compatible with varied building types,
making multiple density and program
scenarios possible in the Yard in response
to future changes. Small-scale block
assemblages from east to west also enable
more variations in uses and building types.

Density

Programs

Block Assemblage

Social Infrastructure

Open Space

Street Grid

The corridor strategy mentioned in the
previous chapter is an example of this,
allowing the Plan to respond to future
conditions along its borders. The proposed
access strategies that meet the corridors are
imagined as a menu of options rather than
finite proposals, which should be selected
from when the time comes to construct the
connection.
This approach was governed, not just by
anticipation of the future, but also by an
understanding of the past. Construction
technology and transportation modes of the
time often established the size of blocks in
many cities around the world. Today these
inflexible street networks and blocks crowd
contemporary buildings and create urban

challenges, often resulting in a lack of mobility
options or ways to accommodate for evolving
needs. The Plan accounts for timeless factors
like walkability, sunlight, and air quality with
time-tested best practices. The block sizes
incorporate these practices and allow for a
range of use over time.
These best practices are incorporated
into the design of the street network.
This network is can accommodate block
assemblages that would be difficult with
in currently New York City grid size.
Additionally, the streets themselves have
internal flexibility to accommodate future
changes in ways that people get around.

limited as towers require structures called
transfer trusses to span at least two lines of
perpendicular columns. In cases where they
are needed, the Master Plan proposes placing
these trusses a few floors above grade,
making the bases of tall buildings structurally
independent and allowing programmatic
decisions to be independent of deck design.
Read
Read
171
Read
Read

more about The Open Space Strategy on page 169.
more about Providing Social Infrastructure on page
more about Construction on Deck on page 89
more about Streets as Public Realm on page 185

An Adaptable Decking Strategy
The Plan allows flexibility in building design
and considers how the buildings will integrate
with the deck. For this purpose, the building
typologies are not limited by a deck structure
that would be difficult to alter in the future.
The structural system devised allows weight
from the low-and mid-rise buildings to be
distributed across multiple footings of the
deck, allowing the building layout to be
relatively independent of the structure below.
This solution helps the Plan accommodate
a variety of different outcomes without
substantial changes to the deck structure.
However, the location of taller towers is more

Public Realm Framework
366
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Extending the Quilt of Queens
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Transit Capacity

The programmatic and typological layout of
the Master Plan is strongly driven by adjacent
contexts: blending the high-rise typologies of
Long Island City and the low-rise typologies
of Sunnyside Gardens; allocating denser, more
varied uses closer to existing transit capacity
along the northern edge; replicating the
manufacturing and social infrastructure of the
IBZ along the southern edge; and strategically
allocating open space to relieve pressure on
adjacent neighborhoods. Larger open spaces
are located near more active areas to the
west and provide programmable spaces for
cultural and light commercial activities. Near
quieter communities to the east, playgrounds
and recreational areas fill the open space for
residents to enjoy.
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Read more about The Existing Neighborhood Character on
page 353
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Illustration of “the Quilt of Queens”, patched pattern of
multiple neighborhoods
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The Master Plan sets a framework to
accommodate all the different uses that go
into a well-balanced neighborhood while
extending the fabric of Queens. This design
ensures that any future development will
look, feel, and function like the places and
communities that encompass it. Like Queens,
the Plan isn’t isolated or defined by a single
use, but is a place for workers, residents, and
visitors of all ages and cultural backgrounds.

Diagram Illustrating Density in relation to Context
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The Master Plan recognizes that a “sense of
place” draws from much more than the spatial
characteristics of the urban fabric. While
certainly influenced by the built environment,
local culture is fundamentally a product
of the people who live in a neighborhood.
Thus, the efforts of the Master Plan strove
to be as sensitive to the Plan’s relationship
with the people who live nearby and its
resulting interactions with the cultural fabric
of a neighborhood, as it is to the physical
congruency.
Extending the Vibrancy of Western Queens
The uses identified in the Master Plan would
integrate with the existing social character
of Western Queens by complementing
existing uses and serving the needs within
existing neighborhoods. Simply put, existing
residents, through their everyday uses and
interactions in the Yard, will be foundational
to the neighborhood culture of the Master
Plan and its relationship to surrounding
neighborhoods. Responding to the needs
expressed by participants throughout the
outreach process, the Master Plan provides
guidance on a range of social infrastructure
uses, including open space for active
and passive recreation, that will draw in
surrounding residents and respect the social
character of Western Queens.
Read more about Open Space & Social Infrastructure on page
138

Keeping it Queens

The Importance of Affordability
While the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan, by
definition as new land over a rail yard, will not
cause any direct displacement, the City felt it
was important to couple the design with policy
measures that minimize potential ripple effects.
This paradigm was repeatedly stressed by
community stakeholders in public meetings and
workshops, and was a central concern for the
Urban Planning Team, especially with regard to
the need to “Keep it Queens.”
The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan envisions a
robust range of 100 percent affordable homes.
Queens has been and continues to be home
to predominantly low- and moderate-income
residents. In order to sensitively and seamlessly
weave together the surrounding neighborhoods,
it is important that the affordable housing on
the Yard match the needs of the borough. This
encourages new residents to participate in the
cultural life of the neighboring communities and
existing residents to experience and perhaps live
in the Yard.

to very low-income families, currently
defined by the federal government as earning
below 50 percent of Area Median Income
(AMI) for the Greater New York City region
(approximately $48,000 per year for a family
of three in 2019). Of these 6,000 homes,
half will be restricted to extremely lowincome families earning below 30 percent
of AMI (about $29,000 per year for a family
of three in 2019). The remaining 6,000
homes at Sunnyside Yard will be affordable
homeownership units, facilitated through a
new 21st century version of the Mitchell-Lama
Housing Program. The homeownership units
at the Yard will be affordable, on average,
for households earning 100 percent of AMI,
which falls within the income band currently
defined as “moderate-income.”Sunnyside Yard
will continue to model the historic diversity
and values of Queens through providing much
needed affordable housing across incomes.
See Chapter 2.3. “Affordable Housing” on page 242

Housing affordability, in addition to being
a critical resource for low- and moderateincome families on a personal level, is a central
mechanism the Master Plan employs to preserve
the cultural context of Western Queens.
Therefore the Master Plan proposes creating
approximately 6,000 rental units affordable
Extending the Quilt of Queens
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Part 3

Realizing the Plan

3.1
Understanding
Cost

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan took a fundamentally
different approach than other major planning projects. The
Plan’s first priority was to address critical issues raised by
the community, and only after that were costs assessed. The
Master Plan is not an optimization exercise. It’s approach
relied on the voices of New Yorkers to create a plan centered
on human needs.
• Sunnyside Yard represents a unique opportunity. The potential benefits of a massive,
contiguous site at the center of the region, makes the Yard an incomparable site for achieving
long-term public goals like the construction of affordable housing and educational facilities.
• Building a deck is creating new land. Cost estimates indicate that on average, the cost to build
a deck over the Yard for affordable housing and other buildings is approximately $250 to $300
per buildable square foot, slightly higher than the cost of buildable land in Long Island City
today.
• As in all areas of the city where development occurs on newly created land, the public sector
will need to extend its infrastructure investment unto the Yard to support strong communities
and allow for private investment. Creating a deck to support streets and open space, and
delivering five miles of new streets, 60 acres of open space, new sewers, electrical, gas, and
energy for the entire Master Plan is estimated to cost $8.5 billion. That’s the cost of a new 140acre piece of New York City.
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How much is this going to cost and
how is it going to get built?

East Park

Social Infrastructure

Central Greenway
Research & Education Institution

Sunnyside Station
Northern Corridor

Expansion of Lou Lodati Park

Gateway Plaza
New Pedestrian Bridges
World’s Park

Skillman Linear Park
Southern Corridor

Evaluating the costs for a city-building effort
of this scale underscored the reality of what it
will take to realize the Plan over the long term.
Nine million residents are expected to live
in New York City by 2040.1 Long Island
City is an example of a neighborhood that
has accommodated past growth, as it has
been transformed in recent years by new
developments following a rezoning in 2001.
Western Queens, with its proximity to
Midtown Manhattan, robust transit network,
and riverfront parks and views, is attractive
to residents and businesses alike. Ongoing
population and employment growth in Long
Island City and beyond is likely to result in
an increase in development in surrounding
neighborhoods. These factors, combined
with the sheer size of the Yard, mean that the
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is well-situated
to fulfill the future needs of Western Queens
residents and New Yorkers at large, in part
by accommodating future demand for new
housing and commercial space.
One of the most frequently asked questions
by the public is whether development over
the Yard could generate revenues that would
cover the cost of building the deck. Analysis
1
New York City Population Projections by Age/Sex &
Borough, 2010-2040, New York Department of City Planning,
December 2013

showed that the level of density required
to pay for the public infrastructure would
be infeasible and inappropriate for Western
Queens, and would result in a plan that does
not meet critical long-term policy goals
for New Yorkers and is not responsive to
community needs. This analysis confirmed
that the best path forward is to assume that
significant public investment will be necessary.
This is in line with how other generational
city-making projects have been executed over
time in New York City.

deck constructability strategies had to be
considered to determine how the Master
Plan can be built over time. As explained in
previous sections, construction must happen
in coordination with the railroads and result
in minimal interruptions to yard operations.
This chapter aims to explain how these many
unique factors affect the cost analysis and
the conclusions that are available at this
time based on the results of the Master Plan,
including a focus on stakeholder concerns and
public investment needs.

Subsequent financial analysis took into
account the many areas of feedback and
priorities heard from the public engagement
process, ensuring the needs from the
communities were reflected in the analysis.
The cost modeling component of this effort
was undertaken to allow public stakeholders
to understand the costs of creating new land
in Western Queens with a deck over one of
the most active rail yards in the Northeast.
This detailed understanding of costs was
paired with a multi-dimensional phasing
analysis. The technical considerations
for phasing, such as the understanding
of Yard operations, utility locations, and
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What makes a plan
worth doing?

The master planning process envisions a
long-term plan for Sunnyside Yard that
best serves the public, rather than simply
optimizing the uses that generate the
most revenue. The Master Plan will require
significant public investment in order to
deliver the proposed infrastructure, new
public land, open space, transportation,
and other public uses for Western Queens
and New York City.

• 12,000 new units of 100 percent affordable housing
• New transit infrastructure like Sunnyside Station and BRT
• 60 acres of new parks and open spaces
• New connections between existing neighborhoods
• A new research and education institution that supports
workforce development and green economic growth

What are the public benefits
this plan offers…

• Potential for 30,000 construction jobs and up to 7,000 new
permanent jobs

Building the full plan, including the deck
and public infrastructure, will unfold in
many phases and take many decades to
complete.

• Space to accommodate growth in a well-managed,
environmentally sustainable way

...and how much investment
will be needed?

Investment will be required to
create new land for affordable
housing and other development.
There are also substantial
costs associated with public
infrastructure – streets, utilities,
open spaces.

=

(

Cost of Building
New Land

Cost of building and
a deck for affordable
housing and other
new buildings.

+

Public Infrastructure

)

The public sector will be responsible
for providing a deck and infrastructure
that serves the public. This includes new,
streets, open space and utilities, and the
deck to support them. The City must
provide this in order to support growth
and provide amenities for Western
Queens.
Also includes costs for necessary
modifications to rail infrastructure to
allow for a deck structure on the yard.

Other complex, long-term plans in the
City’s history have used different city,
state, and federal financing tools and
navigated decades of change before they
were fully realized. The same will be true
for Sunnyside Yard.
What actions and other changes could
make this plan a reality?
• New city, state, and federal financing
programs for major policy priorities
such as infrastructure, sustainability, and
affordable housing
• Interest from a partner institution that
could help underwrite deck costs
• Technology advancements that may
reduce the cost and complexity of
decking

Brooklyn Grange
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Looking to History
New York City has a long history of
implementing complex, multi-decade plans
to support the city’s continuous growth
and health. As the Sunnyside Yard Master
Plan was developed, these case studies were
helpful in exploring financing mechanisms

Battery Park City (1968 - 2017)
92-acre planned community on the west side of Lower
Manhattan with significant open space, office, retail, housing,
schools, and cultural uses. Battery Park City created new
land, used complex financing, and was built over generations.
Planning started in 1960, construction started in 1970, and the
project wasn’t fully complete until very recently. Infrastructure
and fill were publicly funded, backed by commitment of
property tax/PILOT revenues, and a new state public authority
was established to plan and manage the project long term.

1960

1970

Brooklyn Bridge Park (1985 - Ongoing)
85-acre waterfront park along the East River
from Atlantic Avenue to the Brooklyn Bridge.
Park was funded with a combination of City and
State grants, commitment of property tax/PILOT
revenues from development sites to fund park
operations, and the sale of development rights for
housing, office, hotel, and retail uses.

1980

Cooperative housing development in the Baychester area of the Bronx with over
15,000 affordable homeownership units in 24-33 story buildings with significant
open space. The project was sponsored by the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
Union through its housing entity, the United Housing Fund, which purchased the
320 acres of land from a defunct amusement park owner. The project was financed
under the 1960s New York State Mitchell-Lama program, taking advantage of
newly formed policies and financing tools including capped resale prices of homes
to support long-term affordability.

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

2000

2010

2020

Queens West (1983 - Ongoing)
74-acre planned community along the East River in Long Island City with
over 4,500 homes, 13 acres of open space, a public library, two public
schools, and retail. The project was implemented by a State entity and
funded in part by the sale and ground lease of public land to multiple
developers over time. The southern part of the waterfront adjacent to
Queens West and Gantry State Park, known as Hunter’s Point South,
comprises additional housing, retail, schools, and a completed 11-acre
waterfront park with an NYC Ferry landing. Hunter’s Point South is a
master plan that was led by the City and is currently in construction.

Co-op City (1966 (Financing) - 1973)
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Cost Modeling Approach
Understanding cost was critical to the
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan effort.
Different variations of the Master Plan’s
components were assessed to determine
overall project cost. To support testing
throughout the Master Plan process, the
costing methodology needed to be strategic,
allowing for real-time analysis of the Master
Plan’s components as they were being
discussed and prioritized through the public
engagement process. The methodology of
the cost analysis was broken down into four
parts:

Vertical Cost
Building construction costs are the
same as building off the deck. While
they were analyzed during the
planning process they would not be
a cost incurred by the City.

3. Public Infrastructure

Public Parks

•
•
•
•

Trusses and other
load-driven premiums

Roads

Fill cost in private courtyards
Deck material costs

1. Deck Costs for Buildings

2. Deck for Streets and Open Space
Rail modifications under buildings
4. Additional Rail Modifications

More challenging
to deck over*

Most challenging
to deck over*

Challenging
to deck over*

Yard conditions govern track
closure assumptions modifying
material costs based on access
and labor costs based on overtime estimates

Understanding costs for each of these
components separately was critical for
benchmarking and determining cost drivers.
The approach and analysis of different
deck components resulted in a cost that
could be split between parties. The first
component, Deck for Buildings, is the cost of
creating a deck structure that would support
buildings (affordable housing, commercial,
or institutional / social infrastructure). This is
analogous to the cost of buying buildable land.
The second component is the cost of
creating a deck to support the rest of the
Master Plan, representing the acres of
deck that would support the new street
and open space networks. The third

*Condition of rail under deck varies across the Yard,
diagram above is illustrative of different conditions only and
is not depicting an actual condition or area of the Yard.
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Deck for Buildings
Deck for Streets and Open Space
Public Infrastructure
Rail Modifications
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component is the cost of infrastructure that
supports strong communities and facilitates
development. This includes streets, sewers,
utilities, and parks. This is infrastructure
that the public sector typically delivers.
The final component is the cost of the
rail modifications identified in the Master
Plan that will be necessary to build a deck
structure above the busiest rail yard in the
nation.
Deck for Buildings
Deck cost for buildings accounts for the cost
of the overbuild structure itself to support
buildings above it. It is akin to creating
new land, not including infrastructure. The
cost is influenced both by Yard conditions
underneath each portion of the structure
and the loads carried above it.
Variations in rail operations and technical
complexities mean that the cost of the deck
per square foot is not uniform across the
Yard. A costing methodology was used
to produce accurate costs for the deck
across different areas. To do this, the Team
first established a cost for what it would
take to build a deck, agnostic of where the
deck was. For this, the conceptual deck
design was used to generate the total
number of columns, foundations, and deck
spans required. The cost estimate also
included the following design assumptions
developed by structural and geotechnical
engineers:
Cost Modeling Approach
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Costing Methodology for Overtime and Productivity Premiums
The costing methodology places greater emphasis on the differing
availability of construction windows in different parts of the Yard, rather
than precisely what activities happen there. This approach applies
overtime premiums to the labor component of cost and a different
productivity premium to the total cost to account for limited site access.
Force account costs are applied as a wage line item driven by construction
time, estimated from a monthly spend of total construction cost. The text
below breaks down how cost per decked square foot varies based on what
is happening in the Yard. This was fed into the cost estimate and used to
produce the cost for new buildable land and the cost for creating a deck
structure that can support public amenities.

No Decking

n/a

Productivity
premium on
cumulative
total cost
n/a

Terra Firma to Deck

25%

0%

no

Long-term Closure Possible

25%

10%

yes

Nights + Weekends Only

100%

20%

yes

3 x 4 Hr Closures Per Week

100%

100%

yes

Area

Overtime
% of labor
cost @ 1.6x

Force
Account

• Proposed column spacing and structural span
lengths required to adequately support a
deck which would sit around 30 feet above
the tracks. (Average span width was 70 to 90
feet and the column density approximately 1
per 2500 square feet.)
• Drilled caissons (100 feet deep at
approximately five-inch diameter)
• Rock sockets
• Excavation and grading (including an
allowance for removal of contaminated soils)
• Crash walls
• Structural steel (long-span beams and shortspan girders, columns, and connections)
• Structural decking (Precast concrete 18inch hollow core, 12-inch Slab on Metal Deck
(SOMD), and 4-inch Cast in Place (CIP)
topping slab)

no

At this point in the estimating process, the
cost assumes no special constraints in terms
of construction logistics. Since the Yard does
have such constraints, the next step is to
account for them.

No Decking
Areas that are not part of the rail
yard were not assigned overtime
and productivity premiums
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Terra Firma to Deck
Portions of the Yard without train
usage or tracks, where development
has less impact on rail operations
and access is less impeded.
$1,500-$1,700 PDSF

Long-term Closure Possible
Parts of the Yard that have
redundancies, such that closing
them only slightly reduces rail
capacity
$1,700-$1,900 PDSF

Nights and Weekends Only
Parts of the Yard that can be closed
during times of low traffic volume,
especially tracks leading into the Yard
that are needed to access others
$2,400-$2,600 PDSF

3-4 Hour Closures Per Week
Most active part of the rail yard with
very minimal windows for shutdown
$2,500-$2,700 PDSF

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

The team then refined overtime and
productivity premiums, which account for
the cost of working in an active rail yard. The
overtime costs were applied to the whole
yard and the productivity premium to specific
locations where access, logistics, and working
hours would vary. Based upon input from
structural and rail engineers, the deck cost
estimate applied an additional premium of
150 percent to labor cost for the structural
and foundation work and an premium of 100
Understanding Cost

percent to labor cost for the deck structure.
These were based on the ”cost of doing
business” in an active rail yard.
The methodology places greater emphasis
on the differing availability of construction
windows in different parts of the Yard, rather
than precisely which activities happen there.
This is because one of the biggest impacts to
cost of construction is the length of time tracks
have to be taken out of service. The Master
Plan approach applied overtime premiums to
the labor component of cost, and a different
productivity premium to the total cost to
account for limited site access. Costs incurred
due to closure or limited use of the tracks are
referred to as “force account” costs. These
are applied as a wage line item driven by
construction time, estimated from a monthly
spend of total construction cost. The conditions
and complex operations at the rail yard result
in narrow construction windows and high force
account costs, all of which increase overall
costs. Force account is calculated based on
location and access, which is then multiplied
per shift cost. The following assumptions for
force account based on closures were:

the Yard and the window of available work
hours per 24-hour period, as detailed on
the page to the left. This resulted in the four
ranges of cost of deck construction.
The costing for specific rail work for each area
was then applied. This included Overhead
Catenary Systems, which are priced on a
linear feet basis for Main Line and Non-Main
Line rail. These costs were developed in
conjunction with rail engineers and based
upon other known costs for overhead
catenary work and then modeled into a per
linear foot cost. The cost estimate allows for
signal modification work and assumes no
major signal bridge work. Track relocation and
modification assumes new track and turnouts.
Using preliminary design calculations from
railroad engineers, cost assumptions were
generated for all mechanical, electrical, and
power systems required to support the smoke
exhaust and ventilation make-up, emergency
power, lighting and controls, fire protection
and detection, supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) controls, and associated
structural and architectural requirements.
Allowances have also been included for utility
diversion costs, which are unknown at this
stage.

• Long-term closures: 7 workdays per week, 2
shifts per 24 hours
• Nights and weekends: 1 shift per weekday and
6 weekend shifts
Assessing the vertical cost of the Yard was
• 4 hour windows: 3 shifts per week
used as a supplement to the cost estimate to
account for the additional price of building
The costing analysis then applied these
on top of the deck. Keeping this separate
specific premiums based upon locations in
from the cost of the deck allowed the team
Cost Modeling Approach
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Building the personnel bridge for MTA’s
Mid-Day Storage Yard

What is the difference between
“per buildable square foot” &
“per decked square foot?”
When the Master Pan refers to “per buildable square foot” or
PBSF costs, it means that a cost is being divided across the
total number of square feet, floor over floor, inside the future
buildings on the deck. For example, this means every square
foot of new space within a building in the Master Plan will
have $250-$300 worth of deck-related costs associated with
it. By contrast “per decked square foot” or PDSF costs refer
to a cost that is being attributed to a square foot of deck,
regardless of how many floors are above it.
Why make this distinction?
Looking at some costs on a PBSF basis allows for
comparisons between building a deck over the yard
and the cost of buying land off the deck which is often
measured as a function of how many square feet you are
legally allowed to build on it. Looking at other costs on
a PDSF basis is important for understanding the relative
differences between decking different parts of the yard,
which is not necessarily related to how much new built
square footage the Master Plan calls for above a given
square foot. Because of this PDSF measurements were a
core part of the costing methodology.
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to benchmark construction costs against
projects in the surrounding area. A vertical
cost analysis was developed in conjunction
with CBRE market data and a database
of building typologies, which included
commercial core and shell, residential, civic,
and cultural case studies. Low-, medium-,
and high-cost ranges were provided to allow
for greater flexibility. Costs were generated
for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning,
plumbing, and fire protection systems
for a building on a deck, as these code
requirements differ from those for buildings
built on land. The model also accounted
for the additional cost of transfer trusses,
which are the structures needed for highrise buildings to transfer the high load of the
building onto other structures.
These premiums for labor, construction
time and vertical typologies were applied
to the base cost of the deck structure and
foundations and produced an estimated cost
of $4.9 billion, or an average of $250 to
$300 per buildable square foot (PBSF). This
is based on a proposed total building square
footage of 16.2 to 19.5 million square feet over
33 acres of new land (or 47 new city blocks)
where the Master Plan locates buildings. This
is different from the cost per decked square
foot (PDSF), explained in the text to the left,
which was used to generate the cost of the
deck that supports public infrastructure.

Understanding Cost

Deck for Streets and Open Space

needs and take an infrastructure-first approach.
The costs of public infrastructure reflect the
The cost of the deck for streets and open space Plan’s proposal to deliver on community
is the second type of cost produced. This is
priorities and bring highly livable extension of
the cost for the 72 acres of the Master Plan
Western Queens into the Yard.
that do not contain buildings. These represent
60 acres of newly created open space and
Public infrastructure costs include fill and
five miles of new streets. This is the cost of
streets, open space, and all utility infrastructure.
city-making and delivering a new public realm
These costs were derived using rates from
and ample amenities to adequately support
recent local projects as well as a larger
new development and create an environment
database of historic projects and general best
that is attractive and will serve all Western
practice assumptions.
Queens residents. This deck cost used the same
methodology in the section described above
Fill and Streets
and includes spans, columns, and foundations
work as well as the cost for overtime, relocating In order to facilitate a new ”street level on
the overhead electrical wires that power the rail top of the deck and to connect the finished
lines to the underside of the deck, and general deck level with existing bridges and streets,
contingency for overhead and track closures
there is an allowance for ”structural fill.” For
. It does not include the premiums applied to
costing purposes, the fill has been assumed to
the structure to support medium- and high-rise be an average of six feet deep and composed
buildings, as this deck is only for streets, open
of a variety of materials including structural
space, and infrastructure. The total cost of
concrete, soils, and light weight geo-foam. The
creating new public land with deck for streets cost of fill is approximately $300 million. The
and parks is approximately $5.4 billion.
analysis also assumes that sites off the Yard
would require general site preparation with
Public Infrastructure
two feet of soil removal and replacement; this
cost is approximately $260 million. This brings
Once new “land” is created in the form of the
the total cost for all fill to $560M.
deck, infrastructure must be delivered to
service the new land, make it developable,
The surface of the deck is finished as either
and provide residents, workers, and visitors
hardscape street and sidewalks or softscape
within and outside the Yard with the necessary parks. It is assumed that underneath buildings,
open space and streets. A significant piece of void spaces will be useful half basements
feedback from the public engagement process for incoming utilities, storage, or other
was the desire to anchor this plan in human
opportunities for automated delivery, trash
Cost Modeling Approach
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Mid-Day Storage Yard Construction

collection, and other systems. Cost estimates
for streets include an asphalt base, concrete
curbs and sidewalks, surface treatments,
street signage, lighting and signals, and street
furniture. It also includes stairs and ramps
onto the deck at key locations. Connections
to existing bridges and streets are included in
the cost model. Costs for these are based on
preliminary design information as to what are
likely to be the key transportation connections
for pedestrians, buses, trains, and cars.
Landscape costs are based on comparable
park costs in New York City and categorized as
low, medium, or high. The total cost for street
infrastructure is estimated at $600 million.
Utility Infrastructure
Utility infrastructure includes the services
of gas, fire suppression systems (for both
below-deck space and on-deck buildings),
water, sanitary waste, sewer, stormwater
collection, fiber optic communications, and
electricity. Costing assumes utilities will run
inside a concrete duct with accessible covers
at a suitable spacing. These ducts containing
utilities are assumed to run along all streets
including the main corridors (85 feet wide)
and interior streets (65 feet wide). There would
be 16,000 feet of services tunnels containing
100,000 feet of utilities to serve the open space
and buildings above. These streets include
standard road build-up with a mixture of
surface treatments included for multiple street
users. Allowances have been made to connect
utilities with all future blocks or buildings.
Sunnyside Yard: Construction Lift
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Utilities will connect to infrastructure by way
of standard transmission substations, pumping
and lifting stations, gas pressure-reducing
stations, potable water, and fire pumping
stations. For stormwater detention, the cost
model includes landscape features for open
water collection which can then be reused
for irrigation or released back into the city’s
stormwater system.
There are no allowances included in the
cost model for certain specialized systems
such as ”tube” delivery or trash removal, any
infrastructure for autonomous vehicles, or
sewage treatment plants. The Master Plan is
not developed to a level of detail for this to
be appropriate. As projects move closer to
implementation, new innovations, specialized
systems, and additional infrastructure should
be studied further.
For sustainability, the cost model includes some
allowances for grey and blackwater treatment
(locally within buildings or per block) as well
as some micro-combined heat and power
(CHP) plants and solar photovoltaic panels.
Wind power was not included in the model and
would need to be further studied. These costs
are likely to be reviewed and amended over
time as design and development proceeds and
these technologies evolve.
The breakdown of cost for utility infrastructure
is as follows: The trench system within the
deck for distribution is estimated to cost
$410 million; electrical and gas is estimated at
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

$200 million; water and sewage infrastructure
is estimated at $510 million; and energy
infrastructure is estimated at $650 million.
This represents a total of $1.8 billion for all
utility infrastructure that would service about
12,000 homes, up to 4.2 million square feet of
commercial space, and up to 6.5 million square
feet of social infrastructure like schools and
health care facilities.

space to support park maintenance. The total
cost for the proposed open space network is
approximately $240 million.
Rail Modifications

solutions have not been estimated here, as
many of the technologies are being developed.
Further study and integration will be necessary
as implementation advances.

Although not included in this analysis, longThe Master Plan identified rail modifications
term savings and other financial benefits
that will be necessary to build a deck structure
should be noted alongside upfront costs.
above the busiest railyard in the nation. These
Reducing the burden of housing costs for
modifications include utility diversions, track
12,000 households will allow those families to
Open Space
relocation, signal modifications and new
participate more fully in the local economy
mechanical and ventilation systems to ensure the with greater purchasing and investment power.
An important takeaway from the public process yard remains fully operational while a deck and
Creating redundancies in the transportation
was the need for the Master Plan to provide
buildings are built above it. The total cost for this network can decrease productivity losses from
ample open space to serve Western Queens
is estimated at $1.1 billion.
delays or service interruptions. Hurricane Sandy
residents. The Master Plan provides for a total
cost the City and New Yorkers $19 billion.
of 60 acres of open space (34 acres on deck,
Breakdown of Rail Modification Costs:
Locating growth and social infrastructure
26 acres off deck) strategically located and
• Utility diversions: $200 million
in flood-resilient areas like a decked-over
accessible to all Western Queens communities, • Track relocation: $115 million
Sunnyside Yard is one strategy for reducing
including three neighborhood parks on
• Signal modifications: $100 million
these costs in the future. A 2019 report by the
the periphery of the Plan, close to existing
• Mechanical & ventilation: $530 million
Global Commission on Adaptation showed that
neighborhoods.
• Substation relocation: $96 million
investments in five types of resiliency measures
would result in a global cost savings of $7.1
The cost included estimates for three types of
Over time, as Amtrak makes investments into
trillion. The precise monetary benefits of these
parks. The first was one parks with high range
the Yard and the Master Plan is implemented,
measures are difficult to quantify but should be
landscape features such as water features,
Amtrak and the City will work to determine
analyzed alongside other financial returns and
public gardens, playground. The second was
how to prioritize and phase rail modifications
public benefits in later stages of planning.
parks with mid-range landscape features.
and share costs.
For more information on these technical components, sSee
This included costs for trees, landscaped
Chapter 1.3. “Building a Deck” on page 46
areas, athletic fields and hardscaped paths.
Cost-Saving Considerations
The third was low-range with features such
as landscaping with shrubs and grass but
A core priority of the Master Plan is
minimal trees. All types included costs for the
sustainability. It is expected that as phases of
standard soil, planting, lighting and seating.
the Master Plan are implemented, the latest
Each type also included a cost for buildings to
technological and engineering solutions will
house bathrooms, concessions, and operational be integrated. Costs associated with these
Understanding Cost
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Cost and Timing

The cost of building a deck over Sunnyside Yard is the cost of creating a
large amount of centrally-located public land dedicated to public needs —
a proposition that is near-impossible anywhere else in the City of New York.

The Difference in Cost per Buildable Square Foot of New Construction of
Building New Land v. Buying New Land

High-Rise Premium Cost
(i.e. trusses not needed for
off yard construction)

Fill Cost
Deck Cost

$25 - $30

$3 - $4
$168 - $202

Force Account Cost

$19 - $23

+ Yard Modification Cost

$37 - $44

Total Cost
per Buildable SF to
Build New Land

Building Cost
is equivalent

Landscape Cost
is equivalent

Off-deck public goods are
also paid for by the public
sector, but their cost is
not directly factored into
the price of acquiring
land.

$252 - $303

.+/- $200

Additional Yard Modification Costs: $1 billion

390

Total Cost per
Buildable SF to
Buy New Land

Public Goods & Utilities: $8.5 billion
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While detailed cost analysis provided key
insights into the mechanics of the project, they
did not overshadow the main objectives of the
effort. The Master Plan is not a development
transaction that lends itself to simple
analysis; rather, planning for Sunnyside Yard
is planning for new public land in the center
of New York City. Nowhere else in the Five
Boroughs is there a publicly controlled site
of this size, centrally located and connected
to local and regional transit networks, in
a flood-resilient location, surrounded by
vibrant neighborhoods. In any other location,
buying and assembling such a site is virtually
impossible in practice and would cause
tremendous displacement and disruption, as the
history of 20th century urban renewal shows.

broken down into four parts: Deck for buildings,
deck for streets and open space, public
infrastructure, and rail modifications. Deck
for buildings is the cost of creating new land
for development. The cost to build a deck
over Sunnyside Yard that supports housing
and other development is estimated at
approximately $5 billion, which when spread
across the full proposed development program
averages between $250 to $300 per buildable
square foot – slightly higher than the cost of
buildable land in Long Island City today.

Providing infrastructure to support strong
communities, deliver amenities for Western
Queens, and facilitate development is also
part of the overall cost. A resounding piece
of feedback from public engagement was the
The costs of delivering public land are, in large need to anchor the Plan in human needs and
part, the costs of building a deck over this
take an infrastructure-first approach. To that
complex and active rail yard and providing
end, the project proposes five miles of new
public infrastructure. The most important
streets, 60 acres of parks, new sewers and
drivers of deck cost are the complexities of
other utilities, and the deck to support all these
coordinating construction with the operations
critical uses.
of the Yard, from the limited time windows
available for construction, to the location
The cost for creating a base deck structure
and size of the zones where foundations and
for portions of the plan that do not support
columns can be placed. Cost varies in different buildings and all associated infrastructure is
parts of the Yard depending on the amount of
$8.5 billion. Additionally, the costs include
active rail traffic and spacing between tracks.
rail modifications necessary to build a deck
structure above the busiest rail yard in the
The methodology of the cost analysis was
nation, estimated at one billion dollars. These
Understanding Cost

Cost and Timing

costs reflect the Plan’s focus on delivering the
community’s priorities and creating a successful,
highly livable new piece of New York City.
Given the unique scale and long-term nature
of planning for Sunnyside Yard, the master
planning process intentionally sought to
develop a plan based on the community
engagement process, not one that is optimized
for near-term financial feasibility. For example,
the planning process was responsive to
community feedback that the density and
heights of buildings should be contextual to
existing adjacent neighborhoods rather than be
maximized across the Plan. This approach to
the process, and the high cost of decking over
a complex rail yard underscored the need for
public investment to facilitate the land needed
to realize the long-term public benefits in the
Plan.
A critical output of the Master Plan is the
technical blueprint to facilitate continued close
coordination with the Rail Entities to ensure
that the Plan is preserved. Future detailed
planning for a first phase will require further
community engagement, detailed design, and
public approvals. The intent of the Plan is to
move the conversation forward by providing
a framework aligned with what was heard
through the engagement process.
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3.2
Phasing
Considerations

A project as large as Sunnyside Yard would require a phasing
strategy to build the Master Plan out over time. Like many
aspects of the Plan, developing this strategy required input
from multiple disciplines.

• The Master Plan would be built out in many phases over many decades
• Different directional strategies were considered to weigh the benefits from a variety of
disciplinary perspectives
• Yard operations make building in certain areas more difficult and dictated the size and shape of
the phases
• Many different strategies were considered that weigh the benefits against construction difficulties
• The high-level directional approach calls for starting in the western part of the Yard in Long
Island City and progressing eastward, as this balances various perspectives
• Phases will need to be reevaluated on a rolling basis
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At 140 acres, the Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan would be built out in
many phases over many decades.
The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is far too big
to be built out in one or two phases. Unlike
the much simpler West Side Yard, over which
Hudson Yards is built, Sunnyside Yard is not
just a storage facility. It is also home to one of
the busiest passenger rail lines in the country,
as well as different maintenance, operational,
and engineering uses. To account for this
complexity, the Plan calls for a multi-decade
strategy, led by the public sector, to execute
the long-term vision. This is similar to phasing
for projects like Battery Park City.

Ultimately, the process generated both a
high-level directional approach that governs
where early phases should start and specific
geographies for discrete phases influenced
by rail engineering and urban design
considerations.
While a degree of uncertainty underlies
the specific timing of the phasing strategy,
the outline in this chapter provides a
general approach to organizing the many
considerations that will drive this process.

Several phasing strategies from multidisciplinary
perspectives were extensively analyzed with
a series of ranked-choice exercises to weigh
the different factors considered by the various
disciplinary points of view, many of which initially
diverged in their ideal starting points and phasing
progressions.

Phasing Considerations	
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Directional Strategy
Like many other aspects of the Master Plan, phasing was discussed and
reviewed at public meetings and with the Steering Committee. It was
also studied from the technical perspective of a variety of disciplines.
The diagrams below reflect a ranked preference for starting in
different geographies from four disciplinary perspectives. By
synthesizing and negotiating the pros and cons of these perspectives,
the Master Plan selected an overall directional strategy.

Urban Design
• Adjacent to dynamic, mixed-use Downtown Long Island City
• Offers additional connection points through the center of the Yard
• Position within the larger plan makes it suitable for a research and
education institution
396

Planning for Subway Capacity
• Sensitive to proximity to different subway lines
• Focus on proximity to subway stations with more capacity
• Rankings reflect near-term capacity and do not necessarily apply in
the more distant future
Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook

Rail, Structural & Geo-technical Engineering
Commercial Market Analysis
• Opportunity to align upgrades to Yard facilities with deck construction • Proximity to Court Square, the most conventionally dynamic nearby
• Tackles less technically complex parts of the Yard first
commercial neighborhood
• Ability to respond early to higher density context of western portion of
the Yard
Phasing Considerations

Directional Strategy
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Early Phase Testing
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Phasing Sequences relative to the Master Plan urban design considerations.
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Phasing Sequences relative to track outages potential.
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Three preliminary “phasing sequences” were
developed. Initial findings about construction
sequencing based on below deck operational
concerns were compared to geographical
divisions based on urban design rationale.
An initial coordination of these two sets of
considerations produced the divisions on the left
side of this page. These potential “sequences”
each represent a different way of starting to
deck the Yard, each with its own early phase. The
three sequences were analyzed with regard to:
urban design, open space, transportation, yard
operations, utilities, construction sequencing,
deck cost, required acquisitions, and potential
development programs. Eventually the western
sequence was the consensus favorite among
the Urban Planning Team and stakeholders.
Features in the western sequence that align with
community insights include:

Subsequent testing determined that while the
western portion as the early phase performed
better than the others, there were also
substantial costs associated with the public
infrastructure—streets, utilities, open spaces,
and social infrastructure like schools. Given this
analysis and the cost estimate discussed earlier
in this chapter, a viable start time for any initial
phase could not be established. This led the
team to look for ways to implement aspects of
the Plan in the near term with an emphasis on
public space and infrastructure improvements in
response to community feedback. These early
investments are described in greater detail in the
subsequent chapter.
See Chapter 3.3. “What Comes First?” on page 408

• Substantial public open space in early
phases, possibly an outdoor destination for
communities
• Robust connections to adjacent
neighborhoods and across the Yard
• The potential for a new regional rail hub at
Sunnyside Station
• Density that responds to existing context in
Long Island City
• Opportunity for a large research and
education institution, such as a hospital,
higher education campus or research center

Phasing Considerations

Early Phase Testing

Sunnyside Yard Northern Boulevard Edge Construction
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Early Phases of Sunnyside Yard

21st S
t

39th Ave
Goals of the early phases:
• Create substantial new open space
• Provide significant new affordable housing
• Accommodate a new educational and research hub
• Introduce a new regional rail hub

e
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Early Phases by the Numbers
• 1.85 million square feet (approx. 42 acres) of new land
via decking
• 3,800 affordable homes
• 1.3 million SF of research and education institution
• 750,000 SF of office space
• 600,000 SFQueen
of ssocial
infrastructure
Blvd
• 13.7 acres of open space

Following the analysis of the western sequence
described on the previous page, the phasing
strategy balances technical considerations,
transportation capacity, market conditions,
and the surrounding context to ensure critical
infrastructure investments are sequenced first.
The sizes and geometries of each phase are
dictated by connectivity to the bridges and
alignment with the track layout in the Yard.
Beginning in the west near Long Island City and
progressing eastward
is the best way to realize
d
ns Blv
e
e
u
Q The order, location, and size of later
the full Plan.
phases will need to be reevaluated over time as
key drivers for each phase will inevitably change.
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• A more robust commercial market that makes
the cost of decking more reasonable relative
to the price of land
• Interest from a partner institution, like a
university or research center seeking a large
The
early phases of the Plan incorporate key
and centrally located site
Sunnyside
public goods, including a new regional rail hub, a • Construction technology advancements
large amount of open space, a new research and
reducing the cost and complexity of decking
educational campus, and significant affordable
housing. Due to the high cost of constructing
In addition to external forces like market
the deck, significant public investment will be
conditions, there are forward-looking actions

Any phase of the Plan over the next 20 years
will involve investment from both the public and
private sectors. Early investments can set the
stage for the Master Plan while improving the
quality of life in Western Queens.
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A range of enabling factors for the Plan could
affect the start date for early phase:

the public sector can take, such as catalytic
infrastructure investments and identifying new
sources of funding for large-scale affordable
housing.
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required to realize these benefits. The decision
regarding when to begin these early phases
will be determined by several factors and
should not take precedence over immediate
public investment needs in the surrounding
communities today.
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Step 1
Step 2
Form non-profit governance entity Community engagement
including Amtrak, MTA, City of New around planning for early
York, and local representatives
phases, led by entity

St

Early 2020
Master Plan
Completion

Potential Near-term Public
Realm Improvements
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Detailed Planning and
Public Approvals

Phasing Considerations

Phase 1

Phase 2
Phase 3
Construction of each phase anticipated to take approximately 10 years
Phasing sequences relative to the current Master Plan

Early Phases of Sunnyside Yard
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Phasing and Construction Sequencing
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Phasing sequences relative to track layout.
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Phasing sequences relative to the proposed Master Plan.
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Generally, areas that are more accessible and
have more available area between tracks are
sequenced to begin foundation work first.
Mobilizing labor and materials will require
coordination between the lots surrounding the
phase and the rail yard operations. Starting with
regions that have more available lay-down area
will maximize opportunity for the contractors to
make use of available space within the Yard for
ease of construction. Suggested access roads
are shown in the sequencing diagrams provided
with the associated technical documents in
Appendix A6, but will be highly contingent upon
coordination at the time of project execution.
Another general principle for sequencing is
that all the work for a given set of rail lines
should be completed sequentially before
encroachment onto another set of rail lines.
Since the rail lines generally run east to west
(nominally), this is consistent with the approach
to complete all work moving in the east/west
direction before continuing to work on other sets
of rail lines. It should be noted that some of the
lines are interconnected by switches, and that

Phasing Considerations

outages on one line may affect others.
Considering the phasing of the deck overbuild
construction with the phasing of the Amtrak
Master Plan will be a challenge without a definite
timeline. Column locations and structural
capacities should be coordinated as the limited
availability of locations will drive the need for the
new Amtrak structures and the overbuild to build
off the same columns.
The following pages detail the constructability,
yard operation and urban design considerations
for three different portions within the Plan. The
order of illustrations implies the recommended
phasing, which reflects the idea of starting from
western sequence and progress eastwards.
However, there is a degree of flexibility around
the order within each sequence. Also, as
previously mentioned, the phasing strategy will
need to be continuously reevaluated as inputs
and assumptions change over time.

Phasing and Construction Sequencing
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Western Sequence: South-Western Portion

Western Sequence: Northern Portion

Central Sequence: South-Western Portion

Central Sequence: Northern Portion

Constructability
This phase is also located over the Mid-Day Storage Yard. As
noted above, this area does not require OCS re-profiling. The
clearances between the tightly spaced tracks will need to be
maintained, but studies show that a maximum column width
in the cross-track direction of 2’-8” is achievable, which
will provide the required clearances. Access to Northern
Boulevard is advantageous both for transporting materials
and as a lay-down area. Permissions from neighboring
buildings for temporary access during construction should
be coordinated.
Yard Operation
The narrow track centers in the western portion of this phase
will be challenging because outages will affect larger portions
of the Mid-Day Storage Yard. Construction in the eastern
portion near “Q Tower,” an existing control tower for the Yard,
will temporarily shut down the Amtrak Bowl Tracks.
Urban Design
This phase provides over seven acres of open space west
of the Northern Phase development and adjacent to Long
Island City. Additional connection bridges to the southern
edge of the Yard are included as part of this phase.

Constructability
This phase is constructed primarily over the Mid-Day Storage Yard, which
is advantageous because there will be no OCS re-profiling required. The
clearances between the tightly-spaced tracks will need to be maintained,
but studies conducted by the Master Plan engineers show that a
maximum column width in the cross-track direction of 2’-8” is achievable,
which will provide the required clearances. This phase also builds over
a portion of tracks leading to Amtrak’s High Speed Rail maintenance
shop, known as the “Ready Tracks”, which have an adjacent region of
terra firma. Access to Northern Boulevard is advantageous both for
transporting materials and as a lay-down area.
Yard Operation
The existing MTA pedestrian bridge will not fit underneath the new deck,
so a new bridge must be integrated with the deck design to provide
access for Yard employees. Also, the existing lighting structures will not
fit underneath the deck. New lighting will need to be hung from the
underside of deck.
Urban Design
This phase occurs directly adjacent to active Long Island City and
provides a staging area for future development to the south, connecting
the development from Queens Boulevard to Honeywell Street.

Constructability
Challenging access for foundation and superstructure
construction will require an access road from the east.
Access for deck construction could be provided from the
existing deck of the Northern Potion, or from the existing
Honeywell bridge.
Yard Operation
Existing OCS is supported from structures that span
across multiple tracks. OCS re-profiling will entail
temporary supports, and permanent supports hung from
the new deck structure.
Urban Design
This phase is located directly to the south of the Northern
Portion and continues up to the Main Line zone, extending
the Southern Corridor past the area for development
to provide staging areas and access for South-Eastern
Portion construction.

Constructability
Access to Northern Boulevard is advantageous both for transporting
materials and as a lay-down area. Permission from neighboring
buildings for temporary access during construction should be
coordinated. A portion of this region is terra firma, which can serve
as a lay-down area. Closing portions of the track for use, or Force
Account, will be minimal, leading to higher productivity.
Yard Operation
The plan for Amtrak’s new High-Speed Rail Facility should be
integrated into the deck design with shared columns suitable for the
loads of both the deck and the facility. Sequencing of work in the Yard
should provide for a portion of the new facility to be in operation while
the existing facility is decommissioned and reconstructed. Existing
OCS on the North Runner tracks will require re-profiling, similar to
other parts of Amtrak’s Yard.
Urban Design
This phase continues development along the Northern edge of the site,
connecting Honeywell St. and 36th St. bridges. A construction staging
area is provided for future phases to the south.

Housing
Office

2,837,500 GSF
750,000 GSF

Commdustrial

149,700 GSF

Retail

478,300 GSF

Institutional

1,290,000 GSF

Social Infra.

588,000 GSF

K-12 Schools
Child Care Centers
Health Care Facilities
Total
Open Space
Total Acreage
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395,000 GSF
71,700 GSF
121,300 GSF
7,595,700 GSF
+/- 15.8 acres
42.8 acres

3,800 Units

Western Sequence: South-Eastern Portion
Constructability
Challenging access for foundation and superstructure construction will
require an access road from the east, just north of the Main Line. The
portion of the deck over the East Side Access tunnels will have significant
structural challenges to avoid placing any foundations directly over the
tunnel structures.
Yard Operation
Bowl track wires are independently sectionalized. Long-term track
closures require protection. Nights and weekend outages are allowed.
Like other phases over Amtrak’s main “Bowl Tracks,” the OCS will have
to be reprofiled, initially transferred to a temporary structure and then
reattached to the bottom of the new deck. Read more about Overhead
Catenary Reprofiling & Reattachment on page 61
Urban Design
This phase completes the connection of the Northern Phase to Skillman
Avenue. with a bridge across the Main Line, increasing access points to
the deck from the southern edge of the site and completing the overbuild
between Queens Boulevard and Honeywell St. bridges. The first portion of
the Southern Corridor is constructed as part of this phase.
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Central Sequence: South-Eastern Portion
Housing
Office

4,478,000 GSF
496,300 GSF

Retail

333,900 GSF

Institutional

0 GSF

Social Infra.

673,600 GSF

Child Care Centers
Health Care Facilities
Total
Open Space
Total Acreage

Constructability
This region is currently terra firma allowing for ample lay-down area
and minimal track closures. Force account will be minimal resulting in
higher productivity.
Yard Operation
Depending of the timing of this Phase relative to Amtrak’s plans
to expand its “Bowl Tracks” OCS re-profiling will be minimal or not
required. If the expansion is carried out first its new OCS could
anticipate the overbuild, simplifying deck construction.
Urban Design
This phase completes the overbuild between Honeywell St. and 36th
St. bridges and includes an additional bridge over the Main Line to
Skillman Avenue, increasing accessibility to the overbuild from the
southern edge of the site.

1,613,900 GSF

Commdustrial

K-12 Schools

5,100 Units

452,700 GSF
82,200 GSF
138,700 GSF
7,595,700 GSF
+/- 9.7 acres
41.7 acres

Phasing Considerations

Phasing and Construction Sequencing
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Eastern Sequence: Northern Portion
Constructability
This region is mostly terra firma allowing for ample lay-down area and
minimal track closures. Force account will be minimal resulting in higher
productivity. This region should also provide lay-down area and access
roads to the previously constructed phases, which makes it ideal to be
constructed last. Additionally, some of the area will require property
acquisition, so sequencing this region last will allow maximum time to
secure the properties.
Yard Operation
Loop track closure is critical for yard operation. Existing OCS re-profiling
and track outages will need to be sequenced carefully and coordinated
with the Rail Entities.
Urban Design
This Phase is potentially the final phase of development as part of the
proposed Sunnyside Yard Master Plan and includes area on top of rail
tracks and adjacent parcels to ensure a connection through to the
Northern Corridor.

East Sequence: Southern Portion
Constructability
Like the Northern Portion of this sequence, this region is mostly terra firma
and allows for ample lay-down area and minimal track closures. Force
account will be minimal resulting in higher productivity. This region should
also provide lay-down area and access roads to the previously constructed
phases, which makes it ideal to be constructed last. And like the Northern
Portion, some of this area will require property acquisition, so sequencing
this region last will allow maximum time to secure the properties.
Yard Operation
Loop track closure is critical for yard operation. Existing OCS re-profiling
and track outages will need to be sequenced carefully and coordinated
with the Rail Entities.
Urban Design
This phase is located on the south-eastern zone of the Yard and includes
the expansion of Lou Lodati park as well a strip of development adjacent
to the Main Line that will complete the connection of the Southern
Corridor through to the end of the Yard.

Phasing Considerations

Phasing and Construction Sequencing

Housing
Office

3,276,100 GSF
50,300 GSF

Commdustrial

734,300 GSF

Retail

280,200 GSF

Institutional

0 GSF

Social Infra.

516,600 GSF

K-12 Schools
Child Care Centers
Health Care Facilities
Total
Open Space
Total Acreage

3,700 Units

350,300 GSF
63,000 GSF
103,300 GSF
2,434,000 GSF
+/- 21.8 acres
49.0 acres
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3.3
What Comes First?

Governance and public infrastructure were identified by the
Master Plan as the two elements that should be advanced first

• Create a nonprofit planning entity for Sunnyside Yard. An entity will
• Advance early open space investments. Responding to community
be responsible for stewarding implementation of the Master Plan and
desire for open space and improved pedestrian and bike connections
ensuring that its public priorities are realized over time. In addition
across the Yard, the Plan identifies potential early open space
to the City, Amtrak, and other key stakeholders, this entity will have
improvements that can be built well in advance of large-scale decking.
representation from elected officials and Western Queens communities
• Develop a set of recommended phasing strategies. Knowing in
– ensuring that the public will always have a seat at the table as
advance where and how development will progress will help prioritize
decisions are made.
infrastructure investments, generally starting in the western portion of
• Build Sunnyside Station first. Participants in the engagement process
the Yard and moving east.
consistently said that improving public transit, and specifically creating
• Continue collaboration with the public and key stakeholders. A plan of
a new regional rail station at the Yard, is a top priority. Sunnyside
this scale comprises many phases that will span across many decades.
Station will help connect Western Queens to the Greater New York
Implementation of any phase the Plan is dependent on numerous public
City region and to the Northeast, expanding access to opportunity for
approvals, including but not limited to authorization by the railroads,
residents and helping drive economic growth outside Manhattan.
City and State permits, environmental review, and land use approvals.
• Incorporate the Master Plan into areawide infrastructure planning
discussions. As the borough and city continue to grow, it is a priority
to sequence major infrastructure investments with growth, including
growth at Sunnyside Yard. For example, the City will consider the Yard’s
stormwater and wastewater in future drainage planning for Western
Queens.
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Making the Plan Permanent
Given the unique scale and long-term nature
of planning for Sunnyside Yard, the master
planning process intentionally sought
to develop a plan worth doing based on
lessons learned through extensive public
engagement, as opposed to creating a plan
that maximizes financial gain. For example,
the proposed densities of new development
respond to feedback from residents that
buildings should be in context with adjacent
neighborhoods, rather than as high as a deck
could structurally allow. This approach to the
process, and the high cost of decking over
a complex rail yard, underscore the need
for public investment to realize the longterm benefits of the Plan. As planning and
implementation progresses, there will be
continued public engagement, mandated by
the nonprofit planning entity and carried out
in partnership with local community groups.

aligned with the railroads’ long-term plans for
• Advocating for key policies need at different
their facilities. This coordination puts the public
levels of government to meet the Plan’s
in a strong position to shape the future of
ambitious priorities around affordable
the Yard and build a stronger, more equitable
housing, transportation, sustainability
community.
• Advising on the formation of any new entity,
or changes to the existing organization, as
Forming a Planning Entity
may be required to implement the Plan

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan is the
beginning of a generational effort to
responsibly utilize publicly controlled land and
model a comprehensive, inclusive approach
to long-term planning. The Master Plan is not
set in stone, nor is it a shovel-ready project.
Instead, it will guide future decisions, ensuring
that they are made comprehensively, led
by public priorities, and centered on human
needs. Planning now enables this vision to be

The planning entity will be a vehicle for the
following activities:
• Ensuring that robust public engagement
informs the scoping, design, and
implementation of any phase or component
of any Sunnyside Yard overbuild project
• Exchanging information on matters related to
the Sunnyside Yard Master Plan
• Facilitating open discussion and deliberation
on potential future overbuild

The first step to ensure the values and
priorities set forth in the Sunnyside Yard
Master Plan are preserved is the formation of
a nonprofit governance entity composed of
the City, Amtrak, and other key stakeholders
including the MTA, elected officials, and
community representatives. The mission
of this organization will be to uphold the
integrity of the Master Plan by ensuring
that strong public processes inform future
decision-making and core commitments are
maintained in any future overbuild project.

The precise role of the planning entity will
likely evolve over time and the structure may
change to assume necessary functions for
different phases of projects. At the outset,
its primary function will be to oversee
and coordinate planning and stakeholder
dialogue. Later, when projects move
forward, functions like public infrastructure
financing, construction coordination, and
open space management, among others,
will be necessary, and the entity may change
to reflect this. The mission and function of
any future entities formed to implement the
Master Plan should similarly be established
through an inclusive and transparent process.

Public Meeting 2 | PS 166 Henry Gradstein, Astoria
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Governance of large-scale planning projects can take on many forms
Jamaica Now Leadership Council

Friends of the High Line

Type
Stakeholder Committee

Type
Nonprofit Organization

Purpose
Oversees implementation of the Jamaica Now
Action Plan

Purpose
Primary steward of the High Line

Core Function
• Monitor Action Plan implementation
• Evaluate effectiveness of action plan
• Quarterly meetings
Membership
Queens Borough President, City agencies,
local institutions, community stakeholders (via
application)

Membership
Executive team, Board of Directors (planning
and design professionals)

Philadelphia 30th Street Station

Battery Park City Authority

Type
Development Partnership

Type
NY State Public Benefit Corporation (created
by State Law)

Purpose
Build out the District Plan
Core Function: Oversee implementation of the
plan, which includes:
• Enhancements to 30th St Station
• 18 million square feet of new development,
including housing for up to 10,000 residents
• 40 acres of new open space
Membership
Amtrak, Brandywine Realty Trust, Drexel
University, PennDOT and SEPTA
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Core Function
• Daily operation and maintenance of the park
• Public programming
• Fundraising for the annual budget

Purpose
Plan, create, coordinate and maintain the
community of commercial, residential, retail,
and park space within its designated 92 acre
site
Core Function
• Manage the project
• Acquire, hold, and dispose of property
• Enter into lease agreements
• Borrow money and issue debt
Membership
Board of Directors, staff
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The new nonprofit planning entity will honor
the Plan’s core commitments by:
• Implementing an infrastructure-first
approach as a prerequisite for any future
development
• Building Sunnyside Station first and making
other vital transit improvements
• Ensuring all new housing at the Yard is
affordable to low- and moderate-income
New Yorkers
• Delivering open space and social
infrastructure
• Generating jobs and growing the green
economy
• Pursuing carbon neutrality and adhering to
the Plan’s sustainability principles
• Keeping a community-driven approach
by engaging the public in future decisionmaking
In order to help realize these commitments,
the entity may at times form specialized subgroups made up of stakeholders and experts.
Because of the scale of the Master Plan and
the mixed ownership of Sunnyside Yard, a
coordination entity that crosses multiple
jurisdictions, including the City of New York,
Amtrak, and the MTA is necessary to ensure
that changes to the rail infrastructure and
facilities in the Yard are, to the greatest
extent possible, consistent with the Master
Plan and do not preclude future overbuild.

Transportation Workshop

The planning entity can also carry out sustained advocacy around key policies needed at
the city, state, and federal levels, such as the Plan’s ambitious housing and sustainability
visions, leveraging Sunnyside Yard as an opportunity to implement those visions. Over
the long term, the entity can monitor broader standards and policies, evaluating their
implementation in alignment with the Plan.
413
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Infrastructure First Approach
Infrastructure is a major factor for any largescale planning exercise, but the magnitude and
long-term nature of the Master Plan requires
a well-coordinated planning effort to both
future utility capacity and nearby development
review considerations. It will be incumbent on
the new nonprofit planning entity to maintain
close contact with local utility providers and
planning officials to ensure that capacity and
demand forecasting in Western Queens takes
into account the future needs of the Master Plan
Utilities
The nonprofit planning entity must insure
that future utility capacity planning across
Western Queens must take into account
plans for Sunnyside Yard. This includes
coordinating with government agencies
that are implementing infrastructure
improvements such as the NYC Department
of Environmental Protection’s (DEP)
Amended Drainage Plan for Long Island City.
As DEP implements this plan, the growth
projections that it is based on will include
potential development at the Yard as well as
improved stormwater detention enabled by
the deck. Similar coordination will be required
with utility providers like Con Edison and
telecommunications companies like Verizon
and AT&T.

What Comes First?

Transportation

during later phases of the Master Plan.

New York City and New York State are
already making significant investments in
an improved transportation system, from
central business district (CBD) congestion
pricing to manage traffic and create revenue
to fund transit investment, to the MTA’s Fast
Forward Plan to improve subway and bus
performance and major system expansions
such as East Side Access, to New York City’s
80x50 Roadmap for climate action, the
Vision Zero initiative to improve traffic and
pedestrian safety, and the Green Wave Plan
to expand safe bicycling across the city.

Nearby Land Use and Environmental Review
Future land use planning for neighborhoods
around the Yard should consider the Master
Plan in terms of planning for connections to
the deck, and take into account the future
density and physical context of the Yard. As
part of future environmental review processes
for the phases of the Master Plan, the entity
will also need to study current activities and
conditions in the rail yard to determine any
necessary remediation required before new
construction begins.

Along with these ongoing efforts, early
infrastructure improvements coordinated
by the new entity can help to immediately
improve accessibility and mobility in and
around Sunnyside Yard. These improvements
are focused on creating safer, more seamless
connections across the Yard as well as
building out a cohesive network of public
spaces, greenways, and safer streets. While
these enhancements to local streets do not
significantly increase the capacity of the
transportation system or address its crowding,
they complement the larger system capacity
initiatives mentioned above and lay the
groundwork for larger-scale improvements

Infrastructure First Approach
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Sunnyside Station

View of Proposed Civic Commons
1

Gateway Plaza

2 Sunnyside Station
3 Future Northern Corridor

Sunnyside Station is a key part of a larger
strategy for improving transportation options
for Western Queens and the region. As
described in Chapter 2.2, this new Long Island
Rail Road (LIRR) Station has the potential
to be served by all three regional railroads
and Amtrak. As a hub for both regional
rail services and civic activities, it is pivotal
to unlocking the Yard’s enormous longterm potential. The Station would support
commercial growth and regional commuting
to the Yard, enabling more balanced land
use patterns that mitigate demands on other
modes of travel, such as the subway.

4 Queens Boulevard

is achieved at Penn Station, NJ TRANSIT
service would connect Western Queens to
New Jersey. This expansion of regional transit
access can also help alleviate subway demand.
This positive impact would be multiplied if incity fares are reduced, as many local elected
officials are advocating.

Ensuring the Station connects seamlessly
to existing neighborhoods is key. While
the Station should be built first, the Master
Plan also provides options for additional
improvements to the public realm to better
integrate the Station into the existing
streets and neighborhoods. The highest
The Station’s position within the regional rail
priority of these is a new pedestrian and
network gives it the potential to connect the
bicycle Greenway along Queens Boulevard.
entire Northeast. Through these connections, This will create a new, more welcoming
it can further support the growing jobs hub in space for residents, workers, and visitors to
Long Island City. While LIRR would be most
traverse the Yard and access the Station.
likely to serve the Station first, Metro-North
A second option is a new park adjacent to
Railroad could provide service once the Penn this Greenway, Gateway Plaza, which would
Station Access project is complete. This would act as a welcoming entrance to the Station.
open Long Island City and Western Queens
Additionally, the headhouse portion of
to the Bronx, Westchester, and Connecticut.
Sunnyside Station above the deck can provide
On a longer planning horizon, Amtrak service amenities for passengers passing through and
would provide connections to Boston, D.C.
serve as a neighborhood-serving civic space
and beyond. Additionally, if through-running
for public activities. These additional public

2

realm improvements are described further on
page 424.
Construction of the Station should move
forward in the next decade and be completed
before large-scale development at the
Yard. Additional design, engineering, and
constructability analysis by the MTA is needed
to determine the optimal track and platform
layout as well as architectural layout of
station headhouse. The City and Amtrak stand
ready to work with the MTA to advance this
transformative project.

4

1
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Sunnyside Station
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Responding to Community Needs

Responding to Community Needs,
Setting the Stage for the Master Plan

As outlined in Chapter 2.1, the Master Plan
presents recommendations to create a
network of open spaces; the goal being to
weave together existing neighborhoods and
provide new public parks and amenities for
both existing and future residents. The set of
initiatives below is a clear first step toward the
larger open space strategy of the Master Plan.

Markets

Sunnyside Station

Garden

Play
BBQ Picnic Deck

Over-look
Terrace

Bike
Path
Dog Run

Existing Park

Splash Pad
Climbing
Wall

Lawn
Food Truck
Bike Parking

Bocce
Stage

Urban/Commuter

Community Requested
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Neighborhood/Family

During the engagement process, participants
talked about what must happen first:
investments in open space and better
mobility around and over Sunnyside Yard.
Given the current shortage of open space
in Western Queens and the generally
unpleasant experience of crossing over the
Yard along existing bridges, the Master Plan
seeks to address these concerns. These
potential early improvements include:
• New open spaces, programmed for a variety
of activities
• A better-connected open space
network extending directly into existing
neighborhoods
• Improved streetscape for existing bridges
and streets
• Enhanced pedestrian and bike connectivity
for areas around the Yard

Urban Design Workshop

Proposed development / Improvement

Sunnyside Yard Master Plan Handbook
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Responding to Community Needs
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Early Phases Open Space Improvements

Improving the Public Realm
The Master Plan asks: What can be done
before large-scale overbuild to address
some of the needs highlighted during in
community engagement and help lay the
groundwork for the rest of the Master Plan?
The Urban Planning Team explored a range of
options that would:
• Have independent utility from the rest of the
Master Plan
• Be feasible within the near term (+/- 10 years)
• Align with the vision and goals of the Master
Plan
• Respond directly to community needs and
interests
• Change public perception of the Yard

Skillman Linear Park

Gateway Plaza

World’s Park

Sunnyside Station

The outcome of this exploration was a
recommended set of infrastructure and public
realm improvements that could complement
Sunnyside Station:

Queens Boulevard
Greenway

Gateway Plaza - public plaza adjacent to
Sunnyside Station. Provides a welcoming
“front door” for the Station and gives
Downtown Long Island City a new civic
gathering space well-suited for programming.

Thomson Avenue Greenway

Skillman Linear Park - a linear and adjacent
greenspace along Skillman Avenue,
transforming the southern perimeter of the

Skillman Linear Park
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Yard into a wide embankment with pedestrian
and bike paths, green space, and recreation.
Skillman Linear Park will also reserve space
for future pedestrian/bike bridges across
the Main Line into the Yard. When fully built,
the Linear Park will link Lou Lodati Park to
LaGuardia Community College.
World’s Park - a new 6.5-acre park at the
western end of the Yard between Thomson
Avenue and Queens Boulevard adjacent to the
Court Square neighborhood of Long Island
City. Converging rail lines below necessitate
longer deck spans and a lightweight structure,
making this open space more costly.
Over-Yard Greenways - enhancing the
pedestrian and bicycle experience on the
Queens Boulevard and Thomson Avenue
bridges, a first step in changing public
perception of the Yard and improving mobility
for current residents.
These early improvements will also form the
first links in the chain of open spaces which
are part of the greater Sunnyside Yard Master
Plan. Sunnyside Station, the new open spaces,
and future research and education institutions
will together eventually form a “Civic
Commons” – a place where different public
uses and amenities create a central focal point
for Western Queens.

Improving the Public Realm
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As the population of Western Queens
grows, existing parks have become more
intensively used, and the need for more
and different types of parks continues to
emerge. City agencies and civic associations,
such as Newtown Creek Alliance and New
Yorkers for Parks, have proposed initiatives
and recommendations for enhancing existing
park space and creating new parks in area
around the Yard. The Master Plan’s early
improvements will tie into these initiatives
and enhance open space connectivity from
robust Long Island City waterfront parks to
inland neighborhoods.

Building on Nearby Initiatives
Astoria
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Queens
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The Master Plan can also inform future
initiatives, including expanded streetscape
improvements to build on DOT’s ongoing
efforts to improve safety, walkability, and
public space along Northern Boulevard. The
Master Plan aims to build on these initiatives
to improve safety, connectivity, and quality
of life for residents, workers, students, and
commuters.
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The proposed public realm improvements
are well-aligned with recent and ongoing
City-led transportation initiatives. The
2018 Long Island City Investment Strategy
highlighted streetscape improvements and
subway upgrade projects that would enhance
connectivity of areas around the Yard. DOT’s
Northern Boulevard improvements also have
potential to transform this heavily trafficoriented arterial into a more pedestrianfriendly street. Recently proposed bike
improvement plans, including the City’s “Green
Wave” Bicycling Plan and a proposal for a
complete network of protected bike lanes in
Woodside
Long Island City, also create opportunities
for bridging key gaps between existing bike
routes.

Astoria
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Improving the Public Realm
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Read more about Open Space Strategy on page 157
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The Yard as it exists today poses hard
boundaries between neighborhoods. The
proposed street improvements near and
across the Yard can turn the primarily
vehicular-oriented through-ways into
pedestrian and bike friendly streets. The
proposed open spaces can encourage
civic activities near the Yard, making it a
destination. The existing edge conditions
can also be softened and improved to allow
more visual connections into the Yard.
Through these approaches, the Master Plan
aims to change the public perception of the
Yard from an isolated infrastructural site to
a more integrated part of the surrounding
neighborhoods.

31

While the initial improvements can have
great influence as standalone projects, they
are also considered the start of the larger
open space network of the Master Plan.
Gateway Plaza along the east side of Queens
Boulevard is an anchor point for the Central
Greenway that connects the entire Yard from
east to west. The plaza can connect Sunnyside
Station with a new or expanded Education
and Research Institutions. The Skillman Linear
Park connects to the proposed Lou Lodati
Park expansion and anticipates multiple
pedestrian access points from the south into
Sunnyside Yard. The World’s Park on the
western end of the Yard, bounded by two
bridges that become more like streets, will
provide a much-needed sizeable park for
growing neighborhoods

First Potential Open Space Improvements

21
st
St

Beginning the Open Space Network

Improving the Public Experience within and
around the Yard
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Early Phases Open Space
Full Master Plan Open Space

7.2 Acres
Full Master Plan Open Space Area: +/- 60 Acres
Early Phase Open Space Area:
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Sunnyside Station Potential Programs
(for illustrative conceptual purposes only)

Sunnyside Station
As the first part of the Master Plan is built,
and the Civic Commons area anchors
the vision of the Master Plan. Sunnyside
Station provides an “urban living room” for
various public activities such as community
gatherings, civic meetings, rentable coworking booths, small performances, and
pop-up exhibitions. At concourse level, the
Station will provide lounge space, food
stands, bathrooms, temporary storage, and
other amenities for passengers.
A building with a broad range of uses in mind
will benefit from an open plan with robust
supporting “back of house” space. Being
adjacent to the Queens Boulevard bridge
and Greenway presents an opportunity to
integrate a long corridor-like space into
the building, mediating between the flow
of people across the bridge and more
permanent uses inside the Station.

Ground Floor

Second Floor

Third Floor

Programs:
• Food hall
• Co-working desks
• Bike storage and showers
• Flexible space for performance and exhibition
• Train platform access point
• Train schedule screen*

Programs:
• Co-working desks
• Gallery space
• Connection to station concourse

Programs:
• Library
• Childcare center
• Cultural institution offices
• Meeting and rehearsal spaces
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From a structural engineering standpoint,
the building load on the deck surface should
be as minimal as possible, with primary
load-bearing elements aligning with the
structural system that supports the deck.
This will result in a deep roof truss within
which all necessary building systems can be
integrated. Tall ceiling heights will signify the
civic atmosphere and bustling “living room”
qualities of the Station concourse.

What Comes First?

LocHal Coworking Spaces

LocHal, Tilburg, the Netherlands
Adaptive re-use of train hall housing a library, center for culture
and art, and co-working spaces
Budget: €32 MM ($35.7 M)
Footprint: 53,000 sq ft
Total Area: 75,350 sq ft

Improving the Public Realm

LocHal Interior Stairs
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Gateway Plaza and Sunnyside Station

The Gateway Plaza
The Master Plan proposes a 3.6-acre public
plaza alongside Downtown Long Island City –
an area with irregular geometry and loading
constraints that limit the feasibility of other
uses. The concept of Gateway Plaza responds
to the need for flexibility in this area, in terms
of both programs and future optionality.
Landscape elements are more forgiving of
eccentric geometry than buildings and can be
designed with lighter weight uses like passive
lawns and recreational spaces.
Gateway Plaza adjoins and merges with the
proposed Queens Boulevard Greenway. It
establishes the Yard as a public place from
the outset and creates a civic “living room”
for gatherings, cultural events, and other
public programming. It also serves as a front
entrance to Sunnyside Station, activated by
the Station building and the comings and
goings of regional rail passengers. Through
the nonprofit planning entity, surrounding
communities can collaboratively inform the
design of Gateway Plaza. As with all new open
spaces in the Yard, before the project moves
forward, resources for maintenance and
programming must be identified and secured,
with the goal of providing self-sufficient
maintenance and operations resources for
new parks.

Gateway Plaza

A relatively modest open space with a large degree of connectivity, Gateway Plaza serves
as a portal to multiple places throughout and around the Yard
What Comes First?

The Gateway Plaza
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A Prototype of Flexible Open Space
As proof-of-concept for decking over the
Yard at a large scale, the reduced-load plaza
is flexible enough to accommodate a wide
range of public activities and become a
prominent much-needed outdoor civic space
for Long Island City. Gateway Plaza itself
could be built in phases, with the first portion
built in conjunction with Sunnyside Station (as
shown in the diagrams on the facing page) –
allowing for much-needed open space to be
created sooner.
Gateway Plaza also allows for a wide-array of
future developments to create a vibrant place
for public activities. A loosely programmed
Station building can occupy the south side
of the park to provide spaces for indoor
activities. It can also engage the future
regional rail services to create a regional
transit destination.

Opening Up the Yard Corner

Sunnyside Station as a Magnet for Urban Activity

Regional Rail Crossroad

Building a decked open space close to Downtown LIC and
Queens Boulevard will attract pedestrian flow and change the
hard boundaries of the Yard into more friendly and interactive
edges.

As a civic building as well as a train station, Sunnyside Station
can provide covered space to host events and other public
activities. The structure of Sunnyside Station will align with
deck columns to avoid additional placing additional load on
deck slabs.

Gateway Plaza will provide space for pedestrian circulation,
meeting up, and public art, creating a strong sense of
destination for local residents, students and visitors. The
Station will have amenities for passengers passing through,
including dining, resting and retail spaces, and serve as a
neighborhood-serving civic hub.
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Yerba Buena Gardens, San Francisco
Dimension: 350 ft × 300 ft
Area: 3.66 Acres

Plaza Matadero, Madrid
Dimension: 220 ft × 280 ft
Area: 1.20 Acres

Union Square Plaza, New York
Dimension: 200 ft × 300 ft
Area: 1.80 Acres

Elizabeth Caruthers Park, Portland
Dimension: 210 ft × 460 ft
Area: 2.41 Acres

The Gateway Plaza
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Over-Yard Greenways
The Queens Boulevard Bridge and Thomson
Avenue Bridge are heavily-trafficked
thoroughfares that connect parts of Long
Island City that are separated by Sunnyside
Yard – the IBZ and LaGuardia Community
College south of the Yard, Court Square and
subway stations to the north and west. These
bridges become main streets in the grid of
the Master Plan and integral connections in
the open space network.
The proposed Greenways will improve the
pedestrian and cyclist experience along
these bridges and complement existing
the existing vehicular corridor. They
will function as widened bridges but be
physically independent structures that
require only minimal changes to the existing
bridges.

Queens Boulevard Greenway

Thomson Avenue Greenway

Queens Boulevard Bridge, viewing southeast
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Over-Yard Greenways
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While modest improvements can be made
within the existing bridge rights-of-way,
expanding the right-of-way is the most
impactful way to improve these physical
connections. The expansion of Queens
Boulevard and Thomson Avenue to one
side of each bridge will allow for safer bike
connections and reduce conflicts between
cyclists and pedestrians while also creating a
more comfortable and enjoyable north-south
connection for pedestrians.

Dutch Kills
Green

Van Da
m

Study of pedestrian patterns on Queens
Boulevard and Thomson Avenue bridges
revealed the importance of these bridges
as pathways, in particular for LaGuardia
students, faculty, and staff traversing the Yard
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Peak Period
Significant south-bound
traffic to IBZ and LGCC area.
Major traffic on Thomson
Avenue Bridge.
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Over-Yard Greenways
Newtown Creek

Long Island City
IBZ

Greenways for Pedestrian and Cyclists

Planting Channel

Infrastructure & Utility Channel
Manhole Cover

The Greenways are new 30-foot-wide
structures, one running along the west/south
side of the Thomson Avenue Bridge and other
along the east side of the Queens Boulevard
Bridge. The width of the Greenways takes
into consideration structural efficiency, user
capacity, and landscape strategies.

Concrete Tub Girder
Metal Deck

To alleviate crowded biking space and
connect to the larger bike network, the
Greenways would include two-way protected
bike lanes. The Greenways also provide
pedestrians with a more pleasant, spacious,
landscaped experience while crossing the
Yard. The chosen tub girder structural system
(i.e. a series of beams in the shape of a box) is
efficient for the proposed width and provides
the depth needed to integrate plantings and
utilities. Essentially, the Greenways are the
first pieces of what will someday become a 115
acre deck structure covering the Yard.

Proposed Widening

Existing Boundary

Tub Girder Detail

.

Map data ©2019 Google

Hudson River Greenway, New York
Width: 35 ft (Non-vehicular portion)

Allen Street Mall, New York
Width: 45 ft (Non-vehicular portion)

Bloomingdale Trail, Chicago
Width: 30 ft

30’

Section at Queens Boulevard Bridge, with proposed Greenway
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Over-Yard Greenways
Infrastructure Channel

Skillman Avenue Linear Park

View of Proposed Skillman Linear Park
1

Skillman Avenue Improvement

2 Park Support Buildings
3 Lawn
4 Honeywell Bridge

The strip of terra firma land along the
southern edge of Sunnyside Yard and the
north side of Skillman Avenue was studied for
suitability for a range development, including
commercial, industrial and institutional
uses (creative office, light manufacturing,
retail, uses affiliated with nearby LaGuardia
Community College). Ultimately, development
potential was determined to be limited due
to insufficiently large building footprints that
would require some decking. However, the
width of this over half-mile-long strip of land,
which ranges from approximately 30 feet at
the eastern end to 80 feet at the western end,
is well-suited to open space.

5 Meandering Path/Connector
6 Promenade along Yard

2

Skillman Linear Park
Park Support Buildings

Because it does not require decking, this open
space will be substantially less expensive on a
per square foot basis to construct than other
open spaces and Greenways. Like other parts
of the Master Plan, segments of the Linear
Park can be constructed in phases over time,
with each segment bringing new amenities.

4
1

Skillman Avenue
Improvements

3

5
6

Turning this portion of the Yard into a linear
park helps answer the pressing need for
open space in Western Queens, provides
an improved bike route, and ties the two
proposed Greenways into a larger network
connecting the neighborhoods that surround
the Yard.

What Comes First?

Skillman Avenue Linear Park
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Different landscape strategies respond to
the varying width of terra firma land along
Skillman Avenue. The narrower portions of
the Linear Park, mainly on the western side,
will feature more hardscape for pedestrian
movement and active uses. Wider portions on
the east side can accommodate larger passive
green space with planting areas and tree
canopies, oriented towards quieter activities,
as well as some active recreation facilities and
play spaces.
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11’

B
The BeltLine, Atlanta
1,300 acres, 33 miles

The 606, Chicago
20 acres, 2.7 miles

The BeltLine is a planned loop of parks, trails, transit, and affordable housing that circles
the City of Atlanta. Built mostly in abandoned railway corridors, it will include 33 miles of
multi-use trails, 22 miles of light rail transit, 1,300 acres of new greenspace, and 1,100 acres
of remediated brownfields. The 8.8 miles of open trails are lined with public art installations
and a linear arboretum. The parks and trails are home to hundreds of free fitness classes.
The Atlanta BeltLine will ultimately connect 45 neighborhoods, provide first and last mile
connectivity for regional transportation initiatives, and put Atlanta on a path to 21st century
growth and sustainability.

When active rail service ceased in the 1990s, this embankment was reclaimed by community
members as an impromptu trail. In the early 2000s the idea gained traction through several
community-based visions and in 2004 as part of the Logan Square Open Space Plan.
The 606—named for Chicago’s zip code prefix—opened in 2015, connecting four diverse
neighborhoods, and bringing together arts, history, and design. The park and trail system
include the elevated Bloomingdale Trail for bikers, runners, and walkers, which connects four
existing and two planned access parks at the ground level; alternative transportation avenues;
and green, open space for Chicago.
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Woodland Garden

Open Lawn

Seating Steps
Splash Pad
Amphitheater

BBQ Pavilion

Dog Run

Lou Lodati Park

Sunnyside Overlook

Open Lawn

Bocce Court

Promenade

Protected Bike Lane

Food Trucks
Bike Parking

The varied characteristics of the Linear Park respond to community
needs for different activities, ranging from active sports fields, an
amphitheater for community events, and a lawn and woodland for
quiet walks. In areas near the Long Island City Industrial Business
Zone (IBZ), spaces for bike parking, food trucks, and open lawn will
serve workers LaGuardia students and people passing through the
park. In the eastern portions and Sunnyside residential areas, park
programming is oriented for family-centered activities.

Food Trucks

442

Amphitheater
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Dog Run
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Bike Lane

BBQ Pavilion

Skillman Avenue Linear Park

Play Area
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World’s Park
Sunnyside Station

Bosque and
Benches

Walking Paths
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Given the unmet open space needs of a
continually growing Long Island City and
challenging site conditions in the narrower
sections of Sunnyside Yard, a park is the most
logical use between the Thomson Avenue and
Queens Boulevard bridges.
The northern half of this section sees the
convergence of the Main Line and storage
tracks into a narrow throat with few locations
to place structural columns. Construction
over this section will incur higher labor costs
due to track closure limitations. Further, the
direct adjacency of existing buildings off
the north edge of the Yard would result in a
40-foot deck wall, an undesirable condition
which new buildings would exacerbate.
Lastly, the presence of Queensboro Bridge
onramps suggests keeping this area as open
as possible. A park with low structural load
can satisfy these constraints, with shallow-root
vegetation, permeable paving, and recreation
lawns for workers, students in the daytime, and
residents.

World’s Park

Since it is bound by two bridges, this park is
independent of parts of the deck and could
theoretically be built at any time during buildout of the Master Plan. However, it makes
sense to develop this 10 acre park in early
phases to complete the Civic Commons area
and provide Long Island City with a muchneeded, substantial new open space.
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Technical Considerations
Deck Construction
Skillman Linear Park

Gateway Plaza

World’s Park

Thomson Avenue Greenway

Sunnyside Station

Queens Boulevard
Greenway

The early-phase public realm improvements
described above are located on some of the
more constructible areas of the Yard:
• The Skillman Linear Park will be constructed
on terra firma, on parts of yard where
construction will not interfere with train
operation. Standard retaining wall construction
with spread footings may be employed.
• The portions of the Gateway Plaza over the
MTA Mid-Day Storage Yard will also be less
challenging to construct because LIRR trains
do not use overhead power, and therefore there
are no catenary structures to reconstruct.
• The Queens Boulevard and Thompson
Avenue Greenways as well as the World’s
Park will be more challenging due to the
many track outages that will occur during
construction.
These regions are test beds for developing
“proof of concept” for decking over the
Yard. By strategically reducing the permissible
loading on this region and increasing the deck
spans, the number of foundation elements can
be reduced to minimize track disruption.
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Retaining Structure for Skillman Linear Park
The future site of the Skillman Linear Park
is situated on an existing embankment
(as shown at right). At the top is the area
adjacent to Skillman Avenue to the south, and
to the north is the rail yard. Clearances from
existing tracks are not a concern in terms of
construction requirements.

The other alternative method for construction
is a simple retaining wall structure (as shown
on the right). To avoid a large footing that
may impact the adjacent tracks, the wall could
be mechanically stabilized with soil anchors
into engineered fill.

The standard cut-and-cover construction
methodology, often seen along the highway,
was employed in the typical section
along the park. This scenario allows for
cellar construction which may be used as
programming space either for the park, or
for the rail yard agencies. Excavation down
to sufficiently stiff load-bearing soils could
disturb the adjacent access road at the
north side, and so deep caisson foundation
elements are illustrated to minimize the
impact. Wider spread footings that are more
cost effective may be achievable on the south
side of the structure. The deck that spans
between foundation walls could be cast-inplace or precast concrete, at the contractor’s
option, with no significant cost differential.

Sunnyside Yard Amtrak Construction
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Skillman Avenue Retaining Wall
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LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

Reduced live load due to
eliminating vehicular access

The structure of the deck is designed to
support both dead and live loads. Within the
deck’s design, the live load capacity can be
transferred to a dead load by eliminating
vehicular access. The diagram on the right
shows the soil depth limits when vehicular
access is granted across the deck. The
diagram on the left illustrate the shifted load
and soil capacity of the deck, when vehicular
access is eliminated. The opportunity to shift
live load into dead load, in particular areas,
provides opportunity within the open space
design to create a dynamic landscape.

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

Increased dead load potential

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

LIVE LOAD DEAD LOAD

During the design process, curbs, walls, and
other permanent elements can be employed
to restrict vehicular access and increase
the potential for the landscape architecture
design. The central portion of the diagram
illustrates the use of low walls to create a
raised planting area, inaccessible to vehicles.
By defining vehicular circulation on the
deck during the open space design process,
the landscape strategies are provided with
greater flexibility to create varied types of
open space at Sunnyside Yard while adapting
to the constraints of the deck design.

Deck Loading for Structurally Constrained Parks

Increased dead load potential

Reduced live load due to
eliminating vehicular access

No vehicular access in this zone
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Maintaining Yard Access
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There are access roads and access ramps
from Skillman Avenue which provide railroad
employees vehicular access to the south of
the Yard and the East River Tunnels. These
ramps will be partially covered by Skillman
Linear Park while ensuring there can be
sufficient clearance for vehicular access.
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An existing access platform/stairs, located
at the east face of Queens Boulevard bridge,
provides access to the railroad employees into
the Yard and the Q-Tower Control House. This
will be replaced by new vertical circulation
incorporated in Gateway Plaza and Sunnyside
Station and can be accessed from Queens
Boulevard.
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There are existing personnel and vehicular
access points for getting to the Yard from
Skillman Avenue or Queens Boulevard bridge.
The Urban Planning Team coordinated with rail
engineers to ensure that these access points
can be maintained, modified or replaced when
the near-term improvements are implemented.
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Conclusion

The Sunnyside Yard Master Plan models a comprehensive,
inclusive approach to long-term planning in the public
interest and begins a generational process to guarantee
public benefits.
The Master Plan is not a shovel-ready project, but rather a long-term
framework to guide future decisions, ensuring that they are made
comprehensively, led by public priorities, and centered on human
needs. Planning now enables the City to synchronize its eventual
vision with Amtrak and the MTA’s long-term plans for the rail activities
in the Yard. This will allow the public to work with the railroads to
determine the future of Sunnyside Yard for the needs of surrounding
residents and all New Yorkers, rather than for simple technical
exigency or economic expedience.

This Master Plan tackles some of the most challenging and persistent
issues facing urban areas today. From creating affordable housing
at a large scale, to mitigating the increased risks of climate change,
to preserving the qualities that make neighborhoods unique, the Plan
outlines a framework for how New York City can take bold action for its
future. Perhaps most significantly, the planning process turned to New
Yorkers and Queens communities for their ideas about how to face these
complex problems.

The Plan is the product of many conversations with engaged
community members and stakeholders and could not have been
The City and Amtrak are taking steps to solidify the Master Plan and
completed without their input. The City and Amtrak would like to
advance key ideas in the plan. This includes:
express their sincere appreciation to these New Yorkers for giving their
time and feedback to shape a framework for responsible, inclusive,
• Forming a nonprofit planning entity to steward implementation of
long-term planning for Western Queens. The master planning process
the Plan and provide a vehicle for long-term public participation
started with a strong public engagement process and, going forward, will
• Coordinating with city agencies on areawide infrastructure
continue to heavily rely on input from communities for advancement of
improvements, such as sewers, so that they are designed to
the Master Plan.
accommodate development at Sunnyside Yard
Throughout this process, New Yorkers expressed concerns and
fears about the climate crisis, affordable housing shortage, aging
• Working to advance transformative infrastructure investments like
infrastructure, and strained transportation system. They also spoke of
Sunnyside Station
creating a place that embodies the spirit and diverse people of Queens.
• Advocating for key policies needed at the city, state, and federal
The Master Plan is not a panacea that can solve all these challenges, and
levels to meet the ambitious housing and sustainability visions in the
it will not be realized overnight. With time and commitment, however,
Plan
Sunnyside Yard can help create a stronger, more equitable borough,
city, and region.
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